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ORIGINS OF TEE INSURGENCY IN SOUTH VIEI'NA..lI.1) 1954-1960 

SUMMARY 

From the perspective of the United States) the origins of the 
insurgency in South Vietnam raise four principal questions: 

1. Was the breakdown of the peace of 1954 the fault 
of the U.S,) or of the ambiguities and loopholes of the 
Geneva Accords? 

2. Was the i nsurgency in essence an indigenous 
rebellion agaj.nst Ngo Dinh Diem's oppressive govern
ment) transformed by the i ntervention of first the 
U.S,) and then the DRV? 

3. Or was it) rather, instigated) controlled) and 
supported from its i nception by Hanoi? 

4. When did the U.S. become aware of the Viet Cong 
threat to South Vietnam's internal securi ty, and did it 
attempt to counter it with its aid? 

The analysis which follo .. rs rests on study of three corpora of 
evidence: 

( a ) Intelligence reports and analyses) including the most 
carefully guarded finished intelligence) and pertinent National Intel
ligence Estimates . 

(b) Unfinished governmental i ntelligence) field reports ) and 
memoranda such as i nterrogat i ons of prisoners and translated captured 
documents ) as .. lell as contract studies based on similar evidence . 

(c) Open sources ) including the works of former U.S. officinls, 
Vietnam correspondents) and the like . 

The U.S. has attempted to amplify ( c ) by publishing White Papers in 
1961 and 1965) in whj.ch substantial citations were made from (b) and 
i nterpretations offered consistent with (a ). This study has benefited 
from further ~ffort during 1961 and early 1968 to i dent ify in (b ) 
evidence which could be publicly released . But) based on the survey 
of ( a ») (b ), and ( c ) reported on belo'i) the U.S. can now present no 
conclusi ve anSl-lers to the questions advanced above . 
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Tentative answerS are possible, and form a continuum: By 1956, 
peace in Vietnam was plainly les s dependent upon the Geneva Settlement 
than upon pOl{er r elat ionships in Southeast Asia -- principally upon the 
role the U.S. elected to play in unfolding events. In 1957 and 1958, 
a structured rebellion against the government of Ngo Dinh Diem began. 
While the North Vietnamese played an ill-defined part, most of those 
who took up arms were South Vietnamese, and the causes for which they 
fought were by no means contrived in North Vietnam. In 1959 and 1960, 
Hanoi's involvement in the developing strife became evident. Not until 
1960, however, did the U.S. perceive that Diem was in serious danger 
of being overthrown and devise a Counterinsurgency Plan. 

It can be established that there was endemic insurgency in South 
Vietnam throughout the period 1954-1960. It can also be established -
but less surely -- that the Diem regime alienated itself from one after 
another of those elements within Vietnam which might have offered it 
political support, and was grievously at fault in its rural programs. 
That these conditions engendered animosity toward the GVN seems almost 
certain, and they could have underwritten a major resistance movement 
even without North Vietnamese help. 

It is equally clear that North Vietnamese communists operat ed some 
form of subordinate apparatus in the South in the years 1954-1960. 
Nonethel ess , the Viet Minh "stay-behinds" were not directed originally 
to structure an insurgency, and there i s no coherent picture o~ the 
extent or effectiveness of comnm1ist activities in the period 1956-1959. 
From all indications , this was a period of reorganization and r ecruiting 
by the communist party. No direct links have been established between 
Hanoi and perpetrators of rural violence. Statements have been found 
in captured party histories that the communists plotted and controlled 
the entire insurgency, but these are difficult to take at face value . 
Bernard Fall ingeniously correlated DRV complaints to the ICC of 
incidents in South Vietnam in 1957 with GVN reports of the same incidents, 
and found Hanoi suspiciously \{ell informed . He also perceived a pattern 
in the t errori sm of 1957-1959, deducing that a broad, centrally directed 
strategy was being implemented. However, there is little other corrobora
tive evidence that Hanoi instigated the incidents, much less orchestrated 
them . 

Three interpretations of the available evidence are possible: 

Option A -- That the DRV intervened in the South in reaction 
to UoS. escalation, particularly that of President Kennedy in early 
1961. Those \{ho advance this argument rest their case principally on 
open sources to establish the reprehensible character of the Diem regllle, on 
examples of forceful resistance to Diem independent of Hanoi, and upon 
the formation of the National Liberation Front ( NLF ) alleged to have 
come i nto be ing in South Vietnam in early 1960. These also rely heavily 
upon DRV official statements of 1960-1961 indicat ing that the DRV only 
then proposed to support the NLF. 
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Option B -- The DRV manipulated the entire war . This is the 
official U.S. position, and can be supported. Nonetheless, the case 
is not wholly compelling, especially for the years 1955-1959· 

Option C -- The DRV seized an opportunity to enter an ongoing 
internal war i n 1959 prior to, and independent of, U.S. escalation. 
This i nterpretat i on is more tenable than the previous; still, much of 
the evidence is circumstantial . 

The judgment offered here is that the truth lies somewhere between 
Option Band C. That is, there was some f orm of DRV apparatus functioning 
in the South throughout the years, but it can only be infe r red that this 
apparatus originated and controlled the insurgency which by 1959 posed 
a serious challenge to the Diem government . Moreover, up until 1958, 
neither the DRV domestic s ituation nor its internat ional support vlaS 

conducive to foreign adventure ; by 1959, its prospects were bright in 
both respects, and i t is possibl e to demonstrate it s moving force -
fully abroad thereafter. Given the paucity of evidence now, well after 
the events , U.S. intelligence served policy makers of the day surpris i ngly 
well in warning of the developments described below: 

Failure of the Geneva Settlement (Tab 1) 

The Geneva Settlement of 1954 was i nherently f l awed as a durabl e 
peace for Indochina, since it depended upon France, and since both 
the U.S. and the Republic of South Vietnam excepted themselves. The 
common ground from which the nations negot iated at the Geneva Conference 
was a mutual desire to halt the hostilities behreen France and the Viet 
Minh, and to prevent any widening of the war . To achi eve concord, they 
had to override objections of the Saigon government , countenance the 
disassociation of the U. S . from the Settlement , and accept France as 
one executor . Even so, Geneva might have wrought an enduring peace for 
Vietnam i f France had remained as a ma j or pOvrer in Indochina, if Ngo 
Dinh Diem had c ooperated with t he t erms of the Settlement, if the U.S. 
had abstained from further influenc ing the outcome . No one-of these 
conditions was likely, given France 's travail in Algeria, Diem ' s 
implacable anti-communism, and the U.S.' determination to block further 
expansion of the DRV in Southeast Asia . 

Therefore, the tragedy staged : partition of Vietnam, t he sole 
negotiable basis found at Geneva for military di sengagement, became the 
prime casus belli. To assuage those parties to Geneva who were reluctant 
to condone the handing over of territory and peopl e to a communist govern
ment, and to reassure the Viet Minh that their southern follmrers could 
be preserved en bloc, the Accords provided for regrouping forces to 
North and South Vietnam and for Vietnamese freely electing residence in 
either the North or the South; the transmigrations severely disrupted 
the polity of Vietnruu, heated the controversy over r eunificat ion, and 
made it possible for North Vietnam to contemplate subversive aggression. 
The arms control provisions of the Settlement of 1954 mollified parties 
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of both sides who were fearful that the armistice would be used to conceal 
construction of military bases or other preparations for aggression; but 
these provisions depended on a credible international supervision which 
never materialized. Partition and regroupment pitted North against South 
Vietnam) and arms control failed patently and soon . Geneva traded on 
long-run risks to achieve short-run disengagement. France withdrew 
from Vietnam) leaving the Accords in the hands of Saigon. Lasting peace 
came between France and the Viet Minh) but the deeper struggle for an 
independent) united Vietnam remained) its international implications 
more grave, its dangers heightened. 

The Southeast Asia policy of the U.S. in the aftermath of the 
Geneva Conference was conservative) focused on organizing collective 
defense against further inroads of communism, not on altering status quo. 
Status quo was the two Vietnams set up at Geneva, facing each other across 
a demilitarized zone. Hanoi) more than other powers, had gambled: hedged 
by the remaining Viet Minh) it waited. for either Geneva's general elections 
or the voracious political forces in the South to topple the Saigon 
government. In South Vietnam, Diem had begun his attempt to gain control 
over his people, constantly decried DRV subversion and handling of would"';.be 
migrants as violations of the Geneva Accords, and pursued an international 
and domestic policy of anti-communism. Both Vietnams took the view that 
partition was, as the Conference Final Declaration stated, only temporary . 
But statements could not gainsay the practical import of the Accords. 
The separation of Vietnam at the 17th parallel facilitated military 
disengagement, but by establishing the principle that hlO regimes were 
separately responsible for "civil administration" each in distinct zones; 
by providing for the regroupment of military forces to the tyro zones, 
and for the movement of civilians to the zone of their choice; and by 
postponing national elections for at least two years, pe:rmitting the 
regimes in Hanoi and Saigon to consolidate power, the Geneva conferees 
in fact fostered two governments under inimical political philosophies, 
foreign policies, and socio-economic systems . 

The Geneva powers were imprecise -- probably deliberately indefinite 
concerning who was to carry out the election provisions. France , 

which was charged with civil administration in the "regrouping zone " of 
South Vietnam, had granted the State of Vietnam its independence in June 
1954, six weeks before the Accords were drawn up. Throughout 1954 and 
the first half of 1955, France further divested itself of authority in 
South Vietnam: police, local government, and then the Army of Vietnam were 
freed of French control) and turned over to the Saigon government. Con
currently, the U.S. began to channel aid directly to South Vietnam) rather 
than through France . The convolution of Fre_lch policy then thrust upon 
the U.S. a choice betlveen supporting Diem or the French presence in 
Indochina. The U. S. opted for Diem. By the time the deadlines for 
election consultations fell due in July 1955, South Vietnam was sovereign 
de f acto as ,vell as de jure, waxing strong with U. S. aid) and France was 
no longer in a position~exert strong influence on Diem's policy or 
actions . 
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As early as January 1955, President Diem was stating publicly that 
he was unlikely to proceed with the Geneva elections : 

"Southern Viet-Nam, since it protested the Geneva Agree
ment when it was made, does not consider itself a party to 
that Agreement, nor bound by it. 

"In any event, the clauses providing for the 1956 elect ions 
are extremely vague . But at one point they are clear -- in 
stipulating that the el ect i ons are to be free. Everything will 
now depend on how free elections are defined . The President 
said he would wait to see whether the conditions of freedom 
would exist in North Viet - Nam at the time scheduled for the 
elections . He asked what would be the good of an impartial 
count i ng of votes if the voting has been preceded i n North 
Viet-Nam by a campaign of ruthless propaganda and terrorism 
on the part of a police state ." * 

As the dea~ine for consultations approached (20 July 1955), Diem was 
increasingly explicit that he did not consider free elect i ons possible 
in North Vietnam, and had no intention of consulting with the DRV con
cerning them. The U.S. did not -- as -is often alleged - - connive with 
Diem to ignore the elections . U. S . State Department records indicate that 
Diem ' s refusal to be bound by the Geneva Accords and his opposition to 
pre-election consultations were at his mm initiative. HOI·rever, the U.S., 
which had expected elections to be held, and up unt il May 1955 had fully 
supported them, shifted its position in the f ace of Diem ' s opposition, 
and of the evidence then accumulated about the oppressive nature of the 
regime in North Vietnam . " In essence," a State Department historical 
study found , "our position would be that the whole subj ect of consulta
tions and elect i ons in Viet-Nam should be l eft up to the Vietnamese them
selves and not dictated by external arrangements which one of the parties 
never accepted and st ill rejects." ** Secretary of State Dulles explained 
publicly that : 

"Neither the United States Government nor the Government 
of Viet-Nam is, of course, a party to the Geneva armistice 
agreements. We did not sign them, and the C-overnment of Viet
Nam did not sign them and, indeed, protested against them . 
On the other hand, the United States believes, broadly speak
i ng, in the unification of countries which have a historic 
unity, where the people are akin . We also beli eve that, if 
t here are condit ions of really free elections , there is no serious 
risk that the Communists would win. . . ." *l<-K-

* Interview with Max Lerner, transcript in OSD files , dated 24 Jan 55· 
Cf ., "Vietnam Demands' a Time Extension," New York Times , 23 Jan 55· 

-X* U. S. Department of State, "The Shift in the United States Pos ition 
Toward Vietnamese Elections Under the Geneva .Accords " (RM-765 ), 
1 Sep 65. 

-X** Press Conference, 28 June 55. 
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Thus ) backed by the U.S,) Diem obdurately refused to open talks with the 
Hanoi government . He continued to maintai n that the Government of South 
Vietnam had not signed the Geneva Agreements and thus was not bound by 
them . 

"Our policy is a policy for peace. But nothing will l ead 
us astray of our goal) the unity of our country) a unity in 
fre edom and not i n slavery. Serving the cause of our nation) 
more than ever we will struggle for the reunification of our 
homel and . 

"We do not rej ect the principle of free elections as 
peaceful and democratic means to achieve that unity. However) 
if elections constitute one of the bases of true democracy) they 
will be meaningful only on the condition that they be absolut ely 
free. 

II Now) fac ed with a r egime of oppression as practiced by t he 
Viet Minh) we remain skeptical concerning the possibility of 
fulfilling the conditions of free elections in the North. II -l," 

On 1 June 1956) the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs, 
Walter Robertson) stated : 

"president Diem and the Government of Free Viet- Nam 
r eaffirmed on April 6 of this year and on other occasions 
thei r desire to seek the reunification of Viet-Nam by peace
ful means . In this goal, we support them fully. We hope 
and pray that the partitj.on of Viet -Nam, imposed against the 
will of the Vietnamese people, will speedily come to an end . 
For our part we believe in free elections , and we support 
President Diem fully in his position that if elections are 
to b e held) there first must be conditions which preclude 
int imi dat i on or coerc ion of the electorate . Unless such 
conditions exist there can be no free choice . II -)E-)(. 

President Eisenhower i s widely quoted to the effect t hat in 1954 
as many as 80% of the Vietnamese people would have voted for Ho Chi 
Minh) as the popular hero of their liberation, in an el ection against 
Bao Dai. In October 1955, Diem ran against Bao Dai in a referendwn 
and .ron -- by a dubiously ovenThelm:Lng vote , but he plainly won 
nevertheless . It is aftaost certain that by 1956 the proportion which 
might have voted for Ho -- in a free election agai nst Diem -- would have 
been much small er than 80%. Diem ' s success in the South had been far· 
greater than anyone could have foreseen, while the North Vietnamese 
r egime had been suffering from food scarcity, and 1 0.T public morale 

* Radio Broadcast by Premier Diem, 16 July 1955. 
-lfoX- American Fri.ends of Vietnam, America ' s Stake in Vietnam ( New York: 

Carnegie Press , 1956), 15 ff . 
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stemming from inept imitation of Chinese Communism -- including a harsh 
agrarian program that reportedly led to the killing of over 50)000 
small-scale "landlords." The North Vietnamese themselves furnished 
damning descriptions of conditions within the DRV in 1955 and 1956. 
Vo Nguyen Giap)in a public statement to his communist party colleagues, 
admitted in autumn, 1956, that: 

"We made too many deviations and executed too many honest 
people . We attacked on too large a front and, seeing enemi es 
everywhere, resorted to terror, which became far too widespread. 
• • . Whilst carrying out our land reform program we failed to 
respect the principles of freedom of faith and worship in many 
areas. • . in regions i nhabited by minority tribes we have 
attacked tribal chiefs too strongly, thus injuring, instead of 
respecting) local customs and manners ...• When reorganizing the 
party, we paid too much importance to the notion of social class 
instead of adhering firmly to political qualifications alone. 
Instead of recognizing education to be the first essential, we 
resorted exclusively to organizational measures such as dis
ciplinary punishments) expulsion from the party, executions, 
dissolution of party branches and calls. Worse still, torture came 
to be regarded as a normal practice during party reorganization." * 

That circumstances in North Vietnam were serious enough to warrant 
Giap 's confiteor was proved by insurrection among Catholic peasants in 
November 1956, within two weeks of his speech, in which thousands more 
lives were lost. But the uprisings, though then and since used to 
validate the U.S.-backed GVN st'and, '-Tere not foreseen in 1955 or 1956; 
the basis for the policy of both nations in rejecting the Geneva elections 
was, rather, convictions that Hanoi would not permit "free general elec
tions by secret ballot," and that the ICC would be impotent in supervising 
the elections in any case. 

The deadlines for the consultations in July 1955) and the date set 
for elections in July 1956) passed without international action . The 
DRV repeatedly tried to engage the Geneva machinery, fO~-Tarding messages 
to the Government of South Vietnam in July 1955) May and June 1956, 
March 1958) July 1959, and July 1960) proposing consultations to 
negotiate "free general elections by secret ballot)'" and to liberalize 
North-South relations in general . Each time the GVN replied '-Tith dj.s
dain) or with silence. The 17th parallel) with its demilitarized zone 
on either side, became de facto an international boundary) and -- since 
Ngo Dinh Diem ' s rigid refusal to traffic with the North excluded all 
economic exchanges and even an interstate p)stal agreement -- one of 
the most restricted boundaries in the world . The DRV appealed to the 
UK and the USSR as co-cha irmen of the Geneva Conference to no avail. 
In January 1956) on DRV urging) Communist China requested another 

* General Vo Nguyen Giap, speaking to the 10th Congress of the Lao 
Dong Parcy Centr a l Co~mittee ) October 1956. 
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Geneva Conference to deal with the situation. But the Geneva Co
Chairmen, the USSR and the UK, responded only by extending the functions 
of the International Control Commission beyond its 1956 expirat ion date. 
By early 1957, partitioned Vietnam was a generally accepted modus vivendi 
throughout the international community. For instance, in January 1957, 
the Soviet Union proposed the admission of both the GVN and the DRV to 
the United Nations, the USSR delegate to the Security Council declaring 
that "in Vietnam two separate States existed, which differed from one 
another in political and economic structure .• .• " Thus, reunification 
through elections became as remote a prospect in Vietnmll as in Korea or 
Germany . If the political mechanism for reunifying Vietnam in 1956 
proved impractical, the blame lies at least in part with the Geneva con
ferees themselves, who postulated an ideal political settlement incom
patible with the physical and psychological dismemberment of Vietnam 
they themselves undertook in July 1954. 

But partition was not, as the examples of Korea and Germany demon
strate, necessarily tantamount to renewed hostilities. The difference 
was that in Korea and Germany international forces guarded the boundaries. 
In Vietnam, the withdravTal of the French Expeditionary Corps prior to 
the date set for elections in 1956 left South Vietnam defenseless except 
for such forces as it could train and equip with U.S. assistance. The 
vague extending of the SEATO aegis over Vietnam did not exert the same 
stabilizing influence as did NATO's Central Army Group in Germany, or the 
United Nations Command in Korea. Moreover, neither East Germany nor 
North Korea enjoyed the advantage of a politico-military substructure 
within the object of its irredentism, as the Viet Minh residue provided 
North Vietnam . The absence of deterrent force in South Vietnam invited 
forceful reunification; the southern Viet Minh regroupees in the North . 
and their comrades in the South made it possible. 

Pursuant to the "regroupment " provisions of the Geneva Accords, 
some 190,000 troops of the French Expeditionary Corps, and 900,000 
civilians moved from North Vietnam to South Vietnam; more than 100,000 
Viet Minh soldiers and civilians moved from South to North. Both nations 
thereby acquired minorities vTith vital interests in the outcome of the 
Geneva Settlement. In both nations, the regroupees exerted an influence 
over subsequent events vTell out of proportion to the.ir numbers. 

In North Vietnam, the DRV treated the southern regroupees from 
the outset as strategic assets -- the young afforded special schooling, 
the able assigned to separate military units. 

The southerners in the North, and their relatives in the South, formed, 
with the remnants of the Viet Minh ' s covert network in South Vietnam, a 
means through vThich the DRV might "struggle" tOvTard r eunification regard
less of Diem ' s obduracy or U.S. aid for South Vietnam. These people kept 
open the DRV's option to launch aggression without transcending a 
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"civil war " of southerners against southerners --- no doubt an important 
consideration \orith the United states as a potential antagonist. The 
evidence indicates that) ~t l east through 1956) Hanoi di d not .expect 
to have to resort to force; thereafter) the regroupees occupied increasing 
prominence in DRV plans . 

For Diem's government) r efuge es from the North were important for 
three reasons : firstly) they provided the world the earli est convincing 
evidence of the undemocratic and oppressive nature of North Vietnam ' s 
regime. Though no doubt many migrants fled North Vietnam for vague or 
spurious reasons) i t was plain that Ho's Viet Minh were widely and 
genuinely feared) and many r efugees took flight i n understandable terror. 
There were indications that the DRV forcefully obstructed the migration 
of other thousands who might also have l eft the North . In 1955 and 1956) 
the refugees were the most convincing support for Diem's argument that 
free el ections were impossible in the DRV . 

Secondly) the r efugees engaged the sympathies of the American 
people as few developmen~in Vietnam have before or s ince) and solidly 
underwrote the U.s. decision for unstinting support of Diem. The 
poignancy of hundreds of thousands of people fleeing their homes and 
fort unes to escape communist tyranny) · well journalized) evoked an out 
pouring of U.S. aid) governmental and private . The U.S. Navy was com
mitted to succor the migrants ) lifting over 300)000 persons i n "Operation. 
EXODUS" (in which Dr . Tom Dooley -- then a naval officer -- won farne ). 
U.S. government-to-government aid) amounting to $100 per refugee) more 
than South Vietnam's annual income per capita) enabled Diem ' s government 
to provide homes and food for hundreds of thousands of the destitute) and 
American charities provided millions of dollars more for their relief . 
U. S. officials defending American aid programs could point with pride 
to the refugee episode to demonstrate the special eligib i lity of the 
Vietnamese for U.S. help) including an early) convincing demonstration 
that Diem ' s government could mount an effect ive program with U.S. aid. 

Thirdly) the predominantly Catholic Tonkinese refugees provided 
Diem with a claque: a politically malleable ) culturally distinct group) 
wholly distrustful of Ho Chi Minh and the DRV) dependent for subsistence 
on Diem' s government ) and attracted to Diem as a co-religionist . Under 
Diem's mandarinal regime) they were less important as dependable votes 
than as a source of reliable political and military cadres . Most were 
kept unassimilated in their own communities) and became prime subjects 
for Diem ' s experiments with strategic population relocation . One heritage 
of Geneva is the present dominance of South Vietnam ' s government and army 
by northerner's . The refugees catalyzed Diel~ ' s domestic political 
rigidity) his high- handedness with the U.S,) and his unyielding rejection 
of the DRV and the C~neva Accords . 

The Geneva Settlement \oras further penalized by the early failure of 
the " International Supervisory Commission" establi shed by the Armistice 
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Agreement (Article 34) and cited in the Conference Declaration 
(Article 7). While a Joint Commission of French and Viet Minh military 
officers was set up to deal with the cease-fire and force regroupment) 
the International Commission for Supervision and Control (ICCh furnished 
by Poland) India) and Canada) was to oversee the Accords in general. 
Its inability to cope with violations of the Armistice in the handling 
of would-be migrants) vociferously proclaimed in both Saigon and Hanoi) 
impugned its competence to overwatch the general free elections) for 
which it was also to be responsible. 

Equally serious for the Settlement) the ICC was expected to control 
arms and guarantee against aggression . The armistice agreement signed 
by the French and the Viet Minh) and affirmed in the several declara
tions of the Geneva Conference ) included four main provisions for arms 
control: (1) arms) bases, and armed forces were to be fixed at the level 
existing in Vietnam in July 1954) with allowance for replacement of worn 
or damaged equi pment) and r .otation of personnel; (2) further foreign 
influences were to be excluded) either in the form of alliances) or 
foreign military bases established in either North or South Vietnam; 
(3) neither party was to allow its zone to be used for the renewal of 
aggression; and) (4) all the foregoing were to be overseen by the ICC. 
As was the case of the regroupment provisions) these arrangements 
operated in practice to the detriment of the political solution embodied 
in the Accords, for the ICC) the election guardian) was soon demonstrated 
to be impotent. 

The l evel of arms in Vietnam in 1954 was unascertainable. The Viet 
Minh had been surreptitiously armed) principally by the Chinese, from 
1950 onward. That Viet Minh forces were acquiring large amount of 
relatively advanced weaponry was fully evident at Dien Bien Phu, but 
neither the DRV nor its allies owned to this military assistance. After 
the 1954 armistice, French, U.S,) and British intelligence indicated 
that the flow of' arms i nto North Vietnam from China continued on a scale 
far in excess of "replacement " needs. Similarly) while U.S. military 
materiel had been provided to the French more openly, no one -- neither 
the French, the Vietnamese, the U. S., nor certainly the ICC -- me,., hm., 
much of this equipment was on hand and serviceable after 1954. The 
issue of arms levels was further complicated by regroupment, French 
withdrm.,als, and the revamping of the national army in South Vietnam. 
The ICC could determine to no one's satisfaction whether the DRV was 
within its rights to upgrade the armament of the irregulars it brou~ht 
out of South Vietnam. Similarly, though the DRV charged repeatedly 
that the U.S. had no right to be in South Vietnam at all, the ICC had 
to face the fact that U.S. military advisors and trainers had been present 
in Vietnam since 1950 under a pentilateral agreement with Laos , Cambodia, 
Vietnam, and France. If France withdrew its cadres in Vietnamese units , 
could they not be "replaced" by Americans? And if the French ,.,ere with
drawing both men and equipment in large quantities, did not Vietnam have 
a right under the Accords to replace them in kind with its mrn, American
equipped formations? To DRV charges and GVN countercharges, the ICC 
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could reply with legalistic interpretations, but it found it virtually 
impossible to collect facts, or exercise more than vague i nfluence over 
U.S., GVN, or DRV policy. The only major example of U.S.' ignoring the 
ICC was the instance of the U.S. Training and Equipment Recovery Mission 
(TERM), 350 men ostensibly deployed to Vietnam in 1956 to aid the 
Vietnamese in recovering equipment left by the French, but also directed 
to act as an extension of the existing MAAG by training Vietnamese in 
logistics. TERM was introduced without ICC sanction, although subse
quently the ICC accepted its presence. 

The question of military bases was similarly occluded. The DRV 
protested repeatedly that the U.S. was transforming South Vietnam into 
a military base for the prosecution of aggression in Southeast Asia. 
In fact, as ICC investigation subsequently established, there was no 
wholly U.S. base anywhere in South Vietnam . It was evident, however, 
that the South Vietnamese government had made available to the U.S. 
some portions of existing air and naval facilities -- e.g., at Tan Son 
Nhut, Bien Hoa, and Nha Be -- for the use of MAAG and TERM. ICC access 
to these facilities was restricted, and the ICC was never able to 
determine what the U.S. was shipping through them, either personnel or 
materiel. By the same token, ICC access to DRV airports, rail terminals, 
and seaports was severely limited, and its ability to confirm or deny 
allegations concerning the rearming of the Peopl e 's Army of Vietnam 
correspondingly circumscribed. International apprehensions over arms 
levels and potential bases for aggression were heightened by statements 
anticipating South Vietnam 's act ive participation in SEATO, or pro
nouncements of DRV solidarity with China and Russia. 

Not until 1959 and 1961 did the ICC publish reports attempting to 
answer directly DRV charges that the U.S. and South Vietnam were 
flagrantly violating the arms control provis~ons of the Geneva Accords. 
Similarly, though in its Tenth and Eleventh Interim Repol~s (1960 and 
1961) the ICC noted "the concern which the Republic of Vietnam has been 
expressing over the problem of suoversion in South Vietnam," it did not 
mention that those expresslons of concern had been continuous since 
1954, or attempt to publish a factual study of that problem until June 
1962. In both cases, the ICC was overtaken by events: by late 1960, 
international tensions were beyond any ability of the ICC to provide 
reassurances , and the U. S. was faced \iith the decision \ihether to commit 
major resources to the conflict in South Vietnam. 

The Geneva Settlement thus failed to provide lasting peace because 
it was, as U.S. National Security Council papers of 1956 and 1958 aptly 
termed it, "only a truce." It failed to se"~tle the role of the U.S. 
or of the Saigon govermnent, or, indeed, of France in Vietnam. It 
failed because it created two antagonist Vietnames e nations. It failed 
because the Geneva powers were unwilling or unable to concert follOli-UP 
action in Vietnam to supervise effectively observance of the Accords, 
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or to dampen the mounting tension. Mutual distrust led to incremental 
violations by both sides, but on balance, though neither the United 
States nor South Vietnam was fully cooperative, and though both acted 
as they felt necessary to protect their i nterests , both considered 
themselves constrained by the Accords. There is no evidence that either 
deliberately undertook to breach the peace. In contrast, the DRV pro
ceeded to mobilize its total societal resources scarcely without pause 
from the day the peace was signed, as though to substantiate the declara
tion of its Deputy Premier, Pham Van Dong, at the closing session of 
the Geneva Conference : 

"We shall achieve 
we have won the war . 
external, can make us 

unity. We shall achieve it just as 
No force in the world, internal or 
devi ate from our path . . ." 

Diem' s rejection of el ections meant that reunification could be 
achieved in the foreseeable future only by resort to force. Diem's 
policy, and U. S. support of it, l ed inevitably to a test of strength 
with the DRV to determine whether the GVN ' s cohesiveness, with U.S. 
support, could offset North Vietnam ' s drive to satisfy its unrequited 
nationalism and expansionism . 

Revolt Against My-Diem (Tab 2) 

By the time President Kennedy came to office in 1961, it was 
plain that support for the Saigon government among South Vietnam's 
peasants -- 90% of the population -- was vleak and waning . The Manifesto 
of the National Liberation Frorit , published in December 1960, trwnpeted 
the existence of a r evolutionary organization which could channel popular 
discontent into a political program . Increasingly Diem's government 
proved inept in dealing either through its public administration with 
the sources of popular discontent , or through its s ecurity apparatus 
with the Viet Congo Diem's government and his party were by t hat time 
manifestly out of touch with the people, and into the gap between the 
government and the populace the Viet Cong had successfully driven . 
When and why this gap developed i s crucial to an understanding of who 
the Viet Cong were , and to what extent they represented South as 
opposed to North Vietnamese interests . 

The U.S. Government, in its White Papers on Vietnam of 1961 and 
1965*, has blamed the insurgency on aggression by Hanoi, holding that 
the Viet Cong were always tools of the DRV. Critics of U. S. policy in 
Vietnam usually hold, to the contrary, that the war was started by South 
Vietnamese; t~eir counterarguments rest on two propositions: (1) that 
the i nsurgency began as a r ebellion against the oppressive and clwnsy 

-x- U. S. Department of state, "A Threat to the Peace: North Vietnam ' s 
Effort to Conquer South Vietnam" (Publication 7308, Far Eastern 
Series 110, December 1961 ) and "Aggression from the North : The 
Record of North Vietnam I s Campaign to Conquer South Vietnam" 
(Publication 7839, Far Eastern Series 130, February 1965). 
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government of Ngo Dinh Diem; and (2) that only after it became clear, 
in late 1960, that the U.S. would commit massive resources to succor 
Diem in his internal war, was the DRV impelled to unleash the South 
Vietnamese Viet Minh veterans evacuated to North Vietnam after Geneva. 
French analysts have long been advancing such interpretations; 
American protagonists for them often quote, for example, Philippe 
Devillers, who wrote in 1962 that: 

" . In 1959, responsible elements of the Communist 
Resistance in Indo-China came to the conclusion that they 
had to act, whether Hanoi wanted them to or no. They could no 
longer continue to stand by while their supporters were 
arrested, thrown into prison and tortured, without attempting 
to do anything about it as an organization, without giving 
some lead to the people in the struggle in which it was to be 
involved . Hanoi preferred diplomatic notes, but it was to 
find that its hand had been forced." * 

Devillers related how in March 1960 the "Nambo Veterans of the 
Resistance Association" i ssued a declaration appealing for "struggle " 
to "liberate themselves from submission to America, eliminate all 
U.S. bases in South Vietnam, expel American military advisors .. .. " 
and to end "the colonial regime and the fascist dictatorship of the 
Ngo family." *7:- Shortly thereafter, according to Devillers, a 
People's Liberation Army appeared in Cochinchina and: 

"From this time forward it carried on incessant guerrilla 
operations against Diem's forces. 

"It was thus by its home policy that the government of 
the South finally destroyed the confidence of the population, 
iolhich it had won during the early years, and practically drove them 
into revolt and desperation . The non-Communist ( and even the 
anti-Communist ) opposHion had long been aware of the turn events 
were taking. But at the beginning of 1960 very many elements, 
both civj_lian and military, in the Nationalist camp came to a 
clear realization that things were moving from bad to worse, 
and that if nothing were done to put an end to the absolute 
power of Diem, then Communism would end up by gaining power 
with the aid, or at least with the consent, of the population. 
If they did not want to alloH the Communists to make capital 
out of the revolt, then they would have to oppose Diem 
actively. . . ." **-)(-

Based on a similar analysis , Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., held that: 

* Philippe Devillers, "The Struggle for the Unification of Vietnam," 
China Quart erly, No .9, J-anuary-March 1962, 15-16. 

*-J(- "Declaration of Former Resistance Fighters," excerpts in Kahin and 
Lel'Tis, op. cH., Appendix 5, 384-38, . 

*-)(-¥, Devillers, loco cit . 
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"Diem ' s authoritarianism) which increasingly involved 
manhunts) political reeducation camps ) and the 'regroupment ' 
of population) caused spreadi ng discontent and then armed 
resistance on the countryside . It is not easy to di sentangle 
the events of these murky years; but few scholars believe 
that the growing res i stance was at the start organized or 
directed by Hanoi. Indeed) there is some i ndication that 
the Communists at first hung back • . • it was not until 
September) 1960 that the Communist Party of North Vietnam 
bestowed its formal blessing and called for the liberat ion 
of the south from American imperiali sm ." * 

Events in Vietnam in the years 1954 to 1960 were indeed murky. 
The Diem government controlled the press tightly) and discouraged 
r eali sm in reports from its provincial bureaucracy . Even official 
U.S. estimates were handicapped by reliance upon GVN sources for i nputs 
from the grass roots of Vietnamese soc i ety) the rural villages ) since 
the U.S. advisory effort was then largely confined to top l evels of 
the GVN and its armed forces. But enough evidence has now accumulated 
to establish that peasant resentment against Diem was extensive and 
well founded. Moreover ) it is clear that dislike of the Diem govern
ment was coupled with r esentment toward Americans . For many Vietnamese 
peasants) the War of Resistance against French-Bao Dai rule never 
ended; France "Has merely r eplaced by the U.S,) and Bao Dai's mantle 
was transferred to Ngo Dinh Diem. The Viet Cong ' s opprobrious 
catchword "My-Diem" (American-Diem ) thus recaptured the nationalist 
mystique of the First Indochina War) and comb ined the natural xenophobia 
of the rural Vietnamese with their mounting dislike of Diem. But Viet 
Cong slogans aside ) i n the eyes of many Vietnamese of no particular 
political persuasion) the United states was r eprehensible as a moderniz
ing forc e in a thoroughly traditional society) as the provider of arms 
and money for a detested government ) and as an a l ien) di sruptive 
influence upon hopes they held for the Geneva Settlement. As far as 
att i tudes toward Diem were concerned) the prevalence of his picture 
throughout Vietnam virtually assured his being accepted as the sponsor 
of the frequently corrupt and cruel local officials of the GVN) and the 
perpetrator of unpopular GVN programs ) especial ly the population reloca
tion schemes ) and the "Communist Denunc iation Campai gn ." Altogether) 
Diem promised the farmers much) delivered little) and raised not only 
their expectations ) but their fears. 

It should be recognized; however) that whatever his people thought 
of him) Ngo Dinh Diem really did accomplish miracles ) j ust as his 
American boosters said he did . He took power in 1954 amid political 
chaos ) and "Tithin ten months surmounted attempted coups d ' etat from 
within his army and rebellions by disparate irregulars . He consolidated 
his regime 'fhile provi ding creditably for an i nflux of nearly one million 

* The Bitter Heritage) pp . 34-35. 
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destitute refugees from North Vietnam; and he did all of this despite 
active French opposition and vacillating American support . Under his 
leadership South Vietnam became well established as a sovereigp state, 
by 1955 recognized de jure by 36 other nations. Moreover, by mid-1955 
Diem secured the strong backing of the U.S. He conducted a plebiscite 
in l ate 1955, i n whi ch an overwhelming vote was recorded for him in 
preference to Bao Dai; during 1956, he installed a government -
representative in form, at l east --, drafted a new constitut ion, and 
extended GVN control to regions that had been under sect or Viet Minh 
rule for a decade; and he pl edged to initiate extens ive reforms in 
land holding, public health, and education . With American help, he 
established a truly national, modern army, and formed rural secuIity 
forc es to police the countryside. In accomplishing all the foregOing, 
he confounded those Vietnamese of North and South, and those French, 
who had looked for his imminent downfall. 

While it i s true that his reforms entailed oppress ive measures -
e.g., his "poli tical reeducation centers" vere in fact little more than 
concentration camps for potent i al foes of the government -- his regime 
compared favorably with other Asian governments of the same period in 
its respect for the person and property of citizens . There is much 
that can be offered in mitigation of Diem's authoritari anism . He began 
as the most singularly disadvantaged head of state of his era . His 
political legacy was endemic violence and virulent anti-colonialism . 
He took office at a time when the government of Vietnam controlled only 
a f ew blocks of downtmm Saigon; the rest of the capital was the feudal 
fief of the Binh Xuyen gangster fraternity. Beyond the environs of 
Saigon, South Vietnam l ay divided among the Viet Minh enclaves and the 
theocratic dominions of the Cao Dai and the Hoa Hao sects . All these 
powers would have opposed any Saigon government , whatever i ts composi
tion; in fact , their existence accounts for much of the confidence the 
DRV then exhibited tOl-lard the outcome of the Geneva Settlement . For 
Diem to have erected any central government in South Vietnam without 
r eckoning resolutely vith their several armed forces and clandestine 
organizat ions would have been impossible: they were the very stuff of 
South Vietnam ' s politics . 

Diem's initial pol itical test s r einforced his propens ity to 
inflexibility . The lessons of his first 10 months of rule must have 
underscored to Diem the value of slvi ft , tough action against dissent, 
and of demanding absolute personal loyalty of top officials . Als o, 
by May 1955, Ngo Dinh Diem had demonstrated to his satisfaction that 
the U.S. was sufficiently committed to South Vietnam that he could afford 
on occasion tc resist American pressure , anC', even t o i gnore American 
advice. Diem knev, as surely as dj,d the United States , that he hirriself 
r epresented the only alternative to a communist South Vietnam . 

Diem 1vas handicapped in all his attempts to build a nation by his 
political concepts . He sml himself as a moral reformer; he talked affairs 
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of state with the extravagant expectations of a Rouss eau, and he acted 
with the zeal of a Spanish Inquisitor. Despite extensive travel and 
education in the West, and despite his revolutionary mien, he remained 
what he had been raised: a mandarin of Imperial Hue, steeped in filial 
piety, devoted to Vietnam's past, modern only to the extent of an 
intense, conservative Catholicism. The political apparatus he created 
to extend his power and implement his programs reflected his background, 
personality, and experience : a rigidly organized, over-centralized 
familial oligarchy. Though his brothers, Ngo Dinh Nhu and Ngo Dinh Can, 
created extensive personal political organizations of considerable power 
Nhu's semi-covert Can Lao party borrowed heavily from communist doctrine 
and technique -- and though a third brother, Ngo Dinh Thuc, was the 
ranking Catholic bishop, in no sense did they or Diem ever acquire a 
broad popular base for his government . Diem's personality and his 
political methods practically assured that he would remain distant, 
virtually isolated from the peasantry. They also seem to have pre
determined that Diem's political history over the long-run would be 
a chronicle of disaffection: Diem alienated one after another of the key 
groups lVithin South Vietnam 's society until, by late 1960, his r egime 
rested on the narrOVl and disintegrating base of its mm bureaucracy 
and the northern refugees . 

Such need not have been the case. At least through 1957, Diem and 
his government enjoyed marked success with fairly sophisticated pacifica
tion programs in the countryside. In fact, Diem at first was warmly 
lVelcomed in some former Viet Minh domains, and it is probable that a 
more sensitive and adroit leader could have ca~edand held a signifi
cant rural following. Even the failure of the Geneva Accords to eventuate 
in general elections in 1956 at first had little impact upon GVN pacifica
tion. The strident declamations of the DRV notwithstanding, reunifica
tion of partitioned Vietnam was not at first a vital political issue for 
South Vietnam's peasants. By and l arge, as late as 1961 as Devillers 
pointed out: 

"For the people of the South reunification is not an 
essential problem. Peace, security, freedom, their ·standard 
of living, the agrarian question -- these are far more 
important questions to them. The stronghold of the sects 
over certain regions remains one of the factors of the 
situation, as is also, in a general fashion, the distrustful 
attitude of the Southerner towards the Northerner, who i s sus
pected of a tendency to lVant to take charge of affairs. 11 -x-

The initi~l GVN pacification effort combined promises of govern
mental level r efonns \-lith "civic action" in the h8Jl1~ets and villages . 
The latter vlaS carried out by "cadre " clad in black pajamas, imple;-nenting 
the Maoist "three-withs 11 doctrine ( eat with, sleep i-lith, 1V0rk lVith the 
people) to initiate rudimentary improvements in public health, educat ion, 

* Devillers , p. 19. 
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and local government, and to propagandize the promises of the central 
government. Unfortunately for Diem, his civic action teams had to be 
drawn from the northern refugees, and encountered Cochinchines~
Tonkinese tensions. More importantly, however, they incurred the 
enmity of the several Saigon ministries upon whose field responsibilities 
they impinged. Moreover, they became preoccupied with Diem's anti
communi st campaign to the detriment of their social service. By the 
end of 1956, the civic action component of the GVN pacification program 
had been cut back severely. 

But the salesmen were less at fault than their product. Diem's 
reform package compared unfavorably even in theory with what the Viet 
Minh had done by way of rural reform. Diem undertook to; (1) resettle 
refugees and other land destitute Vietnamese on uncultivated land 
beginning in 1955j (2) expropriate all rice land holdings over 247 
acres and redistribute these to tenant farmers beginning in 1956j and 
(3) regulate landlord-tenant relations beginning in 1957 to fix rents 
within the range 15-25% of crop yield, and to guarantee tenant land 
tenure for 3-5 years. Despite invidious comparison with Viet Minh 
rent-free land, had these programs been honestly and efficiently 
implemented, they might have satisfied the land-hunger of the peasants. 
But they suffered, as one American expert put it from "lack of 
serious, interested administrators and top side command." Government 
officials, beginning with the Minister for Agrarian Reform, had divided 
loyalties , being themselves land holders. Moreover, the programs often 
operated to r epl ace paternalistic landlords with competitive bidding, 
and thus increased, rather than decreased, tenant i nsecurity. And even 
if all Diem's goals had been honestly fulfilled -- which they were not -
only 20% of the rice land .,ould have passed from large to small farmers. 
As it turned out, only 10% of all tenant farmers benefited in any sense. 
By 1959, the land reform program was virtually inoperative. As of 1960, 
45% of the land remained concentrated in the hands of 2% of landowners, 
and 15% of the landlords owned 75% of all the land . Those relatively 
f ew farmers who did benefit from the program were more often than not 
northerners, refugees, Catholics, or Annamese -- so that land reform 
added to the GVN's aura of favoritism \vhich deepened peasant alienation 
in Cochinchj.na. Farmer-GVN tensions were further aggravated by rumors of 
corruption) and the widespread allegation that the Diem family itself 
had become enriched through the manipulation of land transfers. 

Diem's whole rural policy furnishes one example after another of 
political maladroitness. In June 1956, Diem abolished elections for 
village councils, apparently out of concern that large numbers of Viet 
Minh might ,.;rin office. By replacing the vi] lage notables with GVN 
appointed officials, Diem swept away the traditional administrative 
autonomy of the village officials, and took upon himself and his govern
ment the onus for \·lhatever. corruption and injustice subsequently 
developed at that level. Again, the GVN appointees to village office 
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were outsiders -- northerners, Catholics, or other IIdependable ll 

persons -- and their alien presence in the midst of the close-knit 
rural communities encouraged revival of the conspiratorial, underground 
polltics to which the villages had become accustomed during the resistance 
against the French. 

But conspiracy was almost a natural defense after Diem launched his 
Denunciation of Communists Campaign, which included a scheme for classify
ing the populace into lettered political groups according to their con
nections with the Viet Minh. This campaign, which featured public con
fessions reminiscent of the IIpeople's courts ll of China and North Vietnam, 
invited neighbors to inform on each other, and raised further the premium 
on clandestine political activity. In 1956, the GVN disclosed that some 
15-20,000 communists had been detained in its IIpolitical reeducation 
centers, II I-Thile Devillers put the figure at 50,000. By GVN figures in 
1960, nearly 50,000 had been detained. A British expert on Vietnam, 
P. J. Honey, who was invited by Diem to investigate the reeducation 
centers in 1959, concluded that, after interviewing a number of rural 
Vietnamese, lithe consensus of the opinion expressed by these peoples 
is that . . . the majority of the detainees are neither communists nor 
pro-commuIlists. II Between 1956 and 1960, the GVN claimed that over 
100,000 former communist cadres rallied to the GVN, and thousands of 
other communist agents had surrendered or had been captured. The 
campaign also allegedly netted over 100,000 weapons and 3,000 arms 
caches. Whatever it contributed to GVN internal security, hovlever, the 
Communist Denunciation Campaign thoroughly terrified the Vietnamese 
peasants, and detracted significantly from the regime's popularity. 

Diem's nearly paranoid preoccupation with security influenced his . 
population relocatiDn schemes. Even the refugee relief programs had been 
executed with an eye to building a IIliving wall ll between the lowland 
centers of population and the jungle and mountain redoubts of dissidents. 
Between April 1957 and late 1961, the GVN reported that over 200,000 
persons -- refugees and landless families from coastal Annam -- were 
resettled in 147 centers carved from 220 000 acres of wilderness . These 
"strategic" settlements were expensive: ~lthough they affected only 
2% of South Vietnam's people, they absorbed 50% of U.S. aid for agri
culture. They also precipitated unexpected political r eactions from 
the Montagnard peoples of the Highlands. In the long run, by introducing 
ethnic Vietnamese into traditionally Montagnard areas, and then by 
concentrating Montagnards into defensible communities, the GVN provided 
the tribes with a cause and focused their discontent against Diem. The 
GVN thus facilit ated rather than hindered the subsequent subversion of 
the tribes by the Viet Cong. But of all D:i.em' s relocati.on experiments, 
that I-Thich occasioned the most widespread and vehement anti-GVN sentiment 
was the lIagroville ll program begun in mid-1959. At first, the GVN tried 
to establish rural communities which segregated families with known Viet 
Cong or Viet Minh connections from other citizens, but the public outcry 
caused this approa ch to be dropped. A few months later, the GVN announced 
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its intent to build 80 "prosperity and density centers" along a 
"strategic route system." By the end of 1963) each of these 80 agrovilles 
was to hold some 400 families) and each would have a group of satellite 
agrovilles of 120 families each. In theory) the agroville master plan 
was attractive: there were provisions for community defense) schools) 
dispensary) market center) public garden) and even electricity. Despite 
these advantages) however) the whole program incurred the wrath of the 
peasants. They resented the corvee labor the GVN resorted to for agro
ville construction) and they abhorred abandoning their cherished ancestral 
homes) tombs) and developed gardens and fields for a strange and desolate 
community. Passive peasant resistance) and then insurgent attacks on the 
agrovilles ) caused abandonment of the program in early 1961 when it was 
less than 25% complete. 

Yet) for all Diem's preoccupation with rural security) he poorly 
provided for police and intelligence in the countryside. Most of the 
American aid the GVN received was used for security, and the bulk of it 
was lavished on the Army of Vietnam. Security in the villages was 
relegated to the Self-Defense Corps ( SDC ) and the Civil Guard (CG) 
poorly trained and equipped, miserably led. They could scarcely defend 
themselves , much less secure the farmers. Indeed, they proved to be 
an asset to insurgents in two ways : they served as a source of weapons ; 
and their brutality) petty thievery, and disorderliness induced innumer
able villagers to join in open revolt against the GVN. The Army of 
Vietnam, after 1956, was withdrawn from the rural regions to undergo 
reorganization and modernization under its American advisors. Its 
interaction ,·,ith the rural populace through 1959 was relatively slight. 
The SDC and CG, placed at the disposal of the provincial administrators, 
were often no more venal nor offensive to the peasants than the local 
officials themselves, but the corrupt) arrogant and overbearing men the 
people knew as the GVN were among the greatest disadvantages Diem faced 
in his rural efforts. 

Nor was Ngo Dinh Diem successful in exerclslng effective leader
ship over the Vietnamese urban population or its intellectuals. Just as 
Diem and his brothers made the mistake of considering all former Viet 
Minh communists, they erred in condemning all non-Diemist nat ionalists 
as tools of Bao Dai or the French. The Diem family acted to circumscribe 
all political activity and even criticism not sanctioned by the oligarchy . 
In late 1957, newspapers critical of the regime began to be harass ed, 
and in March 1958, after a . caustic editorial) the GVN closed dOlm the 
largest newspaper in Saigon. Attempts to form opposition political 
parties for participation in the national assembly met vague threats 
and bureaucrat ic impediments . In 1958, opposition politicians risked 
arrest for assaying to form parties unauthorized by Nhu or Can, and by 
1959 all opposition political activity had come to a halt. In the 
spring of 1960) however) a group of non-communist nationalist leaders 
came together -- ",ith more courage than prudence -- to issue the 
Caravelle Manifesto, a recital of grievances against the Diem r egime . 
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Eleven of the 18 signers had been cabinet members under Diem or Bao Dai; 
4 had been in other high government positions, and others represented 
religious groups. Their manifesto lauded Diem for the progress that he 
had made in the aftermath of Geneva, but pointed out that his repressions 
in recent years had IIprovoked the discouragement and resentment of the 
people. 11 They noted that lithe size of the territory has shrunk, but the 
number of civil servants has increased and still the work doesn't get 
done 11; they applauded the fact that lithe French Expeditionary Corps has 
left the country and a Republican Army has been constituted, thanks to 
American aid,lI but deplored the fact that the Diem influence IIdivides 
the men of one and the same unit, sows distrust between friends of the 
same rank, and uses as a criterion for promotion fidelity to the party 
in blind submission 'to its leaders 11 ; they described, despairingly, 
lIa rich and fertile country enjoying food surpluses ll where lIat the present 
time many people are out of work, have no roof over their heads, and no 
money. 11 They went on to IIbeseech the government to urgently modify its 
policies. 11 While the Caravelle Manifesto thoroughly frightened Diem) 
coming, as it did, three days after Syngman Rhee was overthrown in Korea) 
it prompted him only to further measures to quell the loyal opposition. 
By the fall of 1960, the intellectual elite of South Vietnam was 
politically mute; labor unions were impotent; loyal opposition in the 
form of organized parties did not exist. In brief, Diem's policies 
virtually assured that political challenges to him would have to be 
extra-legal. Ultimately, these emerged from the traditional sources of 
power in South Vietnam -- the armed forces, the religious sects, and.the 
armed peasantry. 

Through 1960, the only serious threats to Diem from inside the GVN 
were attempted military coups d'etat. In his first 10 months in office, 
Diem had identified loyalty in his top army commanders as a sine qua ~ 
for his survival. Thereafter he took a personal interest in the position
ing and promoting of officers , and even in matters of military strategy 
and tactics. Many of V:;i..etnam's soldiers found Diem's attentions a means 
to politica l pOI"er, wealth) and social prominence . Many others) hO\"ever, 
resented thos e who ros e by favoritism, and objected to Diem's inter
ferenc e in military matters. In November 1960, a serious coup atte..rupt 
was supported by three elite paratroop battalions in Saigon, but other
wise failed to attract support. In the Hake of the coup, mass arrests 
took place in which the Caravelle Group) among others, were jailed. 
In February 1962, two Vietnamese air force planes bombed the presidential 
palace in an unsuccessfu..l assassination attempt on Diem and the Nhus . 

. Again, there was little apparent Hillingness among military officers 
for concerted action against Diem. But the abortive attempts of 1960 
and 1962 had the effect of dramatizing the choices open to those military 
officers who recognized the insolvency of Diem's political and military 
policies . 

Diem's handling of his military impinged i n tvTO ways on his rural 
policy. Diem involved himself with the equipping of his military forces, 
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showing a distinct proclivity toward heavy military forces of the 
conventional type. He wanted the Civil Guard equipped very much like 
his r egular army -- possibly with a view to assuring himself ~ check 
on army power. There were a few soldiers, like General Duong Van Minh, 
who sharply disagreed with the President on this pOint. Nonetheless~ 

Diem persisted. His increasing concern for the loyalty of key officials, 
moreover, l ed him to draw upon the military officer corps for civil 
administrators. From 1956 on his police apparatus was under military 
officers, and year by year, more of the provincial governments were 
also placed under military men. By 1958, about 1/3 of the province 
chiefs were military officers; by 1960, that fraction had increased to 
nearly 2/3; by 1962, 7/8 of all provinces were headed by soldiers. 

Diem's bete noire was communism, and he appealed to threats from 
communists to justify his concentration on internal security. In 
August 1956, GVN Ordinance 47 defined being a 'communist, or ",orking for 
them, as a capital crime. In May 1959, by GVN Law 10/59, the enforce
ment of Ordinance 47 was charged to special military tribunals from 
whose decisions there was no appeal. But "communist" was a term not 
used by members of the Marxist-Leninist Party headed by Ho Chi Minh, 
or its southern arms. Beginning in 1956, the Saigon press began to 
refer to "Viet Cong," a fairly precise and not necessarily disparaging 
rendition of "Vietnamese Communist." There is little doubt that Diem 
and his government applied the term Viet Cong somewhat loosely within 
South Vietnam to mean all persons or groups who resorted to clandestine 
political activity or armed opposition against his government; and the 
GVN meant by the term North as .. well as South Vietnamese communist s, 
who they presumed acted in concert . At the close of the Franco-Viet 
Minh War in 1954, some 60,000 men were serving in organized Viet Minh 
units in South Vietnam. For the regroupments to North Vietnam, these 
units were augmented with large numbers of young recruits; a reported 
90,000 armed men were taken to North Vietnam in the regroupment, while 
the U.S. and the GVN estimated that from 5-10,000 trained men were left 
behind as "cadre . 11 If French estimates are correct that in 1954 the 
Viet Minh controlled over 60-90% of rural South Vietnam outside the 
sect doma ins, these 5-10,000 stay-behinds must have represented only a 
fraction of the Viet Minh residue, to which GVN figures on recanting and 
detained communists in the years through 1960 attest. 

From studies of defectors , prisoners of war, and captured documents, 
it is now possible to assess armed resistance against Diem much better 
than the facts available at the time permitted. Three distinct periods 
are discernible. From 199~ through 1957, there was a substantial amount 
of random dissidence in the countryside, which Diem succeeded i n quelling. 
In early 1957, Vietnam seemed to be enjoying the first peace it had known 
in over a decade . Beginning, hovTever, in mid-1957 and intensifying 
through mid-1959, incidents of violence attributed to Viet Cong began 
to occur in the countryside. While much of this violence appeared to 
have a political motive, and while there is some evidence to indicate 
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that it was part of a concerted strategy of guerrilla base development. 
in accordance with sound Mao-Giap doctrine) the GVN did not construe 
it as a campaign) considering the disorders too diffuse to warrant 
committing major GVN resources. In early 1959) however) Diem perceived 
that he was under serious attack and reacted strongly. Population 
relocation was revivified. The Army of Vietnam was committed against 
the dissidents) and the Communist Denunciation Campaign was reinvigorated. 
By autumn 1959) however) the VC were in a position to field units of 
battalion size against regular army formations. By 1960) VC could 
operate in sufficient strength to seize provincial capitals for periods 
ranging up to 24 hours) overrun ARVN posts) and cut off entire districts 
from communication with the GVN-controlled towns. Diem's counter
measures increasingly met with peasant obstructionism and outright 
hostility. A U.S. Embassy estimate of the situation in January 1960 
noted that: 

"While the GVN has made an effort to meet the economic 
and social needs of the rural populations . . . these projects 
appear to have enjoyed only a measure of success in creating 
support for the government and) in fact) in many instances 
have resulted in resentment . . . the situation may be summed up 
in the fact that the government has tended to treat the population 
with suspicion or to coerce it and has been rewarded with an 
attitude of apathy or res entment." 

In December 1960) the Nati.Onal Liberation Front of SVN (NLF) was 
formally organized. From its inception it was designed to encompass 
all anti-GVN activists) including communists) and it formulated and 
articulated objectives for all thos e opposed to "My-Diem." The NLF 
placed heavy emphas is on the withdrawal of American advisors and influence) 
on land reform and liberalizat ion of the GVN) on coalition government 
and the neutralization of Vietnam; but through 1963) the NLF soft
pedalled references to reunification of Vietnam. The NLF leadership 
was a shadowy crew of relatively obscure South Vietnamese . Despite 
their apparent lack of experience and competence) hOI-lever) the NLF 
rapidly took on organi zat ional reality from its central committee) 
down through a web of subordinate and associated groups) to villages 
allover South Vietnam. Within a few months of its founding) its 
membership doubled) doubled again by fall 1961) and then redoubled by 
early 1962. At that time an estimated 300)000 were on its rolls. 
Numerous administrative and functional "liberat ion associations" 
sprang into being) and each member of the NLF normally belong simul
taneously to s everal such organizations. 

The key operational components of the NLF were) howev·er) the 
Liberat ion Army and the People's Revolutionary Party. The former had 
a lien on the s ervices of every NLF member) man) woman) or child) 
although functionally its missions were usually carried out by formally 
organized military ill1its. The People's Revolutionary Party was 
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explicitly the "Marxist-Leninist Party of South Vietnam" and claimed 
to be the "vanguard of the NLF, the paramount member ." It deni ed 
official links with the communist party of North Vietnam beyon~ 
"fraternal ties of communism." Although the PRP did not come into 
existence until 1962, it i s evi dent that corrmunists played a paramount 
role in forming the NLF, and in its r apid initial growth. The official 
U.S. view has been that the PRP i s merely the southern arm of the 
DRV's communi st party, and a principal i nstrument through which Hanoi 
instigated and controlled the r evolt against "My-Diem ." The organiza
tional genius evident in the NLF, as well .as the testimony of Vietnamese 
communists in i nterrogations and captured documents supports this 
interpretation . 

But significant doubt r emains. Viet Minh stay-behinds testified 
in 1955 and 1956 that their miss ion was political agitation for the 
holding of the general elections promised at Geneva. Cap~ured documents 
and prisoner interrogations indicate that i n 1957 and 1958, although there 
was some "wildcat" activity by local communists, party efforts appeared 
to be devoted to the careful construction of an underground apparatus 
which, though i t used assassinat i ons and kidnapping, circumspectly 
avoided military operations. All evidence points to fall of 1959 as 
the period i n which the Viet Cong made their transition from a 
clandestine political movement to a more overt military operation. 
Moreover, throughout the years 1954-1960, a "front " seems to have been 
active i n Vietnam . For example , the periodic report submitted by 
USMAAG, Vietnmu, on 15 July 1957 -- a time of ostensible i nternal peace 
-- noted that: 

"The Viet Cong guerrillas and propagandists, however, are 
still waging a grim battle for survival. I n addition to an 
accelerated propaganda campaign, the Co~nunists have been 
forming 'front ' organizations to i nfluence portions of anti
government minorities . Some of these organizations are 
militant, some are political . An exampl e of the former is the 
'Vietnamese Peoples' Liberation Movement Forces,' a military 
Qnit composed of ex-Cao Dai, ex-Hoa Hao, ex-Binh Xuyen, escaped 
political prisoners , and Viet Cong cadres . An example of the 
l atter is the 'Vietnam-Cambodian Buddhist Association,' one of 
several organizat ions seeking to spread the theory of "Peace 
and Co-existence . III 

Whether early references to the "front " were to the organizat ions which 
subse~uently matured as the NLF cannot be determined . Indeed, to shed 
further light on the truth or falsehood of ~he proposition that the 
DRV did not intervene in South Vietnam until after the NLF came into 
existence, it i s necessary to turn to the events i n North Vietnam during 
the years 1954-1960 . 
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Hanoi and the Insurgency in South Vietnam (Tab 3) 

The primary question concerning Hanoi's role in the origins of 
the insurgency is not so much whether it played a role or not -- the 
evidence of direct North Vietnamese participation in subversion against 
the Government of South Vietnam is now extensive -- but when Hanoi intervened 
in a systematic way. Most attacks on U.S. policy have been based on the 
proposition that the DRV move on the South came with manifest reluctance, 
and after massive U.S. intervention in 1961. For example, George 
McTurnin Kahin and John W. Lewis, in their book The United States in 
Vietnam, state that: 

"Contrary to United States policy assumptions, all available 
evidence shows that the revival of the civil war in the South 
in 1958 was undertaken by Southerners at their own -- not 
Hanoi's -- initiative ...• Insurgency activity against the 
Saigon government began in the South under Southern leadership 
not as a consequence of any dictate from HanOi, but contrary 
to Hanoi's injunctions." -)(-

As discussed above, so much of this argument as rests on the existence 
in South Vietnam Of genuine rebellion is probably valid. The South 
Vietnamese had both the means, the Viet Minh r esidue, and motive to 
take up arms against Ngo Dinh Diem. Moreover, there were indications 
that some DRV leaders did attempt to hold back southern rebels on the 
grounds that "conditions" were not ripe for an uprising. Further, there 
was apparently division within the Lao Dong Party hierarchy over the 
question of strategy and tactics in South Vietnam. However, the evidence 
indicates that the principal strategic debate over this issue took place 
between 1956 and 1958; all information now available (spring, 1968) 
points to a decision taken by the DRV leaders not later than spring, 
1959, actively to seek the overthrow of Diem. Thereafter, the DRV 
pressed toward that goal by military force and by subversive aggreSSion, 
both in Laos and in South Vietnam. 

But few Administration critics have had access to the classified 
information upon which the foregoing judgments are based. Such intel
ligence as the U.S. has been able to make available to the public bear ing 
on the period 1954-1960 has been sketchy and not very convincing: a few 
captured documents) and a few prisoner interrogations. Indeed, up until 
1961 the Administration itself publicly held that Ngo Dinh Diem was 
firmly in control in South Vietnam, and that the United States aid programs 
were succeeding in meeting such threat to GVN security as existed both 
within South ·/ietnam and from the North . 'lIJO) the vigorous publicizing 
of ''''rars of national liberation" by N. S. Khrushchev and the "discovery" 
of counterinsurgency by the Kennedy Administration i n early 1961 tended 
to reinforce the overall public impression that North Vietnam 's aggression 
was news in that year. Khrushchev's speech of 6 January 1961, made, 
according to Kennedy biographer Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., "a conspicuous 

* The United States in Vietnam, pp. 119-120. 
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impression on the new President, who took it as an authoritative 
exposition of Soviet intentions, discussed it with his staff and read 
excerpts from it aloud to the National Security Council. fI Thereafter, 
Administration leaders, by their frequently identifying that Khrushchev 
declamation aE a milestone in the development of communist world 
strategy, lent credence to the supposition that the Soviet Union had 
approved aggression by its satellite in North Vietnam only in December 
1960 -- the month the NLF was formed. 

American Kremlinologists had been preoccupied, since Khrushchev's 
flde-Stalinzationfl speech at the 20th Congress of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union in February 1956, with the possibilities of a 
genuine detente with the USSR. They were also bemused by the prospect 
of a deep strategic division with the flCommunist Bloc fl between the 
Soviets and the Chinese . Yet, despite evidences of disunity in the Bloc 
-- in Yugoslavia, Albania, Hungary, Poland, and East Germany -- virtually 
all experts regarded North Vietnamese national strategy, to the extent 
that they considered it at all, as a simple derivative of that of either 
the USSR or the CPR. P. J. Honey, the British authority on North 
Vietnam, tends to the view that Hanoi remained subservient to the 
dictates of Moscow from 1956 through 1961, albeit carefully paying lip 
service to continue solidarity with Peking. More recently, a differing 
interpretation has been offered, which holds that the Hanoi leaders were 
in those years motivated primarily by their concern for internal develop
ment, and that they, therefore, turned to the Soviet Union as the only 
nation willing and able to furnish the wherewitha l for rapid economic 
advancement. Both interpretations assume that through 1960 the DRV 
followed the Soviet line, accepted flpeaceful coexistence,fI concentrated 
on internal development, and took action in South Vietnam only after 
Moscow· gave the go-ahead in late 1960. 

But it is also possible that the colloquy over strategy among the 
communist nations in the late 1950's followed a pattern almost exactly 
the revers e of that usually depicted: that North Vietnam persuaded the 
Soviets and the Chinese to accept its strategic view, and to support 
simultaneous drives for economic advancement and forceful r eunification. 
Ho Chi Minh was an old Stalinist, trained in Russia in the early '20's, 
Comintern colleague of Borodin in Canton, and for three decades leading 
exponent of the Marxist-Leninist canon on anti-colonial war. Presumably, 
Ho spoke with authority within the upper echelons of the communist party 
of the Soviet Union . What he said to them privately was, no doubt, quite 
similar to what he proclaimed publicly from 1956 onward: the circum
stances of North Vietnam were not comparable to those of the Soviet 
Union, or even those of the CP~ and North Vietnam's policy had to reflect 
the differences. 

Khrushchev's de-Stalinization bombshell burst in February 1956 at a 
dramat ically bad time for the DRV. It overrode the Chinese call for 
reconvening of the Geneva Conference on Vietnam, and it interfered with 
the concerting of communist policy on "\-That to do about Ngo Dinh Diem's 
r efusal to proceed toward the general el ections scheduled for July 1956. 
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Although the Soviets issued in March 1956 a demand for GVN observance 
of the Accords, its diplomacy not only failed to bring about aoy action 
on behalf of the DRV, but elicited, in April 1956, a sharp British note 
condemni ng Hanoi for grave violations of the Accords. Hanoi received 
the British note about the time that Khrushchev proclaimed that the Soviet 
was committed to a policy of "peaceful coexistence ." At the Ninth 
Plenum of the Central Committee of the Lao Dong Party, held in Hanoi 
that month, Ho Chi Minh lauded "de-Stalinization," but unequivocally 
rejected "peaceful coexistence " as irrelevant to the DRV. In November 
1957, after more than a year of upheavals and evident internal political 
distress in North Vietnam, Ho Chi Minh and Ie Duan journeyed to Moscow 
for the Conference of Communist and Workers' Parties of Socialist 
Countries. That conference issued a declaration admitting the possibility 
of "non-peaceful transition to socialism" remarkably similar in thrust 
to Ho's 1956 speech. Further, Khrushchev's famous January 1961 speech 
was simply a precis of the Declaration of the November 1960 Conference 
of Communist and Workers' Parties of Socialj.st Countries . That 1960 
Declaration, which formed the basis for Khrushchev's pronouncements on 
wars of national liberation in turn explicitly reaffirmed the 1957 
Declaration. The parallelism of the texts is remarkable: 

HO CIIl mNII: 

SPEECH CLOSING mNTll PLE~UH OF THE 
CENTR~L CO~~·UTTEE OF THE LAO DONG PARTY 

APRIL 24, 1956 

" .•. Ht' hav~ grasped t he great Significance 
of the T"wcntict.h Congress of the Ca:munist 
Perty of the Soviet Union. This Congress has : 

Ana lyzed the n~w situation prevailing in 
th\! \.'~' l"ld , and pOintt"d out the new conditions 
favor8bl e t o the preservation of pesce and 
the advance twoaN soc ialism by the Revolution 
ary Part. i es of the working class and the 
l aboring p~oplej 

Clearly sho' .... n the Soviet Union ' s victori 
ous r oad} giving us st i ll greater enthusiasm 
and mak i ng us believe still more strongly in 
t he i nvincible forces of the Soviet Un10n, 
the bastion of revolution and of \.'orld peace j 

Pointed out the tasks of the Ccmmu!1ist 
Party in the ideological and organizational 
fiel dS . The Congress particularly er.lphasized 
the application of l,jar;dst - i.eninist prinCiples 
t o collective leadership Elnd opposed the cult 
of the individual. 

While recognizing that .... ar may be averted, 
we must be vigilant to detect the waruiongers ' 
schemes j for as long as i mperial ism exists , 
t he dange r of war still exist s . 

While r ecognizing that in certain cou.'1tries 
the road to soc i alism may b(! a peaceful one, 
we should be aware of this fact : In countries 
where the machiuery of state, the armed 
forcE'S} end the police of the bourgeois 
class Bre still strong, the proletarian class 
st i ll has to prepare for ann~d struggle . 

While recognizing the possibility of 
r eunifying Vi~t - !:9m by peaceful means, 'Je 
should al\lsys rEI:lembe r that our people ' s 
principal ene."D.ies are the .A,mer i can imperial
ists and their ege:lts ';.,'ho still occupy half 
our country and are prf;pering for .... ar j there
fore , .... e should findy hold aloft the benner 
of peace a nd enhe.nce our vig11anct;! .. . " 

DEX:LA RATION OF THE CONFEHErlCE OF CQI·2·ruNIST 
AND WORKERS PARTIES OF SOCIALIST COUNTRIES 

MOSCCW, 1957 

liThe commun1~t and worker s parties are 
fac ed .... 1th great historic tasks . . . In present 
day conditions 1n B number of capitalist 
countries , t he working class has the possi
bility •• • to unite the major i ty of the people, 
when state pa .... er without civil .... ar can ensure 
the transfer of basic means of prcx:luct i on to 
the hands of the p eople . .. 

In conditions in which the exploi ting 
classes resort to violence against t he people , 
it is necessary to bear in mind another poss1 -
bUity--nonpeaceful 'transition to socialism . 
Leninism teaches and history confirms that 
the ruling clesses never r elinquish po· ... e r. 
voluntarily. In these conditions the sever ity 
and fonns of class struggle .. 1111 depend not 
so much on the proletariat as on the r es ist
ance of the reactionary circles to the will 
of the overwhelming majority of the people, 
on the use of force by these circles at one 
or another stage of the struggle for sor.ialism. II 
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DECIARATION UF 'rnE CorlFEREi;CE OF C(l·i1,:tlflI:.5r 
AND \O:OflKERS PART IES OF ~cx:: ]JI.Llt;'I' CUlJin",n:S 

1-100COH} 1960 

..... The Cooununist. Part.ies rcufflnn t.he 
. propositions of the 1957 DccJarst i oll cor,ccru

iog the question of tb~ forms of tr~tls1tion 
of various cowltr1e::; from capltulism to 
socialism . 

The Dec l aration states that t:.he ,./Ol'k i ne 
class and its vanguard- the l·larxi~t - Lcninist 
party-s~ek to achi e ve socialist r t=volutiun 
by peaceful" means . Realization of tl~is 
possibility \.;ould accord ...,itl! tile intcr..::st:;; 
of the workine class and all the people: I;Ind 
w1th the national i nterests of tho: .::ouutry .. . 

.• . In conditions when the exploiting 
classes resort t o the use of force against 
the p.:ople, it is necessary to beBr ill mind. 
another possibili ty- that of nunpeaceful 
transition to sociaJ.isrn . iA::llinism lo:aclJ~s 

and histori cal e>.:-perience coni'in.'l!C , tl!!:it th\' 
rulL'1g classes do not relinqul::.iJ l'c .... o.!r 
voluntari ly . In tht:Sc conditions the degrL:~ 
of bitternesS and the foms of the cll:lss 
struggle ... '111 depend not zo much Oil . tilt: 
prolet6.1·jat as on the extellt of tile resistal.ct! 
of the r eactionary circles to the l.'i11 of the 
over,,'helmi ng majority of t.he people, e'll1 the 
use of force by thcs~ circlt;s at On/: oj' 
another stage of the struggle for socialism . 

1n each COW1try the actual pcssibllity 
of one or &nother means of tranSition to 
s ocia1isr.l is detcrmin t;!d by the specific 
historical conditions ..• " 
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Other evidence supports the foregoing hypothesis. The DRV was, 
in 1960, an orthodoxically constituted communist state. Both the 
government and the society were dominated by the Lao Dong (Communist ) 
Party, and power within the party concentrated in a small elite --
Ho Chi Minh and his lieutenants from the old-time Indochinese Communist 
Party. This group of l eaders were unique in the communist world for 
their homogeneity and for their harmony -- there has been little evidence 
of the kind of turbulence which has splintered the leadership of most 
communist parties. While experts have detected disputes within the Lao 
Dong hierarchy - -1957 appears to be a critical year in that regard --
the facts are that there has been no blood-purge of the Lao Dong 
leadership, and except for changes occasioned by apparently natural 
deaths, the leadership in 1960 was virtually identical to what it had 
been in 1954 or 1946. This remarkably dedicated and purposeful group 
of men apparently agreed among themselves as to what the national 
interests of the DRV required, what goals should be set for the nation, 
and what strategy they should pursue in attaining them. 

These l eaders have been explicit in setting forth DRV national goals 
in their public statements and official documents. For example, Ho Chi 
Minh and his colleagues placed a premj_um on "land reform" -- by which 
they meant a communi zation of rural society along Maoist lines. Moreover, 
they clearly considered a disciplined society essential for victory in 
war and success in peace. It was also evi dent that they were committed 
to bring about an independent, reunified Vietnam capable of exerting 
significant influence throughout Southeast Asia, and particularly 
over the neighboring states of .Laos and Cambodia . What is not k.l101m 
with certainty is how they determined the relative priority among these 
obj ectives . 

In the immediate aftermath of Geneva, the DRV deferred to the 
Geneva Accords for the achievement of reunification, and turned inward, 
concentrating its energies on land reform and rehabilitation of the war~ 
torn economy. By the summer of 1956, this strategy was bankrupt: the 
Geneva Settlement manifestly would not eventuate in reunification, and 
the l and reform campaign foundered from such serious abuses by Lao Dong 
cadre that popular disaffection imperiled DRV internal security. In 
August 1956, the Lao Dong leadership was compelled to "rectify" its 
programs, to postpone land reform, and to purge 101-7 echelon cadre to 
mollify popular resentment. Even these measures , however, proved 
insufficient to forestall insurrectionj in November 1956, the peasant 
rebellions broke out) follol-led by urban unrest. Nonetheles s, the DRV 
leadership survived these internal crises intact, and by 1958 appears 
to have solved most of the problems of economic efficiency and political 
organization which occasioned the 1956-1957 outbursts. 

But domestic difficulty was not the only crisis to confront the Lao 
Dong leaders in early 1957. In Janua ry, when the Sovj.et Union proposed 
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to the United Nations the admitting of North and South Vietnam as 
separate states, it signalled that the USSR might be prepared in the 
interests of "peaceful co~xistence," to make a great pOl-ler deal which 
would have lent permanency to the partition of Vietnam. Ho chi Minh, 
in evident surprise, violently dissented. When in February 1957 
Khrushchev went further in affirming his intention to "coexist" with the 
United States, the DRV quickly moved to r ealign its own and Soviet 
policies. In May 1957, the Soviet head of state, Voroshilov, visited 
Hanoi, and in July and August 1957, Ho Chi Minh traveled extensively 
in Eastern Europe, spending several days in MoscoW . The Voroshilov 
visit was given top billing by the Hanoi Press and Ho, upon his return 
from Moscow, indicated that important decisions had been reached. 
Thereafter, Hanoi and Moscow marched more in step. 

In the meantime, the needs and desires of communist r ebels in 
South Vietnam had been communicated directly to Hanoi in the person of 
Le Duan, who is known to have been in South Vietnam in 1955 and 1956, 
and to have returned to Hanoi sometime before the fall of 1957· In 
September of that year, upon HO's return from Europe, Le Duan surfaced 
as one of the members of the Lao Dong Politburo; it is possible that he 
was already at that time de facto the First Secretary of the Lao Dong 
Party, to which position he was formally promoted in September 1960. 
In 1955 and 1956, Le Duan, from the testimony of prisoners and captured 
documents , had been expressing conviction that Diem would stamp out the 
communist movement in South Vietnam unless the DRV were to reinforce 
the party there. Presumably, he carried these views into the inner 
councils of the DRV. In November 1957, Le Duan and Ho traveled to 
Moscow to attend the Conference of Communist and Workers' Parties of 
Socialist Countries. The Declaration of that conference, quoted 
above, has since been cited r epeatedly by both North and South Viet
namese communists, as one of the strategic turning points in their 
modern history. Le Duan, upon his return to Hanoi from MOSCOW, issued 
a statement to the effect that the DRV's way was now clear. Taking 
Le Duan literally, it could be construed that the DRV deemed the Moscow 
Declaration of 1957 t he "go ahead" signal from MoscOW and Peking for 
forceful pursuit of its obj ectives. 

There is some sparse evidence that the DRV actually did begin moving 
in 1958 to set up a mechanism for supporting the insurgency in South 
Vietnam . But even had the decision been taken, as suggested above, j.n 
late 1957, it is unlikely that there would have been much manifestation 
of it in 1958. The Lao Dong leadership had for years stressed the lessons 
that they had learned from experience on the essentiality of carefully 
preparing a party infrastructure and buildipg guerrilla bases before 
proceeding with an insurgency. Viet Minh doctrine would have dictated 
priority concern to r efurbishing the communist party apparatus in 
South Vietnam, and it is possible that such a process was set in 
motion during 1958 . Orders were captured from Hanoi YThich directed 
guerrilla bases be prepared in South Vietnam in early 1959· 
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There is, hO\{ever, other evidence that questioning among the DRV 
hierarchy concerning strategy and tactics for South Vietnam continued 
throughout 1958 and into 1959. Captured reports from party headquarters 
in South Vietnam betrayed doubt and indec isions among party leaders 
there and reflected the absence of clear guidance from Hanoi. Moreover, 
in 1958, and in 1959, the DRV did concentrate much of its resources on 
agricultural and industrial improvement; extensive loans were obtained 
from the Soviet Union and from the Chinese Peoples Republic, and 
ambitious uplift programs were launched in both sectors . It is possible, 
therefore, to accept the view that through 1958 the DRV still accorded 
priority to butter over guns, as part of its base development strategy. 

In the larger sense, domestic progress, "consolidation of the North," 
was fundamental to that strategy. As General Vo Nguyen Giap put it in 
the Lao Dong Party journal Hoc Tap of January 1960: 

"The North has become a large rear echelon of our army . 
The North is the revolutionary base for the whole country. II 

Up until 1959, the economy of North Vietnam \-las scarcely providirg subsistence 
for its people, let alone support for. foreign military undertakings; by 
that year, substantial progress in both agriculture and industry was 
evident; 

North Vietnam 
Food Grain :eer Ca:eita 

1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 

Kilograms 260 310 283 315 358 304 
% 100 119 109 121 138 117 

Due mainly, however, to industrial growth, the Gross National Product 
reached a gro\-lth rate of 6% per annum in 1958, and sustained that rate 
thereafter . Both 1958 and 1959 were extraordinarily good years in both 
industry and agriculture . A long-range development plan launched in 1958 
achieved an annual industrial expansion of 21% per year through 1960, 
chiefly in heavy industry. Foreign aid -- both Chinese and Soviet --
\-las readily obtained, the USSR supplanting the CPR as prime donor. 
Foreign trade stepped up markedly. Compared with 1955) the DRV's foreign 
commerce doubled by 1959, and nearly tripled by 1960. 

By 1959, it seems likely that the DRV rad elected to pursue a 
IlgunS and butterlt strategy) and obtained requisite Soviet and Chinese 
aid. While pressing fOT\olard with its economic improvement programs -
\-lhich \-lere shorTing definite progress -- the DRV prepared \-lith word and 
deed for large-scale intervention in South Vietnam. In May 1959) at the 
Fifteenth Plenum of the Central Committee of the Lao Dong Party) a 
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Resolution was adopted identifying the United States as the main 
obstacle to the realization of the hopes of the Vietnamese people, and 
as an enemy of peace. The Resolution of the Fifteenth Plenum called 
for a strong North Vietnam as a base for helping the South Vietnamese to 
overthrow Diem and eject the United States. A Communist Party history 
captured in South Vietnam in 1966, and the testimony of high-ranking 
captives, indicate that South Vietnamese communists still regard the 
resolution of the Fifteenth Plenum as the point of departure for DRV 
intervention. 

Within a month of the Fifteenth Plenum, the DRV began to commit its 
armed forces in Laos, and steadily escalated its aid to the Pathet Lao. 
By the time the National Liberation Front issued its manifesto in 
December 1960, the conflict in Laos had matured to the point that ·Pathet 
Lao-NVA troops controlled most of NE Laos and the Laotian panhandlej 
moreover, by that time, the Soviet Union had entered the fray, and was 
participating in airlift operations from North Vietnam direct to 
Pathet Lao-NVA units in Laos. Also, by the fall of 1959, the insurgency 
in South Vietnam took a definite upsurge. Viet Cong units for the first 
time offered a direct challenge to the Army of Vietnam . Large VC 
formations seized and held district and province capitals for short 
periods of time, and assassinations and kidnappings proliferated markedly. 
The Preamble of the Constitution of the DRV, promulgated on 1 January 
1960, was distinctly bellicose, condemning the United States, and 
establishing the reunification of Vietnam as a DRV national objective. 
During 1959 and 1960, the relatively undeveloped intelligence apparatus 
of the U.S. and the GVN confirmed that over 4,000 infiltrators were 
sent from North Vietnam southward -- most of them military or political 
cadre, trained to raise an~ lead insurgent forces. 

In September 1960, the Lao Dong Party convened its Third National 
Congress. There Ho Chi Minh, Le Duan, Giap, and others presented 
speeches further committing the DRV to support of the insurgency in the 
South, demanding the U.S. stop its aid to Diem, and calling for the 
formation of a unified front to lead the struggle against ITMy_Diem. IT 

The Resolution of the Third Congress , reflecting these statements, is 
another of those historic benchmarks r ef erred to in captured party 
documents and prisoner interrogations. 

In November 1960, the Moscow Conference of Commu~ist and Workers' 
Farties of Socialist Countries once again declared its support of the 
sort of IT just IT war the DRV intended to pros ecute . The United States 
was identified as the principal colonial power, and the right and 
obligat ion of communist parties to lead struggles against colonial 
powers was detailed. By the time Khrushchev cited that Declaration in 
his ''1vars of national liberation IT speech, the ITliberation warIT for South 
Vietnam was nearly a year and a half old. 
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The evidence su~ports the conclusion) therefore) that whether 
or not the rebellion against Diem in South Vietnam proceeded independently 
of) or even contrary to directions from Hanoi through 1958) Hanoi moved 
thereafter to capture the revolution. There is little doubt that Hanoi 
exerted some i nfluence over certain insurgents in the South throughout 
the years following Geneva) and there is evidence which · points to its 
preparing for active support of large-scale insurgency as early as 1958. 
Whatever differences in strategy may have existed among Moscow) Peking) 
and Hanoi) it appears that at each critical juncture Hanoi obtained 
concurrence in Moscow with an aggressive course of action. Accordingly) 
it was not "peaceful coeXistence)" or concern over leadership of the 
"socialist camp" which governed Hanoi's policy. What appeared to matter 
to Hanoi was its abiding national interests: domestic consolidation in 
independence) reunification) and Vietnamese hegemony in Southeast Asia. 
Both Soviet and Chinese policy seems to have bent to these ends rather 
than the contrary. If Hanoi applied brakes to eager insurgents in South 
Vietnam) it did so not from lack of purpose or because of Soviet 
restraints) but from concern over launching one more premature uprising 
in the South. Ngo Dinh Diem vTaS entirely correct when he stated that 
his was a nation at war in early 1959; South Vietnam was at war with 
both the Viet Cong insurgents and with the DRV) in that the latter then 
QDdertook to provide strategic direction and leadership cadres to build 
systematically a base system in Laos and South Vietnam for subsequent) 
large-scale guerrilla warfare. Persuasive evidence exists that by 1960 
DRV support of the insurgency in South Vietnam included materiel as 
well as personnel. In any event) by late 1959, it seems clear that 
Hanoi considered the time ripe to take the military offensive in South 
Vietnam, and that by 1960 circumstances were propitious for more overt 
political action. A recently captured high-ranking member of the 
National Liberation Front has confirmed that i n mid-1960 he and other 
Lao Dong Party leaders in South Vietnam were instructed by Hanoi to begin 
organizing the National Liberation Front, which was formally founded 
upon the issuance of its Manifesto on 20 December 1960. * The rapid 
grmrth of the NLF thereafter -- it quadrupled its strength in about one 
year -- is a further indication that the Hanoi-directed communist party 
apparatus had been engaged to the fullest in the initial organization 
and subsequent development of the NLF. 

U.S. Perceptj.ons of the Insurgency, 1954-1960 (Tab 4) 

Much of what the U. S. knOV1S now about the origins of the insurgency 
in South Vietnam rests on infonnati.Gn it has acquired since 1963, 
approximately the span of time that an extensive and effective American " 
intelligence epparatus had been functioning in Vietnam. Before then, 
our intelligence was dravTn from a significantly more narrow and less 
reliable r ange of sources, chj.efly Vietnamese, and could not have 

-x- The vlashington Post, April 13, 1968, A8. 
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supported analysis in depth of insurgent organization and intentions. 
The U.S. was particularly deprived of dependable information concerning 
events in 'South Vietnam's countryside in the years 1954 through 1959. 
Nonetheless, U.S. intelligence estimates through 1960 correctly and 
consistently estimated that the threat to GVN internal security was 
greater than the danger from overt invasion. The intelligence estimates 
provided to policy makers in Washington pegged the Viet Cong military 
offens ive as beginning in late 1959, with preparations noted as early 
as 1957, and a definite campaign perceived as of early 1959. Throughout 
the years, they were critical of Diem, consistently expressing skepticism 
that he could deal successfully with his internal political problems. 
These same estimates miscalculated the numerical and political strength 
of the Viet Cong, misjudged the extent of rural disaffection, and over
rat ed the military capabilities of the GVN. But as strategic intelligence 
they were remarkably sound. 

Indeed, given the generally bleak appraisals of Diem's prospects, 
they who made U.S. policy could only have done so by assuming a signifi
cant measure of risk. For example, on 3 August 1954, an NIE took the 
position that: 

"Although it is possible that the French and Vietnamese, 
even with firm support from the U.S. and other powers, may 
be able to establish a strong regime in South Vietnam, we 
believe that the chances for this development are poor and, 
moreover, that the situation is more likely to continue to 
deteriorat e progress ively over the next year . .. " 

This estimate notwithstanding, the U.S. moved promptly to convene the 
Manila Conference, bring SEATO into being with its protocol aegis over 
Vietnam, and eliminate France a s the recipient of U. S . aid for Vietnam .. 
Again on 26 April 1955, an NIE charged that : 

"Even if the present empasse /with the sects? were 
resolved, we believe that it would be extremely-difficult, 
at best, for a Vietnamese government, regardless of its com
pOSition, to make progress towards developing a strong) 
stable) anti-Communist government capabl e of resolving 
the basic social, economic, and political problems of 
Vietnam) the special problems arising from the Geneva 
Agreement and capable of meeting the long-range challenge 
of the Communist s . . ." 

Within a matter of weeks, however, the U.S. firmly and finally com
mitt ed itself to unstinting support of Ngo Dinh Diem) accepted his 
refusal to comply with the political settlement of Geneva, and acceded 
to withdrawal of French military power and political influence from 
South Vietnam . Even at the zenith of Diem's success, an NIE of July 1956 
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noted adverse political trends stemming from Diem 's "authoritarian 
role" and predicted that) while no short-term opposition was i n 
prospect: 

"OveI' a longer period) the 
various groups and individuals 
national opposition movement • 

accumulation of gri.evances among 
may l ead to development of a 

II 

There was no NIE published between 1956 and 1959 on South Vietnam: 
an NIE of May 1959 took the position that Diem had a serious military 
problem on his hands: 

"The IJiV!!"? internal security forc es will not be able to 
eradicate DRV supported guerrilla or subversive activity in 
the foreseeable future . Army units will probably have to be 
diverted to special internal security assignments . .. " 

The same NIE noted a waning of popular enthusiasm for Diem) the existence 
of some disillusionment ) "particularly among the educated elite)" some 
"dissat i sfaction among military officers)" but detected little "identifi
able public unrest ": 

"The growth of dissatisfaction i s inhibited by South 
Vietnam ' s continuing high standard of living relative to that 
of its neighbors ) the paternalistic attitude of Diem's 
government towards the people) and the l ack of any feasible 
alternative to t he present regime ." 

The 1959 NIE again expressed serious reservations about Diem ' s 
leadership and f l at ly stated that: 

liThe prospects for continued political stability i n 
South Vietnam hang heavily upon President Diem and his 
ability to maintain firm control of the army and police . 
The regime 's efforts to assure i nternal security and its 
belief that an authoritarian government is necessary to 
handle the country's problems will r esult in a continued 
r epression of potential opposition elements . This policy 
of r epress ion will inhibit the grov~h of popularity of the 
regime and we believe that dissatisfaction will grovr) 
particularly among those who are politically conscious " 

Despite these r eservations ) U. S. policy r emained staQDchly and fairly 
uncritically ~ehind Diem through 1959. 

The Nat ional Intelligence Estimates reservations re Diem do not 
appear to have restrained the National Security Councir-in its two 
ma j or r eviews of U.S. policy between 1954 and 1960. In 1956) the NSC 
(in policy directive NSC 5612 ) directed that U.S. agencies would : 
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"Assist Free Vietnam to develop a strong, stable, 
and constitutional government to enable Free Vietnam to 
assert an increasingly attractive contrast to conditions in 
the present Communist zone . . . ;and7 work toward the 
weakening of the Communists in North-and South Vietnam 
in order to bring about the eventual peaceful reunifica
tion of a free and independent Vietnam under anti
Communist l eadership." 

In 1958 (in NSC 5809) this policy, with its "roll-back" overtones, was 
reiterated, although revisions were proposed indicating an awareness of the 
necessity to adapt the army of Vietnam for anti-guerrilla warfare. 
Operations Coordinating Board Progress Reports on the implementation 
of the policies laid out in NSC 5612 and 5809 revealed awareness that 
Vietnam was under internal attack, and that "in spite of substantial 
U.S. aSSistance, economic development, though progressing, is belOl" 
that which i s politically desirable." 

While classified policy papers through 1959 thus dealt with risks , 
public statements of U.S. officials did not refer to the jeopardy . To 
the contrary, the picture presented the public and Congress by Ambassador 
Durbrow, General Williams, and other Administration spokesmen was of 
continuing progress, virtually miraculous improvement, year-in and 
year-out. Diem was depicted as a strong and capable leader, firmly 
in command of his own house, leading his people into modern nationhood 
at a remarkable pace. As late as the summer of 1959, Ambassador Durbrow 
and General Williams assured the Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
that Vietnam's internal security was in no serious danger, and that 
Vietnam was in a better position to cope with invasion from the North 
than it had ever been. In the fall of 1959, in fact, General Williams 
expressed the opinion that by 1961 GVN defense budgets could be reduced, 
and in the spring of 1960, he wrote to Senator Mansfield that American 
military advisors could begin a phased withdrawal from MPAG, Vietnam 
the following year. 

Whatever adverse judgment may be deserved by such statements or by 
the quality of U.S. assistance to Vietnam on behalf of its internal 
security, the American aid.program cannot be faulted for failing to 
provide Diem funds in plenty. The U.S. aid progrfu~ -- economic and 
military -- for South Vietnam was among the largest in the world . 
From FY 1946 through FY 1961, Vietnam was the third ranking non-NATO 
recipient of aid) and the seventh "\-Torldwide . In FY 1961) the last 
program of Pres ident Eisenhower I s Administration) South Vietnam '"as 
the fifth ran1:ing r ecipient overall. MAAG) Vietnam) was the only 
militarY aid mission anywhere in the world commanded by a lieutenant 
general, and the economic a i d mission there "\-TaS by 1958 the largest 
anywhere. 

Security vTaS the focus of U.S. aid; although military grants 
comprised only 25% of the total program in the years 1955 through 1961) 
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more than 75% of the economic aid the U.S. provided in the same period 
went into the GVN military budget; thus at least $8 out of every $10 
of aid provided Vietnam went directly toward security. In addition, 
other amounts of nominally economic aid (e.g., that for public·administra- . 
tion) went tOlvard security forces, and aid for agriculture and trans
portation principally funded projects wit-h strategic purposes and with an 
explicit military rationale. For example, a 20-mile stretch of highway 
from Saigon to Bien Hoa , built at General Williams' instance for . 
specifically military purposes, received more U.S. economic aid than 
all funds provided for labor, community development, social welfare, 
health, and education in the years 1954-1961. 

In March 1960, Washington becrune aware that despite this impressive 
outpouring of treasure, material, and advice, the Viet Cong were making 
significant headway against Diem, and that U.S. aid programs ought to be 
reconfigured. In March, the JCS initiated action to devise a Counter
insurgency Plan (CIP), intended to coordinate the several U.S. agencies 
providing assistance to the GVN, and rationalize the GVN's own rural 
programs. The CIP was worked out among the s everal U.S. agencies in 
Washington and Saigon during the summer and fall of 1960. 

The heightened al-la reness of problems in Vietnam did not, however, 
precipitate changes in NSC policy statements on Vietnam. Objectives 
set forth in NSC 6012 (25 July 1960) were virtually ident ical to those 
of NSC 5809. 

Planning proceeded against a background of developing divergence 
of view between the Departments of State and Defense. As Ambassador 
Durbrow and his colleagues of State sm., the problem on the one hand, 
Diem's security problems stemmed from his political insolvency. They 
argued that the main line of U.S. action should take the form of pressures 
on Diem to reform his government and his party, liberalizing his handling 
of political dissenters and the rural populace. Department of Defense 
officials, on the other hand, usually deprecated the significance of 
non-communist political dissent in South Vietnam, and regarded Diem's 
difficulties as proceeding from military inadequacy. In this view, 
what was needed was a more efficient internal defense, and, therefore , 
the Pentagon tended to oppos e U.S. leverage on Diem because it might 
jeopardize his confidence in the U.S., and his cooperation in improving his 
military posture. Communist machination, as Defense saw it, had created 
the crisis; the U.S. response should be "unswerving support" for Diem. 

While the ClP vms being developed, Department of Defense moved to 
adapt the U.S. military assistance program to the exigencies of the 
situation. On 30 March 1960 the JCS took the position that the Army 
of Vietnam should develop an anti-guerrilla capability within the regular 
force structure, thus reversing an antithetical position taken by General 
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Williams. During 1959 Diem had attempted to form a number of special 
IIcommando ll units from his regular forces, and the MAAG had opposed him 
on the grounds that these would deplete his conventional strength. In 
May, MAAG was a'~thori zed to place advisers dOvm to battalion level. In 
June, 1960, additional U.S. Army special forces arrived in Vietnam, and 
during the su~er a number of Ranger battalions, with the express mission 
of counter-guerrilla operations, were activated. In September, General 
WilliQms was replaced by General McGarr who, consistent with the directives 
of the JCS, promptly began to press the training of RVNAF to produce the 
lIanti-guerrilla guerrilla." General MCGarr 's desire for an RVNAF capable 
of meeting and defeating the Viet Cong at their own game was evident in 
the CIP when it was forwarded to Washington, in January, 1961, just before 
John F. Kennedy took office. 

The CIP had been well coordinated within the U.S. mission in Vietnam, 
but only partially with the Vietnamese . The plan, as forwarded , incor
porated one major point of difference between the Embassy and MAAG. General 
McGarr desired to increase the RVNAF force level by some 20,000 troops, 
while Ambassador Durbrow maintained reservations concerning the necessity 
or the wisdom of additional forces. The Ambassador's position rested on 
the premise that Diem wanted the force level increase , and that the United 
States should not provide funds for that purpose until Diem was patently 
prepared to take those unpalatable political measures the Ambassador had 
proposed aimed at liberali zing the GVN.. The Ambassador held out little 
hope that either the political or even military portions of the CIP could 
be successfully accomplished without some such leverage: IIConsideratlon · 
should, therefore, be given to what actions we are prepared to take to 
encou~age, or if necessary to force, acceptance of all essential elements 
of the plan. 1I In the staff reviel'ls of the CIP in Washington, the divergence 
between State and Defense noted above came once more to the fore. Those 
(chiefly vTi thin DOD) vTho considered the VC threat as most i mportant, and 
who therefore regarded military measures against this threat as most urgent, 
advocated approval and any other measures which would induce Diem's accep
tance of the CIP, and his cooperation with MAAG. They were i mpatient with 

.Ambassador Durbrow's proposed IIpressure tactics" since they saw in them 
the possibility of GVN delay on vital military matters , and the prospect 
of little profit other than minor concessions from Diem in political area.s 
they deemed peripheral or trivial in countering the VC. Tipping the scales 
toward what might be called the Diem/MAAG/DOD priorities was the coincident 
and increasing need to "reassure" Diem of U.S. support for the GVN and for 
him personally. The fall of ?resident Syngman Rhee of Korea in April, 
the abortive November 1960 coup d'etat in Saigon, Ambassador Durbrow's 
persistent overtures for reform, and above all, uncertainties over U.S. 
support for the Royal Laotian Government. This requirement to reassure 
Diem was plainly at cross purposes with the use of pressure tactics. 

Ten days after President Kennedy came to office, he authorized a 
$41 million increas e in aid for Vietnam to underwrite the RVNAF force 
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level increase and improvements in the Civil Guard -- a complete buy 
of the CIP. In March, Ambassador Durbrow was replaced by Frederick E. 
Nolting. Ambassador Durbrow's closing interview "l'Tith Diem in mid-March 
was not reassuring. While Diem stated that he was prepared to carry out 
the military aspects of the CIP, he dodged Durbrow's questions on the 
political action prescribed. It was on this disquieting note that the 
Kennedy Administration began its efforts to counter the insurgency in 
South Vietna..m. 
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FAIWRE OF THE GENEVA SETTLEMENT 

A. Introduction: The Flawed Peace 

The Geneva Conference of 1954 brought only transitory peace to 
Indochina. Nonetheless, except for the United States, the major powers 
were, at the time of the Conference, satisfied that with their handiwork: 
the truce averted a further U.S. military involvement on the Asian main
land, and dampened a heightening crisis betvleen East and . West which might 
readily have led to conflict outside Southeast Asia. So long as these 
conditions obtained , neither France, the U.K., the U.S.S.R. nor Communist 
China were seriously disposed to disturb the modus vivendi in Vietnam. 
U.S. leaders publicly put the best face possible on the Geneva Settlement 
about all that might possibly have been obtained from a seriously disad
vantaged negotiating position, and no serious impairment to freedom of 
United States action. But the U.S., within its inner councils immediately 
after Geneva, viewed the Settlement' s provisions for Vietnam as l1disaster ," 
and determined to prevent , if it could, the further extension of communist 
government over the Vietnamese people and territory. Y U.S. policy adopted 
in 1951f to this end did not constitute an irrevocable nor "open-.ended !! 
commitment to the government of Ngo Dinh Diem. But it did entail a pro- . 
gressively deepening U.S. involvement in the snarl of violence and intrigue 
within Vietnam, and therefore a direct role in the ultimate breakdown of 
the Geneva Settlement. 

The Settlement of Geneva, though it provided respite from years 
of political violence, bitterly disappointed Vietnamese of North and South 
alike who had looked tOvlard a unified and independent Vietnam. For the 
Viet Minh, the Settlement was a series of disappointing compromises to 
which they had agreed at the urging of the Soviet Union and China, compro
mises b eyond what hard '<TOn military advantage over the French had led them 
to expect .?J For the Sta,te of Vietnam in the South, granted independence 
by France while the Geneva Conference was in progress, the Settlement was 
an arrangement to which it had not been party, and to which it could not 
subscribe .:J The truce of 1954, in fact, embodied three serious defi
ciencies as a basis for stable peace among the Vietnamese : 

It relied upon France as its executor. 

It ignored the opposition of the State of Vietnam . 

It countenanced the disassociation of the United States. 

These weaknesses turned partitioned Vietnam into tv70 hostile states, and 
given the absence of a stabilizing international force and the i mpotence 
of the ICC, brought about an environment in which war was likely, if not 
inevitable . A nominally temporary 111ine of demarcation" 
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between North and South at the 17th parallel was transformed into one 
of the more forbidding frontiers of the I-lorld . A mass displacement 
of nearly 5% of the population disrupted the polity and heightened 
tensions in both North and South. And both the Democratic Government 
of Vietnam (DRV) in the North, and the Government of Vietnam (GVN) in 
the South armed, with foreign aid, for what each perceived as a coming 
struggle over reunification. Same of the main roots of the present 
conflict run to these failures of Geneva. 

B. The Partition of Vietnam 

1. Provisions for Unifying Vietnam 

The sole formal instrument of the Geneva Conference was the 
document signed by the military commanders of the two hostile forces 
termed "Agreement on the Cessat ion of Hostilities in Viet-Nam," dealing 
largely I-lith the disengagement and regroupment of military forces. ~/ 
Article 14 of the Agreement contained one brief -- but fateful allusion 
to a future political solution: 2/ 

"Article 14a. Pending the general elections which ,{ill 
bring about the unification of Vietnam, the conduct of civil 
administration in each regrouping zone shall be in the hands 
of the party ,{hose forces are to be regrouped there in virtue 
of the present agreement .... " 

A more general expression of the intent of the conferees was the un
signed "Fina l Declaration of the Geneva Conference," by which the 
Conference "takes note" of the aforementioned Agreement and several 
declarations by represented nations and : §/ 

" •. . recognizes that the essential purpose of the agree
ment relating to Vietnam is to settle military questions 
with a view to ending hostilities and that the military 
demarcat ion line is provisional and shou~d not in any way 
be interpreted as constituting a political or territorial 
boundary ... declares that, so far as Vietnam is concerned, 
the settlement of political problems, effected on the basis 
of respect for the principles of independence, unity, and 
t erritorlal integrity, shall permit the Vietnamese people 
to enjoy the fundamental freedoms, guaranteed by democratic 
institutions established as a result of free general elec
tions by secret ballot . In order to insure that sufficient 
progress in the restoration of peace has been made, and that 
all the necessary conditions obtain for free expression of 
the national will, general elections shall be held in July, 
1956, under the supervision of an international commission 
composed of representat ives of the member States of the 
International Supervisory Comnlission, referred to in the 
agreement on the cessation of hostilities. Consultations 
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will be held on this subject between the competent repre
sentative authorities of the two zones from 20 July 1955 
onwards .... 11 

The DRV approved the Final Declaration) and) having failed 
in its attempts to bring about immediate el ections on unification) no 
doubt did so reluctantly. 7/ There has been some authoritative specu
lation that the Viet Minh accepted this aspect of the Settlement ",ith 
deep cynicism; Pham Van Dong) the DRV delegate at Geneva is supposed to 
have expressed conviction that the elections "Tould never be held. 8/ 
But it seems more likely that the communist powers fully expected the 
nasc ent GVN) already badly shaken from internal stresses) to collapse) 
and unification to follow' \"rith elections or not. In any event) the 
public stance of the DRV stressed their expectations that the election 
would be held. Ho Chi Minh stated un~quivocally on 22 July 1954 that: 
"North) Central and South Vietnam are territories of ours. Our country 
will surely be unified) our entire people "Till surely be liberated." 9j 

The Saigon Government was no less assertive in calling 
for unification of Vietnam. In a note to the French of 17 July 1954) 
the GVN delegate at Geneva protested having been left until then "in 
complete ignorance" of French intentions regarding the division of the 
country) which he felt failed to "take any account of the unanimous will 
for national unity of the Vietnamese people"; he proposed) futilely) 
Unit ed Nations trusteeship of all Vietnam in preference to a nation 
IIdismembered and condemned to slavery.1I 10/ At the final session of 
the Conference) when called upon to joinln the Final Declaration) the 
GVN delegate announced that his government "reserves its full freedom 
of action in order to safeguard the sacred right of the Vietnamese people 
to its territorial unity) national independence and freedom." 11/ Thus 
the Geneva truce confronted from the outset the anomaly of two-Sovereign 
Vietnamese states) each calling for unification) but only one) the DRV) 
committed to achieving it via the terms of the Settlement . 

2. France Withdrai-ls) 1954-1956 

France) as the third party in Vietnam) then became pj.votal 
to any political settlement ) its executor for the West. But France had 
agreed to full independence for the GVN on June 4) 1954) nearly six 
lVeeks before the end of the Geneva Conference. 12/ By the tenns of 
that JQne agreement) the GVN assumed responsibiiity for international 
contracts previously made on its behalf by France; but) there having 
been no r eference to subsequent contracts ) it IoTas technically free of 
the Geneva Agreements. It has been argued to the contrary that the GVN 
was bound by Geneva because it possessed at the time fevr of the attri
butes of full sovereignty) and especially because it \·las dependent on 
France for defense . 13/ But such debates turn on tenuous points of 
internationa l la,? regard ing the prerogatives of neVTly independent or 
partitioned states . 14/ It is fact that in the years 1954 to 1956) 
first the Communist Chinese and then the Soviets acknOldedged the sepa
rate and sovereign identity of the GVN; and that the United States and 
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Great Britain did likevise. 15/ It is also fact that France speedily 
divested itself of responsibilities for IIcivil administration ll in South 
Vietnam . In February) 1956) the GVN requested France to vithdrav its 
military forces, and on April 26, 1956, the French military command in 
Vietnam) the signatory of the Geneva Agreement) vas dissolved . France) 
torn by domestic political turbulence in which past disappointments and 
continued frustrations in Vietnam figured prominently, and tested anev 
in Algeria) abandoned its position in Southeast Asia. 16/ No doubt) 
an increasingly acerbic relation betveen its representatives and those 
of the United States in South Vietnam hastened its departur,e , where 
American policy clashed v i th French over the arming and training of a 
natiDnal army for t he GVN, over French military assistance for the 
religious sects, over French economic policy on repatriating investments , 
and over general French opposit i on to Diem . 17/ But more fundamentally, 
France felt itself shouldered aside in South-Vietnam by the United States 
over : 

(1) Policy toward the DRV . The French averred i nitially 
that Ho was a potential Tito, and that they could through an accommo
dation with him preserve their economic and cultural interests i n Vietnam-
in their view) a II co- existence experiment II of world ,.;ride s i gnificance in 
the Cold War . 18/ As of December, 1954, t hey were determined to carry 
out the Geneva elections . Eventually, hOI-lever) t hey were obliged to 
choose bet ween the UoS. and the DRV, so firmly did the U.S. foreclose 
any adjustment to the DRVts objectives . ~ 

(2) Policy to\<T8rd Di em . France opposed Diem not solely 
because he was a vocally Francophobe Annamite , but because he threatened 
directly the ir position in Vietnam. His nationalism) his strictures 
against IIfeudalists, lI his notions of moral regeneration all conjoined 
in an enmity against the French nearly as heated as that he harbored 
against t he communists - - but to greater ef fect , for it vras far easier 
for him to muster his countrymen's opinion aga i nst the French than against 
the Viet Minh . By the spring of 1955, the Diem-France controversy acquired 
military dimensions when French supported sect forces t ook up arms against 
the GVN. At that time , while the U.S. construed its policy as aiding 
IIFree Vietnam, II the French savl Diem as playing Kerensky' s r ole in Vietnam, 
with the People's Revolutionary Committee as the Bolsheviks , and Ho) the 
Viet Minh Lenin, vraiting off stage. 20/ 

(3) Mili tary Policy. By the end of 1954, the French "Tere 
persuaded that SEATO could never offer security for their citizens and 
other interests in Vietnam) and had despaired of receiving U.S . military 
aid for a French Expeditionary Corps of sufficient size to meet the 
t hreat . 21/ U.S. insistence tha t it should train RVNAF increased their 
insecurity . Within the combined U.S.-French headquarters in Saigon there
after, officers of both nations VTorked side by side launching counter
vailing intrigues among the Vietnamese , and among each other. 22/ The 
relationship became intolerable With French involvement in support of 
sect forces In open rebellion against U.S. assisted GVN forces . 
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In March of 1956) as France prepared to accede to the GVN request for 
withdrawal of its remaining military forces) Foreign Minister Pineau) 
in a Paris speech) took the U.K. and the U. S. to task for disruptipg 
Western unity. 23/ ~fuile Plneau selected U.S. support of French-hating 
Diem for particular rancor) he did so in the context of decrying France's 
i solation in dealing with nationalist rebels in North Africa -- and thus 
generally indicted t wo powers who had threatened the French empi re since 
the U.K. intervened in Syria in 1941) and President Roosevelt assured the 
Sultan of Morocco that his sympathies lay with the colonia~ peoples strug
gling for i ndependence . 24/ 

Ultimately) France nad to place preservation of its European 
posit:i.on ahead of empire) and) hence) cooperation with the U. S . before 
opposition in Indochina. France's vacating Vietnam i n 19)6 eased U. S. 
problems there over tne short run) and smoothed Diem's path. But the 
DRV I S hope for a nat ional plebescite \Olere thereby dashed. On January 1) 
1955) as the ,vaning of France's pmver in Vietnam became apparent ) Pham 
Van Dong) DRV Premier, declared that as far as Hanoi was concerned: II 
it was vrith you) the French) that we signed the Geneva Agre ements ) and it 
i s up to you to see that they are respected. II Some thirteen months later 

. the Foreign Minister of France stated that : 25/ 

IIWe are not entirely masters of the situation . The 
Geneva Accords on the one hand and the pressure of our allies 
on the other creates a very complex j uridical situation .... 
The position in principle is clear: France i s the guarantor 
of the Geneva Accords ... But we do not have the means alone 
of making them r espected . II 

But the GVN remained adamantly opposed to elections, and neither the 
U. S. nor any other ,vestern povler '\-las disposed to support France ' s ful
fillment of its responsibility to the DRV . 

3· Diem Refuses Consultation, 1955 

Communist expectations that the Diem goverrunent would fall 
victim to the voracious political forces of South Vietnam vrere unfulfilled . 
Diem narrowly escaped such a fate ) but with American support -- albeit 
iolavering) and accompanied by advice he often ignored -- Diem within a 
year of the Geneva Conference succeeded in defeating the most powerful of 
his antagonists, t he armed sects) and in removing from po'¥rer Francophile 
elements '¥rithin his government , including his disloyal military chiefs. 
He spoke from comparatively firm political ground iorhen , on July 16) 1955, 
before the date set for consulting with the DRV on the plebescite, he 
announced in a radio broadcast that : 26/ . 

IIWe did not sign the Geneva Agreements . 

IIVle are not bound i n any way by these Agreements , signed 
against the will of the Vietnamese people .•.. \oJe shall not miss 
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any opportunity which would permit the unification of our 
homeland in freedom, but it is out of the question for us 
to consider any proposal from the Viet Minh if proof is not 
given that they put the superior interests of the national 
community above those of communism. II 

Moreover, Diem spoke with some assurance of American backing, 
for the U.S. had never pressed for the el ections envisaged by the Settle
ment. At the final session of Geneva, rather than joining with the 
Conference delegates in the Final Declaration, the U.S. lIobserver,lI 
Under Secretary of State Walter Bedell Smith, had linked U.S. policy 
vis-a-vis Vietnam to that for Korea, Taiwan and Germany in these terms: 27/ 

IIIn the case of nations now divided against their 'l-Till, 
l-le shall continue to seek to achieve unity through free elec
tions supervised by the United Nations to insure that they 
are conducted fairly. II 

Although the U.S. opposed elections in 1954 because HQ Chi 
Minh would have then won them handily, 28/ the records of the National 
Security Council and the Operations Coordinating Board of the summer of 
1954 establishes that this government then nonetheless expected elections 
eventually to be held in Vietnam. 29/ But, two major misapprehensions 
.. lere evident: (1) the U.S. plannedthrough IIpolitical action

ll 
to ameli

orate conditions in Southeast Asia to the point that elections would not 
jeopardize its objective of survival for a IIfree ll vietnam; and (2) the 
U. S. estimated that France .. TOuld usefully remain in Vietnam . By the 
spring of 1955, although U.S. diplomacy had brought the Southeast Asia 
Treaty Organization into being, and although Diem had ,-lith U. S. aid 
weathe r ed a number of severe political storms) the U.S. was l ess sanguine 
that its IIpolitical action" VTould suffice) and that further French pres
ence would be helpful. Accordingly) it began to look closely at the 
conditions under which elections might be held) and urged that Vietnamese 
do the same. One definition of te rms acceptable to the U. S. was set 
forth in a State Department memorandum of 5 May 1955) approved by Secre-
tary Dulles~ 30/ . 

"The U.S. believes that the conditions for free elections 
should be those ,.,hich Sir Anthony Eden put forward and the 
three Hestern Powers supported at Berlin in connection vrith 
German reunification. The United States believes that the 
Free Vietnamese should insist that elections be held under 
conditions of genuine freedom; that safeguards be agreed to 
assure this fr eedom before) after) and during elections and 
that there be adequate guarantees for) among other things) 
fre edom of movement) freedom of presentation of candidates) 
immunity of candidates) freedom from arbitrary arrest or 
victimization) freedom of association or political meetings ) 
freedom of express i on for all) freedom of the press) radio) 
and free circulation of newspapers) secrecy of the vote) and 
security of polling stations and ballot boxes." 
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Although the U.S. communicated to Diem its conviction that proposing such 
conditions to the DRV during pre-plebescite consultations would lead 
promptly to a flat rejection, to Diem's marked advantage in world opin
ion, Diem found it preferable to refuse outright to talk to the North, 
and the U.S. indorsed his policy . 31/ 

4. Divided Vietnam: Status Quo Accepted 

The deadline for the consultations in July 1955, and the 
date set for elections in July 1956, passed ,.,ithout further international 
action to implement those provisions of the Geneva Settlement . The DRV 
communicated directly with the GVN in July, 1955, and aga i n i n May and 
June of 1956, proposing not only consultative conference to negot i ate 
"free general elections by secret ballot, " but to liberalize North- South 
r elat i ons in general . 32/ Each time the GVN replied with disdain, or 
with silence . The 17thparallel, ,.,ith its demilitarized zone on either 
side, became de facto an internat ional boundary, and -- since Ngo Dinh 
Diem ' s rigid r efusal to traffic with the North excl uded all economic ex
changes and even an interstate postal agreement -- one of the most re'stricted 
boundaries in the "lOrld . The DRV appealed to the U.K. and the U.S.S.R. 'as 
co-chairmen of the Geneva Conference to no avail . 33/ In January, 1956, 
Communist China requested another Geneva Conferenceto deal ",ith the situ
ation, but the U.S.S.R. and the U.K. responded only by extending the 
functions of the International Control Commiss ion beyond its 1956 expir
ation date. 34/ By early 1957 the partition of Vietnam was generally 
accepted throughout the i nternational community . In January, 1957, the 
Soviet Union proposed the admission of both the GVN and the DRV to the 
United Nations) the U.S.SoR. delegate declaring that "in Vietnam two 
separate Stat es eXisted, '\orhich differed from one another in political 
and economic structure •..• " 35/ 

Professor Hans Morganthau, writing at the time, and follmling 
a visit to South Vietnam, described the political progress of the GVN as 
a "miracle, " but stated that conditions for free elections obtained in 
neither the North nor the South . 36/ He concluded that : 

"Actually, the provis ion for free elections Hhich would 
solve ultimately the problem of Vietnam was a device to hide 
the incompatibility of the Communist and Western positions , 
neither of vhich can admit the domination of all of Vietnam 
by the other side . It was a device to disguise the fact that 
the line of military demarcation "ras bound to be a line of 
political division as well .... " 

50 The Discontented 

However, there were three governments, at least , for which 
the status quo of a Vietnam divided behreen COIJ1.munist and non-comm1.mist 
governments was unacceptable. The GVN, Hhj.le remaining cool to the DRV, 
pursued an active propaganda campaign prophesying the overturnjng of 
communism i n the North, and proclaiming its resolve ultimately to r eunify 
t he nation in freedom . The United States supported the GVN, having 
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established as national policy in 1956, reaffirmed again in 1958, these 
guidelines: 37/ 

"Assist Free Viet Nam to develop a strong, stable and 
constitutional government to enable Free Viet Nam to assert 
an increasingly attractive contrast to conditions in the 
present Communist zone .•.. Work toward the weakening of the 
Communist s in North and South Viet Nam in order to bring 
about the eventual peaceful reunification of a free and 
independent Viet Nam under anti-Communist leadership .•.. 
Support the position of the Government of Free Viet Nam 
that all Viet Nam elections may take place only after it 
is satisfied that genuinely free elections can be held 
throughout both zones of Viet Nam .... Treat the Viet Minh 
as not constituting a legitimate government, and discourage 
other non-Communist states from developing or maintaining 
relations with the Viet Minh regime .•.. " 

And the Democratic Republic of Vietnam became increasingly vocal in its 
calls for "struggle " to end partition. In April, 1956) as the plebes
cite deadline neared, Ho Chi Minh declared ominously that: 38/ 

"While recognizing that in certain countries the road 
to socialism may be a peaceful one) we should be aware of 
this fact: In countries where the machinery of state, the 
armed forces, and the police of the bourgeois class are 
still strong, the proletarian class still has to prepare 
for armed struggle. 

"While r ecognizing the possibility of reunifying Viet
nam by peaceful means, He should always remember that our 
people 's principal enemies are the American imperialists and 
their agents who still occupy half our countr~y and are pre
paring for var .... " 

In 1956) however, Ho Chi Minh and the DRV faced mounting internal diffi
culties , and were not yet in a position to transla~e the partition of 
Vietnam into casus belli . 

C. Refugees: Disruption of Vietnam 's Society 

1. Provisions for Regroupment 

Article 14 of the "Agreement on t'1e Cessation of Hostilities 
in Vietnam)" which provided for separate political administrations north 
and south of the 17th parallel) also stated that: 39/ 

"14(d) From the date of entry into force of the 
present agreement until the movement of troops i s completed) 
any civilians residing in a district controlled by one 
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party who wish to go and live in the zone assigned to the 
other party shall be permitted and helped to do so by the 
authorities in that district." 

It is probable that none of the conferees foresaw the ramifications of 
that one sentence, for it put in motion one million Vietnamese r efugees , 
most of them destitute, who became at first heavy burdens on the DRV and 
the GVN, and ultimately political and military assets for both regimes. 
For the United States, the plight of these peoples lent humanitarian 
dimensions to its policy toward Vietnam, and new perspectives to its 
economic and military assistance. 

2. Exodus to South Vietnam 

In accordance with Article 1 of the Agreement on Cessation 
of Hostilities, 190,000 troops of the French Expeditionary Corps were moved 
from North Vietnam to the South. In addition, some 900,000 civilians exer
cised their option under Article 14 (d) of the Armistice. While no wholly 
reliable statistics exist, there is agreement among several authorities 
that the figures presented by the International Commission for Supervision 
and Control in Vietnam (ICC), citing chiefly the Saigon Government as its 
source, are generally correct: !!2J 

Fi ures of Movement of Po 
in Vietnam Under Article 

North Zone to South Zone Period Ending 

(i) Total arrivals 19·5.55 By air 
(Figs. given by the By sea 
State of Vietnam) Across provisional 

demarcation line 
By other means 

Total 
(ii) Estimate of arrivals 

not registered (Figs . 
given by the State of 
Vietnam in April ) 

Total 

(iii) Figs. given by PAVN 19·5·55 
20·7·55 

Up to 20.7.55 -~ ------ - TOTAL 

213,635 
550, 824 

12,344 
41,324 

818,127 

70 ,000. 

888,127 

892,876 

The uncertainty of statistics concerning total numbers of 
refugees stems not only from DRV reluctance to report departures, but 
also the turbulent conditions which then obtained throughout Vietnam, 
where the French Here in the process of turning over public administration 
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to Vietnamese) and ,.,here Saigon's communications with refugee relief 
operations in the field were at best tenuous. U.S. Department of State 
analysis in 1957 estimated the following composition and disposition of 
the refugees : 

Civilian Regroupees from the North) 1954-1955 41/ 

Category 

1. Registered with GVN for refugee 
benefits 

2. French citizens resettled or 
repatriated by France 

3. Chinese absorbed into Chinese 
community in South 

Total 

Number (Approximate ) 

640,000 Vietnamese 
15,000 Nungs 

5,000 Chinese 

40,000 

45,000 

745,000 

(Remainder, 200)000 Vietnamese 
absorbed without aid, e.g., 
dependents of military, civil 
servants.) 

The GVN director of refugee programs reported that the refugees were 
composed, by trade, as follows : 42/ . 

Farmers----------------------76% 
Fishermen-------------- --- ---lO% 
Artisans, small business -

men, students) govern-
ment employees, 
professionals--------------l4% 

But it was religious orientation vlhich ultimately asswned the greatest 
importance in South Vietnam's political life : an estimated 65% of North 
Vietnam's Catholics moved to the South, more than 600,000 in all; these) 
vlith 2,000 northern Protestants ) were settled in their mm communities. 43/ 

3. Causes of the Exodus 

The flight from North Vietnam reflected apprehension over 
the coming to pOl-ler of the Viet Minh. Institutionally, the Viet Minh 
.. rere further advanced in North Vietnam than the South, and had in areas 
of the North under the ir control already conducted several experiments 
in social revolution . 
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In 1951, with the legalization of the Communist Party, an 
lIeconomic l eveling" program was launched, consisting of punitive taxes 
levied on the wealthy. 44/ In 1953, there vlaS a short but sharp terror 
campaign, followed by alTLand Rent Reduction," Vlhich formed poor peasants 
into "land reform battalions" to administer "people's justice" to land
lords and their families. These ~vere only preliminaries, however, to 
the DRV's "Land Reform Campaign" of 1951~ to 1956, which more systematically 
and terroristically struck at traditional vrealth distribution. All of 
these undertakings .. ere associated vith the Viet Minh, and though mitigated 
by the victory over the French and the benign image of "Uncle Ho," they 
aroused rural resentment and fears. 

But the flood of refugees also sprang from other sources. 
There were a fevl French, and 200,000 Vietnamese ,-Tho had been French civil 
s ervants, or dependents of French soldiers, or retainers -- these had 
every reason to anticipate hostility. There were the Nung tribal people, 
'-Tho had been allied "lvith the French during the vrar, and i-lOuld probably 
have clashed with the North Vietnamese government whatever its policies. 
The Chinese shadm·T over the Viet Minh deepened Nung fears, and strengthened 
tendencies ,\'ithin the Chinese community of Hanoi to split along Nationalist/ 
Communist lines after the fashion of overseas Chinese throughout the Far 
Eastj many Chinese fled. Rich or landed Vietnamese could, with reason, 
b e apprehensive over DRV policies tovard the wealthy, and be drawn to the 
presumably more open South. A former ICC member has noted that there was 
a labor market in the South, and rumors of an impending corvee labor pro
gram in the labor surplus North -- both incentives to migrate . Viet Minh 
propaganda painted grim pictures of life in South Vietnam, and savagely 
attacked the French and Americans i-Tho Here aiding refugees. In turn, 
French and American propaganda promoted recourse to migration to escape 
the terrors and injustice of communism . Voice of America vlaS active in 
r ebutting the Viet Minh radiO, and battery radios were reportedly dj.s-

. tributed to extend the audience for Western programs. Colonel Lansdale 
described a U.S. instigated black propaganda campaign of pamphlets and 
announcements, ostensibly Viet Minh in origin, aimed at discreditj.ng the 
DRV, depreciating its currency, and adding to popular fears of its new 
powers. One outcome was rampant rumor. For example, the ICC source 
cited above reported that some refugees believed that the U.S. would 
use atomic b ombs on the Viet Minh . Dr. Tom Dooley found refugees with 
a Viet Minh pamphlet shoving a Hanoi map with three concentric circles 
of nuclear destruction -- conceivably, an example of Colonel Lansdale's 
handivork. 45/ 

Again, hOi-rever the salient political aspect of the migration 
vlaS that most of the refugees -- ti-lO out of three -- were Catholics. · 
Many northern Catholics, with a long history of persecution at the hands 
of non-Catholic Tonkinese, would probably have left with their French pro
tectors vrhatever the character of the successor. But Catholic opposition 
to the Viet Mj.nh during the war invited retribution, and Ngo Dinh Diem's 
ascendancy in Saigon ,vas no doubt attractive to his northern co-religionists. 
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Moreover} almost as soon as the truce became effective, the Catholic 
bishops entered into a test of power with the Viet Minh, using their 
"self- defense forces" to balk DRV occupation. The response was pre
dictably ruthless: Catholic villages were attacked by PAVN troops} 
and in two instances} inhabitants reportedly were massacredj churches 
were burned, Church property confiscated} priests tortured or jailed} and 
heavy taxes levied on Church lands and buildings . Among the consequences 
of that violence was a Catholic propaganda campaign against the Viet 
Minh -- e . g . , the-Virgin-had-gone-South theme - - and mass migrations of 
"Thole parishes . 46/ 

4 . Exodus: Test of Geneva 

The movement of refugees from North Vietnam quickly became 
a central point of international controversy . Both parties to the 
Geneva Agre~lent accused the other of violations in impeding the free 
egress of would-be migrants, and both sides i-Tere undoubtedly at l east 
partiall y justified in their charges . Aslde from the propaganda campaign} 
France -- vlth substantial American aid -- helped refugees with food} 
mediclne} and transportation . American and French shlps moved whole 
villages southward} and Amerlcan and French charities provided for their 
"Tel l-being during the j ourney and after their arrival in their nei'T home
land . The U.S. Government} besides assigning a Task Force of the Seventh 
Fleet to refugee assistance} furnished the Saigon Government with $56}000}000 
i n 1955, and $37, OOO}000 in 1956 for refugee relief and resettlement con
sidering the outflmT from North Vietnam "a convincing tribute to the Free 
World and an indictment of the Communists ." At the same time, both the 
GVN and the U.S. actively discouraged migration from the South - - the GVN 
mainly by administrative obfuscation} the U.S. primarily through another 
propaganda campaign} targeted against Viet Minh in South Vietnam. 47/ 

DRV behavior towal~d refugees during the year in "rhich !! regroup
ment " was authorized has s erved then and since as an i ndictment of its 
character} and proof that it could not be expected to permit free elections . 
Leo Cherne of Look} and Dr . Tom Dooley dramatized the misery and fearfulness 
of the refugees for American audiences. 48 / Ngo Dinh Diem utilized 
refugees systematically to mobilize opinion in South Vietnam against Geneva} 
the ICC} and the DRV as well. 49/ Since the issue has become central to 
the American policy debate on Vietnam} Frank N. Trager} for example , has 
stated that} after the DRV perceived that the numbers moving south by far 
exceeded those coming north, the DRV was impelled to : 50/ 

" .. . impos e restrictions and brutal p1Jllishments on those 
;.rho sought to go South . Summary arrests, denial of pennits, 
intimidation by I shOl-r trials I of those 'l-Tho s erved as leaders of 
the exodus , and executions served to inhibit the exercise of the 
option. Residual petitions affecting 95,000 persons in the North 
were present ed to the International Control Commission . Nothing 
ever came of these. An unknmTn number were thus never allmled to 
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l eave the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. The refugee frroblem 
was one of the most far reaching issues at the time ...• ! 

This condemnation of the DRV was fairly well substantiated by U.S. intel
ligence . A U. S. Intelligence Advisory Committee r eport of 1955 quotes 
!!usually reliable French intelligence reports !! that after October 1954 
three DRV regular infantry divisions, with loca l forces , were positioned 
to block refugee movement . These, with !!volumi nous reports from Catholic 
and other sources!! i ndicated that t he DRV, with armed forces, by barring 
refugees from l ocal transport, and through economic penalties, was pur
suing a deliberate policy to prevent departures. Article ll~( d) of the 
Geneva Agreement obliged the DRV to assist the movement of would-be 
refugees , but GVN officials r eported receiving only 15,000 refugees 
bearing official Viet Minh exit permits, including 8,300 1-Tho obtained 
their papers under direct ICC supervision. U.S. and French naval offi
ce~s have attested that thousands of northerners literally escaped to 
their waiting ships . 51/ 

Again, no entirely dependable r ecord exists. The ICC was 
impeded in its observations and reporting by !!narrow and complicated 
administrative procedures in the areas in the control of t he PAVN ... . !! 52/ 
Of 119 investigations conducted by ICC mobile teams during the period) 
34 dealt with violat i ons of Article 14(d) alleged by first parties . 
Beyond these) however, DRV authorities submitted to the ICC 320)000 peti-
tions from friends and relations of regroupees alleging that the French 
had forced evacuation) and !!thousands !! of petitions 1-Tere received from 
French sources claiming that the DRV was obstructing those "\-rho wished to 
move South. 53/ After a survey of 25)000 refugees in the South)·the ICC 
teams reported that !!there was no foundation for the allegation that 
thousands were victims of a systemat ic propaganda and many of them '\-lished 
to go back to the PAVN zone and none of the persons contacted by the 
teams complained of forced evacuation or expressed a desire to return .. ;.!! 54/ 
Investigations in the North) however) did disclose that observance of 
Article 14(d) by the DRV was not uniformly satisfactory . The ICC majority 
report notes that : 221 

religious) social and local influences were used by 
both sides either to persuade persons to change their 
zone of residence or to dissuade them from exercising 
t he freedom of choice regarding the zone in which they 
1-lanted to live . 

!!(iii) the demand for permits and facilities under Article 14(d) 
'\-las the largest in the areas under the control of the 
PAVN and it was generally met except in the areas of Nghe 
An and Ha Tinh •... !! 

The named areas \-Tere predominantly Catholic) and in the vil
l age of Luu My, in the province of Nghe An) the ICC team did report on a 
clash between the civil populace and troops of the DRV in which at least 
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12 villagers ",ere killed; in another locality) Ba Lang, other incidents 
of violence were reported which led to 200 arrests. 56/ It was the 
view of the Indian and Polish members of the ICC) however) that despite 
these incidents IIby the 18th of May (1955) the bulk of the persons "Tho 
wanted to change the zone of their residence had succeeded in doing SO.II 
The Canadian member dissented and submitted a minority report detailing 
other examples of forceful obstruction of refug~es by DRV authorities or 
crowds) and concluded these were IIdeliberately planned. II Moreover) the 
Canadians were convinced that the DRV had so effectively restricted ICC 
inspections that: II it 's still not possible to say whether all persons 
wishing to move from one zone to the other have been able to do so. II 57/ 
Estimates of the numbers of persons prevented from migrating from North 
Vietnam range from Asian scholar Ellen Hannner's "several fold

ll 
those who 

left) and Diem's estimate of twice the number vho reached the South) to 
Robert Shaplen 's IIno more than 400)000)11 and B.S.N. Murti of the ICC) who 
thinks a number approaching 2)000 likely. 58/ 

5. Impact of the Exodus: North 

Wnatever the DRV's intentions concerning the exodus) the 
numb ers of refugees who were permitted to depart speaks for itself: if 
the estimate of 900)000 is correct) the DRV "'itnessed the flight of 1 out 
of every 13 of its citizens at a time when) ostensibly) votes and labor 
were important to its future . It should be noted that the DRV capitalized 
upon the abandoned l and and other property of the refugees in its initial 
wealth redistribution schemes) and thus had motive to encourage ) rather 
than impede) departures. 59/ The timing of the uproar with the ICC over 
violations of Article l4(dj suggests an ansver: the incidents observed 
by the ICC in the North) as well as manifestations in the South of dis
cont ent with Saigon's observance of the agreement) multiplied after 
October) 1954) and peaked tOl-lard May) 1955) indicating that the DRV pur
sued a progressively more ruthless policy on departures. 60/ In seeking 
to attenuate the outflm-l, the DRV undoubtedly resorted tostringent 
measures ) at l east in certain localities. Whether these measures ap
proached the depravities depicted by Trager and others cannot be adjudi
cated with present evidence) but it is clear that r efugees provided an 
early and severe test of the DRV's capability for humane and democratic 
action consistent with the Geneva Settlement -- and in the eyes of many 
observer s in South Vietnam and the West) the DRV failed abjectly, seri
ously damaging its position vis-a-vis the plebescite. 61/ Within North 
Vietnam, the refugee experience developed deep divisions between the DRV 
anq. rural Catholics .lhich "rere to persist more than a year after the 
Geneva movement arrangement expired . 

6. Impact of the Exodus : South 

For the GVN, the influx of 900,000 people presented prob
lems of paralyzing proportions. Within a fev months of Ngo Dinh Diem's 
taking office, Saigon was ringed vith shabby encampments whose inhabi
tant s vere .,holly dependent on the already overburdened government . Had 
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it not been for U.S. aid, many of the refugees might never have reached 
the South, and without U.S. aid there, many might have perished. The 
U.S. Navy moved 310,848 persons in its 1I0perat ion Exodus. II The $93 million 
the GVN received from the U.S. comprised 97% of the funds it dispensed 
for these purposes, nearly $100 per refugee in a country with a lower 
national income per capita. 62/ This official aid, plus substantial 
assistance from American charities, combined with a remarkably energetic 
and imaginative Vietnamese administration, succeeded by 1957 in providing 
decent habitation and livelihood for all but a few of the refugees -- a 
genuinely laudable accomplishment, ,lhich must stand with the defeat of the 
sects among Diem's crmming achievements. 63/ 

Because of the GVN's undertakings for the refugees, the 
Geneva IIregroupment ll turned out, at least initially, very much to its 
advantage : it gained nearly 1 million loyal citizens adamantly opposed 
to reunificat ion were it to mean their return to DRV rule, whose recounted 
experiences with the Viet Minh buttressed the moral fiber of the South. 
Here were \-rhole communities largely dependent on the GVN, untouched by 
the armed religious sects, and hostile to the Viet Minh, fr om lfhich Diem 
could r ecruit reliable political and military cadres. Here were masses 
disposed to follow Diem uncritically, easily manipulated for political 
purposes by Diem or his family. Here, for aid-dispensing Americans, ,·rere 
Vietnamese vrhose needs were basic, and who proved capable of absorbing 
simple , quick-return, highly visible forms of assistance. 

, The GVN began to politicize the refugee communities almost 
immediately. For example, in July, 1955, \-lhen the DRV appealed to Diem 
to commence consultation to\-rards the plebescite, an apparently well
directed mob of refugees attacked the hotel quarters of the ICC. 64/ 
Some 20,000 of the refugees were moved together to a sparsely settled 
tract in the Mekong Delta of 100,000 acres, which was cleared, plowed 
and irrigated \-lith substantial American technical assistance and 100 
tractors; this, the Cai San project, became a showcase of A~erican aid 
for visitors. 65/ In a much smaller, yet perhaps more significant 
instance , the GVN formed small, black-pajamaed IIcivic action ll cadres for 
the purpose of building co®nunications between Saigon and the villages; 
although the original idea had been to use Saigon bureaucrats, these 
failed to volunteer, and the bulk of the teams Ivere eventually manned by 
northern refugees. 66/ Later, refugee commuI1ities vrere transplanted to 
the frontiers to enhance both the local economy and security there. 67/ 
The GVN vras not ungrateful, and eventually the preferred positions in the 
Army and the bureaucracy began to be filled with refugee Catholics and 
other northerners. 

In the long run, hovrever, Diem squandered the advantage the 
Geneva regroupment brought him. His policies kept the refugees an unas
similated, special interest group, vrhich produced further distortions in 
an already stresoed polity . They in turn projected in rural areas an 
unfavorable image of the GV1~, which probably figured in its eventual 
r ejection by most Cochinchinese and non-Catholic Annami.tes: a government 
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whose protection and largess were extended preferentially to Catholics 
and northerners. 68/ 

7. Southerners Regrouped North 

Whether or not at the time of Geneva the DRV leaders 
genuinely expected the plebescite of 1956, the Viet Minh of Annam 
and Cochinchina were apparently instructed through their Communist 
Party cadre that elections would be held. Thousands of Vietnamese 
left the South under the regroupment provisions of the Settlement. 
Upon cadre assurances of return, they staked family ties, ancestral 
lands, and fortunes. 

Unfortunately, Ife know little still about the Southern 
regroupees in the North, and less about the Viet Minh who stayed behind 
ioThen their comrades departed. The reports of the International Com
mission ' for Supervision and Control in Vietnam record the movement of 
only 4,269 civilians from the South to north of the 17th parallel. 69/ 
After April 1955, as reported by the ICC, refugees applied to the 
Saigon authorities, in such numbers that the GVN proved unable to meet 
demands for permits or transportation. Demonstrations occurred, and 
special arrangements by the ICC and the French were necessitated. None
theless, the total number thus formally involved in ICC reported moves 
was less than 5,000. 70/ The very sizable migration in 1954 of Viet 
Minh from the French controlled zone aboard Polish and Soviet ships to 
the North has not been reported authoritatively. An estimated 90,000 
armed Viet Minh departed . An Indian member of the ICC published in 
1964 the follovTing figures , Vlhich correspond "\oTith the totals furnished 
by the French and the Poles, and Vlhich appear on present evidence to 
be as reliable as any : 71/ 

Viet Minh Departures for DRV 
1954-1955 

Ass embly Area Category Materiel 

Quang Nai-Binh Dinh 64,000 Warriors 87,000 Luggage 
Ham Tan-Xuyen Moc 16,000 244 vehicles 
Plaine des J'oncs 20,000 Admin Cadres, 1 tank 
Cau Mau 30,000 Liberated 28 artillery pieces 

POW, and 3384 tons supplies 
families 43,000 

Total: 130,000 Total: 130,000 

Among the total) there Ifere a sj.gnificant numb er of Montagnards 
Bernard Fall states 10,000 -- and children . A Viet Cong lieutenant 
colonel, captured in 1961, then one of the senior officers of the Viet 
Cong intelligence services, has confirmed that Highlanders and 10,000 
children I·Tere among the regroupees , and that DRV "\oras taking pains to 
educate both groups ' "lfell. 
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Concerning numbers of Viet Minh left behind) figures are 
even more vague. U.S. intelligence as of 1956 accepted 8)000 as its 
best estimate) of ,·rhich 5) 000 were armed and organized in skeletal 
military units; there were reports of strengths up to 10)000. 72/ A 
more recent UoS. intelligence appraisal states that: 73/ --

"While the number of hard-core Communists remaining in 
South Vietnam after 1954 cannot be confirmed) French and 
South Vietnamese estimates) based on observations of friendly 
military commanders in the field) placed the figure at 5)000 
'armed Viet Minh . I However) this is clearly a conservative 
estimate since it does not includ.e political agents or I soft 
core ' members or supporters .... " 

In summary) best current estimates indicate: 

Disposition of Viet Minh in South 1954-55 

Moved North 

By Polish and 
Soviet Ships 

90)000 Armed Viet Minh 
40)000 Dependents 

130)000 Including: 10)000 Highlanders 
10)000 Children 

By other transport ~. )269 

Left Behind 

134) 269 TOTAL 

5)000 Armed Viet Minh 
3)000 Political Cadre 
Unknovm dependents of Viet Minh 

8. Viet Minh Motivations 

Interviews ,-rith captured or defected regroupees) and 
captured Viet Cong documents ) establish that the DRV leadership told 
the Viet Minh in 1954 that the general elections and unification 
mentioned in Article ll~ of the Geneva Agreement would occur in July 
1956) as asserted in the Final Declaration of the Conference. 74/ 
Accordingly) unlike the r efugees fleeing south) \·rho evidently accepted 
permanent separation from their birthplace) most of the Viet Minh \-rho 
were regrouped to the North expected to be separated from their homes 
and famili es only ti-TO years. ' There .rere a variety of motives or 
emotions involved) but whatever response the cadre evoked in their 
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followers, it ,vas clearly understood by all rank and file that the 
regroupment instructions ;{ere an order, and most responded as did one 
POW: "1 did my duty as a soldier." Some were told to gOj some to 
marry, then go; some to stay. After the initial regroupment in 1954, 
no further large-scale movement north'VTard was encouraged by the DRV. 
The outburst of enthusiasm for regroupment iVhich resulted ip. demon
strations in Saigon in April 1955, and DRV support for same, can be 
attributed to growing conviction that Diem might succeed in his drive 
for political control, and that he or the U.S. would not permit general 
elections, or to a tactical cover for the DRV's own difficulties with 
clamoring would-be refugees. 75/ 

As of March 1967, a report was available on 23 Viet Minh who 
stayed behind in 1954. These men had been systematically interviewed, 
and "Thile they comprise a slender sample, their replies give no evi
dence that violence or sabotage were included in the initial orders of 
any; rather, they received organizational and propaganda missions: 76/ 

"POW: We 'VTere given training about the Geneva treaty. 
We were instructed to work normally 'Vlith the peasants, to 
earn a living and to explain to them the clauses of the 

. treaty. We pointed out that general elections 'V{ould be 
held in 1956." 

Another distributed leaflets, hung posters and organized meetings to 
promote the plebescite. One had orders "to work as a core cadre 
exhorting the population to demand negotiations with North Vietnam for 
a general election ." Still another distributed petitions demanding 
elections, trade relations \-Tith DRV, and peace. 

However, this "political action" never promised much, since 
the GVN never seemed disposed tmrard holding the el ections . When in 
July 1955, Ngo Dinh Diem dismissed with finality any prospect for 
consultations , the lines began to be drai{D behTeen the "stay-behind 'l 

cadre and the Saigon government. 77/ After 1956, the last illusions 
'VTere dispelled, and the Viet Minhapparatus 'VTent wholly underground. 78/ 

D. Arming of the North and the South 

1. Provisions for Arms Control 

The Geneva Conference intended to fix a ceiling on foreign 
military personnel, bases and arms in Vietnam corresponding to the 
levels of July ]954. Within months of the Ccrference, the DRV and the 
GVN were each led to believe that the other was contravening those 
arms control provisions of the Settlement. The DRV could clallfl, with 
justification, that the United States was introducing new arms and 
personnel, assuming an amplified military role in Vietnam, and acquiring 
bases. The GVN could accuse the DRV, again \-lith justification, of building 
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a massive army) and modernizing it with Communict bloc aid. 79/ The 
ICC) discredited in its attempts to cope \-lith observance of Article 
14(d) of the "Agreement on the Cessation of Hostilities ... " regarding 
refugees) was further devalued as a stabilizing influence when forced 
to admit that it \ms im,Potent in inspecting compliance with Articles 
16) 17) 18) and 19: 80/ 

"Article 16 ... the introduction into Viet-Nam of any 
troop r einforcements and additional military personnel 
is prohibited .••. 

"Article 17 ... the introduction into Viet-Nam of any 
reinforcement in the form of all types of arms) munitions) 
and other war material) such as combat aircraft) naval 
craft) pieces of ordnance) jet engines and armoured 
vehicles) is prohibited ...• 

"Article 18 ..• the establisbment of new military bases 
is prohibited throughout Viet-Nam territory. 

"Article 19 .•. no military base under the control of a 
foreign State may be established in the regrouping zone of 
either party; the two parties shall ensure that the zones 
assigned to them do not adhere to any military alliance 
and are not used for the resumption of hostilities or to 
further an aggressive policy." 

In June) 1958) the ICC issued the folloVling statement 
concerning its inability to enforce the provisions of Articles 16 
and 17: 81/ 

"The persistence of the Parties in not accepting the 
Commission ' s interpretation of the provisions of the Agree
ments and their failure to implement the recommendations 
made to them by the Commission have rendered it difficult 
for the Commission to supervise the implementation of the 
Articles concerned. The Commission will) as hitherto) con
tinue to discharge its duties under the Geneva Agreements) 
but would like to emphasize that the lack of cooperation from 
the Parties seriously affects the effectiveness of its super
vision and control. The Commission can) therefore) discharge 
its responsibilities only to the extent permitted by the 
Parties) and not as decided by the Commission in accordance 
with the Geneva Agreements . The Commission hope s that in 
the future a larger measure of cooperation will be forth
coming from the Parties and the difficulties which have 
persisted so far >"ill cease to hinder its activities ." 

The test of the Geneva Agreement also allmred for the rotation of 
personnel) and the replacement of Ildestroyed) damaged) Vlorn out or 
used up " material) arms, and munitions, provided that advance notice ' 
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of movements be furnished the ICC) and specified points of entry and 
departure be employed . Neither the DRV nor the GVN cooperated with 
the ICC i n all r espects . The U.S.) though it took steps to maintain 
the appearances of compliance through 1960) especially on personnel 
ceilings) and although it considered i tself hampered by the Settlement) 
was ab l e to provide in that time over $50)000)000 per annum worth of 
military assistance to the GVN. 82/ The failure of the Geneva Settle
ment to control the arming of Vietnam, ,·rith i ts concomitant heightened 
fears and potential for violence, no l ess than in the case of the 
plebescite and the r efugees , was directly antecedent to the insurgency 
in South Vietnam. 

2. PAVN Modernizes 

At the c lose of hostilities, the Viet Minh probably had 
some 300,000 to 400,000 men under arms -- about 130,000 regulars 
of vlhich all but about 70) 000 i.,rere concentrated in North Vietnam and 
Laos. (See Map) ff .) §1/ The French had fielded 420,000 troops , 
including about 200)000 Vietnamese. Both sides rece i ved extensive aid 
from non-combatants, the French chiefly from the U.S.) and the DRV 
chiefly from China. One recent estimate puts relative vol~mes of aid 
as foliol1s : §.!:) 

1951 

1953 

1954 

COMPARISON OF TONNAGE OF U.S. AID TO FRANCE 
WITH CHINESE C01-1MUNIST AID TO VIET MINH 

U.S o Aid Chinese Aid 

7,200 tons/month 10 to 20 tons/month 

10,000 tons/ month 500 to 600 tons/month 

n. a. 4,000 tons/month (as of 
Bien Phu) 

Dien 

The differences beti.,reen the tvo aid programs i{ere, of course) signifi
cant beyond tonnages. The Chinese aid imp l argely infantry arms and 
ammunition) vihile U.S. shipments r anged across the whole costly and 
complicated inventory of the U. S. aTIrred forces . More importantly, in 
contrast with the highly visible U.S. participation, Chinese aid vas 
clandestine ; neither the donor nor the recipient has mrned to the aid 
program to this date) and in maintaining the flow ,.,rithout attribution 
the DRV developed procedures vhich stood it in good stead after Geneva . 

The DRV) from all U.S . intelligence has been able to dis 
cern, commenced the reorganization and refitting of its Peoples ' Army 
of Vietnam (PAVN) concurrently vith occupation of Tonkin behind the 
vrithdraving French. U.S. evidence indicated that shi pments of military 
materiel from China and the Soviet significantly exceeded in kind and 
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amount that required for replacement) and that) rather) the DRV 
steadily modernized and expanded its forces during the decade after 
Geneva. 85/ In the first six months after the truce alone) U.S. 
intelligence reported that PAVN introduced from China, concealing 
the movements from the ICC, more than 150 pieces of field and anti
aircraft artillery, 500 mortars, 9,000 automatic weapons, 500 
recoilless rifles, 400 military vehicles, and substantial amounts 
of ammunition. 86/ Thereafter) the U.S. was convinced that regular 
infusions of modern equipment from the CPR and the Soviet Union 
supported·extens ive reorganization and growth of DRV armed forces. 

Trends in DRV Armed Strength 87/ 
(in thousands ) --

Provincial Armed Public Armed 
PAVN Navy AF Forces Security Force Militia Total 

1954 144 N.A. N.A. 77. N.A. N.A. 221 

1955 173 N.A. N.A. 72 N.A. 75 320 

1959 270 1.6 0·3 35·5 15 100 422 

1963 240 2·5 0·5 15 200 458 

According to U.S. estimates) the period 1954-1956 was 
devot ed to regrouping and reorganizing .. New divisions were formed, 
lllcorporating Viet Minh from South Vietnam regrouped to the North per 
the Geneva Agreements. Overage and unfit personnel I{ere weeded out) 
and intensive political indoctrination begun. Divisions were deployed 
into the countryside) "lith the nev southern formations concentrated in 
areas of civil ~rest . ~ In 1957 and 1958 improv~lents in organiza
tion and control I{ere inaugurated, PAVN taking on the structure and 
trappings of a Bloc-style professional army, with regularized pay scales, 
insignia, rank) and the like. During 1958 and 1959) to meet goals for 
manning collective farms) some divisibns were reduced in personnel and 
converted to brigades. Conscription was introduced, the Armed Public 
Security Forces -- frontier and internal security troops -- formed, and 
the air and naval forces elevated in status. In 1960 and 1961 additional 
divisions were reduc ed to brigades , but since diversions to agriculture 
diminished) this was presumably to provide smaller) more manageable 
formations for the infiltration then undenlay into Laos) and in prospect 
for South Vietnam . In sum) ,.,rith Bloc aid) the DRV more than doubled its 
effective infantry divisions from 6 in 1954 to 14 by 1962. U.S. intel
ligence credit ed the PAVN in 1954 with the capability, by concentrating 
all its resources on a single objective, of mounting an attack of limited 
duration using three divisions supported by direct artillery fire. By 
1961, the U.S. rated the North Vietnam Army (~TA ) as capable of a five 
division offensive backed by substantially greater logistic and combat 
support, including indirect artillery fires . 89/ The U.S. did not know 
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with certainty much further concerning the quality or quantity of 
Bloc aid during this period. Reports of the presence in North Vietnam 
of Soviet-design small arms, artillery, tanks, and trucks were r~ceived 
regularly by U.S. intelligence, but the proportion of these which were 
supplied by the Chinese could not be established . U.S. estimates held 
that Soviet aid predominated up until about 1960, and that thereafter 
Hanoi looked increaSingly to Peking for supply of such items, as well 
as for ammunition of all types. 90/ By 1964, except for some remaining 
stocks of French \{eapons, all NV~mortars and recoilless rifles were 
report ed to be of Chinese manufacture . Similarly, small arms such as 
SKS 7.62 mm rifles and K-53 and K-54 7.62 mm machine guns, though of 
Russian deSign, were thought to have been supplied by China. For heavier, 
more complex it ems (e.g., armored vehicles, heavy artillery, antiaircraft 
systems, aircraft, and the like), the DRV remained dependent on the 
Soviets . 

3. The French Arms 

In South Vietnam, the most significant military develop
ment in the immediate aftermath of Geneva was the '\oTithdrawal of the 
200,000 men of the French Expeditionary Corps by 1956, apparently 
removing with them an estimated $200 miilion vTorth of undetermined 
kinds of military equipment from $1,308 million in MDAP materiel fur
nished them by the United States during the period 1950-1954. How 
precisely this dr8l'T-dmm affected the ceilings envisaged by Articles 
16 and 17 of the Agreement '\{as, of course, never established . 91/ The 
attention of the DRV and the ICC thereafter Vlas fixed on the Republic of 
Vietnam ' s Armed Forces (RVNAF ), and upon the United States military 
assistance program for RVNAF. 

4. RVNAF Revitalized 

The French brought the Vietnamese Army into bej_ng in 1948, 
its strength in 1949 being reported as 25,000, led by French officers 
and noncommissioned officers. 92/ That streng~h ros e eight-fold during 
the vTar, to 50,000 in 1950;65)3'00 in 1951; 150,000 in 1953; and 200,000 
in 1954, including 1500 navy and 3500 air· force personnel. Dien Bien Phu 
and its afteYlnath resulted in widespread desertions, especially from 
Vietnamese units being moved from north to south during the regroupment. 93/ 
Thereafter, under urging from the U.S., French officers and noncommissioned 
leaders were withdralm, and a combined U 0 S. -French training mission '\{as 
established to develop the national anny. Ne,{ force structures for mili
tary and paramilitary forces evolved, with particular emphasis upon head
quarters, staffs) and logistic 1.mits. Strengths for the Republic of 
Vietnam Armed Forces ( RVNAF ) , for the same years given above for DRV 
armed forces, vTere as follO\{S: 
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1954 

1955 170 

1959 136 

1963 192 
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Trends in GVN Armed Strength 94/ 
(in thousands) --

Provincial Coastal 
Navy Mar Corps AF Forces Forces 

2.2 1·5 3·5 

4.3 2.0 4.6 49 

6.7 5·2 6.4 76 3·3 

A sampling of arms is represented below: 

U.S. Army MAP Ordnance in Vietnam 95/ 
( Selected Items ) 

Deliveries 
FY 50-54 

Inventory 
1 Jan 58 

Inventory 
30 Nov 63 

Carbine, 30 cal 73,889 

111,667 

13,145 

77,342 

2,558 

48,051 303,635 

Rifle, 30 cal 

Rifle, BAR 

SMG 

MG, 30 cal 

RR, 57 mm 

Hm-T, 105 mm 

HOW, 155 mm 

Mort, 60 rrnn 

Mort, 81 mm 

Mort, 4.2 in 

Tank, light 

Armored Car 

1,121 

1,393 

921 

270 

398 

83,82~ 122,166 

11,839 21,800 

63,099 55,743 

3,143 5,679 

470 648 

170 188 

28 66 

1,732 2,922 

868 1,106 

99 268 

130 176 

140 104 

Militia Total 

200 

177 

48 244 

94 384 

Deliveries 
FY 55-64 

321,884 

118,153 

22,770 

61,961 

5,534 

539 

234 

53 

2,470 

891 

250 

131 

146 
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5. U.S. Aid: SEATO 

The role of the United States in the training and equipping 
of these forces mirrored the misapprehensions of other aspects of'U.S. 
policy. In 1954 Secretary of State Dulles had drmm tlW principal les
sons from the First Indochina War: (1) that it was impossible to support 
a belligerent in such a war unless he embodied the nationalistic aspira
tions of the people, and (2) collective action on behalf of that belli
gerent could not be drawn together amid the i-lar. 96/ The first took 
the policy fono. of U. S. insistence upon a truly national army for South 
Vietnam, i.e., an army entirely free of French command. The second 
materialized as the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization. On 8 September 
1954, the U.S., U.K. and France joined ,dth ".Australia, Ne,{ Zealand, 
Pakistan, the Philippines, and Thailand and agreed that: 211 

Article IV 

111. Each Party recognizes that aggression by means of 
armed attack in the treaty area against any of the parties 
or against any State or territory Hhich the Parties by unani
mous agreement may hereafter designate, liQuId endanger its 
own peace and safety, and agrees that it will in that event act 
to meet the common danger in accordance with its constitutional 
processes .... 

112. If, in tile 0plnlon of any of the Parties, the inviola
bility or the integrity of the territory or the sovereignty or 
political independence of any Party in the treaty area or of 
any other State or territory to Ivhich the provisions of para
graph 1 of this Article from time to time apply is threatened 
in any way other than armed attack or is affected or threatened 
by any fact or situation which might enCianger the peace of the 
area, the Parties shall consult immediately in order to agree 
on the measures i-lhich should be taken for the cornmon defense. 

113. It is understood that no action on the territory of 
any State designated by unanimous agreement under paragraph 1 
of this Article or on any territory s'o designated shall be 
taken except at the invitation or Vlith the c.onsent of the 
government concerned .... 1f 

By a Protocol to the SEATO Treaty, executed the same day, the Parties: 

11 ••• unanimously designate for the purpose of Article IV 
of the Treaty the States of Cambodia and Laos and the free 
t erritory under the jurisdiction of the State of Vietnam .... If 

Shortly after SEATO Ims formed , the U.S. and France agreed on direct U.S. 
aid for the Diem government; a joint communique issued 29 September 
r eflected the U.S 0 belief that the French "\wuld remain a military power 
in South Vietnam: 98/ 
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" ••• In order to contribute to the security of the area 
pending the further development of national forces for this 
purpose) the representatives of France indicated that France 
is prepared to retain forces of its Expeditionary Corps) in 
agreement '(lith the government concerned) within the limits 
permitted under the Geneva Agreements) and to an extent to 
be determined ..•. The channel for French and United States 
ec onomic aid) budgetary support) and other assistance to 
each of the Associated States will be direct to that state ..•. " 

On 23 October 1954) President Eisenhmler) in a letter to Diem) offered 
"to assist the Government of Vietnam in developing and mainta ining a 
strong) viable state) capable of resisting attempted subversion or 
aggression through military means ." 99/ Direct U. S. military assistance 
to Diem began in early 1955. As mentioned above) by spring) 1956) the 
French military command had been dissolved) and the Expeditionary Corps 
wi thdr8lvu) so that the U. S. thereafte r alone bore the principal burdens 
of assisting the GVN to build its defenses. 

6. U. S. Aid: MAP 

U. S. policy on hml RVNAF should develop vacillated ac cord
ingly . Initially) ,(le considered that the French forces and the SEATO 
mantle '{Quld suffice for the purposes of shielding the GVN from external 
aggression) and that as Lt. General John W. ("Iron Mike ") O'Daniel) 
Chief of the Military Assistance Advisory Group) put it in February) 
1955: 100/ 

"The (Vietnamese ) Army ,vill be above all) according to 
American ideas on the subject ) a police force capable of 
spotting Communist guerrillas and Communist efforts at infil
tration . " 

The ,,rithdrawal of the French Expeditionary Corps) hOI-rever) cast RVNAF 
in a new role) and demanded they be prepared for conventional combat) 
capable of staving off an attack from the North until U. S. and SEATO 
aid could be l anded . 101/ In June) 1956,. i n the wake of the French 
withdrawal) General O'Daniel reported to the American Friends of Vietnam 
t hat: 102/ . 

"The Vietnamese Army is nmr organized into regiments and 
divis ions. In case of an armed attack by the Vietminh from 
the North) i t is capable of effecting enough delay to allow 
for additio~al forces to be employed in time to save the 
country .... " 

To this threat MAAG turned its attention from 1955 to 1960, '(lith such 
success that General O'Daniel's successor, Lt . General Samuel T. ("Hanging 
Sam") Williams could just ifiably assert ( on the occasion of his retirement 
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in August, 1960) that: 103/ 

II In 1954 the Communist army of North Vietnam could have 
crossed the seventeenth parallel and walked into Saigon 
standing up. Today if they tried it, they ,.;rould have one 
nasty fight on their hands. II 

The Army of Vietnam (ARVN) assumed American forms, with divisions, 
corps headquarters, and general staffs -- an "upgrading" which appealed 
to the Vietnamese military, denied such pretensions under the French. 
Although the ~mAG contLnued to recognize a requirement for assisting 
ARVN capabilities against guerrillas and infiltrators, the primary 
effor ts of American and Vietnamese soldiers alike "\-Tere directed tOl-18rd 
improving conventional defense capab ility through 1960, and ARVN became 
mechanized, ponderous, road bound, and preoccupied with its supply and 
staffing functions. 104/ . Indeed, MAAG vie,ved ARVN "pacification" duties 
as an obstruction to progress. The internal security of the nation 
devolved upon two paramilitary forces: the Self-Defense Corps, and the 
Civil Guard, U.S. aid for both of which comprised an unhappy chapter in 
the U.S.-GVN relationship. The Self-Defense Corps (SDC) vlaS created in 
April, 1956, as a village militia, and received U.S. assistance from the 
MAAG in the form of funds and shoulder arms. Training of the SDC was 
left to ARVN. The Civil Guard (CG) VIas established in April 1955, as a 
paramilitary forc e IV"hich vas to operate under the province chiefs. 
American aid to the CG "JaS provided through a group from Michigan State 
University under contract to both the U.S. and the GVN. Its organization, 
equipment, and utilization became a point of controversy almost at once: 
the Public Administration DivisiOn of the Michigan State group conceived 
of the CG as a rural constabu~ary, recruited locally, trained and equipped 
for police operations; Diem preferred a more military organization, 
heavier in equipment , and organized for sustained combat. In terms of 
later U.S. concepts of "counterinsurgency)1I the early judgment of the 
MSU group was probably correct: a rural constabulary close to the people 
might have helped Diem meet the early challenges of the insurgency, 
especially in the field of intelligence. Hovever, "\-lith HAAG support, 
Diem's ideas prevailed) and the CG became a force competitive to ARVN. 
In actuality both the SDC and the CG were quite ineffective in providing 
internal security. Their arms, equipment a'nd training Here rudimentary. 
AKiN used its training responsibilities for them ~s a dQmping ground for 
inept officers. Through them) how'ever) U 0 S. small arms Here channeled 
into the countryside, there to augment the arsenals of dissidents. And 
the behavior of these ill-prepared levies probably did little to enhance 
GVN rapport with the farmers. 105/ 

From the outset, t he American aid program for South Vietnam 
Has overvhelmingly military. There was doubt l ess ) ahTays a limit to hmv 
much economic and other non-military aid the GVN needed) "ranted) or 
could effictently absorb) but primary emphasis in U.S. aid programs from 
the outset viaS placed upon security -- with Diem's agreement ) as his 
1956 letter ( supra .) indicates. In the first felT years, about 70% of 
all U. S. a id was for the security establishment . 106/ About 80% of 
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non-military economic aid was furnished in the form of "commodity 
imports, " an arrangement in ,,rhich the U.S. purchased imports for 
Vietnamese who paid for them in Vietnamese currency into a "counter
part fund." The counterpart funds, in turn, "Tere made available for 
support of the Gl.1N budget in 1956, 51% of all GVN expenditures 
were for defense. 

7. Implications: U.S. Role 

Much criticism leveled at U.S. assistance for the GVN 
has cited its military character as evidence that the U.S. deliberately 
undermined or ignored the Geneva Settlement. SEATO has been similarly 
suspect, its formation having dra~wn an immediate DRV protest to the 
ICC in September 1954, that the treaty violated Article 19 of the 
"Agreement on Cessation of Hostilities ... " forbidding alliances. 107/ 
However, U~S. official records reveal that the nature and direction of 
U.S. aid programs, ,-lith their emphasis on security, were dictated by 
no conscious effort to contravene the Settlement, but by the desires of 
the GVN, and by a mutual adjustment to the circumstances of French with
drmlal. In late 195Lf, J. La"rton Collins, the U.S. Special Representative 
in Vietnam, recomrnended an ARVN of 77,000 and reported the French willing 
to have VillAG expand s lowly beyond the -Settlement-fixed mid-1954 level of 
342. 108/ The JCS initially (September, 1954) viewed the Settlement as 
too restrictive, and enjoined against MAAG's accepting the mission of 
training RVNAF. HOI,rever, Defense eventually took the vievr that vrhile 
State Department 'fQuld have to rule on a possible increase in MAAG 
strength, its 342 personnel ,..,rere probably "capable of furnishing training 
assistance to develop Army and Navy internal security forces .... " The 
build-up of DRV forces vTaS perceived, and the JCS vie"{ vTaS that this 
threat entailed retention of at l east four divisions of French forces in 
the South until they could be replaced by combat effective RVNAF divisions . 109/ 
There followed a period of about six months, December 1954 to May 1955, in 
vrhich the U. So government debated Hithin its councils whether or not to 
throw its entire support behind Ngo Dinh Diem, or to seek alternat ives . 
HOIfever, '-rhile this debate vras in progress, the U.So followed through in 
adopting direct aid to GVN, and in·extending its advisory effort with ARVN 
to replace }Tench advisors -- steps explai~ed as authorized by the Geneva 
Agreement in terms of rotation of personnei, and of j~plementing a 1950 
pentalateral agreement for military aid among the U.S., France, Laos, 
Cambodia , and Vietnam. 110/ Ult imately, Ngo Dinh· Diem's success in brealdng 
the power of the sects,-a8 well as the inability of Americans to identify 
other leaders for the GVN, "TOn him unequivocal American political support 
and agreement to support an RVNAF of about 150,000. Thus buttressed, Diem 
r efused to open r::onsultations on the plebescite in July 1955, and in 
October held an election of his mm in '-rhich Bao Dai was deposed, and 
h imself i nstalled as head of state of the GVN. Diem then felt confident 
in requesting the French to remove their forces from Vietnam . The French 
withdrawal came certainly before ARVN vras ready to replace the Expeditionary 
Corps divisions, and created urgency for ~ffiAG to help develop minimal con
ventional defense capabilities. 
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8. Implications: DRV and GVN Protests 

By the summer of 1955, the unfolding of U.S.-GVN policy prompted 
the DRV to appeal directly to the Co-chairmen of the ~eneva Conference. 
In a letter of August 17, 1955, Pham Van Dong, DRV Prime Minister, insisted 
that lithe political question in Vietnam should be settled according to the 
Geneva Agreements," and requested the U.S.S.R. and the U.K. to "take all 
necessary measures in order to guarantee observance .... " 111/ This r e 
quest was indorsed by the Chinese on October 31, 1955, and referred in 
November by the Co-chairmen to other members of the Geneva Conference for 
comment. The DRV promptly called for reconvening the Geneva Conference ; 
the CPR quickly supported the demand. On February 18, 1956, the U.S.S.R. 
concurred, and proposed to the U.K. the summoning of a new Conference . 
The DRV call was based principally upon accusations that the GVN was frus
trating execution of the political provisions of the Settlement, but a 
U.S.S.R. note to the U.K. added the charge that in South Vietnam, "foreign 
military bases are being set up and attempts are being made to include 
South Vietnam iIi a military bloc." The U.K. responses were cool to the 
idea that a reconvened Geneva Conference "would necessarily provide the 
quickest or most satisfactory means of reaching agreement," and on April 9, 
1956, the U.K. made public 'a note to the U.S.S.R. rejecting its accusations 
concerning military bases and blocs , and countercharging "massive military 
expansion in the North, II noting that while French troops had been vrithdrawn 
from the South, the army in North Vietna,m had been increased from 7 to 20 
(sic) divisions since 1954. 112/ The U.K. fUrther took the position that 
the GVN was not bound by the Geneva Agreements. The outcome was a letter 
from the Co-chairmen to the DRV and the GVN enjoining cooperation to keep 
the peace, and asking notification when the recipients felt the time pro 
pitious for consultations preliminary to plebescite. 

In July, 1959, the government of South Vietnam published a 
White Paper, summarizing the "violations of the Geneva Agreements by the 
Viet Minh communists." 113/ In it the "authorities of the North" were 
charged with a "policy of aggression and subversion," in that contrary 
to their 1954 pledges , they obstructed the movements of r efUgees, conducted 
widespread destruction and sabotage in South Vietnam, introduced large 
quantitites of arms and amrnunition into North Vietnam, and with communist 
cadres in South Vietnam 'Pursued a .scheme to overthrow the Republic of Viet-
nam. The GVN claimed th~t between September, 1954, and June, 1959, a total 
of 3,561 caches of arms and ammunition had'been discovered in South Viet
nam, of which 303 had been reported to the ICC. Although the 303 "most 
important II caches so reported contained only 679 rifles, 142 machine guns , 
182 mortars, 49 pistols, and assorted mines, grenades and other munitions, 
the government of South Vietnam construed these to convey lithe intention 
of fUrther attacks against the national government ... in violation of the 
Agreements .... II It noted that the United Kingdom had cited in 1956 an 
increase in the DRV armed forces from 7 to 20 divisions and evoked the 
1958 denunciation of the French Minister of Foreign Affairs for the DRVls 
increasing its military strength from a 1954 total of 200,000 to 550,000. 
The White Paper cas tigated Hano i for "introducing 600 to 700 Chinese instruc
tors" and noted that lithe number of Russian and Chinese advisors amounts 
to several thousand in all echelons of the Army. II Noting that the Geneva 
Accords had proscribed using one zone for conducting of aggression against 
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the other, the GVN condemned what were termed I1national movements, such 
as 'Patriotic Front,' 'United Front,' or 'Fatherland Front,' ~hicb7 were 
in reality of communist inspiration ... simply and solely directing communist 
propaganda and subversive agencies in the zone controlled by the national 
government. 11 It claimed that respons ive to orders from Hanoi, these organi
zations were conducting a systematic campaign of terror and subversion. 
During the tyro and one half years from 1957 through July, 1959, 174 assassi
nations involving 10 servicemen, 20 civil guards, 65 village officials and 
59 civilians were reported by the GVN to the ICC. The White Paper concluded 
on the note that: 

IIContrary to their official declarations, the Viet-Minh 
Communists have turned their back upon the interests of the Viet
namese people. 

Ills it a question of the reunification of the country? 
They have conceived of it as a simple subordination to Red Im
perialism. In North Vietnam, democratic liberties are scoffed 
at, sacred human rights trampled under foot. How could the 
Vietnamese people express their r eal will under this reign of 
terror where liberty is nothing but a word? 

IIDesirous to realize the reunification of the country through 
freedom and in freedom, the Govern~ent of the Republic of Viet
nam has r epeatedly, but in vain, summoned the Communists to 
re-establish and respect the fundamental liberties to vThich 
human beings are entitled. This appeal was made in order to 
create a favorable atmosphere for really free general elections. 

IINot only are the Viet-~1inh Communis ts enemies of democracy 
and freedom, but they continue to mobilize their forces to sabo
tage peace in this part of the world. 

liThe unceasing reinforcement of the Communist armed forces, 
the importation, in great numbers , of arms and munitions into 
North Vietnam, secret arm and amrnunition dumps left in the terri
tory of the Republic of Viet-Nam, subversive manoeuvres carried 
out by Communist cadres constitute tangible and irrefutable evi
dence of their deliberately aggressive intentions. 11 

9· Implications : ICC Impotence . 

In the meantime, the ICC tried to engage the Geneva Conference 
machinery to provide a substitute for France in Vietnam, with no better suc
cess than the DRV. Acting on an ICC r eport , the U.K. made representat ions 
to the GVN in December , 1955, on behalf of the ICC, but received no reply 
until April, 1956, in \V'h ich the GVN promised to cooperate with the ICC, 
but again declin~d to accept responsibility fer the Geneva Settlement. In 
May, 1956, the Co-chairmen asked the ICC to remain functioning b eyond its 
contemplated termination i n ,July, 1956, despite the informality of its re
lations with the GVN. The ICC agreed, on May 27, 1956, to I1continue deal-
ing with the parties concerned on the basis of 'stB,tus quo. ' 11 114/ II Status 
quol! by that time involved the ICC directly with the U.S. aid program. For 
example, in April, 1956, the GVN notified the ICC through the French that it 
had accepted a U.S. proposal to augment the U. S. MAAG in May 1956, with a. 
350-member group to be called the Temporary Equipment Recovery Mission (TERM), 
tasked to assist in the evacuation of U.S . military equipment and supplies left 
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behind upon the French withdraual . Despite an ICC request to delay 
deployment while the matter was under advisement) TERM personnel 
arrived on schedule) and vithout ICC sanction. In 1957 the ICC pro
tested the circumstances of TERM's introduction, but was content vith 
requesting a periodic report of its activities. 115/ The samei957 
report delivered an ICC opinion that SEATO vas not a U.S.-GVN alliance 
prescribed by the Geneva Settlement, and a 1958 report put the ICC on 
record (the Polish member dissenting ) that the GVN might be given II credit

ll 

for the var material uithdravn by the French prior to 30 June 1956 in . 
accepting like equipment from the U.S. 116/ A 1959 report ruled that 
Bien Hoa vas not a new' military base, and authorized TERM to remain until 
31 December 1960. In 1960 the ICC acceded to an increase in the VillAG 
from 342 to 685 personnel. 117/ 

Nonetheless) it is clear on the record that U.S. and GVN 
cooperation vith the ICC vas little more than pro forma. Convinced that 
the ICC '{as impotent in inhibiting the behavior or restricting the 
arming of the DRV, both the U. S. and the GVN pursued their goals 1(lithout 
serious regard for the fixed l evels of arms envisaged at Geneva , or for 
attempts by the ICC to regulate arms. Both governments appreciated that 
the inability of the other Geneva Conference pO\"ers to concert action) 
well demonstrated in the spring of 1956, constituted international con
donement of status quo in Vietnam, and uhile both apparently preferred 
to avoid controversy vith the ICC, neither I{8S disposed to consider the 
ICC or the Settlement it guarded as other than a secondary consideration 
to GVN security. 

E. The Situation in 1956 

On June I, 1956, a prestigious group of 
Washington as the IIAmerican Friends of Vietnam. II 
John F. Kennedy characterize Vietnam as : 118/ 

citizens assembled in 
They heard Senator 

11(1) ... the cornerstone of the Free World in Southeast 
Asia) the keystone in the arch, the finger in the dike ... The 
fundamental tenets of this nation's foreign policy, in short, 
depend in considerable measure upon a strong and free Viet-
namese nation. . 

1I(2) ••• Vietnam represents a proving ground of democracy in 
Asia ... the alternative to Communist dictatorship. If this 
democratic experiment fails, if some one million r efugees have 
fled the totalitarianism of the North only to find neither 
freedom nor security in the South, then 1(leakness, not strength, 
viII characterize the meaning of democracy in the minds of 
still more Asians .... 

"(3) ... Vietnam r epresents a test of American responsibility 
and determination in Asia. If ve are not the parents of little 
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Vietnam, then surely we are the godparents ... lf it falls victim 
to any of the perils that threaten its existence ... our prestige 
in Asia will sink to anew low. 

IIC 4) ... The key position of Vietnam in Southeast Asia ... 
makes inevitable the involvement of this nation's security 
in any new outbreak of trouble. II 

Senator Kennedy was follovled by Walter S. Robertson, Assistant Secretary 
of State for Far Eastern Affairs, who declared that the U.S. sought: 119/ 

liTo support a friendly non-Communist government in 
Vietnam and to help it diminish and eventually eradicate 
Communist subversion and influence. 

liTo help the government of Vietnam establish the forces 
necessary for internal security. 

liTo encourage support for Free Vietnam by the non
Communist .,orld. 

liTo aid in the rehabilitation and reconstruction of a 
country and people ravaged by eight ruinous years of civil 
and international war . 

1I0ur efforts are directed first of all toward helping 
sustain the internal security forces consisting of a 
regular army of about 150,000 men, and mobile civil guard 
of some 1~5, 000 and local defense units Hhich are being 
formed to give protection against subversion on the village 
level .... 11 

Dr. Tom Dooley described emotionally the plight of the refugees from 
North Vietnam, and sketched in graphic terms Viet Minh terrorism. 
Professor Hans Morganthau extolled the Geneva Settlement and status 
quo in Vietnam as a logical balancing of the interests of the powers 
concerned, and General O'Daniel described liol-l the Vietnamese had been 
given the opportunity to select the type of military organization they 
like best, and had IIfollmred the U.S. pattern. II 120/ 

But from Saigon, Ngo Dinh Diem addressed a sober, reflective 
letter to the American Friends of Vietnam on the note that IIHe have 
arrived at a critical point in our nationa l life. 1I He concluded ",ith 
the assertion that : "It is indispensab le that our army have the wher e 
withal to become increasingly capable of preserving the peace .lhich ",e 
seek .... Economic aid can be only effective once security is restored .... II 121/ 

From Hanoi to the p eoples of Southeast Asia, a commentary on the 
1 June conference in Washington ,vas broadcast in Vietnamese headlines : 
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"The American Colonialists Are the Most Dangerous Enemy of the People." 122/ 
The commentary castigated the American Friends of Vietnam for supporting---
Diem in "his sabotage of the Geneva Accords and opposition to the clauses 
relative to free general elections to unify the country . It is obvious 
that this association is an organization formed by the American imperi
alists to more cynically and bluntly intervene in the South .... " and 
called for solidarity against the American intrusion. 

However, July 20, 1956, the date the Geneva Conference had indi
cated for the plebescite on reunification, passed without incident. 
Years later, 'Then controversy over the failure of the Geneva Settlement 
raged anew, the U. So .lould point to the subse~uent behavior of the DRV 
to demonstrate that its judgment .Tas ~uite correct in arming the GVN, 
aiding the refugees, and insist ing with Diem that conditions permitting 
free elections did not exist in North Vietnam. 123/ But in that summer 
of 1956, most such arguments appeared to be settled to the satisfaction 
of all parties except Ho Chi Minh . 
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IV. A. 6. FOOTNOTES 

1. Public Statement of President Eisenhmler of 21 July 1954 (White House 
Press Release that date; of Under Secretary Smith in Richard P. 
Stebbins, et.a1., The United States in World Affairs, 1954, (NeH York: 
Harper & Bros., 1956), 255. 

The Administration was severely criticized in public. Senator Lyndon 
B. Johnson, for example, '''hile the conference was in session on the 
eve of Dien Bien Phu's fall, asserted that: "American foreign policy 
has never in all its history suffered such a stunning reversal ... We 
stand in clear danger of being left naked and alone in a hostile 
world. II New York Times, May 7, 1954. Anthony Eden, Toward Pea ce in 
Indochina, (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1966), ix-13. The Administra
tion analysis of public record is in Secretary Dulles, Department of 
State Press Release No. 400, July 23, 1954. For "inner councils" see 
OCB, "Progress Report on United States Objectives and Courses of 
Action with Respect to Southeast Asia ," NSC 5405, August 6, 1951~) TS; 
and, NSC, "Revie\ol of U.S. Policy in the Far East" (NSC 5429, August 4, 
1954) TS. 

2. U.S. Department of State telegrams , 

DULTE 187 from Geneva , 16 June 1954 (TS) 
SECTO 553 from Geneva , 2 July 1954 (TS) 
Dillon 32 from Paris, 2 July 1954 (TS) 
SECTO 632 from Geneva, 17 July 1954 (TS) 
SECTO 638 from Geneva , 18 July 1954 (TS) 
SECTO 645 from Geneva, 18 July 1954 (TS) 

Jean Lacouture and Philippe Devillers, La Fin d'Une Guerre : Indochina 
1954 (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1960), 234-236, 238-239, 268 . 

3. Statement of Tran Van Do in George McTurnan Kahin and John W. Lewis, 
ed., The United States in Vietnam (Nevl York: Delta, 1966), 374. 
~S. Department of State, telegrams, No. 2757 from Paris, April 29, 
1954; SECTO 654 and 655 from Geneva , 18 July 1954; and SECTO 673 from 

. Geneva , 19 July 1954. "Ngo Dinh Diem on Elections in Vietnam," 
(July 16,1955) in Marvin E. Gettleman, ed., Vietnam (New York:· 
Favlcett , 1965), 193-194. - ---

4. "Agreement .on the Cessation of Hostilities in Vietnam, July 20, 1954, tt 
in U.S. Congress , Senate, Background Information Relating to Southeast 
Asia and Vietnam, Committee on Foreign Relations, 90th Congress, 1st 
Session, Committee Print, 3d Revised Edition (Washington : GPO, July, 
1967), 50-62. 
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6. "Final Declaration of the Geneva Conference," Ibid., 81. 

7. Department of State telegrams SECTO 632 and 645 of 17 and 18 July, 
1954, respectively. 

8. P. J. Honey quotes Pham 's remark~ to this effect to a Vietnames e 
friend of Honey's, in Communism in North Vietnam (Cambridge, MIT 
Press, 1963), 6. Also, U.S. Department of State, "Viet Minh Reac
tions to Indochina Settlement," (Intelligence Brief) 5 August 1954), 
C, in U.S. Int eragency Intelligence Committee) "The North Vietnamese 
Role in the Origin) Direction and Support of the War in South Vietnam" 
(DIAAP-4) May) 1967) S) Draft) Supporting Documents) Vol. I, No. 15; 
and Robert Shaplen) The Lost Revolution (New York: Harper & Row) 1965), 
137-138: N. B., Ellen Hammer quotes Pham Van Dong to exactly the 
opposite: "Make no mistake, those elections "lill be held. II Ellen T. 
Hammer, The Struggle for Indochina (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press) 1966), 34h. -

9. Bernard B. Fall) ed.) Ho Chi Minh On Revolution (Nev York: Praeger, 
1967), 272. 

10. Donald Lancaster) IIPower Politics at the Geneva Conference 1954)" in 
Gettleman) ed.) Viet Nam) op. cit., 134; Department of State telegram 
SECTO 633 from Geneva) July 17) 1954) S. 

11. U.S. Department of State) IIVerbatim Minutes of Geneva Conference)" 
21 July 1954) VerbMin/8) 347-348. 

12. The French National Assembly ratified on 4 June 1954 hlO treaties, one 
providing for independence for Vietnam) the other for Vietnam's associ
ation as an equal vlith France in the French Unj.on . The latter per
mitted Vietnam to determine subsequently the extent of association. 
The former recognized Vietnam lias a fully independent and sovereign 
state i nvested vlith all the competence recognized by international law. 11 

Vietnam agreed to assume France I s part ,lIin all the rights and obliga
tions r esulting from international treaties or conventions contracted 
by France on behalf or on account of the State of Vietnam or of any 
other treat ies or conventions concluded by France on behalf of French 
Indochina insofar as those acts concern Vietnam." U.S. De,Partment of 
State , Verbatim Minutes of the Geneva Conference) VerbMin/3 (May 12) 
1954), 99-101. Department of State telegram, Dulles to Paris, 4398, 
June 4, 1955, (TS). 

13. E. g ., George 1'. McT. Kahin) "Excerpts from National Teach-In on 
Viet Nam policy," in Mai'cus G. Ra.skin and Bernard B. Fall) ed.) 
The Viet Nam Reader ( New York: Vintage ) 1965), 291; also) Kahin and 
Lewis, The United States in Vietnam, op. cit.) 56-57. 
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14. CF. u.s. Department of Defense Memorandum for Mr. Haydn lVilliams , 
from the Offj.c e of the General Counsel, "The Geneva Accords of 1954 
and the Introduction of U.S. Combat and Logistic Forces into 
Vietnam" (26 October 1961) TS, which holds that: "Vietnam, although 
not a signatory to the cease-fire Agreement in question is, on the 
other hand, bound by its terms"; and, U. S. Department of State, 
"Legal Basis for U. S. Military Aid to South Vietnam," Vietnam Infor

.mation Notes No. 10 (August 1967), Yihich holds differently. Also, 
John Norton Moore, "The lawfulness of Military Assistance to the 
Republic of Vietnam," American Journal of Internat ional Law, Vol. 61, 
No.1 (January, 1967), 2-4; and Honey, op. cit., 40-41. 

15. u.S. Department of State, telegram, Dillon 5035 from Paris, June 24, 
1951~, TS; B.S.N. Murti, Vietnam Divided (NeYi York: Asia Publishing 
House, 1964), 176-177; Moor e , op. cit., 3 (n.7). 

16. Philippe Devillers, "The Struggle for Unification of Vietnam," in 
Gettleman) ed.) Vietnam, op. cit.) 217-218; and Bernard B. Fall) 
"How the French Got Out of Vietnam)" in The Viet-Nam Reader, op. cit.) 
90. 

17· Dennis Warner, The Last Confucian (Baltimore : Penguin Books) 1964)) 
94-95; U,SD Department of State, t elegrams as follol-1s; 

Paris 481, 5 August 1954 
State to Paris for Dulles, TEDUL 14, 22 October 1954 
Manila SECTO 50, 1 March 1955 
Saigon 4-661) 19 April 1955 
Paris 4396) 9 April 1955 
Paris 45'(6, 21 April 1955 
Paris 4780, 24 April 1955 

Also, CIA, National Intelligence Estimate, "Possible Developments in 
South Vietnam" (NIE 631-2-55) 26 April 1955), TS; MemorBndum for the 
Assistant Secr etary of Defense (ISA) from his Deputy) "Programs for 
the Implementation of U. S. Policy Tmvard South Vietnam, II (13 April 
1955), TSj JCS Memorandum for Secretary. of Defense, "Indochina (Viet 
nam)" (9 May 1955), TS; Staff Study) OSD/ISA, 13 April 1955, "Programs 
for the Implementation of U.S. Policy T01;Tard South Vietnam,lI TS. 

18. CIA, Current Intelligence Weekly Revie\v, 16 December 1954) 9-11. 

19. Ibid., and issues for 11 October 1954, 11 November 1954, 20 January 
1955, and 5 May 1955. Also, CIA National Intelligence Estimate) 
IIProbab l e Developments in North Vietnam to July 195611 (NIE 63.1- 55) 
19 July 1955), S, 9-10. 

20. CIA, Current Intelligence Weekly Reviev, 5 May 1955, Part 1. 

21. Ibid.) 16 December 1954. 
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22. Report of the Saigon Military Mission) 1954-1955 (Lansdale Report)) S. 

23. Reported in the New York Times (March 5) 1956)) and Economist 
(March 17) 1956). 

24. See Report in Manchester Guardian) March 5) 1956. 

25. Hammer) op. cit.) 342-344) 346; P. J. Honey) ed.) North Vietnam Today 
(New York: Praeger) 1962), 30-32; Kahin and Lewis) op. cit.) 85-86. 

26. Quoted in Gettleman) ed.) Vietnam) op. cit.) 193-194. U.S. Congress) 
Committee Print. 

27. Background Informat ion ... ) op. cit.) 83. 

28. U.S. Dept. of State) telegram) Secretary Dulles to Paris No. 77, 
7 July 1954 ( S) . Also) President Eisenhower quoted in B. Fall) 
"Bow the French Got Out of Vietnam)" op. cit." 89; u. S. Dept. of 
State) Memorandum dated 5 May 1955) I1U. S. Vievrs on All Vietnam 
Elections) 11 (S), in Dept of state Research Memorandum) "The Shift 
in the United States Position ~owards Vietnamese Elections Under 
the Geneva Accords)" ( RM-765) 1 Sept 1965), (S); Dept. of State 
Memorandum of Conversat ion between Senator Mike Mansfield and 
Assistant Secretary of State Walter B. Robertson) 7 Dec 1954) (TS). 

29. OCB) I1Progress Report .•. )" NSC 5405) op. cit.) and "Review of UoS. 
Policy in the Far East)" NSC5429) op . cit. Also) CIA) National 
Intelligence Estimate) "Post-Geneva Outlook in Indochina" 11 ( NIE 
63-5-54) 3 August 1954) (S)) 1) 4) 6. 

30. Dept of State) "U.S. Vievrs on All Vietnam Elections)" op. cit. 

31. Ibid.) Dept. of State RM-765) liThe Shift in UoS. Position ... )" op. cit. 

32. There were DRV communications with the GVN on this subject July) 1955; 
May and June) 1956; July) 1957; March) 1958; July) 1959; and July) 
1960. Phillipe Devillers) in Honey) ed .) North Vietnam Today) op . 
cit.) 30-33. CIA) NSC Briefing for l~Juiy 1955; CIA) Current Intel
ligence Weekly Revievl (7 July 1955); B.S.N. Murti) Vietnam Divided) 
Ope cit.) 181-184. 

33. Devillers ) in Honey) ed.) North Vietnam Today) loco cit.; Murti) op. 
cit.) 176; CIA) NIE ~2-57 (14 May 1957L op . cit.)b. 

34. Documents Relating to British Involvement in the Indochina Conflict) 
1954-1965 ) Misc. No . 25 (London : BMSO) 1965), 124-125· 

35. CIA) Memorandum for the Record) 8 February 1957; Murti) op . cit.) 
176-177; John Norton Moore) op . cit.) 3) n.7· United Nations,General 
Assembly, Official Records, Eleventh Session, Special Political Corrrmittee 
(18th Meeting, 24 January 1957, A/SPC/SR .18 ),79- 80 . 
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36. American Friends of Vietnam) America ' s Stake in Vietnam ( Ne,v"' York: 
Carnegie Press) 1956» 69 . 

31. NSC 5612/1 ( September) 1956); NSC 5809 (2 April 1958 ). The First 
Indochina War culminated i n Viet Minh military victory and the 
Geneva Conference of 1954) but during it a Vietnamese government 
under,Bao Dai) like Ho Chi Minh ' s DRV claiming dominion over all 
the Vietnamese) but Nationalist ) anti-Communi st ) and French
supported) came into being. From 1949 on) this nascent state 
provided the political alternative to the DRV; it Has Bao Dai' s 
regime which inherited South Viet Nalli, and a counterclaim to a 

,unified nat ion) after the 1954 Geneva settlement. (Fall) The T,w 
Viet Nams ) Op e cit.) 210-223). 

The United States recognized Bao Dai ' s regime) the GVN) on 
February 7) 1950 . We had no relations with the DRV) although for 
six months after the departure of the French from the DRV in 1955, 
we maintained a vice-consulate in Hanoi) withdrawing it after 
persistent DRV isolation and harassment . Since) the United States 
has maintained full relations with GVN) but not even a postal 
exchange Hith the DRV . (Ibid .) 191) 194 ). However ) although no 
formal U. S. recognition has been extended) Vie have acknmdedged DRV 
sovereignty) at f irst implicitly) and then) after 1962) explicitly . 
At the Geneva Conference in 1954) the U. S. "observer " related U.S. 
policy tmvard the DRV to that \ole have pursued re North Korea and 
East Germany. U.S. recognition of) consistent relations with) and 
increasingly strong support of the GVN after Geneva ) "Tere not accom
panied by public policy statements more directly aimed at changing 
the status quo in North Viet Nam than that 1954 position. HOIvever, 
national policy papers of the peri od included the more ambitious 
obj ectives quoted . 

38. Ho 011 Revolution) op . cit., 298-299; also Centra l Intelligence Agency, 
Current Intelligence Weekly Revier;,! (10 May 1956). Ho' s statement 
may also have been an answer to Kruschev ' s 11 April 1956 speech on 
"peaceful compet ition"; Cf. U.S. Dept . of State , Soviet World Outlook 
(publication 6836, July 1959), 98 . 

39. "Agreement on the Cessation of Hostilities in Vietnam; " in U.S. 
Congress, Background Information ... , Ope cit., 54. 

40. The table is from Fourth Interim Report of the Internat ional Com
mi ssion for Supervision and Control in Vietnam (April 11, 1955 to 
August 10, 1955). (London : HIvISO, 1955), 30, App . IV. CZ· B.S . N. 
Murti, Op e cit .) 88-91. The U. S. Dept of State ' s "1(lhite Paper" of 
1965 entitled Aggression from the North mentioned "more than 900,000 
refugees " who fled from North Viet Nam. a / Bernard Fall has used 
the figure 860, 000 in his books and essays ; b / Fall also has 
reported that the French transported 610)000-refugees South . r:;..! The 
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u.S. Navy alone moved 310,848 refugees in "Operation Exodus," d/ 
and although U.S. National Intelligence Estimates in 1955 mention 
650,000 refugees from the North, e/ a U.S. Department of state 
review of the issue in 195T put the total at "nearly 900,OOOj" 
the current (1964) National Intelligence Survey refers to "nearly 
a million."!/ No better estimate is likely to be taken, given the 
paucity of reliable records. 

~/ 

E./ 

~/ 

::../ 

!/ 

u.s. Dept. of State, "Aggression from the North," Bulletin, 
March 22, 1965, 404-425 (esp Part ·V), reproduced in U.S. Congress, 
Background Information ... , op. cit., 19). 

Bernard B. Fall, The Two Viet Nams (NevT York: Praeger, Revised 
Edition, 1964), 153-154, 358j Fall, Viet Nam Witness (NevT York: 
Praeger, 1966), T6. 

Fall, The TIm Viet Nams, op. cit., 154 ; Fall, "Hcwibe French ... ," op.cit.,88. 

U.S. Dept. of State, "Information on Refugees in Vietnam," 
Interoffice Memorandum, 10 September 195T, SP/FT-16j Report 
of CINCPACFLT in Richard W. Lindholm, ed., Vietnam, The First 
Five Years (:Michigan State University Press, 1959), 63-76. 
Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, History of Naval 
Operations, Vietnam (Naval History Division, June, 1964), 87-9B. 

U.S. Intelligence Board, NIE 63.1-;:;5, "Probable Developments in 
North Vietnam Through July 1956" (19 July 1955) SECRETj NIE 
63.1-3-55 "Probable Developments in Vietnam to July 1956" 
(11 October 1955) SECRET. 

U.So State Department "Information on Refugees ... ," op. cit.j 
CIA, National Intelligence Survey, North Vietnam (NIS 43C, 
General Survey, July 196I~) ' . i v. 

41. U.S. Dept. of State, "Information on Refugees in Vietnam," op. cit. 

42. Chester A. Bain, Vietnam, The Roots of Conflict (New York: Prentice 
Hall, 1967), 120-121j cf. Bui Van Luong and Bernard Fall in 
Richard W. Lindholm, ed ., Viet Nam, The First Five Years, op. cit., 
48-62; GVN, Directorate General of Information, Operation Exodus 
(Sa igon: 1959 ?), 20. 

43. u. S. Dept. of Army, Pamphlet 550-40, U.S. Army Area Handbook for 
Vietnam (\-Jashington: GPO, 1962), 132-133; Bernard Fall, The Two 
Viet Nams, op. cit ., 154 . 

44. Hoang Van Chi, From Colonialism to COl1'nTIunism ( Nevr York: Praeger, 
1964), 166-163, 209-229. Hoang is a Vietnamese scholar and former 
Viet Minh cadre; Bernard B. Fall, The Viet-Minh Regime (New York: 
Institute of Pacific Relations , 19)6), 118-135; Bernard B. Fall, 
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Le Viet Minh (Paris: A. Colin, 1960 ) , 101-105 ( RAND Transl ation, 
Incl to L-131~39 of 19 July 1967); and George A. Carver, Jr., 
"The Faceless Viet Cong, " Foreign Affairs (vol 44, No .3, April, 
1966 ), 352-358. The proponent of these undertakings ioTas HO's 
Sino-phile lieutenant Tryong Chinhj see Central Intelligence Agency, 
Biographic Handbook, Cambodia, Laos, North Vietnam, South Vj.etnam, · 
(CIA!CR BH 6 . 6), item on Truong dated 15 March 196); also Bernard B. 
Fall, ed., Primer for Revolt ( New York: Praeger, 1963), XIX-XX; 
P. J. Honey, Commun ism in North Vietnam (Cambridge : l>'I. I.T. Press, 
1963 ), 11-14, 32-35 , ~- 5-46; and William Kaye, "A Bovrl of Rice 
Divided, The Economy of North Vietnam," in P. J. Honey, ed ., North 
Vietnam Today ( New York: Praeger, 1962), 107-1oB . For HOTs state
ment on Land Reform i n late 1952, see Bernard B. Fall, ed ., Ho Chi 
Minh's Revolution, op. cit., 258-269. 

45. The ICC source i s Murti , op. cit., 70-92 . Thomas A. Dooley, Deliver 
Us From Evil, i n Dr. Tom Dooley's Three Great Books ( Nell York: Farrar, 
Straus & Cudahy, 1960), 63-70 , describes the propaganda struggle . 
Also, Bernard Fall, The 1'\-ro Viet Nams, loco cit., Kahin and Lewis, 
£2. cit., 72-'(5; Jean Lacouture, Vietnam: Bet\-reen Tyro Truces ( Nel.r 
York: Random House, 1966), 102-104. The Lansdale role i s described 
in t he Report of the Sa i gon,Military Mission, " Ope cit. 

46. 4 Ibid.; Bain, Ope cit.; CIA, NIS 43C, Op e cit ., 0 .. 

47. Cn~CPACFIJr, "Role of the UDlted States Navy, " in Richard W. Lindholm, 
ed., Viet-Nam, The First Five Years (East Lansing, Mi ch : Michigan 
State University Press, 1959), 63-''(6 . Part Two of i bid., 45-104 
addresses "The Refugee Problem" in general, including the role of 
foreign aid, the GVN, and charitable organi.zations . Also, CIA, 
National Intelligence Survey, South Vietnam ( NI S 43D, General Survey, 
April 1965), 21; u. S. Dept of State II Informat i on on Refugees in 
Vietnam, II op. cit. ; "United States Policy Vii th Respect to Vietnam: 
Address by the Assistant Secretary oi' State for Far Eastern Affairs , 
Washington, June I, 1956," in U. S. Congress , Background Information ... , 
op . cit., 92-95. The latter address by Walter S . Robinson lTas to the 
American Friends of Vietnam, and is included in hnerica ' s Stake in 
Vietnam, Op e cit., 1 5-19; in ibid., are speeches by Dr . Dooley and 
Msgr J'oseph J . Harnett on refugees, 36-49. Cf. , Hammer, op . cit.) 
351-352. 

~8. E.g.) Dooley, Deliver Us From Evil, Op e cit.; Leo Cherne i n P~erica ' s 
Stake in Vietnam, op . cit., 22-2'7 . Robert Sheer of Ramparts magazine 
present s an unsympathetic critique of Dooley, Cherne , et aI, in "The 
Genesis of United States Support for Ngo Dinh Diem, II reprinted in 
Gettleman, ed ., yiet Nam, Ope cit., 235-253. 

49.. E . g. , a mob of refugees ' attacked the billets of the ICC in Saigon in 
July , 1955, just before the consultations came due, i n an apparently 
manipUlated protest . These and other uses of refugees by the ~vN 
are elaborated in below . 
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50. Frank N. Trager, ~~ Viet Nam? ( New York: Fraeger, 1966), 97. 

51. 

52. 

U.S. Intelligence Advisory Committee, Viet Minh Violations of the 
Geneva Agreements Through 31 December 1954 (IAC-D-93/2, 31 January 
1965), 5-8; Also, Anita L. Nutt, Troika on Trial (MS Study for OSD/ 
I SA, ARPA Contract SD-220, 1967), 410-419; CIA, Current Intelligence 
I-Teekly Review (12 August 1954), 8; CIA, NSC Briefing, 25 January 1955-
the latter cites a Canadian priest as source for reports of serious 
fighting i n Vinh, Nghe An and Ba Lang, · Thanh Hoa Province. 

ICC, Fourth Interim Report ... , op. cit., 12. 

53. Ibid., 11, 21. The Canadians reported 11,422 first party petitions 
in the North, and not more than 1)000 in the South upon which no 
action had been taken as of 18 May 1955 . 

54. Ibid.) 12. 

55. Ibid. 

56. Murt i) op . cit., 76-79; CIA, NSC Briefing) 25 Jan 55 . 

57· ICC, Fourth Interim Report , op .c it . , 12-13, 23-24 . The Canadian 
r eport includes the follOl-ling: 

"The reports of the teams disclosed further that i ncidents of 
obstruction and hinderance made it difficult for them to complete 
their tasks effectively. A corfIDlon experience vlaS to encounter 
organized groups of persons presenting petitions about forced evacu
ation and demonstrating in a noisy and disorderly manner) with the 
effect that not only was the limited time available to the team for 
its investigat ion squandered, but also 'Iwuld-be evacuees 'I{ere i ntimi
dated .... In at least a dozen instances, intending evacuees were physi
cally molested by such hostile crOl-Tds and sometimes forcibly dragged 
alvay before they had an opportunity of meeting the team . Team 56 on 
i ts visit to Ha Tinh on five occasions saw individuals physically 
molested and dragged by force fr om the presence of the team .... In our 
view this p'henomenon was not a mere social manifestation but an 
organized plan . While it has been impossible for the Commission to 
prove that these measures were organized as a matter of policy by the 
authority in control of the North) Oiving to the frequency and the 
common f eatures of this form of obstruction in all provinces invest i
gated there l>[Quld seem to be little doubt that these obstructions and 
hinderances had been deliberately planned . .. it is st i ll not possible 
to say Ivhether all persons vrishing to move from one zone to the other 
have been able to do so .... " 

58· Hammer, op . cit . , 345; Robert Shaplen, The Lost Revolution (Ne'lv 
York: Harper & ROiv) 1965 ), 114-115; Murti, op. cit., 91-92 . 
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59. Fall) The Two Viet Nams) 154; Ellen Hamme r) Vietnam Yesterday and 
Today) 149-150. 

60. First and Second Interim Reports of the International Commission for 
Supervision and Control in Vietnam; Third Inter:im Report) and Fourth 
Interim Report. (London: Her Majesty 's Stationery Office) May) June 
and Decemb er 1955) respectively)) passim. Cf. Murti) op. cit., 86-90; 
and lAC, Viet Minh Violations, op. cit. 

61. P. J. Honey, ed ., North Vietnam Today, op. cit., 8-9; Fall, Le Viet 
Minh) op. cit:; Hoang) op. cit.) 166. Bernard B. Fall, Viet- Nam 
Witness (NevT York: Praeger, 1966)) 96-98. 

62. u.S. Dept . of State, "Information on Refugees in Vietnam," op. cit. 

63· Robert Scigliano, South Vietnam: Nation Under Stress (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1964), 102-103; Senator John F. Kennedy) ftAmerica' s Stake 
in Vietnam) II in America's Stake in Vietnam) op. cit.) 11-12; United 
States Operations Mission to Vietnam, Activity Report (June 30, 1954 
through June 30, 1956) (Saigon : 1956); NIS 43D) op. cit., 35; Devillers, 
liN D' h D' II • 2 I go In lem ... , op. Clt., lL~. 

64. Anita Lauve, The Origins and Operations of the International Control 
Commission in Laos and Vietnam (U) ( Santa Moni ca : Rand Corporation, 
RM- 2967-ARPA) April, 1962) (S)) 198-203; Anita Lauve Nutt) Troika 
on Trial, op. cit. ,690-691; the incident i s referred to in the ICC's 
Fourth Interim Report) op. cit.) 24-25. CIA) Current Intelligence 
Weekly Revi ew) 21 July 1955. 

65. usa~) Activity Report 1954-1956, op. cit.; Lindholm) ed. ) Viet- Nam, 
op. cit., 90, 100, 184, 195) 337,~-.--

66. vlilliam A. Nighswonger, Rural Pacification in Vietnam ( Nevr York: 
Praeger, 1966)) 34-37; Scigliano, op. cit., 53-55) 169; Shaplen) 
The Lost Revolution) op. cit.) 136-137; Report of the Saigon Military 
Mission) FY 1955)-rLansdale Report of 1955), op. cit.) 2Lf-25· 

67. Lindholm, ed .) Viet-Nam) op. cit., 52-53; Scigliano) op. cit.) 181-183. 

tJ3. In part, this explains the political pOi-rer of the Buddhists acquired 
in 1963 -- an amorphous religion) so essentially apolit i ca l and un
Vlieldy t hat it Ims among the f evl Vietname se institutions ignored by 
the communists) became the focus of Viet nationalism and a prime 
contributor to Diem ' s undoing. Cf.) Roger Hilsman) To Move a Nat ion 
(New York: Doubleday) 1967), 468-h72. Bernard Fall's essay on the 
"Sears of Divis ion ll g..uotes a Vietnamese saying that success in life 
hinged on 113 D's: -- Diem (family connections); Dao (religion); and 
Dia-phuong (province of origin). Fall) Viet-Nam Witness (Nelf York: 
Praeger, 1966)) 206-210. 
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69. ICC, Fourth Interim Report, Op e cit., 30. 

70. CIA, "Probable Developments in North and South Vietnam Through Mid-
1957," ( NIE 63-56, 17 July 1956), 10. A thesis advanced by Bernard 
Fall that the Viet Minh deliberately sent the families of the stay
behinds north, so that the hard-core regulars who remained in the 
south could engage in "mobile 'Ivarfare, without having to worry about 
reprisals against their relatives," has not been substantiated in 
recent int ervievTs with Viet Congo Fall, The Two Viet-Nams, op. cit., 
358. 

71. B.S.N. Murti, Vietnam Divided, Ope cit., 224; U.S. Dept. of State, 
"Southern Regroupees and Northerners in the Communist Military Force 
in South Vietnam," (Research Memorandum RFE-49, November 9, 1966), 
SECRET, iii. Fall once accepted a figure of 120,000, but later tended 
to a ceiling of 100,000. Cf., Fall in Lindholm, ed., Viet-Nam, 
op. cit., 57; and Fall, Vietnam Witness, op. cit.-,-216. The 130,000 
total approximates the figures published by the Research Staff of the 
Council on Foreign Relations in 1956; 150,000 Viet Minh troops and 
their families. a/ Wilfred G. Burchett, the Australian communist, 
has referred to lithe 'IJithdrmTal of the 140,000 Viet Minh and the 
cadres to the north. II b/ The statistic usually used in U.S. official 
publications - - for example in the 1965 White Paper -- is 90,000 Viet 
Minh troops moved north, and this i s commonly regarded as an invaluable 
reservoir for the DRV's subsequent infiltration of South Vietnam. £/ 
But the dimension of this resource extended beyond 90,000 "vrarriors . II 
There ,.;rere Montagnards vTho proved particularly useful in building and 
protecting the infiltration routes dO'lffi through the Laotian and Viet
namese Highlands. There were also children, an obvious long-range 
asset. i/ The DRV set up a special school for southern Montagnards, 
and some 14 elementary and higher schools vTere reserved for other 
southern children. e/ Moreover there i s evidence that the Viet Minh _ , 
systematically broadened its family ties in the South through hlli1dreds 
of hasty, directed marriages for departing "warriors " and by r ecruiting 
vel~ young men and boys just before departure. !/ . 

~/ 

£/ 

R. P. Stebbins and the Research Staff of the Council on Foreign 
Relations, The United States in vTorld Affairs, 1954 ( New York: 
Harper and Bros., 1956), 285, quoted in Kahin and Lewis, United 
States in Vietnam, op. cit., 75. 

Wilfred G. Bruchett, Vietnam, Inside Story of the Guerrilla War 
(Ne"l York: International Publishers, 1965J, 128. 

U.S. Dept. of State, Aggression from the North (Washington : GPO, 
1965) (Dept. of State Publication 7839, February, 1965), 11. 
IntelHgence estimates of the 1954-1956 period used the figure 
95,000; e.g ., HIE 63-'56, op . cit., 6. 
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3/ The Rand Corporation is sponsoring an extensive study of the 
DRV role in the southern insurgency) based on captured documents 
and intervievs ,-lith prisoners and defectors; three reports pub 
lished to date are gennane: J. J. Zasloff) "The Role of North 
Vietnam in the Southern Insurgency," RM-4140-PR (Santa Monica: 
RAND Corporation, August) 1966); Zasloff, "Political Motivation 
of the Viet Cong: the Viet Minh Regroupees)" RM-4703-ISA/ARPA 
(Santa Monica: RAND Corporation, August, 1966); Zasloff) 
"Origins of the Insurgency in South Vietnam) 1954-1960: The 
Role of the Southern Viet Minh Cadres)" RM-5613-ISA/ARPA (Santa 
Monica: RAND Corporation, March) 1967). For data on children 
and Montagnards, see RM-4140, 33-34; and Rtvl-4703, 1, 25, 29-30; 
also Fall) The T'iw Viet-NalTls, op. cit., 358. 

~ Report 204/64 of the GVN National Interrogation Center) Saigon) 
cited in RM-4703, op. cit.) 30-31; Cf., Wilfred G. Burchett, 
The Furtive War (Nel{ York: International Publishers, 1963), 146-147. 

!I Dennis Warner, The Last Confucian, op. cit., 142-143, reported 
500 marriages in Quang Ngai Province alone -- and 20)000 families 
there I{ith close relat ives in the North; Wesley Fishel, "Vietnam ' s . 
War of Attrition, " The Ne\or Leader (December 7, 1959), 17 identified 
300 marriages ,-lith departing Viet Minh in Binh Dinh Province: 
both cited in R~-4140, op. cit., 33. Concerning the recruitment 
of youth) see RM-4703, op . cit.) 26; and the Report of the Saigon 
Military Mission) FY 1955) (Lansdale Report of 1955)) 34. 

72. NIE 63-56) op. cit.) 10. 

73. u.S. Interagency Intelligence Committee, Draft Memorandum) "The 
North Vietnamese Role in the Origin) Direction, and Support of the 
War in South Vietnam," (DIAAP-4) May, 1967), op. cit., 16-17· 

74. "Agreement on the Cessation of Hostilities in Viet Nam) July 20) 
1954," and "Final Declaration of Geneva Conference, July 21, 1954," 
in U.S. Congress, Senate, Background Information Relating to South
east Asia and Vietnam, Committee on Foreign Relations (Washington : 
GPO, March, 1966)) 39) 66. . 

A senior captain in the Viet Cong intelligence service "/rote a 
record of his experiences in a document entitled Regroupment Diary; 
according to this document, his political officer lectured the unit 
as follmTs: ~/ 

11(1) Have confidence in the leadership of the General Committee. 
In t"ro years, the country will be re-unified) b ecause that 
was the decision of an international body, \orhich gives us 
reason to trust it. This does not mean that vre should be 
too trustful, but \ore must continue to struggle . 
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11(2) h T e Party vill never abandon the people of the South vho 

11(3) 

will stay to fight; when the time comes, they ,vill be led. 

Those .Tho go north should feel happy in their duties. 
Those ,rho remain behind should carry out the glorious 
missions entrusted to them by the Party, standing side by 
side with the people in every situat ion of struggle. II 

The political officers also stressed the dangers to vhich the stay
behinds would be subjected. A Viet Cong cadre ,rhose party history 
extended back to 1930 stated that: £/ 

"Those who did regroup did it voluntarily, after realizing 
that it was the thing to do. They did it to protect them
selves from being arrested by the authorities in the South. 
They ,.,ere afraid of being charged vrith having participated 
in the Resistance before. All cadres were afraid of future 
persecution by the South Vietnamese authorities; they all wanted 
to regroup .... They I·Tere afraid .... " 

still) the Regroupment Diary record.s that one cadre bet his comrades 
IIthree to ten, the country von It be reunified in two years, II and 
that many cadres were vrorried about leaving family and friends be
hind. c/ Asked) IIWere you a volunteer for regroupment? lI: the 
follmving responses were typical: 9:./ 

(A Defector) At the time it vras said that ,ve vrere volunteers. 
In reality) they took measures to make sure that everyone l eft . 
At the tliae of regroupment) we had to go. If I had remained, 
I would have been arrested. I believed that I I-lould rema in in 
the North two years. 

(Another Defector) I Has a political officer. I went to the 
North just like all the other combatants in my unit. I believed) 
at the time ) that regroupment was only temporary) because from 
the study sessions on the Geneva Agreement we drev the conclu-
sion that 've could return to the South after the general elections. 

(A PA) /J5ur political officer? expla ined that: "\ve vere granted 
Vietnam north of the 17th parallel nm{) but in 1956 there Ivould be 
a general election and vle I-lould regain the South and be reunited 
with our families. Because of interest and curiosity and the 
opportunity to travel) everyone vas happy. They thought they 
would be there in the North only two years and then 'iwuld be . able 
to return to their homes. 
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75· Fourth Interim Report) op. cit.) 12) 21j Murti, op. cit.) 87-88. 

77· Ngo Dinh Diem on Elections in Vietnam (July 16) 1955) in Marvin E. 
Gettleman) ed .) Vietnam ( New York: Favlcett) 1965), 193-194. For the 
U.S. vievl, see for example) the March 8, 1955) Secretary Dulles) 
public statement on the consultations scheduled to take place be
tween DRV and GVN preliminary to the general electionsj inter alia, 
he opined that it '\wuld "be hard to create in the North conditions 
which allow genuine freedom of choice." U.S. Dept. of State, 
"Chronology on Vietnam)" (Historical Studies Division, Research 
Project No. 747, Nov 1965)) 12. 

78. RM-4703) op. cU.) 8; u.S. Interagency Intelligence Committee) "The 
North Vietnamese Role in the Origin', Direct ion) and Support of the 
~lar in South Vietnam," op. cit.) 17-18. 

79· Anita Lauve Nutt, Troika on Trial) op. cit., 296-360; ICC Interim 
Report (S). 

80. "Agreement on the Cessation of Hostilities in Viet-Nam) July 20) 1954," 
in U.S. Congress ) Background Information ... , op. cit.) 55-57. 

81. ICC, Eighth Interim Report (Saigon, 5 June 1958 ), 13. 

82. U.S. Agency for International Development, U.S. Overseas Loans and 
Grants (Office of Program Coordination) March 17, 1967), 57. The 
total through 1964 '\TaS over $1 billion; IUS 43D, op . cit.) 70. 

83. v. J. Croizat, trans., A Translation from the French: Lessons of 
the l'iar in Indochina (Santa Monica : RAl\1J) Corporation, RM- 5271-PR, 
May, 1967), 20If-205. 

84. J. J. Zasloff, The Role of the Sanctuary in Insurgency: Communist 
China ' s Support- of the Vietminh, 1946-1954 ( Santa Monica : RAND 
Corporation) Th~-4618-PR, May, 1967), 57. 

85. NIS 43C, op. cit.) 38; CIA) "North Vietnamese Violations of the 
Geneva Agreement's on Vietnam)" (Current Intelligence Memo, SC No. 
03025/6L~ ) . 

86. IAC-D-93/2) Viet Minh Violations ... Through 31 December 1954, op. cit.) 
10-11; also CIA, Current Intelligence Weekly Revievl, 7 October 1954, 6. 
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87. NIS 43C, Ope cit ., 59· 

88. Ibid., 56-59; Zasl off, Political Motivation ... The Vietminh Regroup
ees , RM-4703-ISA/ARPA, Op e cit ., 44-52. 

89. CIA, "Prospects for North and South Vietnam" (NIE 14.3/53-61, 15 August 
1961), 15; CIA, "The Outlool~ for North Vietnam," (SNIE 14.3-64, 

. 4 March 1964), 8-9 . 

90. Ibid., 10. 

91. U.S. Congress , Senate , Sit uation in Vietnam, Hearings before the SUb
committee on State Department Organization and Public Affa i rs of the 
Committee on Foreign Relations, 86th Congress , 1st Session, July 30 
and 31, 1959 (Washington : GPO, 1959), 156-158 ; Irving Heymont, 
Ronald B. Emery, J ohn G. Phillips, Cost AnalysiS of Counterinsurgency 
Land-Combat Operations: Vietnam, 1957-1964 (U) (McLean, Va.: Research 
Analys i s Corp ., RAC-TP-232, June, 1967), 10; Senator Mansf i eld, Senate 
Committee on Foreign Relations, "Report on Indochina," 83d Congress , 
2nd Sess i on, 15 October 1954 (Washington: GPO, 1954). On January 14, 
1955, the F-.cench signed an agreement '·Tith the DRV supplementing the 
Geneva Agreement calling for detailed advance notice to the ICC and 
def ining replacement arms as i dent i cal, or of similar "combat strength"-
but aga in did not establish the basic credit ce iling aga inst vlhich the 
GVN could drm·r replacements. Anita Lauve Nutt, Troika on Trial, Ope 
cit., 329-342; RM-2967, Op e cit., 105-106. For aid data , see MS, 
Office Chief of Military History, "U.S. Policy Toward Vietnam Since 
1945, 11 (May, 1962), 31, 49-50 . The estimate of French removal of 
MDAP materiel 1954-1956 i s based on the report of Asst SecDef Reuben 
Robertson, Jr., on t r i p to Vietnam in May, 1956; ibid ., 49-50, n. 34 . 
U.S. Military Assistance Group, Vietnam, ' ''Country Statement on MDAP, 
Non- NATO Countries ," 20 July 1956, p. 10, reports that contrary to a 
US-French agreement, shipments to North Africa and France 1955-1956 
apparently included higher quality lYIDAP equipment than 'iTaS being 
turned over to ARVN; the same renort also states that details of 
ARVN-French transaction -with NDAP materiel \-Tere "unknOlm ." 

92. NIS 43D, Ope cit ., 67. 

93. Warner, The Last ConfuCian, Ope cit., 128-219. Scigliano, South 
Vietnam, Op e cit ., 162-163. 

94 . NIS 43D, Op e cit., 69. 

95. Heymont, et al ., Cost Analysis .... 1957-l964,op . cit., Vol. II, 77-84. 

96 . U. S. Dept . of State Press Release No. 400, July 23) 195~· . 

97 . IISoutheast Asia Collective Defense Treaty and Protocol Thereto ... )" 
in U.S. Congress , Background Information . .. , Ope cit., 84-88 . 
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"Dl'rect Al'd to the A 't d St t ""b" SSOCla e a es ... ) In ~') 

99. "Aid to the State of Vietnam ... )" in ibid.) 89-90. 

88-89. 

100. Quoted in NighS\wnger) op. cit.) 42) from NevI York Times for 
February 13, 1955) p. 1. General Collins, the President's emis
sary to the GVN, was reported at the same time to be pressing for 
a "more reliable armed force chiefly designed to maintain internal 
security," with protection from external aggression supplied by 
SEATO. Ibid., quoting Baltimore Sun for 1 February 1955, p .. l. 

101. NSC 5612/1) "U.S. Policy in Mainland Southeast Asia," (September 5, 
1956), 11, provides that the UoS. will : "assist Free Viet Nam to 
build up indigenous armed forces, including independent logistical 
and administrative services) ,.,rhich ,dll be capable of assuring 
internal security and of providing limited initial resistance to 
attack by the Viet Minh." "United initial resistance" vIas defined 
by JCS memo for SecDef) dated 21 December 1956) subject as above) 
as follows: "resistance to Communist aggression by defending or 
by delaying in such manner as to preserve and maintain the integrity 
of the government and its armed forces for the period of time 
required to invoke the UN Charter and/or the Southeast Asia Collec
tive Defense Treaty or the period of time required for the U.S. 
Government to determine that considerations of national security 
require unilateral assistance and to commit U.So or collective 
security forces to support or reinforce indigenous forces in defense 
of the country attacked." 

102. "Vietnam I s Defens e Capacity," in The American Stake in Vietnam) op. 
cit.) 86. 

103. Scigliano) op. cit.) 163; Judson J. Conner, "Teeth for the Free 
y[orld Dragon) h Army Information Digest (November) 1960), 43· 

104. U.S.) Joint Chiefs of Staff} telegram JCS 974802 of 30 March 1960 
to CINCPAC noted increasingly deteriorating int ernal security in 
Vietnam and informed that: 

"The JCS agree that anti-guerrilla capability should be developed 
vlithin organization of the regular armed forces by changing emphasis 
in training selected elements ARVN and other forces from conven
tional to anti-guerrilla Harfare ." This cable among many of that 
period ref0~used the MAAG Mission on internal security) and this 
·became· the central theme of the military portions of the "Counter
insurgency Plan for South Viet-Nam" of January) 1961. U.S. Embassy, 
Saigon, Despatch No . 276, of January 4, 1961. The MAAG "Country 
Statements" for the period 1956-1960 record a concentrat ion on 
developing the staff and logistic superstructure of ARVN) and on 
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u.S. Army-type training programs; throughout) it is clear that the 
lf~G looked increasingly to the Self Defense Corps) the Civil Guard) 
and the National Police to meet the "Viet Minh" internal threat in 
order to free ARV1J for conventional ~ombat training. See especially 
U.S. Military Assistance Advisory Group) Vietnam) "Country Statement ' 
on MDAP) non-NATO Countries)" paragraphs 1) 5) 6) and Section C) of 
the reports 15 January 1956) 20 July 1956) 21 January 1957) 15 July 
1957; also) same headquarters) "Narrative Study)" dated 24 August 
1958) and "Narrative Statement )" dated 25 November 1958 vrith changes 
dated 10 May 1959) 9 August 1959) and 8 November 1959. Cf.) Shaplen) 
o~ cit.) 117-119) 137; Warner) Op e cit.) 129-136; Scigliano) Ope cit.) 
1 -167; Nighswonger) Ope cit.) 43-48) David Halberstam) The Making 
of a Quagmire (New York: Random House) 1965)) 60-66. 

105. David Hot ham) "South Vietnam - Shaky Bastion)" New Republic) 
November 25) 1957) 15; Scigliano) Ope cit.) 118-119· 

106. Ibid.) 111-115. The author concluded that the Saigon--Bien Hoa 
HighliiBY had been undertaken for military reasons) and that "this 
20-mile stretch of highway cost more money than the United States 
provided for all labor) community development) social vTelfare) 
housing) health) and education projects in Vietnam combined during 
the entire period 1954-1961." 

107· ICC) Second Interlill Report ... ) Ope cit.) 55. 

108. UoS. Secretary of State Dulles) Memorandum for the President) 
17 November 1951f) subject: "General Collins r Recommendations 
Regarding Military Force Levels in Vietnam." 

109· JCS) Memorandum for the Secretary of Defense) 22 September 1954) sub
ject: "Retention and Development of Forces in Indochina )" sets an 
objective of a minimum French force of four divisions until four RVNAF 
divisions vrere availabl e to replace them; it also stresses that the 
Geneva Agreement constituted in Vietnam "a major obstacle to the 
introduction of adequate U.S. MAAG personnel and of additional arms 
and equipment." In a JCS Memo of 19 October 1954) subject: "Develop
ment and Traj_ning of Indigenous Forces in Indochina) 11 the Chiefs) 
noting the Geneva limit on personnel) recommended against MAAG's RVNAF 
unless "political considerations are overriding." In a Memo of 
17 November 1954) subject: IIIndochina ) " the JCS addressed the prob
lem of a 77)000 man RVNAF) and found it adequate for internal security 
only; noting the Viet Minh strength) they stated that a force of that 
size could not provide for external security if French forces were ,·rith
dra,m) but agreed that the Jv1AAG could train RVNAF at that level \-rhile 
complying \-lith Geneva ceilings on personnel. Other examples of the 
continuing UoS. concern for observing the Geneva Agreements on the one 
hand) and on the other hand proceeding ivith the task of providing for 
Vietnam ' s security i·rithin i ts restrictions are provided in the MAAG) 
Country Statements) op. cit.) and in U. S. Dept of State telegram 2601 
from Paris) of 19 December 1951+) in which Secretary Dulles accepted 
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the principle that U.S. should not contravene the settlement. Dept 
of State telegram 3441 from Saigon of 17 February 1955 discloses 
Ambassador Coliins'concern for observing the agreements even when 
observance precluded U.S. assistance for refugees. 

110. Anita Lauve Nutt, Troika on Trial, op. cit., 315-328. Though ques
tionable on some judgments -- e.g., attributing to the "civilian 
branch of the U. S. Governmentlfaview that was in 0p'position to that 
of "military authorities" and against U.S. assumption of RVNAF train
ing, Mrs. Nutt is essentially correct in her assertion that the U.S. 
abided by the Geneva ceilings for six years. The principal departure 
from the 342 strength accommodated TERM, a 350-man Temporary Equip
ment Recovery Mission which from May 1956 to December 1960 worked to 
recover, control and outship MDAP supplies -- albeit upgrading the 
RVNAF logistic capability significantly in the process. The first 
sUbstantial increase in MAAG followed a February, 1960, GVN request, 
which raised the ceiling from 342 to 685 -- still below the figure 
of $88, the combined 1954 strength of French cadres with RVNAF and 
MAAGs. 

Ill. H.M.G., Documents Relatin to British Involvement in the Indochina 
H.M.S.O., December, 1965), 110-125· Conflict, 1954-1965 

112. Ibid. 

113. Government of the Republic of Vietnam, Violations of the Geneva Agree 
ments by the Viet-Minh Communists (Saigon, July 1959). 

114. ICC, Sixth Interim Report ... , op. cit., 31-32 . 

115. ICC, Seventh Interim Report ... , op . cit., 16-17· 

116. ICC, Eighth Interim Report ... , op.cit., 11-13; Lauve, RM-2967-ARPA, 
op. cit., 208. 

117. ICC, Elevent h Interim Report ... , 0p. cit., 17· 

118. American Friends of Vietnam, America's Stake in Vietnam, op. cit., 
8-14. 

119· 

120. 

121 .. 

122. 

123· 

Ibid. , 15-19· 

Ibid. , passim. 

Ibid. , 101-102. 

Ibid. , 106-107. 

~, U.S. Dept 
South Vietnam ,1f 

of Sto.te, "Legal Basis for U. S. Military Aid to 
(Viet-Nam Information Notes, No. 10, August 1967). 
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REBEIJ.,ION AGAINST MY-DIEt"I 

A. Diem's Political Legacy: Violence and Anti-Colonialism 

World War II and the First Indochina Har lef t the society of 
South Vietnam severely torn. The Japanese) during the years of their 
presence from 1940-1945) had encouraged armed factionalism to weaken 
the French administration and strengthen their own position. ~/ The 
war betvleen the Viet Minh and the French -- which began in South Vietnam 
in September) 1945 -- wrought further disunity . . Paradoxically) the 
South suffered political damage compared to the North from having been 
the secondary theater of both "\oTars. The Japanese had sought during 
World War II to control it without sizable occupation forces. Similarly) 
in the First Indochina War) the French had practiced economy of force 
in the South so that they could concentrate in Tonkin. For conventional 
forces) both the Japanese and the French substituted irregular varfare 
and a system of bribes) subversion) arms) military advice) and officially 
condoned concess ions in corruption. From 1945-1954) the fighting in 
South Vietnam was more sporadic and diffuse than in the North) but in 
a societal sense) ultimately more destructive. While in Tonkin the 
Viet Minh flowed in through and behind the French and continued to build 
a nation and unify the people with surprising efficiency) in the South 
they were unable to do so. Not only were the Viet Minh centers of pOwer 
in the North and the China base area too remote to support effectively 
the southern insurgency) but also the French had imitated the Japanese 
in arming and supplying certain South Vietnamese factions) fomenting 
civil "\oTar against the southern arm of the Viet Minh . The results 
approached anarchy : a virtual breakdown in public administration by 
Franco-Vietnamese central governments and deep cleavages within the Viet
namese body politic. By the summer of 1954) conspiracy had become the 
primary form of political communication in South Vietnam) and violence 
the primary mode of political change. 

Politically) as Hell as geographically) South Vietnam consisted 
of three distinctive regions: the narrow) coastal plan of Annam) thickly 
settled by Vietnamese) where was located Hue) the ancient Viet capital 
and cultural center; the Highlands) sparsely populated by Montagnard 
tribesmen) in ¥hich was situated the summer rapital of Dalat; and Cochin
china) the fertile) densely peopled rivero-delta area in which Saigon 
stood (see maps ) ff.). Cochinchina had experienced a political devel op
ment markedly different frqm that of Annam. The last area of modern 
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Vietnam to be occupied by the Viet people in their expansion south
ward (8th Century, A.D.), and the first area to fall to French rule 
(mid-19th Century), Cochinchina had been administered by the French 
directly as a colony, while Annam remained under the Emperor as a 
French protectorate. 

Viet Expans i on French Empire 

' IUSTORIC DEVELOPMENT 'OF ViETNAM?..! ,' ,' 

Dates of Conquest 

While the mandarinal rule of the Annamese court '·las more a matter of 
form than substance, Annam I s public administration preserved a degree of 
unity among the Vietnamese despite the impress of French culture . In 
South Vietnam, the French seemed to be a ",holly divisive influence. 
Though Cochinchina was the site of some of the achievements of \-rhich 
French colonialists '\-rere most proud -- the chief seat of the rubber 
industry, and focus of major feats of engineering with canals and rail
roads -- the Cochinchinese seem to r ecall less the triumphs of French 
civilization than its burdens : the French rubber plantations, abrasive 
with their labor, high-handed i{ith local peoples; the oppressive taxes , 
and the French controlled monopolies on salt, alcohol and opium; recur
r ent famine in the midst of one of the earth's richest farming regions; 
socially restrictive schooling; moderni zing challenges to familial piety, 
village centralism, and other cherished fundaments of Viet culture. ]/ 
While Annam -- and Tonkin to the north -- developed indigenous political 
movements opposing French rule, these were mainly fore i gn-ba sed, foreign
oriented parties, such as t he Nationalist Party (VNQDD), a Vietnamese 
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copy of the Kuomintang, or the Indochinese Communist Party (ICP) of 
the Comintern, headed by Russian-trained Ho Chi Minh. In Cochinchina, 
however, there emerged a number of nationalist movements peculiar to 
that region, or principally based on that region. Saigon, for example, 
developed a range of leftist movements competitive with the ICP, 
including two Trotskyite parties, as well as a nmaber of VNQDD splinter 
movements , and a politically active gangster fraternity, the Binh Xuyen. 
But the important differences vlere in the countryside, where millions 
of Vietnamese joined wholly Cochinchinese religious sects which propagated 
xenophobic nationalism, established theocracies, and fielded armed forces. 
French and Japanese policy had deliberately fostered conflict among these 
severa l factions to the extent that Cochinchina "las, in 1954, literally 
fractioned among the religious sects, the Binh Xuyen, and the Viet Minh. 
While by 1954 the Viet Minh dominated Annam and the Highlands, control 
of Cochinchina eluded them, for all their ruthless efficiency. 

1. The Binh Xuyen 

Saigon itself in 1954 was under the rule of the Binh Xuyen, 
a secret society of brigands evolved from the Black Flag pirates vlhich 
had for generations preyed on the city's commerce. 4/ The Binh Xuyen 
ethos included a fierce - albeit ecletic - nationalism. They collab
orated with the Japanese during VIorld VIar II, and in September, 1945, 
led the savage attack against the French in Saigon which marked the start 
of the Franco-Viet Minh "{ar . The Binh Xuyen leader, Le Van (Bay ) Vien, 
subsequently contracted an alliance with the Viet Minh, allied his 1300 
soldiers with their guerrillas,and served for a time as the Viet Minh 
deputy commander for Cochinchina and one of its chief sources of funds . 
Bay Vien's refusal to assassinate certain Viet Minh-condemned Vietnamese 
intellectuals reputedly stirred Viet Minh misgivings , and called the 
Binh Xuyen favorably to the attention of the National United Front, an 
anti-communist, Viet nationalist group then operating out of Shanghai. 
In 19~·7, Bay Vien was persuaded to cooperate Hith the National United 
Front. Informed, the Viet Minh invited him to the Plain of Reeds in an 
attempt to capture him. Bay Vien escaped, and thereupon threw in his 
lot with the French and the State of Vietnam, accepting a commission as 
the first colonel of the Vietnamese National Army . 21 Bay Vien after
wards paid Bao Dai what Colonel Lansdale termed "a staggering sum" for 
control of gambling and prostitution in Cholon, and of the Saigon-Cholon 
police. The French accepted the arrangement because Bay Vien offset the 
Viet Minh threat to Saigon. By 1954, Bay Vien was operating "Grande 
Monde," a gambling slma in Cholon; "Cloche d' Or," Saigon's preeminent 
gambling establishment; the "Noveautes Catinat," Saigon's best depart
ment store; a hundred smaller shops; a fleet of river boats; and a 
brothel) spectacular even by Asian standards) knovm as the Hall of 
Mirrors. Besides a f eudal fief south of Saigon, he owned an opium 
factory and distribution system, and held substantial interests in fish, 
charcoal, hotels, and rubber plantations. Besides the police apparatus 
and other followers numb er ing 5000 to 8000, he had some 2500 soldiers 
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at his disposal. He ruled Saigon absolutely; not even Viet Minh ter
rorists were able to operate there. Moreover, he exercised significant 
influence over the Cao Dai and the Hoa Hao leaders . 

The Binh X1Iyen 

2. The Cao Dai 

__ 
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The Cao Dai were a religiOUS sect founded by a colonial 
bureaucrat named Ngo Van Chieu, who with one Pham Cong Tac conducted 
a series of spiritualist seances from which emerged a new religious 
faith, and in the early 1920's, a "church" with clerical organization 
similar to Roman Catholicism . 6/ The doctrine of the Cao Dai was 
syncretic, melding veneration 'Of Christ, Buddha, Confucius, and lao Tze 
with a curious occultism which deified such diverse figures as Joan of 
Arc, Victor Hugo, and Sun Yat Sen. ~lith the dissolution of the authority 
of the central government during the 1940's and early 1950's, the Cao Dai 
acquired increasing political and military autonomy. The sect's 1,500,000 
to 2,000,000 faithful comprised a loose theocracy centered in Tay Ninh, 
the border province northi-Test of Saigon. The Cao .Dai, too, cooperated 
first lvith the Japanese, and then vrith the Viet Minh; and the Cao Dai 
leadership also found the latter uncomfortable allie s . In 191~ 7, the 
Cao Dai realigned with the French, agreeing to secure i-rith t heir forces 
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specified rural areas against the Viet Minh in return for military 
assistance. Although plagued throughout its history by minor heresy 
and factional disputes, the Cao Dai became the largest political move
ment in Cochinchina; the Cao Dai shared .,ith the Hoa Hao the distinction 
of being the only important political forces to originate in the Viet
namese peasantry. When Diem came. to power in 1954, Pham Cong Tac, the 
Cao Dai Pope , had declared for Bao Dai, controlled some 15,000 to 20,000 
armed followers, and ruled the region north,olest of Saigon. 
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3. The Hoa Hao 

SOuthllest of Saigon there existed the Hoa Hao, a nevler 
sect, similarly endowed 'l ith politico-military autonomy, which repeat
edly cla shed with the Cao Dai and. the Binh Xuyen. 7/ In 1939, a . 
mystic faith healer named Huynh Phu So, from a village named Hoa Hao, 
launched a reformed Hinayana Buddhist movement which swiftly acquired 
a wide following. (.Among the Vietnamese whom Huynh Phu So favorably 
impressed was Ngo Dinh Diem .) Huynh Phu So enjoyed Japanese protection, 
and with their aid, in 1944 the Hoa Hao formed armed bands, among the 
leaders of which there was one Tran Van Soai. A Viet Minh attempt to 
gain the assistance of the Hoa Hao failed, and the Viet Minh on 8 September 
1945 massacred hundreds of Hoa Hao faithful in the town of Can Tho. Tran 
Van Soai r eplied in kind, and in the ensuing weeks Can Tho became the. 
center of extensive slaughter . French intervent i on stopped t he violence, 
but turned the Hoa Hao against the French. In April, 1947, the Viet 
Minh executed Huynh Phu So, which caused Tran Van Soai to rally 1-rith 
2,000 armed men to the French. He was accepted into the French Expedi
tionary Corps with the rank of general, and assigned the mission of 
pacifying his mm region. The French from that time fOri-lard, until 
1955, pai d the salaries of the Hoa Rao·soldiers . At the time Diem came 
to office in 1954, the sect had some 1,500,000 believers, controlled most 
of the Mekong Delta region, and had 10,000 to 15,000 men under a rms . 
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4. The Viet Minh 

In 1952~) the Viet Minh controlled some 60 to 90 percent 
of South Vietnam! s villages (by French estimates) and 30 to L~O percent 
of its territory (by U.S. estimat~s). 8/ The bulk of organized Viet 
Minh forces were located in Annam and the Highlands) proximate to 
Tonkin) and in regions free of competition from the armed sect.s. In 
Cochinchina) they were militarily strongest in areas along the Cambodian 
border and in the Camau peninsula of the extreme south remote from the 
principal concentrations of people. 9/ Nonetheless) their political 
organization was pervasive) and j_n some localities) e. g.) Quang Ngai 
province in Annam) t he Viet Minh were the only effective government. 
A hierarchy of Viet Minh committees paralleled the formal goverlli-nent 
from the village Administrative and Resistance Committee (ARC) through 
district) province) and what the Viet Minh termed "interzone" or 
"region." No reliable estimates exist of the nUmbers of cadres involved 
in this apparatus) but Viet Minh military forces of all types south of 
the 17th parallel probably numbered around 100)000. 10/ When orders 
were issued for the Geneva regroupment) the "provisional assembly areas" 
designated coincided with the areas in which Viet Minh strength had been 
greatest. During the time allowed for· collecting forces for the move 
north) the Viet Minh evidently undertook to bank the fires of revolution 
by culling out of their units trained and . re1iable cadres for "demobiliza
tion)" "recruiting" youth -- forcibly in many instances ... - to take their 
place) and caching weapons . 11/ Particularly in Annam and the Highlands) 
then) the Viet Minh posed a significant challenge to Ngo Dinh Diem. His 
test of strength .. lith the Viet Minh) hOl-Tever) was to be deferred by the 
Geneva Settlement and DRV policy for some years. 

5. Anti-colonialism 

The political prospects of Ngo Dinh Diem when he accepted 
the premiership from Bao Dai were dimmed not only by Viet Minh residue) 
and by the existence of the armed sects) but by the taint of colonialism. 
As far as most Cochinchinese peasants were concerned) Diem was linked to 
Bao Dai) and to the corrupt) French dominated government he headed. 
Studies of peasant attitudes conducted in recent years have demonstrated 
that for many) the struggle "Thich began in 192~5 against colonialism con
tinued uninterrupted throughout Diem's reg~-ne : in 1954) the foes of 
nationalists "\fere transformed from France and BaO Dai) to Diem and the 
U,S. -- My-Diem) American-Diem) became the universal term of Viet Cong 
opprobrium -- but the issues at stake never changed. 12/ There was) 
moreover) some substance to the belief that Diem represented no change) 
in that) although Ngo Dinh Diem took office before the Geneva Settlement 
as prime minister with "full pOl-TerS civil and military)" he did not 
acquire actual administrative autonomy until September) 1954; proclaim 
independence until January)' 1955; or take command of his army until 
February) 1955. 13/ There "Ias perforce a significant carry-over of 
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civil servants from the pre-Diem days. The national flag and the 
national anthem rema ined unchanged .. 14/ Moreover, the laws remained 
substantially as they had been: theland-holdings, against which vTaS 

directed much peasant discontent, were based on pre-Diem law; and old 
legal proscriptions against nationalist political activities remained 
on the books during Diem's tenure of office. The onus of colonialism 
was among the heavy burdens which Ngo Dinh Diem had to shoulder from 
the outset. 

B. Ngo Dinh Diem: Basis of Power 

1. Political Origins 

Why amid the military disasters of spring 1954, Bao Dai, 
head of the State of Vietnam, chose Ngo Dinh Diem from among other 
Vietnrunese nationalists to form a government, has long been debated. 
Diem l-ras an Annamese Catholic who in his youth had some experience in 
public administration, first as governor of Phan Thiet province, and 
then Minister of Interior at Bao Dai's Imperial Court in Hue. 15/ In 
1933 Diem discovered, after a year in the latter office, that reforms 
he had been promised were being blocked by high French and Annamite 
officials. He promptly resigned his office and went into political 
retirement -- an act l-rhich earned him modest fame for integrity. Through 
the years of war and distress in his homeland thereafter, Diem had hewed 
to attentisme, and by refusing public office, had avoided the political 
discoloration l-rhich besmirched more involved Viet nationalists. Bao Dai 
had sought him for his premier in 1945, Ho Chi Minh for the DRV govern
ment in 1946, the French for their "solutions" in 1947 and 1949 -- all . 
unsuccessfully. Hence, Diem's reputation for incorruptible nationalism, 
to the extent that he enjoyed one in 1954, vTaS based on an event 20 years 
old and a long period of political aloofness. He did come from a prom
inent family; a brother, Ngo Dinh Thuc was a leading Catholic clergyman 
,\-lith countrY"lide connections, and the family proper retained some con
siderable influence in Annam. But his personal handicaps vrere consider
able: bachelor, ascetic, shy, inexperienced, he seemed ill-fit for the 
seething intrigues of Saigon. 

One school of conjecture holds that the French pressed him 
upon Bao Dai in the belief that under him the newly independent State of 
Vietnam would founderj 16/ another that Bao Dai advanced him to power 
convinced that his inevitable failure would eliminate hlifi as a political 
compet itor. 17/ There are those who believe that Diem vTaS foisted upon 
the Vietnamese and the French by a cabal of rrominent American Catholics 
and a CIA agent. 18/ It can be said that Diem was relatively veIl 
acquainted among leading hner icans, and t hat BaO Dai might correctly 
have r egarded Diem I s contac.ts in the United States as a possible source 
of support for Vietnam . 19/ Whatever the reasons for his selection, 
however, at the time he t ook office there were f evl who r egarded Diem 
as promising, and fevTer still openly Ylilling to back him. Indeed, from 
the time he took office on 7 July 1951~, until the follmring May, he stood 
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virtually alone. Unaided by Bao Dai) opposed by the French) and 
proferred by Americans mainly advice) criticism) and promises -- but 
scant material assistance -- Ngo Dinh Diem in ten months surmounted 
the partition of his nation by the Geneva powers) two threatened military 
coups by his Army Chiefs of Staff) frenetic clashes with the Binh Xuyen 
armed sects) the withdrav781 of the Viet Minh) and the influx of 900) 000 
refugees from North Vietnam. 

2. Early U.S.-Diem Relations 

Diem's durability was one of those surprises in Vietnam 
which prompted Americans thereafter to refer to the "miracle in Vietnam." 
On 7 December 1954) Senator Mansfield judged that U.S. "prospects for 
helping Diem strengthen and uphold South Vietnam look very dim." 20/ 
U. S. Ambassador Heath reported from Saigon on 17 December 1954 a dim view· 
of Diem's chances since "there is every evidence that the French do not 
want Diem to succeed." 21/ In a January) 1955) report to the National 
Security Council) General J. la"l-rton Collins agreed "'i-Tith both analyses. 22/ 
On 7 April 1955) Collins cabled from Saigon that: " ... it is my considered 
judgment that the man lacks the personal qualities of leadership and the 
executive ability successfully to head· a government that must compete 
with the unity of purpose and efficiency of the Viet Minh under Ho Chi 
Minh." 23/ On 19 April) Collins again . cabled: "I see no alternative to 
the early replacement of Diem." 2l~/ . 

On 26 April 1955 ) U.S. National Intelligence Estimate 
63.1-2-55) "Poss i ble Developments in South Vietnam)" took the vievr that: 

"P. political impasse exists in Saigon where the legally 
constituted government of Premier Diem is being challenged by 
a venal special interest group) the Binh Xuyen) vrhich controls 
the National Security Police) and is .temporarily allied with 
some elements of the religious sects .... 

"Even if the present impasse vrere resolved) we believe that 
it would be extremely difficult) at best) for a Vietnamese 
government) regardless of its composition) t o make progress 
tOl-Tard developing a strong) stable anti-Commun ist government 
capable of resolving the basic social) economic) and political 
problems of Vietnam) the special problems arising from the 
Geneva agreement) and capabl e of meeting the l ong-range challenge 
of the Communists .... " 

But opinion in Washington S"\o7UDg sharply "\·,hen) in late April) Diem 
managed to survive a severe test of anns with his arQy and the sects. 
Senators Mansfield and Knovrland issued strong statements of support 
for him) and on May 2 Senator Hubert Humphrey told the Senate that: 
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"Premier Diem is the best hope that we have in South 
Vietnam, He is the leader of his people. He deserves and 
must . have the .Tholehearted support of the American Government 
and our foreign policy . This is no time for uncertainty or 
half-hearted measures .. ~.He is the only man on the political 
horizon of Vietnam who can rally a substantial degree of sup
port of his people •.. lf we have any com~ents about the 
leadership in Vietnam let it be directed against Bao Dei .... 
If the Government of South Vietnam has not room for both 
these men, it is Bao Dai who must go .... " 25/ 

On 9 May 1955, the Joint Chiefs of Staff judged that "the government 
of Prime Minister Ngo Dinh Diem shovs the greatest promise of achieving 
the internal stability essential for the future security of Vietnam." 26/ 
Five months later, on 11 October, 1955, the Nat ional Intelligence Estimate 
was revised. In NIE 63.1-3-55, "Probable Development.s in Vietnam to July 
1956," the U.S. Intelligence Advisory Committee found it possible to be 
more sanguine concerning Diem's prospects: 

" •.. Diem has made considerable progress tOYTard estab-
lishing the first fully independent Vietnamese government ... . 
Re faced a basically unstable and deteriorating situation ... . 
The most significant articulate political sentiments of the 
bulk of the population .TaS an antipathy for the French combined 
with a personal regard for Ho Chi Minh as the synfuol of Viet
namese nationalism .... 

"Diem vas forced to move slovly. Although possessing con
siderable natiDnal prestige as a patriot, he was inexperienced 
in administration and VTas confronted at the outs~t by the 
intrigues of Bao Dai and other self-interested individuals and 
groups, who in many cases benefited from French support .... 

"Diem concentrated on eliminating or neutralizing the most 
important groups and individuals challenging the authority of 
his government .... B,y bribery, persuasion, and finally force, 
Diem virtually eliminated the Binh Xuyen and the most i mportant 
elements of the Roa Hao sects as threats to his authority . At 
the same time, he maneuvered the Cao Dai--the strongest of the 
sects--into an uneasy alliance. As a result of these successful 
actions, Diem gained prestige and increased popularity as a sym
bol of Diem's efforts to establish a viable anti-communist 
government are still in doubt .... 

"Provided the Communists do not exercise the ir capabilities 
to attack across the 17th Parallel or to initiate large-scale 
guerrilla "I·Tarfare in South Vietnam, Diem "I{ill probably make 
further progress in developing a more effective government. Ris 
position vill probably be strengthened as a result of increased 
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popular support, the continued loyalty of the V~ffi, and a 
deterioration in the strength and cohesiveness of his non
Communist opposition. The national government will probably 
increase the number of rural communities under its control, 
particularly in areas nml held by the sects ...• " 

It is likely that Diem's stormy first 10 months in office, 
June, 1954 to May, 1955, strongly conditioned his behavior in later 
years. He must have been impressed almost at once with the political 
importance of the army, and the essentiality of personally loyal ranking 
officers. He chose openly to oppose the armed sects against the advice 
of both his American and French advisers, and his success no doubt 
instilled confidence in his molD judgments . The same events probably 
gave him reason thereafter to value head-on confrontation with a foe 
over conciliation or compromise. And in his adamant stand against con
sultations with the DRV on plebescite, again contrary to initial American 
advice, he no doubt learned that on major issues the U.S. stake in his 
future was sufficiently high that he could lead, and American policy 
would follow. 27/ In any event, he moved with new a ssurance from mid-
1955 forward. :rn many respects his first 300 days were his finest hours, 
~Then he was moving alone, rapidly, and i{ith determination against great 
odds. 

3. Political Concepts: Family Centralism and Personalism 

But Diem's early victories were essentially negative , in 
eliminating or bypassing obstacles. It remained for him to provide 
programs for finding homes and occupations for the refugees, for solving 
the politically crucial problems of rural land distribution and taxation, 
for installing capable and incorrupt public amninistrators, for stimu
lating the economy, for improving the education system -- in short, for 
coping vlith the i{hole broad range of problems of governing a developing 
nation, each rendered especially acute by South Vietnam's war trauma, 
internal dissention, and partition from jlJorth Vietnam. To cite but a 
few: 600, 000 refugees i·Tere dependent on his gQvernment for subsistence; 
85,000 people vTere jobless as a result of the French troop i{ithdrawal; 
inter-provincial communications vTere impaired -- 700 miles of main road 
were war-damaged, one third of the ra ilvray trackage lay destroyed, t:8 
concrete bridges on 860 miles of track lay blown. 28/ In devising 
programs to meet these challenges, Diem worked fromtwo primal concepts: 

. family centrali.sm, and "personalism" as a state philosophy. 

DieHl v18s raised in a Mandarinal family, born to a tradition 
of high position in the social hierarchy and governmental bureaucracy. 
It vTaS also a Catholic family, and Diem received a heritage of obdurate 
devotion to Christianity under intense persecution -- I-Tithin a century 
Of his birth one hundred relatives had been bUrned to death by Buddhi sts 
in central Annam . His rearing developed his reverence for the past, a 
capacity for hard \wrk, and a deep seated piety. Two French authorities 
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believed that his outlook on life was "born of a profound, of an :immense 
nostalgia for the Vietnamese past, of a desperate filial respect for the 
society of ancient Annam."?!1/ There was some thought of his becoming 
a priest, but he elected public administration; his elder brother Thuc, 
the cleric, is said to have speculated that Diem found himself too inflexi
ble, too willful, too severe for the priesthood. 30/ But above all 
else, Diem's early years impressed upon him the importance of family in 
performing the duties of station: the family was the first means of 
extending personal power, the essential mode of political expression. 
It is possible that Diem resorted to nepotism simply because he lacked 
a personal political apparatus whi ch would have permitted him to operate 
otherwise, but nepotism became the style of his rule, and it was quite 
consistent with his upbringing. 

"Society," said Diem, "functions through personal relations among 
men at the top." 31/ One brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu, received the title of 
Advisor to the President, and controlled the semi-covert Personalist 
Labor Revolutionary Party. His wife, Madame Nhu, became the President's 
official hostess, a deputy in the National Assembly, and the founder
chairman of the Woman's Solidarity Movement. Her father became one of 
Diem's ambassadors, and his wife the GVN observer at the UN . A second 
brother of Diem, Ngo Dinh Can, became the virtual overlord of Annam, 
holding no official position, but ruling the region in all respects. 
A third brother, Ngo Dinh Thuc, the Archbishop of Hue and Primate of 
Vietnam, also held no office , but functioned as Presidential advisor, 
and l evered Catholic opinion on behalf of Diem. A fourth brother, Ngo 
Dinh Luyen, became an Ambassador. Three family member&-Tran Van Chuong, 
Tran Van Do, and Tran Van Bac--served in Diem's first cabinet, and two 
other in-laws, Ngu.yen Huu Chau and Tran Trung Dung, held the key port
folios of Secretary of State at the Presidency and Assistant Secretary 
of State for National Defense. One of the reasons General Collins 
opposed Diem may be a letter he received in April, 1955, from a group 
of nationalists headed by former Premier Nguyen Phan Long, urging the 
United States to vTithdraw its support of Diem on the grounds that his ' 
brothers were effectively isolatin6 Diem politically. 32/ The obser
vation proved to be correct : Ngo Dinh Nhu and Ngo Dinh Can increasingly 
gathered power into their own hands, and non-family politicians found 

. themselves quietly shunted aside . Gradually, a concent~ation of power 
also occurred within the family circle, again toward Nhu, Mme · Nhu and 
Can, and at the expense of the more remotely related. The President's 
family thus became an entirely extra-legal elite which in class and 
geographic origin, as well as religion, was distinct from the South 
Vietnamese as a vThole 0 

The Diem family circle was promptly targeted by gossipers. In 
Saigon, rumors were the political medium, and stories were soon rampant 
that members of the family were looting the government . 33/ By 1957, 
the whispering campaign against the Nhus mounted to such:Proportions 
that they issued a public statement denying that they had ever removed 
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money from the country, engaged in financial or commerical speculation, 
or accepted bribes. But the impression remained, fed by numerous credible 
reports of official graft at lower levels, that whether or not the Diem 
family took for personal gain, they took. 

Another disadvantage proceeded from the Diem's familial concentra
tion of power: bureaucratic overcentralization; Diem hDTIself seems to 
have been peculiarly at fault in this instance, reserving for himself 
the power of decision in minute matters, and refusing to delegate authority 
to subordinates who might have relieved him of a crushing administrative 
burden. ~ In part, thi s may have been simply inexperience in handling 
a large enterprise, but there seems to have been deeper, philosophical 
reasons -- a passion for perfection, a distrust of other men, a conviction 
that all subordinates required his paternalistic guidance. The result 
was an impairment of an administrative system already crippled by the 
absence of French civil servants. Subordinate officials, incapable of 
making decisions, fearful of making them, or forbidden to make them, passed 
upward even minute matters on paper to the brothers Ngo, glutting the 
communications of government, and imposing long delays on all, even im-
portant actions. . 

Personalism, as Diem called his personal political philosophy, was 
a melange of Asian and European notions which resembled the French Catholic 
personnalisme of Emmanuel Mounier , or the Encyclicals of Popes Leo XIII 
and Pius XI. J2/ More accurately, it was a blend of Christianity, Marxism, 
and Confucianism which stressed the development of each individual's moral 
character as the basis for community progress to"iiTard democracy . Diem saw 
himself as a reformer, even a revolutionary, in the moral r ealm . His 
central social message was that each citizen achieved moral fUlfillment,or 
harmony only if he applied himself energet ically to his civic duties, 
avoiding on the one hand the selfishness of capitalism) and on the other, the 
selflessness of Mflrxist collectivism. tiThe basis for democr0cy C\3.n only be a 
spiritual one," 1§J said Diem in his Message to the National Assembly 
on the Constitution of 1956, and in New Delhi in 1957, he took Asians to 
task for losing sight of the spiritual essence of their polHical tradi
tions: TIl 

" ... Does not our spirituality of which we are so proud, 
simply conceal a narrow conservatism and a form of escapism 
from concrete responsibilHy? .. Has not Buddhist compassion 
become a pretext for not practicing justice ... And i s not 
tolerance, which so many can mistake for freedom, the result 
of paternalistic indulgence?" 

And the same year, in Korea, he spoke of his hopes for restoring the spiritual 
strength of Vietnam after "the tremendous material and political difficulties 
which assailed Vietnam after Geneva had plunged even the best of her sons 
into a state of apprehension colored with despair ... " J§} 

"We pursue two aims. 

"First liTe want to rearm the Vietnamese citizen morally and 
to make him impervious to all tyranny, whatever its origin. 
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"Second, we want to reinforc'e the spiritual cohesion of 
the Vietnamese people, cohesion which accounts for capacity to 
enjoy a largely decentralized system without falling into anarchy. 
Yet this cohesion has been largely shaken by the impact of the 
west. 

"Yet man does not live only by the idea of liberty. He 
must be given a minimum of material support which will guarantee 
that liberty ... " 

A GVN approved biography of Diem explained that he recognized in communism 
the antithesis of true freedom, precisely because communism denied the 
existence of God and the immortality of the soul. Personalism was the 
answer therefore to communism, since: 221 

"Personalism is a system based on the divine, therefore 
spiritual law, which ... extols man's transcendent value ... 
The practice of Personalism is symbolic of good citizenship 
with a highly developed civic spirit ... " 

Late in Diem's reign, when his combat with the communists had been fully 
joined, thes e vague precepts were elaborated by his brother, Nhu, but hardly 
clarified : ~ 

"The personalist conception holds that freedom in an under
developed society is not something that is simply given or 
bestowed. It can only be achieved through militancy and vigi
lance, by doing away with all pretensions and pretexts for not 
realistically applying ourselves to our goals. In a situation 
of underdevelopment , and during a bleeding war of internal 
division, it may be argued that there is reason enough not to 
seek to develop democracy, but our personalist approach is pre
cisely militant in denying this. Human rights and human dignity' 
are not static phenomenons . They are only possibilities which 
men must actively seek and deserve, not just beg for. In this 
sense , of believing in the process of constantly perfecting of 
oneself in moral as well as practical ways our personalist 
approach is similar to Confucianism. Personalism stresses hard 
work, and it is the 'working clas s, the peasants, "Tho are better 
able to understand the concept than the intellectuals. We must 
use Personalist methods to realize democracy at the level where 
people are fighting and working, and in our new scale of values 
it is those who participate physically and selflessly in the fight 
against communism who are most privileged, then those who cour
ageously serve the villages without profit , and finally those 
who engage diligently in productive labor for their own as well 
as for their villages ' benefit ... " 

Some American observers ' found these ideas with their emphasis on "de
mocracy" reassuring . Others , including General Edward lansdale, urged 
on Diem a broader ideological stratagem of forming a "front " embracing 
the concepts of the more traditional Viet nationalist parties . ~ But 
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Ifpersonalism,1f like Diem's Spanish-style Catholicism, harbored little 
tolerance; merely different political theories were interpreted as competi
tive, and even dangerous. Personalism thus limited Diem's political hori
zons, and almost certainly impaired his government's ability to communicate 
with the peasantry. Ifpersonalismlf became the official philosophy of the 
state, and though government employees were required to attend weekly 
sessions on its tenets , it never succeeded in becoming much more than the 
cant of Diem's administration, and the credo of the two political parties 
organized and directly controlled by his family. 

4. Political Parties 

The latter were peculiarly Diemist: paternally authoritarian, 
organized as an extension of family power. The pivotal organization was 
the Personalis t Labor Revolutionary Party (Can Lao Nhan Vi Cach Mang Dang), 
an apparatus devised and controlled by Ngo Dinh Nhu, semi-covert, self
effacing, but with members stationed at all the levers of power within 
Saigon, and a web of informants everywhere in the country . . ~ Ngu en
visaged the Can Lao as the vanguard of Diem's undertakings, and it became 
in fact the backbone of the regime. Drawing intelligence from agents at 
all echelons of government in the village, in factories, schools, military 
units, the Can Lao sought to detect the corrupt or disloyal citizen, and 
was empo"\-Iered to bring him to arrest and trial. The Can Lao, unfortunately 
for Diem's political flexibility, concentrated on disloyalty. Ngo Dinh 
Nhu, who admitted that the Can Lao closely resembled the communists in 
organization and technique, used it to stifle all political sentiment com
petitive or opposed to Ngo Dinh Diem. 

The other Diemist party was an open, Ifmass party,1f the National 
Revolutionary Movement (Phong Trao Cach Mang Quoc Gia). 43/ Diem himself 
was the honorary leader of the Party, and it was the official vehicle for 
his political movement. The Party claimed to have grown from 10,000 members 
in 1955 to 1,500,000 in 1959 . ~ In that time it acquired a majority 
in the National Assembly, and amassed strong voting records for Diem and 
NRM candidates in elections at all levels . The Party claims to have ori
ginated in Ifclandestine struggle for the revolution of national independence 
and human emancipationlf at the time Diem resigned from Bao Dai's govern
ment in 1933, but properly it came into being in October, 1954. The NRM 
was closely associated with the National Revolutionary Civil Servants League 
(Lien Doan Cong Chuc Mang Quoc Gi~), and since membership in the latter 
was a concomitant of government employment , the civil service bec&~e the 
core of the NRM. The relationship also established a NRM-League hierarchy 
parallel to, and in most instances identical with, the government hierarchy 
down to the village l evel. Obviously, too, the arrangement equated a party 
membership with distinct advantages in dealing with the government. l\TRM 
strength figure s were probably exaggerated , and its active members -- those 
who attended party functions and political indoctrination sessions -- were 
those in the League; the NRM was, in effect, a party of government employees 
or dependents. 
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Diem did not involve himself directly in the managing of either the 
Can Lao or the NRM. The former, as mentioned, was always the creature 
of Nhu. ~~u also controlled the southern branches of the NRM, but in Annam 
and portions of the Central Highlands the NRM was the tightly held instru
ment of Ngo Dinh Can. Can brooked no opposition whatsoever; Nhu, more 
confident in the regions where the Can Lao was most efficient, occasionally 
permitted some political activity by rninority groups, such as the Cao Dai 
and Hoa Hao sects, and the Socialists. But that activity was tolerated 
only so long as it was pro-Diem and supporting, rather than opposin~, GVN 
policy. 

These were the ideas and the political apparatus by which Ngo Dinh 
Diem sought to weld together a nation in the aftermath of Geneva. Their 
narrowness , their inappropriateness for most Cochinchinese and Annamites, 
vir.tually assured that the history of his regime, after its initial successes, 
would become an almost unbroken record of alienation of one portion after 
another of the Vietnamese body politic. This process of alienation accentu
ated the failures of the Geneva Settlement, and ultimately led to Ngo Dinh 
Diem' s assassination. 

C. Conflict with the Armed Sects 

1. Defeat of the Binh Xuyen 

At the time he took office, Diem controlled scarcely a few 
blocks of Saigon, the capital r emaining firmly in the control of Bay Vien 
and the Binh Xuyen. Beginning in September, 1954, Diem tried to divide 
and conquer the sects. ~ Four ·leaders from each of the religious sects 
were brought into his cabinet in an effort to isolate the Binh Xuyen, and 
with U.S. assistance he sought to integrate the sect forces into the national 
army. He enjoyed some initial success in rallying Cao Dai forces, and .con-
fident from assurances of direct American aid, he shut down, in January, 
1955, the Binh Xuyen concessions in Saigon and Cholon. In the ensuing con
frontation, the Binh Xuyen swung the Cao Dai and the Hoa Hao into a United 
Front of Nationalist Forces, and, although French aid for their forces had 
formally been withdra"lm, continued to draw on French funds and advice . 
On March 29, 1955, fighting broke in Saigon in which sections of the city 
were burned. Although a truce was struck, the affair polarized relations 
between Diem and the sects; between Diem and General Collin s, whose advice 
to conciliate he elected not to follow; and between the Americans and the 
French, over the viability of Diem . Washington apparently decided at that 
juncture to tempori ze with the sects, and to find an alternative to Diem. ~ 
Before the instructions could be sent to Saigon, however, fighting was re
newed. Even as the battle was joined, Baa Dai telegraphed orders to Diem 
to travel to France. Diem disobeyed, and, convinced of his moral grounds 
in attacking the Binh Xuyen , committed his forces to combat. His brother, 
Nhu, coopted a "Revolutionary Committee" to confer emergency authority on 
Diem. They,·rere immediately successful, and by mid-May, 1955, the Binh 
Xuyen had been driven into the Rung Sat sHamp east of Saigon, and Bao Dai's 
pOvler in Saigon was broken. Bay Vien escaped to Paris. 
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2. Victory aver the Sects 

Diem's farces then ranged aut after the ather armed factians. 
Tran Van Saai .of the Haa Haa surrendered, and was given asylum. .Another 
Haa Haa leader, Ba Cut -- wha had cut .off a finger ta remind himself ta 
fight the French, and had sworn nat ta cut his hair until Vietnam was 
reunited - - was captured while negatiating surrender in return far a cam
missian as lieutenant general in the ARVN. ~ Other leaders were bribed, 
and the remainder fled .or rallied ta the GVN. By the end .of 1955, Diem 
appeared ta have dealt finally with the challenge .of the sects. 

It ;'Tas this apparent success which enabled Diem ta survive 
successfully pressures fram an even mare pawerful set .of appanents: thase 
amang his Western allies wha were determined ta replace him . The dimen
sians .of his victary in Vietnam ;'Jere just becaming evident when in May, 
1955, the North Atlantic Treaty Organizatian canvened . There pramptly 
develaped a sharp divisian .of view between the French and the Americans . ~ 
Baa Dai made knawn his appositian ta Diem, and the French threatened ta 
pull aut .of Vietnam unless Diem were remaved . Fram Baris, Secretary Dulles 
reparted that the French held that : ~ 

" .. . Time something ta be dane ta avaid civil war. France 
warned that armed canflict -- first civil war, then ~lerrilla 
warfare, then terrarism - - wauld result if we failed ta take ac
tion .. . New Revalutianary Committee . .. is strangly under Viet Minh 
i nfluence ... There i s vialent campaign against French and French 
Expeditianary Carps. Viet Minh agents make gaad use .of it and 
certain Americans da nat seem sufficiently aware .of this. French 
Govt daes nat wish ta have its army act as platform far Viet Minh 
prapaganda. Army will nat be maintained in Vietnam at any cast . .. 
Cantinuing with Diem wauld have three disastrous results : 

( l ) . .. Viet Minh victary 
(2) . .. facus hastility .of everyane on the French, and 
(3) . .. begin a Franca-U. S. breach . . . " 

The French then prapased ta the U. S. that the French Expeditianary Carps 
be withdrawn, and asked if the U,S . were willing ta guarantee French 
civilians, and the refugees . Fram Washingtan, the fallawing instructians 
ta Dulles were r eturned pramptly : 22./ 

"President's .only camment an Vietnam sectian .of (yaur tele
gram) was to r eiter ate pasition that U.S. cauld not affard ta 
have farces cammitted in such undesirable areas as Vietna.m . 
This, of cO\~rse, is JCS view in past . A.,.vn asking Defense and 
JCS views . . . " 

Asked , the JCS taak the pasitian that the questian was fundamentally b eyand 
their purview, that neither the ARVN nar the French Expeditionary Corps seemed 
capable .of preserving the integr ity .of Sauth Vietnam against determined 
Viet Minh onslaught, and that being debarred fram furnishing military forces 
by the Geneva Agreement, the U.S, was in na pasitian ta pratect French 
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national s . They suggested that Secretary Dulles be advised that : 51/ 

lIa. The government of Prime Minister Ngo Dinh Diem shows the 
greatest promise of achi eving the internal stability 
essential for the future security of Vietnam. 

lib. The U. S . could not guarantee the security of the French 
nationals should the French Expeditionary Corps be wi thdrawn . 

"c. Possible United States act i ons under the Southeast Asia 
Collective Defense Treaty could ultimately afford security 
to Vietnam equal to that provided by the continued presence 
of the French Expeditionary Corps .1I 

In Pari s , Secretary Dulles managed to mollify the French. A 
key developnlent was a message from Malcolm MacDonald, the British representa
tive in Southeast ASia , urging against Diem's replacement at that time . 
MacDonald, who was among Diem's severest crit i cs -- he once remarked of 
Diem that "He ' s the worst prime minister I have ever seen ll 

-- aligned the 
British with Dulles, and eventually the French acquiesced in further sup
port of Diem . 52/ 

The defeat of the sects al so opened a domestic political oppor
tunity for Di~l . The Popul ar Revolutionary Committee his brother Nhu had 
fonned during the height of the sect crisis was a "front " of broad political 
complexion--the membership included prominent nationalists and, as the French 
had pointed out, two former Viet Minh leaders ; it therefore had some sub -
stance as I'That Nhu termed the "democratic r evolutionary forces of the nation." 53/ 
The Revolutionary Committee urged the dissolution of the Bao Dai government, an~ 
the organizing of general el ections for a National Assembly . Nhu acted under 
its mandate , setting up a popular referendum in which, on October 23, 1955, an 
overwhelming vote for Diem in preference to Bao Dai was recorded . The Revo
lutionary Committee dissolved itself on 31 October, apparently under some 
pressure from Diem and his brother . 

3. The Tr i umph Reappraised 

But i t i s important to note that Diem ' s military victory over the 
sects, while impressive, was by no means complete, and was certainly not as 
decisive as some Americans were l ed to believe . For example, an NSC report 
of 1958 mentioned that the Vietnamese Armed Forces were still operating against 
the sects , and had "succeeded in practically eliminating the Binh Xuyen and 
Cao Dai forces .... " 54/ The Deputy Chief, MAAG, Vietnam, stated in April, 
1959, that : "The Binh Xuyen group was completely eliminated as a menace . 
The Cao Dai group was pacified or r eoriented .... The Hoa Hao had been 
reduced to a handful of the diehards .... " 55/ These estimates nohTith
standing, Binh Xuyen remnants fought off anARVN force north of Bien Hoa , 
in 1956, and marauded along the Saigon River north of Saigon in Binh Duong 
province throughout 1957 and 1958. In 1958, an insurgent force, among 
whom Binh Xuyen "rere identified, sacked the Michelin rubber plantation 
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near Dau Tieng, and in March, 1959, ARVN had a munber of encounters with 
Binh Xuyen elements in the Binh Duong-Bien Hoa area. 221 There is evi
dence, though scanty, which indicates that the Binh Xuyen survivors joined 
with "communist" groups for their depredations; for example, in the 1958 
Michelin attack the combined gpngster-communist strength was reported to be 
300-400. ARVN General Nguyen Chanh Thi, who fought these particular forces, 
has told of capturing a Binh Xuyen soldier who died under torture without 
admitting more than that his band had been communicating with communist 
forces from Tay Ninh province. The general also desc~ibedcapturing in 
March, 1959, in the same operations, flags identical to that raised in 
late 1960 by the "National Liberation Front:" 211 

In 1956, the Cao Dai Pope, Pham Cong Tac, crossed the frontier of 
Tay Ninh into Cambodia with a number of his followers, thence to remain 
in opposition to Diem. 2§/ Bay Dom, who had been the deputy of the cap
tured Hoa Hao leader, Ba Cut, also took his forces to the Cambodian bor
der. In 1956, Diem sent Ba Cut, his hair still uncut, to the guillotine. 
Bay Dom and another Hoa Hao leader, Muoi Tri, then took an oath to avenge 
Ba Cut, and opened guerrilla warfare against Diem. Some four Hoa Hao bat
talions are reported to have conducted operations against the GVN continu
ously through 1962. Muoi Tri in later years openly embraced the Viet Cong 
cause. 

In brief, while Diem's victory over the sects was impressive, it was 
not wholly conclusive, and the very obduracy and determination which won 
him early tactical success s eemed to impede his inducing the remaining 
sect dissidents to perform a constructive role in the nation. Rather, 
his policy invited a Viet Cong-sect alliance against him. That some of the 
more startling early defeats of Diem's AR,m forcesby Viet Cong in 1959 and 
1960 occurred in the regions north of Saigon , where lurked Cao Dai and 
Binh Xuyen remnants, is more than coincidental. 

D. Rural Pacification 

1. Strategy 

Americans tended to look at Diem ' s skein of military and 
political succeSSes in 1955 with satisfaction) and to regard thereafter 
Vietnam 's int ernal security with growing complacency~ But Ngo Dinh Diem 
did not. To the contrary) Diem seemed) if anything) over-conscious of 
the fact that his test "lith the Viet Minh lay ahead) and that they posed 
a threat more dangerous than the sects could ever have been) not only 
because they were politically more pervasive) and not only because they 
had taught a generation of Vietnamese peasants the t echniques of armed 
conspiracy) but also because their tenets offered competing solutions 
to the most pressing problems of the Vietnamese people : land and livelihood . 
Diem ' s counter is difficult to f ault as a broad concept : ARVN forces would 
reclaim for the GVN regions formerly held by the Viet Minhj political indoc 
trination teams moving with the troops would carry the message of Diem's 
revolution to the people j and then a broad follo1tl -UP program of Civic Action-
political and social development , land reform, and agricultural improvement 
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would be inaugurated to meet fully the aspirations of the people. That 
these plans miscarried was due in part to the resistance of the farmers 
they were intended to benefit) reacting sometimes under Viet Cong leader
ship) sometimes simply out of peasant conservatism. But a principal portion 
of the blame for failure must be attributed to Diem' s inept) overbearing) 
or corrupt officials) to Diem's own unremitting anti-communist zeal) and 
to the failure of both he and his American advisers to appreciate the 
magnitude of the tasks they set for themselves) or the time required to 
enact meaningful reform. 

2. Reoccupying Viet Minh Territory 

The first steps were faltering. In early 1955) ARVN units 
were sent to establish the GVN in the Camau Peninsula in the southernmost 
part of the country. Poorly led) ill-trained) and heavy-handed) the troops 
behaved towards the people very much as the Viet Minh had led the farmers 
to expect. Accompanying GVN propaganda teams were more effective) assailing 
communism) colonialism, and fuedalism--meaning the rule of Francophile 
Vietnamese) such as Bao Dai's--and distributing pictures of Di~~ to replace 
the omnipresent tattered portraits of Ho. 59/ A subsequent operation in 
Quang Nai and Binh Dinh, Operation Giai Phong, reportedly went off more 
smoothly. Under ARVN Colonel Le Van Kim, the troops behaved well toward 
the people) and the propagandists exploited Viet Minh errors to the extent 
that ) as the last Viet Minh soldiers marched down toward their ships, the 
populace j eer ed them . American advisers were active, and Diem himself 
visited this operation a week after the last Viet Minh had left, rec e iving 
what the Americans present considered a spontaneous welcome by the peasants. 60/ 
Nonetheless, the Cau Mau experience became more typical of the ARVN than the 
Einh Dinh affair. Foreign observers frequently expressed opinion of the 
ARVN in terms similar to the 1957 view of correspondent David Hotham, who 
wrote that "far from giving security, there is every reason to suppose that 
the army, buttressed by the Civil Guard ... is regarded by the Southern 
peasant as a symbol of insecurity and repression." 61/ 

3. Civic Action 

Nor were the follow-up Civic Action teams significantly more 
effective . These were patterned after the GAM's (Groupes Administrat ifs . 
Mobiles) with which the French had experimented) modified to incorporate 
U.S.-Filipino experience . In theory) they were to have been drawn from 
the urban elite) to help the government establish communications with the 
rural folk. Acting on the doctrine of "Three Withs: eat ) sleep, and 
work with the people " -- some 1400 to 1800 "cadre " undertook: census and 
surveys of the physical needs of villages ; building schools) maternity 
hospitals) i nformat i on halls; r epairing and enlarging local roads; digging 
wells and irrigation canals; t eaching personal and public hygiene; distri
buting medicines; teaching children by day) and anti-illiteracy classes by 
night; forming village militia ; conducting political meetings ; and publicizing 
agrarian reform l egi slation . 
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Colonel Lansdale described the ir origins and operat i ons as 
follows : 62/ 

"One of the most promlslng i deas of this period came from 
Kieu Cong Cung, who was sponsored by Defense Minister Minh. 
Cung's idea was to place civil service personnel out among the 
p eopl e , in simple dress, where they would help initially by 
working alongside the people, getting their hands dirty when 
necessary . The Vietnamese functionaries were aghast, since they 
cherished their desk work in Saigon and their dignified white
collar authority, and they fought hard within the government 
machine to kill the i dea . It took some months, with the personal 
intervention and i nsistence of President Diem, to get a pilot 
Civic Action program i nitiated . I t was given administrative 
support by the Ministry of Defense, at first , simply because no 
other Ministry would help, although it was establi shed as an 
entity of the Presidency and i ts policy dec i sions were made in 
Cabinet meetings . 

"With 80% of the civil service personnel stationed in the 
national capital, provincial administrators were so under-staffed 
that few of them could function with even minimum effect i veness . 
A French colonial administrative system, super- imposed upon the 
odd Vietnamese imperi al system was still the model for govern-
ment administration . It l eft many gaps and led to Qnusually 
complex bureaucratic practices . There was no uniform legal code, 
no uniform procedures for the most basic functions of government . 
The Communists cont i nued their political dominance of many villages , 
s ecr etly. 

"Cung established a training center in Saigon and asked for 
civil service volQnteers, for field duty . Wi th none forthcoming, 
he then selected a small group of young univers:Lty-trained men from 
among the 800,000 refugees from Communist North Vietnam, after 
s ecurity screening . Cung was working on a shoe - string, so his 
training had added realism in the form of rough living qU2rters , 
outdoor classes, and students learning to work with their hands 
by constructing school facilities . All students had to dress in 
the "calico nOir " of farmers and laborers , which became their 
"uniform" later in the villages . (Provincial authorities originally 
r efused to recognize Civic Action personnel as government offi cials, 
due to the plebian dress ; Cung , dressed in the same manner , and as 
a high functionary close to the President, made a rapid tour of the 
prqvinces and gained grudging acceptance of this new style of 
government employee .) 

"Originally, four-man teams were formed; during training, the 
members of each team ,,1ere closely observed; to judge compatibility, 
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with the weak and unwilling being weeded out. After graduation, 
each t eam was assigned to a district of a province, with responsi
bility for a number or villages . When the team finished its work 
in the first village, it would move to a second village, revisiting 
the first village periodically to check on local progress. This 
would continue until all villages in a district were covered, at 
which time the civic action team directly under the government in the 
provincial capital would take over district work, now organized and 
ready for administration. 

"When a team entered a village, they would call a village meet i ng, 
explain their presence and plans. The following morning, they would 
set to work to build three community buildings with l ocal materials ; 
if they had been successful i n winning over the population, the 
villagers pitched in and helped . One building was a village hall, 
for meetings of village officials. Another was a primary school. 
The third was a combination information hall (news , information about 
the government, etc .) and dispensary (using the village medical kits 
developed by lCA). Following up was the building of roads or paths 
to link the vi llage with provincial roads , if in a remote area, build 
pit l atrines , undertake malaria control, put in drainage , and under 
take similar commlmity projects. Villagers were trained to take over 
these tasks, including primary education and first aid . 

liThe work of Civic Action teams, at the same grass - roots l evel 
as that of Communist workers, proved effective . They became the 

' targets of Communist agents , with political attacks ( SUCh as stirring 
up local Cochin-Chinese against Tonkinese Civic Action personnel) 
and then murders . Even while the field work was in its early develop
ment stage, Pres ident Diem ordered the teams to start working directly 
with Army commands in pacification campaigns, as the civil government 
"troops II in what were essentially combat zones . As Civic Action proved 
itself, it was extended to all provinces south of the 17th Parallel. II 

Had the cadres been able to confine themselves to these 
missions, and had the several Sa igon ministries , whose field responsibil
ities they had assumed, been content to have them continue t o represent 
them, matters might have developed differently. As i t happened, the 
cadres became preoccupied with Diem ' s Anti-Communi st campaign, and their 
operations came under bureaucratic attack from Saigon agencies unwilling 
to allow the Civic Action teams to carry their programs to the peopl e . 
Both i nfluences converted the cadre i nto exclusively propagandistic and 
political instruments, and drew them away from economic or social activi
ties ; in late 1956, Civic Action was cut back severely . In 1957, Kieu 
Cong Cung died, and Nhu absorbed the remnants into his organization . 

4. Land Reform 

But the salesmen were less. at fault than the product. Diem 
had to promise much and deliver well to best the Viet Minh in rural reform, 
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but his promises were moderate, his deli very on them both slow and 
i ncomplete . The anarchy prevalent in the countryside during the First 
Indochina War had benefited the peasant by driving·off the French and 
Vietnamese large landlords . When the Vi et Minh Hliberated" an area , 
they distributed these lands free to the farmers, and genera11y won 
their a l legiance thereby. Col umnist Joseph Alsop visited one such Viet 
Minh controlled region in December, 1954, just before they wi thdre"l-l 
their mil itary forces, and reported that : 63/ 

"I t was· difficult for me, as it i s for a ny Westerner, to 
concei ve of a Communist government ' s genui nely ' serving the 
peopl e .' I could hardly imagine a Communist government that 
was also a popular government and almost a democratic govern
ment . But thi s was just the sort of government the palm- hut 
state actually was while the struggle wi th the French continued . 
The Viet Minh could not possibly have carried on the resistance 

. for one year, let alone nine years, without the people ' s strong, 
untied support ." 

One of Diem ' s primary fail ures l ay i n his i nab i lity similarly 
t o capture loyalties among his 90 percent agricultural people . The core 
of rural discontent was the large land holdings : in 1954 one quarter of 
one percent of the population mrned forty percent of the rice growing 
land . 64/ The Dian program to ameliorate this situation for the . land
hungry peasants took the form of : (1) resettlement of refugees and others 
on uncultivated land, begun in 1955; ( 2 ) expropriation of all rice land 
holdings above 247 acres, and redistribution of these to tenant farmers, 
a program announced in 1956, but delayed in starting until 1958; and ( 3 ) 
r egulation of landlord-tenant relations, effected in 1957, "l-lhich fixed 
rents within the range 15- 25 percent of crop yield, and guaranteed tenant 
t enure for 3 to 5 years . 65/ Both the resettlement and redistribution 
programs guaranteed payments to former owners of the appropriated land; 
a l though the land was reasonably priced, and payment allowed over an extended 
period, the farmers faced payments , and these immediately arous ed opposition . 
Settlers moved into a wilderness , r equired to clear and irrigate theretofore 
unused land, could not see why they should pay for their holdings . Tenant 
farmers were also disaffected, for though rents of 1~0 percent of crop had 
been common before the way, many farmers, after eight or so rent - fre e yea rs , 
could see no justice in resuming payments to a long absent owner, particu
larly since the Viet Minh had assured them the land was theirs by r i ght . 
Nor Ivere many mollified by redistributed 1and . Dmd redistribution suffered 
according to one American expert, from a Hlack of serious , i nterested admin
istrators and topside command . Government officials , beginning with the 
Minister for Agrarian Reform, had divided loyalties ) being thems elves 
l andholders ." But even if the goals of the program had been honestly ful
filled -- which they were not - - only 20% of rice land would have passed 
from large to small farmers . Ultimately only 10% of all tenant farmers 
benefit ed . A bolder program, vith a maxj.rnum holding of 124 acres , could 
have put 33 percent of rice land up for transfer . As it happened, however, 
the redistribution program was not only of limited scope , but slow; by 1958 
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or 1959, it was virtually inoperative . Bernard Fall has reported that 
despite Diem's land reforms, 45% of the land remained concentrated in 
the hands of 2% of landowners, and 75% in the hands of 15%. 66/ Moreover, 
since the immediate beneficiaries were more often than not Northerners, 
refugees, and CatholiCS, the programs acquired. an aura of GVN favoritism, 
and deepened peasant alienation . In time there~re also rumors of corrup
tion, with widespread allegations that the Diem family had enriched itself 
through the manipulation of the land transfers . 

As an example of Diem's rural programs in action at the 
vil lage level which serves to demonstrate how they fell wide of the mark 
of meeting rural expectations, that of the village communal land is 
instructive . 67/ After the long period of disrupted public administration 
during the Franco- Viet Minh War, land records were chaotic. Under Diem, 
the GVN seized outright nearly half a million acres of land whose title 
was unclear. Some of this land was rented, the GVN acting as the landlord; 
some was f armed by ARVN units; and some was converted into communal land 
and the title passed to village councils . The village councils were then 
supposed to hold an annual auction of communal land, in which farmers wishing 
to use certain plots submitted sealed bids . Although this seemed to the 
casual western observer an equitable system, in actuality it was quite 
vicious . The bidding farmers were usually seeking to rent land they had 
been farming free for years . Whether this were the case or not, hovlever, 
rice growing is a labor intens ive process which requires of the fa rmer a 
substantial capital investment year by year to build up dikes and ditches. 
To assure himself that he would not lost this investment, a man farming a 
plot declared communal land felt compelled to raise his bid each succeeding 
year to avoid loss of that capital, and to preclude losing hi s hard work . 
The consequent competition, however. modern , shook the roots of traditional 
Asian farming communities, for the arrangement had the major disadvantage 
of creat ing uncertainty over land from year to year -- the antithesis of 
security for the rice- grmving peasant. To cap these disadvantages, village 
councils were often l ess than honest, and tended to be considerably l ess 
willing than a paternal landlord to tide the farmer over after a bad crop 
year; if his subsequent bid were lovl, he lost his land . 

There is another chapter in the history of GVN-farmer relation
ships vlhich illustrates similar clumsiness . In 1956, as the GVN launched 
its land reform program, Ngo Dinh Nhu enlisted the aid of the Confederat ion 
of Vietnamese Labor, which had been organizing tenant farmers in promoting 
the government ' s policies through its rural representatives . 68/ The GVN 
then proceeded to form its ovm, NRM-conne cted, Farmers ' Associations. The 
latter, interconnected with province officials and with landowners, actively 
opposed the union organizers, with the result that many of the latter were 
jailed. Within a year or t"lO, the u...l1.ion "JaS destroyed for all practical 
purposes . Few of the NRM Farmers ' Associations ever did function on behalf 
of the farmers; of 288 associations reported in~being by the GVN, a USOM 
study in 1961 could find oniy 35 which represented peasant interests i n 
any active sense. 
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5. Village Government 

A further example of Diem's maladroitness was his abolishing 
elections for village councils , a step he took in June, 1956, apparently 
out of concern that large numbers of former Viet Minh might win office at 
the village level. 69/ The Vietnamese village had traditionally, even 
under the French, enjoyed administrative autonomy, and the village council 
was a coterie of prominent residents who were the government in most simple 
civic matters , adjudicating disputes, collecting taxes , and managing public 
funds . Under the national regulation of 1956, members of council and the 
village chief became appointive officials , and their offices subject to 
scrutiny by the Diemist apparatus . The results were again a thrusting 
forward of Northern Catholics, city dwellers , or other non-local trustees 
of the GVN, to assume control at the key political l evel of South Vietnam, 
to handle fiscal matters, and to manage the communal lands. For the same 
r easons that the villagers had mistrusted the Civic Action cadre, they 
found the GVN officials strange, and not a little incomprehens ible . Also, 
sinc e these official s were the creatures of the province chiefs , corruption 
at the province l evel -- then, as in recent years, not uncommon -- was 
transmitted directly to the village . Dang Duc Khoi, a young nationalist 
who ros e to become Diem ' s press officer, and then turned against him, 
r egarded Diem's decision to abolish the village counc ils his vital error : 

"Even i f the Viet Minh had won some elections, the danger 
of dOing away with the traditional system of village election 
was even greater . This was something that was part of the Viet 
namese way of life, and the. concept should have been retained 
without interfering with Diem's legitimate desire -- indeed, his 
need -- for a strong central government . The security problem 
existed, but it wouldn 't have made much difference if the Viet 
Minh had elected some village chiefs -- they soon established 
their own underground governments anYlmy . Diem ' s mistake was in 
paralyzing himself . He should have adopted a more intelligent 
and persuasive policy and concentrated at the outset on obtaining the 
support of the people . In that way, he could have properly challenged 
the Viet Minh . II 70/ 

Thus , Ngo Dinh began, in 1956, to place the "security problem " ahead of' 
rural revolution . 

6. The Anti-Communist Campaign 

Indeed, vocal anti-communism became more central to Diem ' s 
r ural programs than l and reform . Like the Can Lao Party, the GVN borrowed 
heavily from communist technique in combating the Viet Minh and their 
r esidual influence -- urged on, in some instances at leas0 by their 
American advisers. In the swmner of 1955, the government launched an 
Anti-ComrmLl1ist Denunciation Campaign, which included a scheme for classi
fying the populace into l ettered politi.cal groups according to attitude 
toward the Viet Minh, and village ceremonies similar to comm_unist 
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self- criticism sessions . Viet Minh cadres and sympathizers would appear 
before the audience to swear their disavowal of communism . The peni
t ents would tell tales of Viet Minh atrocities, and rip or trample a 
suitable Viet Minh symbol . In February, 1956, tens of .thousands of 
Sa i gon citizens assembled to witness the "conversion" of 2,000 former 
Viet Minh cadres . Tran Chanh Tanh, head of the GVN Department of Informa 
t ion and Youth, announced in May, 1956, that the campaign had "entirely 
destroyed the predominant communist influence of the previous nine years ." 71/ 
According to his figures, 94,041 former communist cadres had ra l lied to the-
GVN, 5,613 other cadres had surrendered to government forces, 119, 954 . 
weapons had been captured, 75 tons of docUments) and 707 underground arms 
caches had been discovered. One Saigon newspaper bol dly referred to Tanh ' s 
proceedings as a "puppet show " -- for which i t was closed down . What 
r elationship GVN statist i cs bore to reality is not known. 72/ 

However, for many peasants the Anti- Communist Campaign was 
considerably more than theatrics . Diem, in a President i al Ordinance of J anu
ary 11, 1956) expanded upon an existing ·system of pol itical re- education 
centers for communists and active communist supporters . 73/ The 1956 
order authorized the arrest and detention of anyone deemed dangerous to 
the safety of the state) and their incarceration in one of several concen
t ration camps . The Secretary of State for Information disclosed in 1956 
t hat 15)000 to 20)000 communists had been in these centers since 1954) a 
figure probably low at the time) and undoubtedly raised thereafter . 74/ 
On May 6) 1959) the GVN promulgated Law 10/59) which stiffened penalties 
for communist affiliations ) and permitted trial of accused by special 
mi litary tribunals . That year Anti- Communist Denunc iation was also stepped 
up . In 1960) a GVN Ministry of Information release stated that 48)250 
persons had been jailed between 1954 and 1960) but a French observer 
est~~ates the numbers in jail at the end of 1956 alone at 50)000 . 75/ 
P. J . Honey) who was invited by Diem to investigate certain of the re-
education centers in 1959 , reported that on the basis of his talks 
with former inmates) "the consensus of the opinions expressed by these 
people is that ... the majority of the detainees are neither communists 
nor pro- communists ." 76/ . 

The Anti- Communist Campaigns targetted city- dwellers) but it 
was in the rural areas ) where the Viet Minh had been most strong, that it 
was applied most energetically . For example, in 1959 the Information Chief 
of An Xuyen Provinc e (Cau Mau regjon) r eported that a five week Ant i
Communist Campaign by the National Revolutionary Movement had resulted in 
the surrender of 8,125 communist agents, and the denunciation of 9,806 
other agents and 29, 918 sympathizers . 11/ To furnish the organization 
and spark enthusiasm for such undertakings , Ngo Dinh Nhu organized in 
1958 the Republican Youth , which with Madame Nhu ' s Solidarity Movement , 
became a vehicle for rural paramilitary training, political) and intelli
gence activities . 78/ Nhu saw the Republican youth as a means for bringing 
"controlled libertyrr to the countryside ) and it seems certainly to have 
assisted in extending his control . 
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The GVN also tried to reorganize rural society from the 
family level up on the communist cellular model. Each family was 
grouped with two to six others into a Mutual Aid Family Group (lien gia), 
and a like number of lien gia comprised a khom. 19/ There was-an- --
appointed chief for both, serving as a chain of command for the community, 
empowered to settle petty disputes, and obligated to pass orders and 
information down from the authorities. Each lien gia was held respon
sible for the political hehavior of its member::s,-and was expected to 
report suspicious behavior (the presence of strangers, unusual departures, 
and like events). Each house was re~uired to display on a board outside a 
listing of the number and sex of its inhabitants. These population 
control measures were combined with improved systems of provincial police 
identification cards and fingerprinting. The central government thus 
became visible--and resented--at the village level as it had never been 
before in Vietnam . 

1. Population Relocation 

Security and control of the populace also figured in GVN 
resettlement plans. Even the refugee relief programs had been executed 
with an eye to national security . Diem visualized a "living wall" of 
settlers between the lowland populace and the jungle and mountain redoubts 
of dissidents. 80/ From flying trips, or from military maps, he personally 
selected the sites for resettlement projects (Khu Dinh Dien) -- often i n 
locales depriv~d of ade~uate water or fertile soi~to which were moved 
pioneering communities of Northern refugees, or settlers from the over
crmlded Annam coast . Between April 1957 and late 1961, one GVN report 
showed 210,000 persons resettled in 147 centers carved from 220,000 acres 
of wilderness. Some of the resentments over payments for resettled virgin 
land were mentioned above . More importantly, however, these "strategic " 
programs drew a disproportionate share of foreign aid for agriculture; by 
U.S. estimates, the 2% of total population affected by resettlement received 
50% of total aid. 

The resettlements precipitated unexpected political reactions 
from the Montagnard peoples of the Central Vietnam Highlands . The tribes 
were traditionally hostile to the Vietnamp.se, and proved to be easily 
mobilized against the GVN. In 1959 the GVN began to regroup and consoli
date the tribes into defensible communities to decrease their vulnerability 
to anti-government agents, and to ease the applying of cultural uplift 
programs. By late 1961 these r elocations were being executed on a large 
scale. In Kontum Province, for j.nstance, 35,000 tribesmen were r egrouped 
in autumn 1961, about 50 percent of its total Montagnard population. 81/ 
Some of the hill people refused to remain in their new communities, but the 
majority stayed. In the long run, the relocations probably had the effect 
of focusing Montagnard discontent against the GVN, and facilitating, rather 
than hindering, the subversion of the tribes. When, in 1964, tribes 
around Ban Me Thuot rebelled openly against the GVN, they rallied around 
FULRO, a Montagnard autonomy movement with Viet Cong ties. In the recita
tion of wrongs and demands that FULRO presented to the GVN, it asserted 
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that "solutions must be found for the r esettlement villages which have 
infringed upon land of the highland people) and for the highland villages 
which are surrounded by military camps and consequently do not have 
enough l and to make a living." 82/ 

But the relocations which catalized the most widespread and 
dangerous anti-GVN sentiment were those attempted among the South Vietnamese 
farmers beginning in 1959 . In February) 1959) a pilot program of pol itical 
bifurcat ion was quietly launched in the areas southwest of Saigon which had 
been controlled by the Viet Minh . 83/ It s objective was to resettle 
peasants out of areas where GVN police or mili tary forces could not operate 
routinely) into new) policed communities of two distinct political colora 
tions . Into one type of these "rural agglomerations) " called qui khu) were 
grouped families with relatives among the Viet Minh or Viet Cong) or sus 
pected of harboring pro-Viet Cong sentiments . Into another type) called 
qui ~) were grouped GVN-oriented famil i es . Security was the primary 
r eason for selecting the sites of these comraunities ) which meant that in 
many instances the peasants were forced to move some distance from their 
land . The French had attempted) on a small scal e ) such peasant relocations 
in 1953 in Tonkj.nj Diem encountered in 1959) as had they) stiff resistance 
from the farmers over separat i on from their livelihood and ancestral landhold . 
But Diem ' s plan also aroused apprehensions during qui khu designates over 
the Anti-Communist Campaign . With a rare sensitivity to rural protest ) the 
GVN suspended the program in March) 1959) after only a month. 

In July) 1959) however) Diem announced t hat the GVN was 
undertaking to improve rural standards of living through establi shing 
some 80 "prosperity and denS i ty centers " (kIm tru mat ). 84/ These 
"agrovilles " were to be located along a "strategicYoutes ystem " -- key 
roads) protected by the new tmms . Some 80 agrovilles wer e to be built 
by the end of 1963) each designed for 400 families (2) 000 to 3)000 people )) 
and each with a surrounding cluster of smaller agrovilles ) ap tru mat) for 
120 families . The GVN master plan provided for each community defense) 
schools) dispensary) market c enter) public garden -- even electricity. The 
new communiti es seemed to offer the farmers many advantages ) and the GVN 
expected warm support . But the peasants objected to the agrovilles even 
more sharply than they had the earlier experiment . The agrovilles were 
supposed to be constructed by peasants themselves j Corvee l abor was resorted 
to) and thousands of Republican youth were ~nported to help. For exampl e ) 
at one site -- Vi Thanh near Can 1'ho - - 20) 000 p easants were assembled from 
four districts) many more than the number \·tho could expect to profit 
directly from the undertaking . 85/ Moreover) even most of those 1-1ho were 
selected to move into agrovilles they had helped build) did so unwillingly) 
for it often meant abandoning a cherished ancestral home) t ombs ) and 
developed gardens and fields for a strange and desolate place . The 
settler 1-laS expected to tear down his old house to obtain materials for 
t he new) and received GVN aid to the extent of a grant of $5.50) and 
an agricultural loan to ass i st him in paying for his allotted 1.5 acres 
of land near the agroville . Peasant resistance) and then i nsurgent 
attacks on the agrovilles ) caused abandonment of the program in early 
1961, with only 22 out of 80 communities completed . 86/ 
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The agroville program was eventually superseded by the GVN 
strategic hamlet program) formally launched by President Diem in February) 
1962) which avoided the mistake of trying to erect whole neyl cOmllunities 
from the ground up. 87/ Rather) the plan aimed at fortifying existing 
villages) but did include provisions for destroying indefensible hamlets) 
and relocation of the inhabitants into more secure communities. The 
strategic hamlet) ap chien luoc) also eschewed elaborate social or economic 
development schemeS; concentrating on civil defense through crude fortifi
cations and organizing the populace to improve its military capability and 
political cohesiveness. In some exposed sites) "combat hamlets" were 
established) with a wholly militarized population. High goals were estab
lished) the GVN announcing that by 1963 some 11)000 of the country's 16)000-
17)000 hamlets would be fortified. In this instance) as before) the GVN 
encountered opposition from the peasants) and as before) the insurgents 
attacked lt vigorously. Despite its relative sophistication) the strategic 
hamlet program) like its predecessors) drove a i-ledge not between the insurgent s 
and the farmers but between the farmers and the GVN) and eventuated in less 
rather than more security in the countryside. 

8. Rural Security Forces 

Security ylaS the foremost consideration of the GVN's rural 
programs) and American aid was lavished on the GVN security apparatus 
in general. It is surprising) therefore) that the GVN tolerated so ineffec 
tive a security apparatus at the village level. The Self-Defense Corps 
(SDC) and the Civil Guard (CG) ) charged with rural security) were poorly 
trained and equipped) miserably led) and incapable of coping with insurgents; 
they could scarcely defend themselves) much less the peasantry . Indeed) 
they proved to be an asset to insurgents in two respects: they served as 
a source of weapons; and their brutality) petty thievery) and disorderliness 
induced innumerable villagers to join in open revolt against the GVN. 88/ 
Nor was the ARVN much better) although its conduct improved over the years; 
in any event) the ARVN seldom was afield) and its interaction with the rural 
populace through 1959 ,vas relatively slight . It should be noted that the 
SDC and the CG) the security forces at the disposal of the provincial admin
istration) were often no more venal nor offensive to the peasants than the 
local officials themselves . Corrupt) arrogant) and overbearing) the men 
the people knew as the GVN were among the greatest disadvantages of the GVN 
in its rural efforts. 

E. Urban Political Alienation. 

The ricidity of GVN rural political policy was mirrored in the 
cities: the regime became preoccupied with security to the exclusion of 
other concerns) with the result that step by step it narrmTed its active 
or potential supporters) arQused increasing fears among its critics) and 
drove them toward extremism . In a step similar to that he took on village 
council elections) Diem abolished elections for municipal councils in 1956. 89/ 
The Anti-Communist Denunciation Campaign had its urban counterpart) but com
munist strength in the French- occupied cities had b een less than in the 
countryside) and threats or imagined challenges to Diem ' s government \Tere 
seen as coming from other elements as well. The cities) of course) had 
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sustained Vietnam's intellectual life} and had been the epi- centers of 
such political life as the French had permitted the Vietnamese to pursue . 
Opposition to Diem formed around the old nationalist movements) including 
the pro-Bao Dai groups Diem labeled "feudalists, " around intellectual and 
individual professional politicians, and eventually around military leaders. 
Diem's policies successively alienated each. 

1. "Feudalist s " 

The Civic Action teams which Diem projected into the former 
Viet Minh areas in 1955 trumpeted against "Communism, Colonialism, and 
Feudalism," the last inveighing against Bao Dai, ,Tho was, at the time} 
still Head of state. 90/ "Feudalist " was one epithet applied sweepingly 
t o the religious sect~ and to all those whos e position or fortune depended 
upon Bao Dai, from the Binh Xuyen who had purchased its control over Saigon
Cholon from the Emperor) to civil servants and army officers loyal to Bao Dai . 
The label was virtually as damning as "Communist " in incurring the ungentle 
attentions of Nhu or Can. In the early years "feudalists " and "communists" 
were often tarred by the same brush. For example, the Anti- Communist 
Denunciation Campa ign got underway in Quang .Tri Province in 1955, under 
Ngo Dinh Can. But Can was also in pursuit of the anti - communist Dai Viet 
( Great Vietnam ) Party there) which had armed units and, for a time) an 
anti-government radio station . As with the communists, many Dai Viet were 
killed, imprisoned} or driven into exile . 91/ Diem's defeat of Bao Dai 
at the polls in October, 1955} strengthene~his hand against pro- Bao Dai 
groups. With the withdrawal of the French the following spring, it became 
imprudent for any politician or group who wished to avoid Can Lao and NRM 
scrutiny to maintain ties with . "feudalists" in hiding in Vietnam} or 
operating from abroad . Despite the fact that opposition Vietnamese 
nationali st parties had been strongly influenced in their organization and 
methods by the Kuomintang} they had never developed sufficient j_nt ernal 
discipline} cohesion or following to admit of challenging Diem after 1956. 
Such oppos ition political forces as developed centered around individuals . 
(Only two non-Diem, non-communist political parties survived the Diem era : 
the Nationalist Party of Greater Vietnam ( Dai Viet Qhoc Dan Dang, the Dai 
Viet ) and the Vietnamese Nationalist Party-rviet Nam Quoc Dan Dang} the 
VNQDD)) . 92/ - - - --

2 . Dr . Dan . 

Until November, 1960} Diem's most prominent political opponent 
was Doctor Phan Quang Dan . Dr . Dan ,TaS a northern physician who .had been 
caught up in nationalist politics in 1945, and lived in exile after 1947 . 
He returned to Vietnam in September, 1955, to h ead up a coalition ofopposi
tion to the GVN arrangements for the March, 1956} elections for the National 
Assembly . 93/ He was arrested on the eve of those elections} accused of 
communist and colonialist activiU.es} and though released} deprived of his 
position at the University of Saigon Medical School. His subsequent political 
career lli~derscores the astringent nature of Diem's democracy . In May} 1957 
Dr . Dan formed another opposition coalition} the Democratic Bloc, which 
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acquired a newspaper called Thoi Luan. Thoi tuan became the best-selling 
newspaper in South Vietnam (all papers were published in Saigon, except 
Cants government paper in Hue1 with a circulation of about 80,000 copies. 
After a series of statements critical of the GVN, Thoi Luan was sacked 
by a mob in September, 1957. Unheeding of that warning, the paper continued 
an opposition editorial policy until March, 1958, when the GVN closed the 
paper, and gave the editor a stiff fine and a suspended prison sentence 
for an article including the following passage: 94/ 

"What about your democratic election? 

"During the city-council and village council elections 
under the 'medi eval and colonialist' Nguyen Van Tam Adminis
tration LUnder Bao-Dai, in 19537, constituents were threatened 
and compelled to vote; but they were still better than your 
elections, because nobody brought soldiers 'into Saigon by the 
truckload "to help with the voting. ' 

"What about your presidential regime? 

"You are proud for having created for Viet- Nam a regime that 
you think is similar to that of the United States. If those regimes 
are Similar, then they are as related as a skyscraper is to a tin
roofed shack, in that they both are houses to live in. 

"In the U.S.A., Congress is a true parliament and Congressmen 
are legislators, i.e., free. and disinterested men who are not 
afraid of the government, and who know their duties and dare to 
carry them out. Here the ' deputies are political functionaries 
who make laws like an announcer in a radio station, by reading out 
loud texts that have been prepared !Jor the~7 beforehand .... " 95/ 

A month later, the Democratic Bloc collapsed. Dr. Dan attempted to obtain 
GVN recognition for another party, the Free Democratic Party, and permission 
to publish another paper. No GVN action was ever taken on either applica 
tion, but a numbe r of Dr. Dan's followers in the new party were arrested. 
When in March, 1959, the newspaper Tin Bac published an article by Dr. Dan, 
it was closed down . In June, 1959, the newspaper Nguoi Viet Tu Do was 
similarly indiscreet, and met the same fate. In August, 1959-,-D~ Dan 
ran for a seat in the National Assembly, was elected by a six-to-one 
margin over Diem's candidate running against him, but was disqualified 
by court action before he could take his seat . Dr. Dan's career of opposi
tion to Diem ended in November, 1960, when he became the political adviser 
to the group who attempted a coup d ' etat . Dan was arrested and jailed, 
and remained there until the end of the Diem regime three years later. 

3. The Caravelle Group, 1960 

But Dr. Dan was an exceptionally bold antagonist of Diem. 
No other politician dared what he did. Even he, however) was unable to 
bring any unity to the opposition. Such other leaders as there vTere 
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distrusted Dan) or feared the GVN. There was) however) one occasion in 
the spring of 1960 when opposition to Diem did coalesce . There was 
change in the internat iona l political wi nds that year -- a students ' 
r evolt in Korea) an army revolt in Turkey) demonstrations in Japan which 
resulted in cancellation of President Ei senhovler r s planned visit. Diem 
r emembered 1960 well) as a "treasure chest for the communists." 95/ 

"The United States press and the world press started saying 
that democracy was needed in the under- developed countries . 
This came just in t ime for the communists . Some of the United 
States press even incited people to rebellion . 

"That year was the worst we have ever had ... We had problems 
on all front s . On the one hand we had to fight the communists . 
On the other) we had to deal with the foreign press campaign 
to incite rebel lion vis - a - vis Korea. These .were sore anxiet i es ) 
for some unbalanced people here thought it was time to act. 
Teachers in the private secondary schools began to incite the 
student s to follmT the example of the Korean students . And 
then there were our amateur politicians who were outdated and 
thought only of taking revenge .... " 

The last r eference wa s to the Caravelle Group) who issued at the Caravelle 
Hotel in late April) 1960) a "manifesto" of grievances against the GVN. 
The eighteen signers were all old- time politicians) l eaders of the Cao 
Dai and Hoa Hao sects) the Dai Viet and the VNQDD parties ) and dis sent ing 
Catholic groups . Eleven had been Cab i net ministers; four had been in 
other high government positions . . They organized themselves as the Bloc 
for Liberty and Progress) with a .pl atform of constitutional revision 
tmmrd greater power for the National Assembly against the Presidency . 
Dr. Dan could not be induced to join the Caravelle Group) but in the 
Diem cleanup after the November ) 1960 coup attempt ) the GVN arrested most 
of the eighteen) and their Bloc disintegrated . The Caravelle Manifesto 
is reproduced below: 96/ 

MANIFESTO OF THE EIGHTEEN 

The Pres ident of the Republi c of Viet - Nam 
.Saigon 

Mr. President : 

We the undersigned) representing a group of eminent citi
zens and personalities ) intellectuals of all tendencies ) and 
men of good will) recognize in the fac e of the gravity of the 
present political situat ion that we can no longer remain 
indifferent to the realities of life in our country . 

Therefore ) we officially address to you today an appeal with 
the aim of exposing to you the whole t ruth in the hope that the 
government vrill accord it all the attention necessary so as to 
urgently modify its policies) so as to remedy the present situ
ation and lead the people out of danger . 
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Let us look tow·ard the past, at the time when you were 
abroad. For eight or nine years, the Vietnamese people suf~ 
feredmany trials due to the war: They passed from French 
domination to Japanese occupation, from revolution to resis
tance, from the nationalist imposture behind which hid 
communism to a pseudo-independence covering up for colonial
ism; from terror to terror, from sacrifice to sacrifice -
in short, from promise to promise, until finally hope ended 
in bitter disillusion. 

Thus, when you were on the point of returning to the 
country, the people as a whole entertained the hope that it 
would find again under your guidance the peace that is neces
sary to give meaning to existence, to reconstruct the de
stroyed homes, put to the plow again the abandoned lands. 
The people hoped no longer to be compelled to pay homage to 
one regime in the morning and to another at night, not to 
be the prey of the cruelties and oppression of one faction; 
no longer to be treated as coolies; no longer to be at the 
mercy of the monopolies; no longer . to have to endure the 
depredations of corrupt and despotic civil servants. In 
one word, the people hoped to live in security at last, 
under a regime which \·JQuld give them a little bit of justice 
and liberty. The whole people thought that you would be the 
man of the situation and that you would implement its hopes. 

That is the ,-lay it was when you returned. The Geneva 
Accords of 1954 put an end to combat and to the devastations 
of war. The French Expeditionary Corps was progressively 
withdrawn, and total independence of South Viet Nam had 
become a reality. Furthermore, the country had benefited 
from moral encouragement and a substantial increase of 
foreign aid from the free world. With so many favorable 
political factors, in addition to the blessed geographic 

. conditions of a fertile and rich soil yielding agricultural, 
forestry, and fishing surpluses, South Viet Nam should have 
been able to begin a definitive victory in the historical 
competition \-lith the North, so as to carry out the ,·Jill of 
the people and to lead the country on the way to hope, 
liberty, and happiness. Today, six years later, having 
benefited from so many undeniable advantages, what has the 
government been able to do? Where has it led South Viet Nam? 
What parts of the popular aspirations have been implemented? 

Let us try to drmv an objective balance of the situation, 
without flatter y or false accu sations, strictly follmving a 
constructive line \vhich you yourself have so often indicated, 
in the hope tha t the government shall modify its policies so 
as to extrica te itself from a situation that is extremely 
dangerous to the very ex istence of the nation. 
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In spite of the fact that the bastard regime created and 
protected by colonialism has been overthrown and that many of 
the feudal organizations of factions and parties which oppress 
the population were destroyed, the people do not know a better 
life or more freedom under the republican regime which you 
have created. A constitution has been established in form 
only; a National Assembly exists whose deliberations always 
fall into line with the government; antidemocratic elections 
-- all those are methods and "comedies" copied from the 
dictatorial Communist regimes, which obviously cannot serve 
as terms of comparison with North Viet Nam o 

Continuous arrests fill the jails and prisons to the 
rafters, as at this precise moment; public opinion and the 
press are reduced to silence o The same applies to the popular 
will as translated in certain open elections, in which it is 
insulted and trampled (as was the case, for example, during 
the recent elections for the Second Legislature) 0 All these 
have provoked the discouragement and resentment of the peopleo 

Political parties and religious sects have been eliminated. 
"Groups" or "movements" have replaced them. But this substi
tution has only brought about new oppressions against the 
population without protecting it for that matter against Com
munist enterprises o Here is one example: the fiefs of reli
gious sects, which hitherto were deadly for the Communists, 
now not only provide no security whatever but have become 
favored highways for Viet Minh guerrillas, as is, by the way, 
the case of the rest of the country 0 

This is proof that the religious sects, though futile, 
nevertheless constitute effective anti-Communist elements. 
Their elimination has opened the way to the Viet Cong and 
unintentionally has prepared the "laY for the enemy, whereas 
a more realistic and more flexible policy could have amal
gama ted them all with a vieT>,! to reinforcing the anti-Communist 
fronto 

Today the people want freedomo You should, Mr. President, 
liberalize the regime, promote democracy, guarantee minimum 
civil rights, recognize the opposition so as to permit the 
citizens to express themselves without fear, thus removing 
grievances and res entments, opposition to which now consti
tutes for the people their sale reason for existence. When 
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this occurs, the people of South Viet Nam, in comparing their 
position with that of the North, will appreciate the value of 
true liberty and of authentic democracy. It is only at that 
time that the people will make all the necessary efforts and 
sacrifices to defend that liberty and democracy. 

Administration 

The size of the territory has shrunk, but the number of civil 
servants has increased, and still the work doesn't get done. 
This is because the government, like the Communists, lets the 
political parties control the population, separate the elite 
from the lower echelons, and sow distrust between those indivi
duals who are "affiliated with the movement" and those who are 
"outside the group." Effective power, no longer in the hands 
of those who are usually responsible, is concentrated in fact 
in the hands of an irresponsible member of the "family," from 
whom emanates all orders; this slows down the administrative 
machinery, paralyzes all initiative, discourages good will. At 
the same time, not a month goes by without the press being full 
of stories about graft impossible to hide; this becomes an end
less parade of illegal transactions involving millions of piastres. 

The administrative machinery, already slO\ved down, is about 
to become completely paralyzed. It is in urgent need of reor
ganization. Competent people should be put back in the proper 
jobs; discipline must be re-established from the top to the 
bottom of the hierarchy; authority must go hand in hand 'vith 
responsibility; efficiency, initiative, honesty, and the economy 
should be the criteria for promotion; professional qualifications 
should be respected. Favoritism based on family or party con
nections should be banished; the selling of influence, corruption 
and abuse of power must be punished. 

Thus, everything still can be saved, human dignity can be re
established; faith in an honest and just government can be re-
stored. . 

The French Expeditionary Corps ha.s left the country, and a 
republican army has been constituted, thanks to American aid, 
which has equipped it with modern materiel. Nevertheless, even 
in a group of the pr oud elite of the youth such as the Viet
namese Army -- where the sense of honor should be cultivated, 
whose blood and arms should be devoted to the defense of the 
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country, where there should be no place for clannishness and 
factions -- the spirit of the "national revolutionary move
ment" or of the "personalist body" divides the men of one and 
the same unit, sows distrust between friends of the same rank, 
and uses as a criterion for promotion fidelity toward the 
party in blind submission to its 1eaders o This creates ex
tremely dangerous situations, such as the recent incident of 
Tay-Ninho;'( 

The purpose of the army, pillar of the defense of the 
country, is to stop foreign invasions and to eliminate rebel 
movements 0 It is at the service of the country only and 
should not lend itself to the exploitation of any faction or 
party. Its total reorganization is necessaryo Clannishness 
and party obedience should be eliminated; its moral base 
strengthened; a noble tradition of national pride created; 
and fighting spirit, professional conscience, and bravery 
should become criteria for promotion. The troops should be 
encouraged to respect their officers, and the officers should 
be encouraged to love their meno Distrust, jealousy, rancor 
among colleagues of the same rank should be eliminated. 

Then in case of danger, the nation will have at its dis
posal a valiant army animated by a single spirit and a single 
aspiration: to defend the most precious possession -- our 
countr y, Viet Namo 

Economic and Social Affairs 

A rich and fertile country enjoying food surpluses; a 
budget which does not have to face military expenditures,** 
important war reparations; substantia l profits from Treasury 
bonds; a colossal foreign -aid program ; a developing market 
capable of r eceiving foreign capital investments -- those 
are the many f avorable conditions which could make Viet Nam 
a productive and prosperous nation o However, at the present 
time many people are out of work, have no roof over their 
heads, and no moneyo Rice is abundant but does not s ell; 
shop windows are well-stocked but the goods do not move. 
Sources oi revenue ~re in the hands of speculators -- who 
use the Lgovernmen!/ party and group to mask monopolies 

* .This refers to the penetration of t he compotmd of the 32d AR\n~ Regllfient 
in 'J~nuary, 1960) vThen communist forces 'killed 23 soldiers and captured 

. hundre~s of weapons . 

*;'~ The military exp end itures of the Vi etname se budge t are paid out of 
U~S. economic and military aid o 
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operating for certain private interests. At the same time, 
thousands of persons are mobilized for exhausting work, com
pelled to leave their own jobs, homes and families, to par
ticipate in the construction of magnificent but useless 
"agrovilles" which weary them and provoke their disaffection, 
thus aggravating popular resentment and creating an ideal 
terrain for enemy propaganda. 

The economy is the very foundation of society, and public 
opinion ensures the survival of the regime. The government 
must destroy all the obstacles standing in the way of econ
omic development; must abolish all forms of monopoly and 
speculation; must create a favorable environment for invest
ments coming from foreign friends as well as from our own 
citizens; must encourage commercial enterprises, develop 
industry, and create jobs to reduce unemployment. At the 
same time, it should put an end to all forms of human exploi
tation in the \V·ork camps of the agrovilles. 

Then only the economy will flourish again; the citizen 
will find again a peaceful' life and will enjoy his condition; 
society will be reconstructed in an atmosphere of freedom and 
democracy. 

Mr. President, this is perhaps the first time that you 
have heard such severe and disagreeable criticism -- so 
contrary to your own desires. Nevertheless, sir, these words 
are strictly the truth~ a truth that is bitter and hard, that 
you have never been able to kno,¥" because, whether this is in
tended ot not, a void has been created around you, and by the 
very fact of your high position, no one permits you to per
ceive the critical point at which truth shall burst forth in 
irresistible waves of hatred on the part of a people subjected 
for a long time to terrible suffering and a people who shall 
rise to break the bonds which hold it dmm. It shall sweep 
away the ignominy and all the injustices which surround and 
oppress it. 

As we do not wish, in all sincerity, that our Fatherland 
should have to live through these perilous days, 've -- without 
taking into consideration the consequences which our attitude 
may bring upon us -- are ringing today the alarm bell in view 
of the inwinent danger which threatens the government. 

Until now, we have kept silent and preferred to let the 
Executive act as it wished. But nO,,7 time is of the essence; 
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we feel that it is our duty -- and in the case of a nation in 
turmoil even the most humble people have their share of respon
sibility -- to speak the truth, to awaken public opinion, to 
alert the people, and to unify the opposition so as to point 
the way. We beseech the government to urgently modify its 
policies so as to remedy the situation, to defend the republi
can regime, and to safeguard the existence of the nation. We 
hold firm hope that the Vietnamese people shall know a brilli
ant future in which it will enjoy peace and prosperity in free
dom and progress. 

Yours respectfully, 

1. TRAN VAN VAN, Diploma of Higher Commercial Studies, former 
Minister of Economy and Planning 

2. PRAN KRAC SUO, Agricultural Engineer, former Minister of 
Agriculture, former Minister of Labor 

3. TRAN VAN tWONG, Professor of Secondary Education, former 
Prefect of Saigon-Cholon 

4. NGUYEN LUU VIEN, M.D., former Professor at the Medical 
School, former High Commissioner of Refugees 

5. HUYNH-KIM HUU, M.D., former Minister of Public Health 

6. PRAN HUY QUAT, M.D., former Minister of National Education, 
former Minister of Defense 

7. TRAN VAN LY, former Governor of Central Viet-Nam 

8. NGUYEN TIEN HY, M.D. 

9. TRAN VAN DO, M.D., former Minister of Foreign Affairs, Chair
man of Vietnamese Delegation to the 1954 Geneva Conference 

10. LE NGOC CHAN, Attorney at Law, former Secretary of State for 
National Defense 

II. LE QUANG LUAT, Attorney at Law, former Government Delegate 
for North Viet-Nam, former Minister of Information and 
Propaganda 

12. LUONG TRaNG TUONG, Public Works Engineer, former Secretary 
of State for National Economy 
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13. NGUYEN TANG NGUYEN, M.D., former Mini ster of Labor and 
Youth 

14. PRAM HUU CHUaNG, M.D., former Minister of Public Health 
and Social Action 

15. TRAN VAN TUYEN, Attorney at Law, former Secretary of State 
for Information and Propaganda 

16. TA CHUaNG PHUNG, former Provincial Governor for Binh-Dinh 

17. TRAN IE CHAT, Laureate of the Triennial Mandarin Competi
tion of 1903 

18. HO VAN VUI, Reverend, former Parish Priest of Saigon, at 
present Parish Pri est of Tha-La, Province of Tay- Ninh 

The November, 1960, coup marked the end of opposition by 
professional politicians against Diem . In fact, all the Caravelle group 
were arrested and jailed. Such poli tical activity among them as occurred 
in 1962 and 1963 was perforce subdued to the point that it captured atten
tion neither from opponents of Diem) nor Diem himself . But 1960 was 
altogether too late for effective tlloyal opposition tl to form. By that 
time the GVN's ability to control the press , to manage demonstrations ) 
to limit travel) and to imprison (and worse ) at will, had virtually 
paralyzed the intell ectual elite of Vi etnam . Nor were l abor unions 
politically active) despite their power potential. As early as 1956 
the GVN had become alarmed over Communist influence in rubber workers ' 
unions in Binh Duong Province) and had arrested union leaders. Farmers' 
unions were crippled by arrests of union cadre) and the Can Lao proved 
itself quite capable of engineering el ections within the uni ons as effec 
tively as it rigged those for the National Assembly . 97/ The threat to Diem) 
when it came) arose from more traditional sources of power -- the religious 
sects and the armed forces . 

4. Religious Dissenters 

Diem's clash with the armed sects in 1954 and 1955 had the 
unfortunate political consequence of casting his regime in religious over
tones l-lhich deepened as the Ngo Dinh Catholicism became more widely knmm . 
Together with Diem ' s obvi ous U.S." backing) these had the effect of accentu
ating his Occidental) and espec i ally American; i dentity . The British 
Catholic writer and commentator on Vietnam) Graham Greene, observed in 1955 
that: 

tilt is Catholicism which has helped to ruj.n the government 
of Mr . Diem) for his genuine piety has been expl oited by his 
American advisers u~til the Church is ln danger of sharing the 
unpopularity of the United States . An unfortunate visit by 
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Cardinal Spellman ... has been followed by those of Cardinal 
Gillroy and the Archbiship of Canberra. Great sums are sp~nt 
on organized demonstrations for visitors , and an impression is 
given that the Catholic Church is occi dental and an ally of t he 
United States is the cold war .... 

tlIn the whole of Vietnam the proportion of Catholics to the 
population is roughly the same as in England--one in t en, a ratio 
insufficient to justify a Catholic government. Mr . Diem's 
ministers are not all Catholic , but Mr . Diem, justifiably suspi
cious of many of his supporters , has confined the actual government 
to himself and members of hi s family. He undertakes personally 
the granting of exit and entry visas .... The south, i nstead of 
confronting the totalitarian north with evidences of fre edom, had 
slipped into an inefficient dictatorship : newspapers suppressed, 
strict censorship, men exiled by administrative order and not by 
judgment of the courts. I t is unfortunate that a government of 
this kind should be identified with one faith . Mr. Diem may well 
l eave his tolerant country a l egacy of antj.-Catholicism .... " 98/ 

While Vietnam has an ampl e record of re·ligious intolerance--especially 
intolerance for Catholic s - -calling into question Mr . Greene ' s contrary 
characterization, his prediction of Diem ' s impact proved correct" Open 
opposit ion to his government by civilians finally manifested itself on 
the i ssue of "religious freedom " in Hue .and Siagon in 1963, coalescing 
arow1d militant Buddhists and students --two groups that were, thereto
fore, for all practical purposes politically mute . 99/ There is no 
doubt , however, that Diem ' s Catholicism from 1954 on-acted to his dis 
advantage among the non-Catholic masses , and enhanced the My- Di em image of 
his government's be i ng an instrument of alien power and purpose . 

F. Tensions With the Armed Forces . 

The soldiers of Vietnam presented Diem with his first , and his last 
political challenges . Part of the Army ' s political involvement stemmed f·rom 
patent military inefficiency in Diem's tight control, for which RVNAF 
leaders correctly held Diem responsible. Part also correctly can be attri
buted to vaulting ambit ion and venality among certain of Diem ' s officers : 
And since the United States paid, schooled, and advised the RVNAF, it 
wou~d also be correct to consider the U. S . involved, i f not responsible . 
The r ecord of Diem ' s relations with RVNAF, like his relations with other 
parts of Vietnamese society, i s a history of i ncreaSing tensions , and of 
lowering mutual understanding and support . 

1. Clashes with Francophiles, 1954-1955 

Diem's first interactions with his army were inauspicious . 
From September to November, 1954, Army Chief of Staff General Nguyen Van 
Hinh--a French citizen "rho held a commission in the French Air Force--
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seemed on the verge of overthrOl-ring Diem . Diem ordered Hinh out of the 
country; Hinh defied him . An apparent coup d ' etat in late October vlaS 

blocked by adroit maneuvering by Colonel Lansdale , and by assurance 
from General Collins to Hinh that Naerican support would be promptly 
withdrav~n from Vietnam '>·7ere his plot to succeed . As Hinh recalled it: 

"I had only to l i ft my telephone and . the coup d ' etat would 
have been over •. .. Nothing could have opposed the aTI.;;y-:--But the 
A-nericans l et me knO'.ol that if that happened, dollar help Iwuld 
b e cut off. That '>wuld not matter to the military . If' necessa ry, 
we soldiers could go barefoot and eat rice but the c ountry cannot 
survive vlithout A.merican help ." 100/ 

Diem removed Hinh on 29 November 1954 . The Acting Chi ef of Staff, General 
Nguyen Van Vy, Diem found "insufficiently submissive, " and replaced hill on 
12 December 195h ,>dth General Le Van Ty, kicking Vy upstairs to be Inspector 
General . 101/ In April 1955, during the turmoil of the sect rebellion, 
Bao Da i attempted to appoint Vy as Chief of Staff with full military poi-lers , 
and to recall Diem to France . . As Diem cOI11.:mitted his a TIuy to battle ,-lith 
t he sects, Vy announced that, in the name of Bao Dai, and .lith the backing 
of all but ten percent of the Arw~, he had assumed control of the govern
ment. HO'.{eve r, General 'l'y, Diem' s Chief of Staff, remained loyal, rallied 
key local c01l11uanders around Diem, and Vy fled . Within vleeks both Generals 
Hinh and Vy \-Tere afield against DieTll in the Nekong De l ta , maneuveri ng a . 
disparate army of Hoa Hao, French "deserters, " and others -- Diem ' s forces 
again beat them, and both then VTent into e:dle . 102/ 

2. Militarizing Public Administrat~on 

What Diem r emembered from these experienc es vla S that personal 
l oyalty vas the prime requisite for high command . fls a result, he took 
an intense and direct interest in the app ointments of military officeTs , 
and -- as in other endeavors -- found it easier to place his trust in 
Northerners and Catholics . Before long, the upper echelons of the officer 
cor:r;:)s I·Tere preponderantly from these groups , and closely nett ed to the 
Diera family VTeb of p:ceferm.ent . As GVN demands fo:[' loyal civil servants 
vTilling to fo:cego the advantages of Saigon mult i plied, Diem was i mpelled 
to shift trusted military officers into his civil administration. The 
head of the General Directorate of Police and Security was a military 
officer from 1956 fonrard; his subordinates in the police apparatus included 
a grOYling number of military officers--fo:!:' ex arJ.ple, all the Saigon district 
police chiefs appointed in the year 1960 ,{ere soldiers . 103/ The· govern
ment in t he provinces reflected sllJ.ilar moves tOITard militarization: 104/ 
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Trends Toward Military Officers as Province Chiefs 

No . Provinces No. Military Chiefs ~ Miiitary Cl:).iefs 

36 13 36 
36 21 58 
41 36 88 

There was a coextensive militarization of public administration at district 
and lower levels . 

3. Dissatisfaction in the Officer Corps 

But i f Vietnam ' s soldiers found the Diem family a way to 
political pmrer, wealth, and social promi nence, they had ar,nple r eason to 
be dissatisfied with Diem ' s intervention in their professional concerns . 
The propens ity of Ngo Dinh Diem to control his military wi th a tight rein 
extended to deciding when and where operations would be conducted, with 
what forces, and often how they would be used . Moreover, he involved 
himself with the arming and equipping of the forces, shm"ring a distinct 
proclivity to heavy military forces of ~he conventional type , even for the 
Civil Guard, which reinforced American military leanings in the same 
direction. 105/ There were a few soldiers, like General Duong Van Minh, 
who sharply disagreed \oJ'ith the President on both poi nts . And there was 
a growing number of young officers who resented the Catholic - Northern 
dominant clique within the military, who "rere dissatisfied with Diem ' s 
familial interference in military matters, and who were will ing to enter
t ain notions that the GVN had to be substantially modified . Nonetheless, 
until 1963, there was little apparent willingness to concert action 
against Diem. 

4 . The Early Coup Attempts, 1960 and 1962 

On November 11, 1960, three paratroop battalions stationed 
i n Saigon - - considered by Diem among his most faithful - - cooperated in 

r 

an attempted coup d'etat. The leadership consisted of a small group of 
civilians and military officers : Hoang Co Thuy, a Saigon Lawyer; Lt Colonel 
Nguyen Trieu Hong, Thuy ' s nephew; Lt Colonel Vuong Van Dong, Hong ' s brother 
in law; and Colone l Nguyen Chanh Thi, the commander of the paratroops, who 
was apparently brought into the cabal at the last moment . The coup failed 
to arouse significant general pro- coup sentiment , either among the armed 
forces , or among the populace . Troops marched on Saigon, and rebels sur
rendered . 106/ In February, 1962, two Vietnamese air force planes 
bombed the Pres idential palace in an unsuccessful attempt on President 
Diem and the Nhus -- properly, an assassination attempt rather than a 
,coup d ' etat . 107/ ' 

But the abortive events of 1960 and 1962 had the effect of 
dramatizing the choices open to those who 'recognized the insolvency of 
Diem ' s political and military polic ie s . When Diem wa s overthrown in 
November, 1963, he was attacked by an apparatus that had been months in 
planning , originating in a plot by three generals , Duong Van Minh, Tran 
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Van Don, and Le Van Kim. 108/ Unlike the earlier incident, the 1963 coup 
was actively supported by virtually all the generals of RVNAF, and was 
openly condoned by large sectors of the populace. 

G. The Viet Cong 

1. Diem and Communists 

Ngo Dinh Diem presided over a state which, for all the lip 
service it paid to individual freedom and American style government, 
remained a one party, highly centralized familial oligarchy in which 
neither operating democracy, nor the prerequisHes for such existed. On 
11 January, 1956, in GVN Ordinance NUmber 6, President Diem decreed broad 
governmental measures providing for "the defense of the state and public 
order," including authority to detain "individuals considered a danger to 
the state " or to "national defense and common security" at re-education 
centers ." 109/ One month after the date of the scheduled Geneva plebescite, 
on 21 Augu~1956, the Government of Vietnam proclaimed Ordinance Number 47, 
which defined as a breach of law punishable by death any deed performed in 
or for any organization designGl.ted as "Communist ." 110/ Moreover, the GVN 
was forced to use violence to establish itself in its mm rural areas . In 
July, 1956) the month the Geneva elect ions were scheduled to have been held, 
the U.S. Army attache in Saigon noted in his monthly report that: 

"Orders have reportedly been issued to all Viet Minh cadres 
in Free Viet Nam to increase their efforts to reorganize and 
revitalize the military units in their zones of responsibility. 
These cadres have, however, encountered considerable difficulty 
in motivating their adherents to work for the Communist caus e . 
The military and political cadres are making little progress due 
to the Communist Denunciation Campaigns promoted by the Govern
ment of the Republic of Viet Nam .... " 111/ 

The same report submitted an ARVN estimate of 4)300 armed Viet Minh in 
all of Free Viet Nam, and r ecorded small ARVN skirmishes with Viet Minh 
south of Saigon, clashes with 10 Hoa Hao battalions , 8 Cao Dai battalions 
north and west of Saigon, and incidents of banditry north of Bien Hoa by 
Binh Xuyen. But, in a relatively short time, the fighting subsided, the 
Vietnamese Army was withdrawn from the countryside for retraining, reorg
anization, and modernization under the US MAAG, and South Vietnam ostensibly 
settled int.o the first peace it had known in a decade . Peace r ested, hOI"ever, or. 
strong central government . In an article published in the January, 1957, 
Foreign Affairs., an ilJnerican analyst stated that: 

"South Viet l\Tam is today a quasi-polic e state characterized 
by arbitrary arrests apd imprisonment , strict censorship of the 
press and the absence of an effective political opposition .... 
All the techniques of political and psychological warfare , as well 
as pacification campa i gns involving extensive military operations 
have been brought to bear against the underground ." 112/ 
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. Police states , efficiently organized and operated) have 
historically demonstrated much greater ability at countering insurgency 
than other sorts of governments . South Vietnam in fact succeeded in 
1955 and 1956 in quelling rural di ssidence through a comprehens ive polit
ical and military assault on sect forces and other anti-government armed 
bands using i ts army, the civic action cadre) the Communist Denunc iation 
campaign, and a broad range of promised reforms. Moreover, at it s worst, 
the Government of South Vietnam compared favorably with other Asian regimes 
with respect to i ts degree of repressiveness. Nor did i t face endemic 
violence markedly different from that then prevalent i n Burma) Indonesia) 
South Korea. And i ts early "counterinsurgency " operations were as sophi s 
ticated as any being attempted elsewhere in Asia. In 1957, the Government 
of Viet Nam claimed that i ts pacification programs had succeeded : 

"We believe that with clear) even el ementary i deas based 
upon facts ... we can imbue ..• first the youth and ultimately 
the entire population wi th the spiri t and essential objectives 
of ... civic humanism . We believe that this above all is the most 
effective antidote to Communi sm (whi ch i s but an accident of 
history ) .... 

" •.. We can see that the Viet -Minh authorities have dis 
integrated and been rendered powerl ess ." 113/ 

P. J. Honey, the British expert on Vietnam, agreed j his evaluat ion as of 
early 1958 was as follows : 

" ••. The country has enjoyed three years of relative peace 
and calm in which it has been able to carryon the very necessary 
work of national reconstruction. The most destructive feature 
in the national life of Vietnam throughout r ecent years has been 
the lack of security in the countryside ) which obliged farmers 
and peasants to abandon the ricefields and to flee to the large 
cit ies for safety . Today i t is possible to travel allover South 
Vietnam without any risk . The army and security forces have 
mopped up most of the armed bands of political opponents of the 
Government, of Communists and of common bandits . One still hears 
of an isolated raid, but the old insecurity is fast vanishing .... " 114/ 

After a 1959 trip, however) Honey detected dangerous unease in the 
countryside : 

"For the overwhelming majority of the Vietnamese, heirs to 
experience of a century of French colonial rule , the Government 
i s a remote body '''hich passes la'/7s, collects taxes , demands 
l abour corv~es, takes away able-bodied men for military service) 
and generally enriches itself at the expense of the poor peasant . 
'Government ' i s associated in the minds of the villagers with 
exactions , punishments) unpaid labour, and other unpleasant matters. 
These people are members of families ' and members of villages , and 
their loyalties to both are strong. But these loyalties do not 
extend beyond the village, nor has any past experience taught the 
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peasants why they should. The idea that the peasants should 
assume any responsibility for the fextra-villag~7 government 
themselves would be so alien to the ir thinking as to be comic . 
Educated Vietnamese are well aware of this ) as many of their 
actions show . • .. 

"Such political parties as existed in Vietnam before the 
advent of independence were all clandestine) so that any political 
experience acquired from thes e by the Vietnamese peasants will have 
been of secret plotting for the overthrow of the Government . Since 
independence) they will probably have been subjected to attempted 
Communist indoctrination by the Viet Cong, but this too will have 
had an anti-Government slant . Since 1954, the peasants have been 
fed on a diet of puerile) and frequently offensive slogans by the 
Mi nistry of Information . These serve, if indeed they serve any 
purpose at all, to make the peasant distrust the Government of 
Ngo Dinh Diem . The peasants, for all their naivet~, are far from 
foolish and they are not deceived by slogans alleging to be true 
things which they know) from their own personal experience, to be 
untrue . Any political experience among the peasantry, then, is 
more likely to prove a liability than an asset to any Government . " 115/ 

Diem knew that his main political dissent was centered not among his 
fellow mandarins, in his press) or among his military officers, but in 
the peasantry . And the prime challenge was, as Diem saw it, communism) 
precisely because it could and did afford the peasants political experi
ence . 

Communism was, from the outset of Diem ' s rule, his bete noire . In 
1955) after the victory over the sects) and just before General John W. 
O' Daniel ended his tour as Chief) MAAG Vietnam, Diem talked to the General 
about Vietnam ' s future : 

"He spoke about the dec entralization of government that 
he had b een advised to undertake, but felt that the time was 
not yet right . He felt that, since his country was involved 
in a war) warlike control was in order . He remarked that the 
Vietminh propaganda line never mentioned Communism, but only 
land reform .... Diem wants land reform too . ... " 116/ 

In his message to the American Friends of Vietnam in June, 1956, Diem 
acknowledged progress, but warned that: 

"We have arrived at a critical point . . .. We must now give 
meaning to our hard sought liberty ... . To attain that goal we 
need technicians and machines . Our armed forces which are 
considerably reduced must however undertake an immense tasl~ 
from the military as well as the cultural and soc ial point of 
view. It is i ndi spensable that our army have the wherewithal 
to become increasingly capable of preserving the peace which 
we seek . Ther e are an infinite number of tasks in all fields 
to complete before the year ' s end . Economic aid can be only 
effective once security has been restored .. .. " 117/ 
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Diem's preoccupation with security paradoxically interfered with his 
ability to compete with the communists in the countryside. In effect, 
he decided on a strategy of postponing the politicizing of the peasants 
until he had expunged his arch-foes. Diem's official biography under
scores this point: 

"The main concern of Pres ident Ngo Dinh Diem is therefore 
to destroy the sources of demoralization, however powerful) 
before getting down to the problem of endowing Vietnam with 
a democratic apparatus in the Western sense of the word . " 118/ 

Madame Nhu) his sister-in- law) was vehement that any political liberalization 
would have operated to Viet Cong advantage : " If we open the window) not 
only sunlight) but many bad things will fly in) also. " 119/ To hold a 
contrary vie;'T does not necessarily argue that democratization was the only 
way Diem could have met his political opposition in the villages j it does 
seem) however) that in failing to meet aspirations there by some departure 
from the inefficiently repress ive course he adopted) Diem erred . In con
cluding that he did not have t9 reckon with peasant attitudes) Diem 
evidently operated from two related misapprehensions : that somehml the 
peasants would r ema in politically neutral while he eliminated the com
munists) and that the Viet Cong were essentially a destructive forc e . 120/ It 
was not that Diem could not vocalize a sound estimate of the communist 
political threatj hismm description of communist operations to an 
Australian journalist was quite accurate : 

" In China) during the Ihdo- China war and now her e ) the 
Communists have always sheltered in open base areas of diffi
cult access) i n areas where there are no roads . They have 
made their headquart ers in the jungle . Cautiously) sometimes 
only one man at a time) they move into a village and establish 
a contact) then a cell until the village is theirs to command . 
Having got one village, they move to a second village and from 
a second to third) until eventually they need not live in any 
of thes e villages) but merely visit them periodically. When this 
stage is reached) they are in a position to build training camps 
and even start crude factories and produce home-made guns) 
grenades) mines) and booby traps . 

"This is all part of the first phase . The second phase is 
to expand control and link up with Communist groups in other bases . 
To begin with) they start acts of violence through their under
ground ·organizations. They kill village chiefs) headmen) and 
others working for the government and) by so doing) terrorize 
the population) not necessarily by acts of violence against the 
people but by demonstrating that there is no security for them 
in accept ing l eadership from those acknowledging the leadership of 
the government . Even with much smaller numbers of troops than 
the constituted authority) it is not · difficult now f or the Com
munists to seize the i nitiative . A government has r espons ibility 
for maintaining supply to the civil population) of keeping roads) 
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railways , rivers, and canals open for traf fic , of ensuring that 
rural crops reach the markets and that in turn commodi ty g~ods 
are distributed throughout the country . The Communists have 
no such responsibility . They have no roads and bridges to guard, 
and no goods to distribute ." 121/ 

Diem fail ed to perceive that the "first phase " was crucial, or that the 
VC were , from the very outset , constructing whi le they destroyed, buil ding 
a state within South Vietnam with more effective l oca l government than 
his own . 

Like many another issue i n Vietnam, the probl em was i n part 
s emantics . "Communists " during this period formall y recanted f or the GVN 
by the thousands; thousands more "communists " were i ncarcerated by 
t he GVN for "political reeducation ." But Ordinance 47 of 1956 notwi th
standing, "communist " is a term which has not been used since the 1940 ' s 
by Vietnamese serving the Marxist-Lenist Party headed by Ho Chi Minh of 
the DRV . These referred to themsel ves as members of the Vietnam Workers 
Party (Dang Lao Dong ), as members of one Front or another, or as resistance 
fighters , or fighters for nat i onal liberation . Nor was "Vi et Minh" a useful 
name, since Vi et Minh, a nationalist front , included numerous non- communist, 
or at l east non-party members . In 1956, the Saigon press began to dis 
tinguish between the Viet Minh and commlLnists by referring to the latter 
a s "Viet Cong," a fairly prec i se, and not necessarily disparaging, rendition 
of 'Viet Nam Cong- San, " which means "Vietnamese Communist ." 122/ The National 
Liberation Front of South Vietnam (NLF) much l ater condemned the term as 
"contemptuous) " and pointed out that the GVN had appl ied i t i ndiscriminately 
t o al l persons or groups "who are lukewarm toward the pro-U. S. policy even 
on details ." 123/ There can be no doubt that Diem and hi s government 
applied the term somewhat loosely wHhin South Vietnam; and meant by it 
North as well as South Vietnamese communists, whom they presumed acted in 
concert . 124/ 

2. The Viet Minh Residue 

At the cl ose of the Franco-Viet Minh War, some 60, 000 men were 
serving in organized Viet Minh units in South Viet Nam . For the regroup
ments to North Vietnam, these units were augmented with large numbers of 
untrained young men - - who ,Tere l ater known among the r egroupees i n North 
Vietnam as "soldiers of Geneva ." A reported 90, 000 soldiers were taken to 
North Vietnam in the evacuated units , while the U. S . and the GVN estimated 
t hat 5, 000 to 10,000 trained men were left behind as "cadre ." I f French 
estimates are correct that in 1954 the Viet Minh controlled over 60 to 90 
percent of South Vietnam ' s villages outside the Cao Dai and Hoa Hao regions , 
t hose 5000 to 10,000 cadre must have represented only a small fraction of 
the remaining Viet Minh appa.ratus - -cadre, local workers , sympathizers-- in the 
countryside . GVN figures themselves attest to this . In 1955 and 1956 alone, 
t he GVN claimed 100,000 COIllJllUl1ist "cadre " rallied or surrendered, and up 
to 20, 000 "communists and communist symP?thizers " were detained for reeduca 
tion . HOIvever, from all accounts - -including t estimony of the communist . 
prey--the combina tion of the evacuation and the GVN Anti-CommlLnist Denunci
ation Campa ign ioTaS devastating . The Viet Minh wartime apparatus '.TaS depleted 
and fragmented, as the GVN claimed . 
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Neither Diem's GVN nor the U. S. knew a great deal about 
the Viet Minh in the period 1954-1960 . By 1967) however) new i nforma 
tion had begun to accumulate from interrogations of prisoners ana 
defectors) and captured documents . For example) in March) 1967) a 
study was published of 23 Viet Minh who stayed behind dur i ng the regroup
ment of 1954- 1955. 126/ All the men of the sample tol d cons i stent 
stories) and although an admittedly narrow basis for generalization) the 
st ories ring true . Upon departure) the Viet Minh l eaders assigned some 
of these stay-behinds active roles; others were simply told to return to 
their homes as inactives) and wait for f urther i nstructions. It is quite 
clear that even the activi sts were not instructed to organize units for 
guerril la war) but rather to agitate politically for the promised Geneva 
el ections ) and the normalization of relations with the North . They drew 
much reassurance from the presence of the I CC) and up unt i l mid- 1956) most 
hel d on to the belief that the elections would take place . They were dis 
appointed in two respects : not only were the promised elections not held) 
but the amnesty '\-Thich had been assured by the Geneva Settlement was deni ed 
them) and they were hounded by the Anti- Communist campaign . After 1956) for 
the most part) they went "underground ." They were uniformly outraged at 
Diem I s practices ) particularly the recurrent GVN attempts to grade the 
populace into lettered categories according to previous associations with 
the Viet Minh . Most of them spoke of terror) brutality and torture by GVN 
rural officials in carrying out the Communist Denunciation campaigns ) and 
of the arrest and slaying of thousands of old comrades from the "r es istance . " 
Their venom ,\-Tas expended on these local officials) rather than on Diem) or 
the central government) al though they were prepared to hold Diem ultimately 
responsible . A veteran who had been a Party member since 1936 charact e rized 
the years 1955- 1959 as the most difficult years of the entire revolution. 

What these cadre did in those years is revealing . Only four 
of the 23 were engaged in military tasks . Most spent their time in prepara 
tion for a future uprising) in careful recruitment in the villages -- con
centrating on the very famili es with Viet Minh ties who were receivj,ng 
priority in the GVN ' s attentions - - and in constructing base areas in the 
mountains or jungles . The Viet Minh activists sought out the inactives; 
brought them back into the organization) and together they forrrled the 
framework of an expanding and increaSingly intricate network of intelligence 
and propaganda . Few spoke of carrying weapons) or using violence before 
1959) although many boasted of feats of arms in later years . They felt 
that they lacked the right conditions to strike militarily before 1959; 
their mission was preparation . In several instances) the Viet Cong used 
terror to r ecruit former Viet Minh for the new movement) threatening them 
with "treason " .qnd elimination; caught betvreen the GVN and the VC ) many 
old Resistanc e members joined the "New Resistance ." But most spoke of making 
person-to- person persuasion to bring in new members for the movement ) 
relying mainly on hlO appeals : nationalism and social justice . They 
stressed that the Americans had merely substituted a new) more pernicious 
form of tyranny for that of the French) and that the My- Diem combine was 
the antithesis of humane and honest gove;rnment. One respondent summed up 
this activity in these terms : 
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"From 1957 to 1960 the cadres who had remained in the 
South had almost all been arrested. Only one or two cadres 
were left in every three to five villages. What was amazing 
was how these one or two cadres started the movement so well. 

"The explanation is not that these cadres were exceptionally 
gifted but the people they talked to were ready for rebellion. 
The people were like a mound of straw, ready to be ignited .... 

"If at that time the government in the South had been a 
good one, if it had not been dictatorial, if the agrarian reforms 
had worked, if it had established control at the village level, 
then launching the movement would have been difficult." 

These interviews underscored three points on which the GVN 
was apparently in error. First, with respect to the stay-behinds themselves, 
by no .means were all dedicated communists in the doctrinaire sense . Many 
report ed that they resented and feared the communists in the Viet Minh, and 
apparently might have been willing to serve the GV~ faithfully had it not 
hounded them out of the society . There were several among the group, for 
example, who had entered Saigon, and there found a degree of freedom which 
kept them off the Viet Cong roles for yea·rs. Second, with regard to the 
peasants in general, the Viet Minh were widely admired throughout the 
South as national heroes, and the GVN therefore committed a tactical error 
of the first magnitude in damni ng all Viet Minh without qualification as 
communists . Third, the GVN created by its rural policy a climate of moral 
jndignation which energized the peasants politically, turned them against 
the government, sustained the Viet Cong, and permitted "communi sts " to 
outlast severe GVN repressj.ons and even to recruit during it. 

The foregoing precis of the 1967 study presents views which 
are paralleled in a captured Viet Cong history, written around 1963, which 
describes the years after 1954 as follows: 

EXPERIENCES OF THE SOUTH VIETNAM REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT DURING 
THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS 127/ 

"During the past nine years, under the enlightened leadership 
of the Party Central Committee, the people and the Party of South 
Vietnam have experienced many phases along the difficult and com
plicated path of struggle but they have also gained many victories 
and experiences while pushing the South Vietnam liberation r evolution 
and creat i ng the condj.tions for peaceful reunification of the 
country .... 

"After the armistice, the South Vietnam people reverted to polit
ical struggle through peaceful means by demanding personal rights, 
fre edom and negotiat ions concerning general elections in accordance 
with the stipulations of the Geneva·Agreement so that the country 
could be peacefully reunified . The Party apparatus in South Vietnam 
also became covert . The organization and methods of operation of the 
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party were changed in order to guarantee the leadership and 
forc es of the Party under the new struggle conditions .... 

IIFrom the end of 1954 until 1956 several important changes 
occurred in the South Vietnam situation . Imperialist America 
ousted and repla ced imperi alist France) turning South Vietnam 
into a colony ( a new type of colony) based on U.S. military 
power . The Ngo Dinh Diem government was clearly shown t o be a 
gover nment composed of bureaucratic) dictatorial and family
controlled feudalists and capitalists who committed crimes for 
the American imperialists and massacred the people) massacred 
revolutionaries and massacred the oppositionists . Both the 
Americans and Diem made every effort to oppose the implementation 
of the Geneva Agreement and made every eff ort to subvert the 
peaceful reunificat ion of our fatherland .... 

"Immedi ately after the re- establishment of peace) the responsi
bility of South Vietnam was to use the political struggle to 
demand the implementation of the Geneva Agreement . The struggle 
r esponsibilities and procedures were appropriate for the situat i on 
at that time and corresponded wi th the desires of the great majority 
of the masses who wished for peace after nearly 10 years of diffi
cult resistance . 

"At that time) although the Americans - Diemists used cruel force 
to oppose the people and the revolution) and t he masses struggled 
deC i sively against this repression i n many pl aces and at many times ) 
the contradictions had not yet developed to a high degree and the 
hatred had not yet developed to a point where the use of armed 
struggle could become an essential and popular struggl e t actic. 
In South Vietnam s ince 1955) thanks to the armed movement of the 
sects) we were able to avoid the construction of an armed propa
ganda force) since we only had a few former bases which were needed 
in the political struggle and for the creation of a reserve forc e . 

"From 1957 to 1958) the situation gradually changed . The enemy 
persistently sabotaged the implementation of the Geneva Agreement) 
actively consolidated and strengthened the army) security service) 
and administrative apparatus from the central to the hamlet l evel) 
cr udely assassinated the people) and truly and efficiently destroyed 
our Party. By relying on force ) the American- Diemist regime vTaS 

temporarily ab l e to stabilize the situation and i ncrease the prestige 
of the counterrevolutionaries . At this time) the political struggle 
movement of the mass es ) although not defeated) was encountering 
i ncreasing difficulty and increasing weakness ; the Party bases ) 
although not completely destroyed) were Significantly weakened) and 
in some areas ) quite seriously; the prestige of the masses and of 
the revolution suffered . But in reality) the years during which 
t he enemy increased his terrorism were also the years in which the 
enemy suffered ma jor political l osses and the social contradictions 
which existed became increasingly evident ; the r esentment of the 
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masses became more deep seeded and many individuals who formerly 
supported the enemy now opposed them. The masses, that is to say, 
the peasants, now realized that it was impossible to live under such 
conditions and that it was necessary to rise up in drastic struggle. 
Faced with the fact that the enemy was using guns, assassinations 
and imprisonment to oppose the people in their political struggle, 
many voices among the masses appealed to the Party to establish a 
program of armed res istance against the enemy. Within the Party, on 
the one hand, the members were saturated with the responsibility to 
lead the revolution to a successful overthrow of the enemy, but on 
the other hand, the majority of the party members and cadres felt 
that it was necessary to immediately launch an armed struggle in order 
to preserve the movement and protect the forces . In several areas 
the party members on their own initiative had organized armed strug-
gle against the enemy . . 

"Since the end of 1958, particularly after the Phu Loi Massacre, * 
the situation truly ripened for an armed movem~nt a~inst the enemy . 
. But the leadership of the Nam Bo Regional Committee at that time 
still hesitated for many reasons,but the principal r eason was the 
fear of violating the party line .. . . 

"Up to 1959, in South Vietnam, the Americans - Diemists had fully 
constructed a large army, equipped with modern weapons, along with a 
large and well armed administrative, police and security apparatus. 
During the years in which the masses were only using political struggle, 
the Americans - Diemists used the military, security and administrative 
apparatus to launch various. campaigns to terrorize, mop up and oppress 
the movement , no different from during the period of warfare . Because 
they "rere determined to crush the revolution and control the people 
at every moment, they could not avoid using every type of repression. 

"In opposing such an enemy, simple political struggle was not possi
ble. It was necessary to use additional armed struggle, but not merely 
low level armed struggle, such as only armed propaganda, which was used 
to support the political struggle . The enemy would not allow us any 
peac e , and in the face of the enemy operations and destructive pursuit, 
the armed propaganda teams, even if they wished to avoid los ses , would 
never be able to engage the enemy in ,{arfare and would nev~r be able to 
become an actual revolutionary army . This is an essential fact of t he 
movement and the actual movement in South Vietnam illustrates this fact . 
Therefore , at the end of 1959, when we launched an additional armed 
struggle in coordination with the political struggl e against the enemy, 
it immediately took the form in South Vietnam of revolutionary warfare, 
a long range r evolutionary warfare . Therefore , according to some 
opinions at the beginning of 1959, we only used heavy armed propaganda 
and later developed "regional guerrillas . .. . " 

* The alleged food-poisoning of "six thousand former r es i stance fighters and 
fighters for peace and national r eunification" at the political r e
education center at Phu Loi, 33 m .. north of Saigon, December 1, 1958; Cf., 
Ne"r Facts Phu Loi Mass Murder i n South Vietnam (1959: Hanoi, Foreign 
languages Publishing House) . 

-X--l(- The regional headquarters for Cochinchina . 
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That this version of events from 1954 through 1959 i s t he orthodox 
Viet Cong account is further indicated by the r eport of i nterrogation of 
one of the four members of the Civilian Proselyting Section of the Viet 
Cong Saigon/Gia Dinh Special Zone Committee, captured in November, 1964; 
the prisoner stated that : 

"The period from the Armistice of 1954 unt il 1958 was the 
darkest time for the VC in South Vietnam. The political agitat i on 
policy proposed by the Communist Party could not be carried out 
due to the arrest of a number of party members by RVN authorities. 
The people's agitation movement was minimized . However, the 
organi zational system of the party from the highest to the lowest 
echelons survived, and since the party remained close to the 
people, its activities were not completely suppressed. In 1959 
the party combined its political agitation .lith its military 
operations, and by the end of 1959 the combined operations were 
progressing smoothly. " 128/ 

Viet Cong "political agitation " was a cunning blend of the Viet 
Minh nationalist charisma, exploitation of GVN shorteomings , xenophobia, 
and terror. Drawing on the years of Viet Minh exper i ence in subversive 
government and profiting from Viet Minh errors, the Viet Cong appealed to 
the peasants not as Marxist revolutionar ies propos i ng a drastic social 
upheaval ,but quite to the contrary, as a conservat i ve, nationalist force 
wholly compatible with the village - centered traditionali sm of most farmers , 
and as their recourse against "My- Diem" modernization . One Amer.ican 
authority summed the Viet Minh experience evident i n Viet Cong operations 
as ten politica l precepts : 

"I. Don 't try for too much; don't smash the existing social 
system, use it; don ' t destroy opposition organizations , take them 
over. 

"2. Use the amorphous united front to attack opposition political 
forces too large or too powerful for you to take over; then fragment 
their leadership, using terror if necessary, and drown their followers 
in the front organization . 

"3. At al l times appear outwardly reasonable about the matter 
of sharing power with rival organizations although secretly working 
by every means to eliminate them . Don't posture in public . 

"4. Divide your organizat i on rigidly into overt and covert 
sections and minimize traffic between the tlW . The overt group ' s 
chief task is to generate broad public support ; the covert group 
seeks to accumulate and manipulate political power . 

"5. Use communism as dogma , stressing thos e aspects that are 
well regarded by the people; don ' t hes i tate to i nterpret Marxism
Leninism in any way that proves beneficial . Soft- pedal the class 
struggle idea except among cadres . 

"6. Don't antagoni ze anyone if it can be helped; this forest alls 
the formation of rival blocs . 
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"7. Bearing in mind that in Vietnam altruism is conspicuous 
by its absence, blend the proper mixture of the materialistic 
appeals of communism and the endemic feelings of nationalism . 
Win small but vital gains through communism, large ones through 
nationalism. Plan to win in the end not as Communists but as 
nationalists . 

"8. Use the countryside as the base and carry the struggle 
to the cities later; in rural areas political opportunities are 
greater and risks smaller . Avoid the lure of the teahouse. 

"9 . But forge a city alliance . Mobilization of the farmer · 
must create a strong farmer - worker bond . 

"10. Work from the small to the large, from the specific to 
the general; work from small safe areas to large liberat ed areas 
and then expand the liberated areas; begin with small struggle 
movements and work toward a General Uprising during which state 
power will be seized. " 129/ 

The same expert termed Generai Uprising "a social IrlJ-th in the Sorelian sense, 
perhaps traceable back to the CorflJllunist myth of the general strike) " and 
cited Viet Cong docu.ments which describe hovr the 2500 villages of Vietnam 
will be led toward a spontaneous final and determinant act of revolution: 

"The Revolution, directed toward the goal of the General 
Uprising, has these five characteristics : . . . It takes place in 
a very favorable worldwide setting ... . It is against the neo
colonialism of the U. S.A •.. .. The government of Vietnam is unpop
ular and growing weaker .. o.The people have revolutionary conscious
ness and are willing to struggle ... . It is l ed by the Party, which 
has great experience . " 130/ 

Ho and Giap thus coated Marx and Mao with French revolutionary romanticism. 
Diem, the moral reformer, also drew heavily upon the same traditions for 
IIpersonalism . II One of the tragedies of modern Vietnam is that the political 
awakening of its peasants was to these, the most virulent , and vicious 
social theories of the era. 

But doctrine was not the sole heritage the Viet Cong r eceived 
from the Viet Minh . Perhaps more important was the "Resistance " organiza
tion: the hierarchy extendi ng upward from hamlet and village through 
provincial to :::egional authorit i es capable of coordinating action on a 
broad scale . The Viet Minh complied with military regroupments under the 
Geneva Accords but were not obligated to withdraw the "political " apparatus; 
.in fact, the Settlement provided guarantees for it in its provisions against 
reprisals (Armist ice, Article 14c) and Conference Final Declaration, 
Article 9), and f or liberation of political prisoners (Armistice, Article 21) . 
Knowledge of the techniques of clandestine politics, appreciation for the 
essentiality of tight discipline, and trained personnel constituting a 
i-lidespread, basic organizational framework Here all advantages the Viet 
Ming conferred on the Viet Cong o Needless to say, Ngo Dinh Diem received no 
comparabl e l egacy from his nationalist predecessors or the French . 
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3. Rural Violence and GVN Counters, 1957-1960. 

By early 1958, Saigon was beginning to sense that pacifica 
tion had eluded the GVN even as it had the French. In December, 1957, 
the ill-fated newspaper, Thoi Luan, pointed out that terrorism was on 
the rise, and that: 

"Today the menace i s heavier than ever, with the terrorists 
no longer limiting themselves to the notables in charge of 
s ecurity. Everything sui ts them, village chiefs, cha irmen of 
liaison committees, simple guards , even former notables .... 
In certain areas , the village chiefs spend the ir nights in the 
s ecurity posts, while the i nhabitants organize watches ." 131/ 

" .... The most urgent need for the population today i s 
security--a quest ion to which we have repeatedly drawn the 
attention of the authorities. 

"Spectacular assassinations have taken pl ace in the 
provinces of An Giang and Phong-Dinh Lin the Mekong Delt~7· 
In the village of Than-My-Tay, armed men appeared in the dead 
of night, awakened the inhabitants, read a death sentence, and 
b eheaded four young men whose heads they nail ed to the nearest 
bridge .... 

"The security quest i on in the provinces must be given top 
priority: the regime will be able to consolidate i tself only 
i f i t succeeds in finding a· solut i on to this problem." 132/ 

Besides the incj.dents cited, there had b een a mass murder 
of 17 in Chau-Doc in July, 1957; in September the District Chief at My Tho 
with his whole family was gunned down i~ daylight on a main highway; on 
10 October a bomb thrown into a Cholon cafe injured 13 persons, and on 
22 October, in three bombings in Saigon, 13 Americans were wounded . 133/ 

Also in Octob er a clandest ine radio in Vietnam purporting to 
speak for the "National Salvation Movement " was backing armed insurgents 
against Diem . 134/ In Washington, U. S . intel ligence indicated that the 
"Viet Mi nh underground" had been directed to conduct addHional attacks 
on U.S. personnel 11l-lhenever conditions are favorable . 11 135/ U.S. 
intelligence also noted a total of 30 armed l1terrorist incidents initiated 
by Communist guerrillas l1 in the last quarter of 1957 , as well as a 111arge 
numb er " of incidents carried out by 11Communist-lead Lsiil Hoa Hao and 
Cao Dai dissident elements ," and reported 11at l east 11 75 civilians or 
civil officials assassinated or kidnapped in the same period. 136/ 

Robert Shaplen wrote that: 

11Ey 1958, the Vietminh had fully resumed its 
campaign of terror in the countryside , kidnapping government 
officials and threatening villagers who i n any way co-operated 
with the government .... Military incidents in the countryside 
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r egional units 
Usually) these 
Corps or Civil 

were rising; and in an average month the l ocal and 
were becoming involved in a score of engagements . 
were hit-and-run Communist attacks on Self-Defense 
Guard headquarters) the purpose of which was both 
and to height en the atmosphere of terror." 137/ 

to se i ze weapons 

Guns should have been plentiful i n the countryside of Vietnam . The 
Japanese; the French and even the GVN armed the sect forces. And both 
the sects and the Viet Minh had operated small arms factories -- for 
instance) General JAnsda l e visited a Cao Dai weapons factory at Nui Ba Den 
in Tay Ninh in 1955. The Viet Minh cached arms as they "\-Tithdrew from their 
"liberated areas " in 1954 and 1955. ARVN veterans and deserters from the 
force r educt ions of 1954 and 1955 carried weapons i nto the hinterl and . The 
VC attacked for weapons to make up for losses to the GVN) and to equip units 
with similar types to simplify logistics . 

In January; 1958) a "large band " of "communist " guerrillas attacked 
a plantation north of Saigon) and in February) an ARVN truck was ambushed 
on the outskirts of the capital. 138/ In March) the Sa igon newspaper 
Dan-Cung complained that : "our people are f l eeing the villages and returning 
to the cities for fear of comml)I1ist guerrillas and feudalistic officials .... " 
139/ Bernard Fall published an article in July) 1958) in which he mapped 
the pattern of assassinations and other incidents from April 1957 to April 
1958) and announced the onset of a new war : 

REBEL 
ACTIVITIES 

April.1957-April.1958 

• Assassinati on s 

o Raids or Ambushes 

~ Cells Or Units 

THE BEGINNING OF THE SECOND INDOCHINA WAR 
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Fall's thesis was challenged by a senior U. S. adviser to the GVN, ,Tho 
argued that the increasing casualty figures represented not a structured 
attempt to overthrow the GVN, but were simply a product of police 
reporting in the hinterlands. 140/ There can be no doubt that the latter 
view was partially correct: neither the U.S. nor the GVN knew 'tThat was 
"normal" in the rural areas, and police reporting, with U.S. "aid, had been 
improved . But the deadly figures continued to mount. George A. Carver 
of the CIA, in his 1966 Foreign Affairs art icle, agreed with Fall: 

"A pattern of politically motivated terror began to emerge, 
directed against the representatives of the Saigon government and 
concentrated on the very bad and the very good . The former were 
liquidated to win favor with the peasantry; the latter because 
their effectiveness was a bar to the achievement of Communist 
objectives . The terror was directed not only against officials 
but against all whose operations were essential to the functioning 
of organized political society, school teachers, health workers, 
agricultural officials, etc. The scale and scope of this terrorist 
and insurrectionary activity mounted slo'tTly and steadily . By the 
end of 1958 the participants in this incipient insurgency, whom Saigon 
quite accurately termed the "Viet Cong, II constituted a serious threat 
to South Viet Nam' s political stability . II 141/ 

Like most other statistics concerning Vietnam, figures on the extent 
of the terrorism varied widely. The GVN r eported to the ICC that in 1957, 
1958, and "Gne first half of 1959, Viet Cong murdered 65 village officials, 
51 civilians , 28 Civil Guardsmen} and 10 soldiers . 142/ GVN official 
report s provided the U.S. Embassy in Saigon recorded a significantly greater 
toll of civilians : 

Murders 
Total 

Abductions 
Total 

CIVILIAN ASSASSINATIONS AND 
KillNAPPINGS I N SOUTH VIETNAM 

By Quarter, From GVN Reports to u.s. Embassy 143/ 

12:28 1222 
1 2 3 4 Total 1 2 3 4 Total 

72 2b 44"-- 52 34" 4"b 
----51 97 

193 233 
73 32 66 65 44 53 67 179 

236 343 

1260 
First 5 Months 

780 

282 

Journalists and scholars , studying open sources, put the figures even 
higher . Douglas Pike reported 1700 assassina~ions and 2000 abductions in 
the years 1957-1960 . ll~4/ Bernard Fall estimated murders of lO'tT-level 
GVN officials as follows: 

May 1957 May 1958 May 1959 May 1960 May 1961 
700 1200 2500 400b 

Fall r eported that the GVN lost almost 20% of its village chiefs in 1957 
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and 1958, and that by the end of 1959, they were becoming casualties 
at the rate of more than 2% per month. Through 1963, Fall calculated, 
13,000 petty officials were eliminated by the VC. 145/ The New York 
Times estimated that 3,000 local government officials were killed or 
captured during 1960 146/, and TIME magazine reported in the fall of 
1960 that the GVN was losing 250 to 300 per month to a "new Communist 
offensive." The U.S. "White Paper"of 1961 cited l osses of 1400 local 
officials and civilians during 1960. 148/ But if there was disparity 
among numerical estimates, most reports, public or private, concluded 
that the violence was real, anti-government) rising in intensity) and 
increasingly organized . 

In mid-1958 Bernard Fall correlated the locus of rural violence 
reported in South Vietnam with complaints lodged with the ICC in Hanoi 
by the DRV on behalf of "Former Resistance members ," alleging GVN 
violations of the "no reprisals " provisions of the Geneva Accords (Armistice, 
Article 14c). The detail in these complaints indicated an intelligence 

______ ~ap~paratus in South Vietnam . 

~-~~ Demilitarized Zone 
~V_~~~ 

COMMUNIST 
COMPLAINTS 

July 1954.July 1957 

V"'la ~:~H 1..' • 6 '6'"U~.; Ut: ? o~~~'\i\9: ~ 
~ 0° 0 

l' 
) 

() 

\ 
I 
( 

j ~.~ 
under Art.14c of ~/ 

the Geneva Cease-Fire r . 
f;;:- ~ '8 c8 i . 

~~~ 
17~ ca~s., 

o Alleged Violations ~ 

REBEL 
ACTIVITIES 

• Assassinations 
o Raids or Ambush ~ 
.6 Cells or Units 

lIThe conclusion is inescapable) he ~Trote) that there must be some 
coordinat ion betTtleen the rebels and the North Vietnamese Government ." 149/ 
About that same time) U.S. intellj.gence reported that Viet Cong-bandit-
operations north of Saigon seemed to be part of a calculated campaign of 
economic sabotage . . 150/ Also, reports began to come in of a new "Front II 
operatj.ng in the countryside. Anthropologist Gerald Hickey wrote of 
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the village near My Tho which he studi ed very intensively that around 
mid-1958: 

fI ••• For the first time /Jhe villag~7 experienced the 
activities of a r elatively new political movement--Mat Tran Dan 
Toc Giai Phong Mien Nam Viet Nam ( National Front for the Liberation 
of Vietnam) r eferred to by the South Vietnamese government as the 
Viet Cong or Vietnamese Communists ... and invariably called the 
Viet Minh by the villagers . I n the vicinity of /Jhe villag~ the 
initial efforts of the Viet Cong were largely confined to anti
government propaganda ." 151/ 

One VC pamphlet of late 1958 from the Mekong Delta reads as follows : 

flSupport the just struggle of the people to overthrow . 
the government of the Americans and Diem LMy-Die~7, to establish 
a democratic regime in the South, and to work for general el ec 
tions which will uni fy . the country by peaceful means ." 152/ 

But) if "struggle " sounds i nnocuous enough in English, the 
word fails to carry the i ntensity of the Vietnamese equivalent , dau tranh . 
A VC rallier put it this way: 

flDau tranh is all important to a revolutioni st . I t marks 
his thinking, his att itudes , his behavior . His life, his revo
lutionary work, his whole world is dau tranh . The essence of his 
existence is dau tl'cmh ." 153/ --

, -- ---- --
And) the term "just struggle of the people" sheathed the terror j.ntegral 
to Viet Cong operations . In Pike ' s estimate : 

"Insurgency efforts i n the 1958-1960 period involved 
violence such as assassinations but few actual armed attacks . 
Thi s was so partly because the cadres had little military 
capability but chiefly because doctrine counseled against 
violence .... 

"For the true belj.evers operating throughout the South 
t hi s was a time of surreptitious meetings) cautious political 
feelers) the tentative assembling of a l eadership group) and 
the sounding out of potential cadres whose names went into a 
file for future reference . It meant ivorking mainly with non
Communists and, in many cases , keeping one ' s Communist i dentity 
a secret .... " 154/ 

Diem ' s Oim party newspaper, the NRM ' s Cach Mang Quoc Gia, published an 
article in February, 1959 which r eported that "the situation i n the 
rural areas is rotten) " and described communist cells established in 
the villages collecting taxes and conductinK "espionage," supporting 
loca l guerrilla forces responsive to a hierarchy of provincial and ' 
r egional committees. 155/ 
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From mid-1959 onward) there was a definite upsurge in 
Viet Cong activity, marked not only by the increase in terrorism 
noted in the statistics presented above) but also by the fielding of 
large military units which sought) rather than avoided) engagement 
with units of Diem I s regular army. On 26 September 1959 tvlO coml1anies 
of the ARVN 23d Division were ambushed by a ~ell-organized force of 
severa l hundred identified as the "2d Liberation Battalion"; the ARVN 
imits lost 12 killed) 14· ,.,rounded) and most of their Iveapons . 156/ 

On 25 January 1960 the same Viet Cong battalion launched 
an attack coordinated iolith four guerrilla companies -- a total force 
of 300 to 500 men -- which penetrated the compound of the 32d Regiment) 
21st ARVN Division at Tay Ninh) killed 23 ARVN soldiers, and netted a 
large haul of arms and amraunition. 157/ On 29 January 1960 an insurgent 
band seized the tOiffi of Dong Xoai) some sixty miles north of Saigon) held 
the place for several hours, and robbed a French citizen of 200)000 
piasters . 158/ In the same month) large VC forces opened operations in 
the Camau peninsula and the Mekong Delta. In Kien Hoa province VC units 
numbering hundreds effectively isolated the province capital from six of 
its eight districts. 159/ Bernard Fall) in hj_s continuing study of Viet 
Cong operations) detected a new strategy operating: a shift during 1959 and 
early 1960 from base development in the Delta to isolation of Saigon. 160/ 

It I ncident 10"01"1nOg 
kill lng_ . 

o Incident. iO 'Yolving 
.,611:11)" .o.bote1ge 

------- ---- -~ 

COMMUNIST . REBEL ACTIVITIES ~ 
April 19~9 - 1101 1900 

ViETNAM 

lShaded .. reU indicate .d.liben.te 1951-~9 .111ft 
Iros aecuriog a. .01 id rebel base in the ~te~oog 
dell4 ~o cutting orr Seigon (ro" hinterland.J 
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Whether or not the incidents plotted by Fall constituted a strategy as 
he thought) they ,{ere patently more coherent. AU. S. intelligence 
ass essment submitted 7 March 1960 described VC plans) confirmed from 
a variety of U.S. and GVN sources) to launch large scale guerrilla 
warfare that year "under the flag of the People's Liberation Movement) " 
which 'ioTaS identified as "red) ,vith a blue star." 161/ The VC were 
reportedly moving into position to exercise one or more of three strat
egic options by the end of 1960: (1) incite an ARVN revolt; (2) set 
up a popular front government in the lower Delta; (3) force the GVN 
into such repressive countermeasures that popular uprisings will follow. 
162/ 

An ARVN coup d ' etat did ensue) although it was neither 
VC incited nor successful; nor was there any general revolt in the 
ranks . No popular front government vas set up. But the GVN ,·TaS prompted 
to a succession of repressive counternleasures which may have aided the 
Viet Cong much as they had expected. Prodded by the rural violence) 
Diem began his "counterinsurgency" in early 1959 ,{ith the reintensifica
tion of population classification and relocation programs . On 6 May 1959) 
the GVN promulgated Law 10/59 J ,{hich set up three military tribunals · 
which could, 'ioTithout appeal) adjudge death for crimes under Ordinance 47 
of 1956 -- the anti-communist 18'lT. In actuality) these tribunals "Tere 
used sparingly) usually for show-case trials of terrorists. 163/ But 
the existence of La\oT 10/59 furnished grist for VC propaganda mills for 
years. 

On 7 July, 1959) the GVN launched its "prosperity and 
density centers" -- the "agroville " program and Ngo Dinh I'.lbu and his 
wife plunged into organizing rural youth) women) and farmers' organiza
tions. HOTvTever) just a s the VC Tet off ens i ve of 1963 attenuated 
"Revolutionary Development) " the VC upsurge of late 1959 and early 1960 
disrupted the nel'T GVN organizational efforts) and reinforced Diem I s 
conviction that security \Vas the parara.ount consideration . The U.S. 
assessment of March 1960 cited ,{idespread abuse of police pO';{ers by 
local officials for extortion and vendetta ) and pointed out that arbi
trary and corrupt local officials compromised GlTN efforts to root out 
the VC I!undercover cadres ." Moreover: 

" .... While the GVN has made an effort to meet the 
economic and social needs of the rural populations through 
comrnunity development, the construction of schools) hospi
tals) r oads ) etc .) these projects appear to have enjoyed 
only a measure of success in creating support for the 
government and) in fact) in many instances have resulted in 
resentment. Basically, the problem appears to be that such 
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projects have been imposed on the people without adequate 
psychological preparation in terms of the benefits to be 
gained . Since most of these projects call for sacrifice 
on the part of the population (in the form of allegedly 
"volunteer" labor in the case of construction, time away 
from jobs or school labor in the case of rural youth 
groups, leaving homes and lands in the case of regrouping 
isolated peasants), they are bound to be opposed unless 
they represent a partnership effort for mutual benefit on 
the part of the population and the government ...• 

"The situation may be summed up in the fact that the 
government has tended to treat the population vlith sus
picion or to coerce it and has been rewarded '!lith an 
attitude of apathy or res entment." 164/ 

4. The Founding of the National Liberat ion Front 

Despite their expanding military effort, the Viet Cong 
remained a formles s , "faceless" foe until late in 1960, when the 
National Liberation Front was announced as the superstructure of 
the insurgent a]1paratus, and the political voice of the rebellion. 
Thereafter, the Viet Cong sought publicity, and thereby acquired 
identity as a South Vietnam-,·Tide organization of three major com
ponents : the NLF itself, the Liqeration Army of South Vietnam, and 
the Peopl e 's Revolutionary Party. 

a. Organization and Objectives 

The precise dates of the forming of the NLF con
stitutes one of the puzzles of the ,·.rar . As mentioned above, in the 
years 1954 to 1960, peasants, captured documents and prisoners 
referred frequently to "the Front)" meaning the insurgent movement, 
and "Front" flags had been captured as early as 1959. These Here 
probably references to Viet Minh carry-over organizations , such as 
they vere) rather than a specific l eadership group or structure, 
vlith a set of defined objectives. Nguyen Huu Tho, the first Chair
man of the l'JLF, stated i n a 1964 intervievl over Radio Hanoi that: 

"Although formally established in December 1960, 
the Front had existed as a means of action ,rithout 
by-laws or program since 195~- vlhen we founded the 
Saigon-Cholon Peace COITl..'1l.ittee .... Many of the members of 
the /NLF7 Central Committee were also members of the 
Peace Committee .... " 165/ 

Huynh Tan Phat, Tho's Vice Chairman in the NLF, was reported in late 
1955 serving on the "Executive Committee of the Fatherland Front" 
(Mat Tran To Quoc), controlling joint Viet Minh-Hoa Hao oyerations 
against the GVN in the Plain of Reeds. (CIA Memo 1603/66, 1-27). 
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~Q~ ill r'l:;·l"., 
The MAAG "Narrative Statement " for JaRuary 1,958 reported that "the 
Communists have been joining 'front' 'organizations to influence portions 
of anti-government minorities . . .. ;-Examples ar~ the ' Vietnamese Peoples ' 
Liberat i on M~vement Forces ' j6nd]: .. , the ' Vietnam- Cambodian Buddhist 
Association' . - -

A number of authorities, mainly French, have lent 
credence to an assertion that the NLF was formed by a group of Viet 
Mi nh veterans j_n March, 1960, somewhere in Cochinchina; but the NLF, 
as such, received no international publicity until after December 20, 
1960 . 166/ On January 29, 1961, Hanoi Radio broadcast in English 
t o Europe and Asia its first announcement concerning the }ITF : 

"A I National Front for the Liberation of ' South Vi etnam ' 
was recently formed in South Vietnam by various forces 
opposing the fascist Ngo Dinh Diem regime . This was revealed 
by Reuters i n Saigon and by different papers publ ished i n •.. 
Phnom Penh, capital of Cambodia. This Front was created 
after a period of preparation and after a conference of repre
sentat i ves of various forces opposing the fascist regime i n 
South Vi etnam . According to these forces , the ' National 
Front for the Liberat i on of South Vietnara ' on December 20, 
1960, issued a political program and a manifesto ... /Jhe 
manifest~7 reads : ' For a period of nearly a hundred years , 
t he Vietnamese people repeatedly rose up to fight against 
foreign a ggress ion for national independence and freedom .... 
When the French colonialists invaded our country for the 
second time, our compatriots -- determined not to return to 
t he former slavery - - made tremendous sacrifices to defend 
national sovereignty and independence . The sol idarity and 
heroic struggle of our comp?triots during .nine years led the 
resistance Har to victory. The 1954 Geneva Agreements re
i nstalled peace in our country and recognized t he sovereignty, 
i ndependence, unity and territorial integrity of Vietnam . 
Under these circwnstances, our compatriots i n South Vietnam 
would have been able to live in peace, earn their livelihood 
i n security and build a life of plenty and happiness . How
ever, American imperialists "Tho had in the past helped the 
French colonialists massacre our peopl e have no.Il replaced 
the French in subjugat ing the southern part of our c01mtry 
t hrough a disguised colonial r egime •. .. The National Front 
for the Liberation of South Vietnam calls on the ent i re people 
t o unite and heroically rise up and struggle .. lith the follo'\oling 
program of action : 

' NORTH VIETNAlVI 

' Jan . 31, 1961 

"l--To overthro'\ol the disguised colonial regime of the ir.o.peri
alists and the dictatorial administration, and to forr.o. a national 
and democratic coalition aru.o.inistration . 
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12 __ To carry out a broad and progressive democracy, promul
gate the freedom of expression, of the press , of belief, 
reunion, association and of movement and other democratic 
freedoms; to carry out general amnesty of pol itical detainees , 
dissolve the concentration camps dubbed ' prosperity zones ' and 
' resettlement centers,' abolish the fascist law 10-59 and other 
antidemocratic lavTs . 

"3- -Abolish the economic monopoly of the United States and 
i ts henchmen, protect homemade products, encourage the home 
i ndustry, expand agriculture, and build an independent and 
s overeign economy; to provide jobs to unemployed people, increase 
wages for workers, armymen, and office employees; to'abolish 
a rbitrary fines and apply an equitable and rational tax system; 
t o help forced evacuees from North Vietnam vJho now desire to r e join 
their native places; and to provide jobs to those .-Tho vrant to 
remain . 

"4--To carry out land rent reduction, guarantee the peasants' 
right to till their present plots of land, and redistribute com
munal land in preparation for land reform . 

5--To eliminate the U.S.-style culture of enslavement and 
depravation; to build a national and progressive culture and 
education, eliminate illiteracy, open more schools , and carry 
out r eform in the educational and examination system . 

"6- - To abolish the system of American military advisers , eliin
i nate foreign military bases in Vietnam, and to build a national 
army defending the fatherland and the people . 

"7--To realize equality between men and VTornen, and among 
different nationalities, and realize the right to autonomy 
of the national minorities in the country; to protect the l egit 
imate interests of foreign r esidents in Vietnam; to protect and 
take care of the interests of overseas Vietnamese . 

"8--To carry out a foreign 'policy of peace and neutrality; 
to esteblish diplomatic relations Hith all the countries which 
respect the independence and sovereignty of Vietnam. 

"9--To reestablish normal relations betveen the two zones 
of Vietnmn for the attainment of peaceful reunification of the 
country . 

"lO--To oppos e aggress ive i·,rars, actively defend vTOrld peace." 

' The manifesto concludes by calling on various strata of the 
people to close their ranks and to carry out the nbove pr ogra!ll . 
The appeal 'lIas addressed to the iTOrkers, peasants, and other 
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working people, to the intellectuals, the industrialists , and 
trades , national minorities, religious comrnunities, democrat i c 
personalities , patriotic armymen, and young men and iwmen i n 
South Vietnam. 

'Addressing the Vietnamese living abroad , t he manifesto 
called on them "to turn their thoughts to the beloved ' motherland 
and act i vely contribute to the sacred struggle for national 
emancipation. II I " 

It is clear that the NLF vra s not intended as an exclu
sively communist enterprise . Rather it was designed to encompass anti
GVN activists, and to exploit the bi- pol ar nature of politics .rithin 
South Vietnam . In the period 1954-1960, prior to the NLF's "creation, II 
the objectives of insurgents in the South, other than overthrow of ~tr
Diem, .Te r e vague . Communists in the South no doubt shared the overall 
obj ect i ves of the DRV, and were aiming at unification of all Vietnam 
under the Hanoi government. Some rebel nationalists were no doubt aware 
of the cOllLmunists' ambitions , but '{QuId have regarded such an outcome 
as acceptable , if not desirable . Others , disillusioned by t he actions 
of the Diem r egime after 1956, simply looked. tm{ard the establishment of 
a genuine democratic govermnent in the 'South . Some peasants may have 
been fighting to rid themselves of government , or to oppose modernization, 
looki ng only to village a utonomy . The sects, if not struggling for a 
democratic l'egime, "'ere fighting for their i ndependence , as .rere some of 
the t ribal groups who chose to join the NLF . The Nat ional Liberation 
Front forrllulated and publicly articulated objectives for all these . 

Subsequent editions of the NLF l"ianifesto differed in 
t .TO substantive r espect s . George Carver reported that: 

liOn February 11, 1961, Hanoi devoted a second broadcast 
to the N. L. F. ' s manifesto and program, blandly changing the 
language of both to tone dmm the more b l atant Communist 
terminology of the initial version . HmTever, even the mil der 
second version ( ,-"hich became the ' official ' t ext ) borrmTed 
extensively from Le Duan' s Septe1JJ.ber speech [at the Third 
National Congress of the Lao Dong Party in Hanoi7 and l eft 
l ittle doubt about the Front ' s true spons ors or- objectives ." 167/ 

The "tone dmm ll of cOllLmunism ioTaS fairly subtle, if Hanoi so i nt ended 
its revlslon, since the alterations consisted mainly in additions to the 
Ten Points of phraseology dravm from the preamble of the Manifesto; 
r ef erences to "agrarian reform;' in those t erms, 'tTere, hOHever , cut . There 
was a marked increase in condemnatory citatj.ons of 'MY-Diem, " so that, in 
eight of ten points in the action program, expelling the U.S. Vlas clearl y 
i dentified as the way the desired goal \-lQuld be reached . ItB/ 

Pike refers to an 1I0rganizing congress " of the NLF held 
i n Dec ember) 1960, of 60 participants , at \'Thich plans .rere announced for 
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convening the first regular NLF congress within a year. Several post
ponements obtruded, and the meeting d i d not take place until February
March 1962.. Nonetheless , a Central COfll.mittee continued in the interim. 
to further define NLF pu rposes; t he subsequent statements differed from 
the 1960 Manifesto mainly on points of emphasis . For example, "reunificat i on 
of the country" (Point 9 of the Manifesto ) wa s dmm- p layed from 1960 through 
1963. On the first anniversary of the NLF Manifesto, 20 December 1961, 
its leaders issued a supplemental"y seri es of interim or "immediate a ct i on " 
demands . These called for: 

1. Withdrawal of all U.S. military personnel and weapons 
from South Vietnam and abolition of the Stal ey Plan. 

2. An end to hostilities. 

3. Establish.ment of political fre edoms . 

4. Release of political prisoners . 

5. Dissolution of the National Assembly and e l ection of 
a ne~v as sembly and president. 

6. Ending the resettlement program . 

7. Solution of Vietnam I s economic problems. 

8. Establishment of a :foreign policy of non-alignment . 

Although " immediate action" lvaS probably i ntended to open the way tmrard 
formation of a coalition government and thence to ties v i th Hanoi) there 
~vas no ment ion of reunification; nonetheless, Hanoi in December, 1961, 
listed NLF objectives as IIpeace, independence; democracy, a comfortable 
life , and the peaceful unification of the Fatherland ." One likely reason 
for the NLF ' s o:llission of reunification from lI immediate action" 'l-18S its 
desire to broaden its base on anti-Diem, anti-U.S. grounds--l,rithout 
alienating anti-Communists who might othenvise support the movement . 
Again, when the first regular ]'ILF congress met from February 16 to March 3, 
1962) the earlier basic ob j ectives of the Front 'l-rere endorsed, excepting 
r eunfication . The Radio Hanoi broadcast on the congress added tradvancing 
to peaceful unification of the Fatherland tr to a lis t from which this 
obj ective Has conspicuously absent in the NLF rel eases . On July 20, 1962, 
the anniversary of the Geneva Accords ) t he rlliF issued a declarat ion t ha t: 

lIThe Central Committee of t he National Liberation Front 
of South Vietnam believes that in the spirit of Vietnamese 
dealing iTith Vietnamese solving their mIn int ernal affairs , 
with t he determination to put the Fatherl and ' s inte r est above 
all else) the forces that oppose U.S. imperialism in South 
Vietnam ~dll) through mutua l concess ions, be able to reac h a 
common agreement for united action to serve the people . II 170/ . 
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The same statement contained a new "four point manifesto": 

"L The U.S. government must end its armed aggression 
against South Vietnam, abolish its military command, withdraw 
all its troops and personnel, as well as the troops and personnel 
of U.S. satellites and allies, and T.{ithdrav all weapons and 
other "Tar equipment from South Vietnam . 

"2. Concerned parties in South Vietnam must stop the war, 
re-establish peace, and establish conditions throughout South 
Vietnam to enable the South Vietnamese to solve their own 
internal affairs . The South Vietnam authority /that is, govern-
meni7 must end its terror operations. -

"3. There must be established a nationa l coalition govern
ment,to include representatives of all political parties, cliques, 
groups, all political tendencies , social strata, members of all 
religions . This gover:n.ment must guarantee peace . It must organize 
free general elections in South Vietnam to choose a democratic 
National Assembly that "Till carry out the urgently needed policies. 
It must promulgate democratic liberties to all political part i es , 
groups , religions; it must release all political prisoners , abolish 
all internment camps and all ot.her forms of concentration Fampil, 
and stop the forced draft of soldi ers and the military training 
of youth, Iwmen, public servants, and enterprise, economic inde
pendence . It must abolish monopolies and improve the living 
conditions of all people. 

"4. South Vietnam must carry out a foreign policy of peace 
and neutrality. It must establish friendly relations I,Tith all 
nations, especially vith her neighbors .It must not enter any 
military bloc or agree to let any country establish militarx 
bases on her soil. It must accept aid from all countries {itT 
free of political conditions. A necessary international agree
ment must be signed in vrhich the big powers of all blocs pledge 
to respect the sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity, 
and neutrality of South Vietnam. South Vietnam, together with 
Cambodia and Laos, will form a neutral area, all three countries 
retaining full sovereignty." 171/ 

As the anticipated fall of the Diem government drew near in 1963, NLF 
statements of goals increaSingly stressed the anti-American, probably 
to shift the focus of NLF attack avray from a disappearing objective--
the defeat of Diem, and possibly because the NLF could not manipUlate 
or adapt to the Buddhist struggle movement . Demands issued by the NLF 
five days folloving Diem's fall in November, 1963, l-lere probably intended 
to take credit for c1:.anges in GVN policy then undenray, since, except 
for halting conscription, the Duong Van Minh government lias undertaking 
every reform the ~LF called for. Hovever, the first extensive official 
statement of the NLF Central Committee follOl-ling Diem's dmmfall, issued 
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November 17) 1963) did reassert the reunification objective: 

"Concerning the reunification of Vietnam) as was expounded 
many times by the South Vietnmfr National Liberation Front) the 
Vietnam Fatherland Front and the DRV govermnent) it will be 
realized step by step on a voluntary basis) with consideration 
given to the characteristics of each zone, '-lith equality) and 
without annexation of one zone by the other." 172/ 

Concerning coalition government there was less vacillation 
in NLF emphasis) although there was some detectable variation in the "Tel
come extended from time to time to anti-communist political movements. 
Similarly) the objective of Itneutralizat ion lt was constant. Cambodia "l1aS 
held up as a model) and there was some lllplication in early NLF statements 
that it ,·,ould accept international supervj.sion of Itneutralizat ion. It 
Beginning in 1963 NLF statements were couched to convey the notion that 
"reunification lt and Itneutralization" were distinct one from the other) 
apparently out of deference to DRV reaction against proposals to neutralize 
North Vietnam. 173/ 

, b. Leadershh) 
'" 

The ])JL.F founders "Tere shadowy figures most of ioThom had 
earned modest repute on the murky fringes of Vietnamese politics. They 
seem to have been chosen >-lith an eye to avoiding known Communists, and 
to obtaining "I.ride representation from South Vietnam's complicated society . 
Although the NLF Central Committee reserved places for 52 members , only 
31 names were publicized as founding members, indicating either a large 
covert membership) or, more likely) sbnple inability to find eligible 
persons to fill the posts . 17LI/ . AU. S. study of 73 NLF leaders i n 1965 
indicated that almost all were born in South Vietnam) and almost all vrere 
highly educated. 175/ Most had histories of anti-French political activity) 
or identification "lith religious movements) and it appears that if many 
"iVere not themselves crypto--communists) they had knmrn and vlOrked vlith com
munists for years . The prime example of the group is Nguyen Huu Tho) 
who "\-laS the first formally el ected chairman of the Presidium of the Central 
Committee of the NLF . Tho Ims a Cochinchinese lavryer) once a socialist) 
who spent some months with the Viet Minh in the Mekong Delta in 1947. He 
thereafter led anti-French and anti-US demonstrations ) defended a number 
of Vietnamese before Saigon courts for crimes relat ed to the ItResistance) It 
and served some time in French jails. He also edited a clandestine Viet 
Minh newspaper a imed at Saigon intellectuals. In August , 195L~ ) he became 
vice chairman of the leftist Saigon Pea ce Committee) or Movement for the 
Defense of Peace (MDP) , In]l overnber) 1954) according to CIA information) 
Tho and others in the MDP Here arrested) and Tho spent the next s even years 
in Diem's detention centers . Mysteriously released in December) 1961) the 
CIA reported him elected to NLF office at the congress of March) 1962. 176/ 
Douglas Pike's information has Tho active in Saigon politics through 19~ 
at which tllle he "laS jailed . His NLF biography states that It he lvaS liber
ated by a daring guerrilla raid on the jail in 1961) It but Pike) unable to 
find any r ecord of such a raid) concludes that Tho vTas provisional chair·· 
man of the NLF) and \-Tas el ected Central Committee Chairman at the organj_zing 
meeting in December 1960. 17'7/ 
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c . Development 

The .NLF rapidly took on organizational reality· from the 
Central Committee dmm through a vreb of subordinate and associated groups 
t o villages allover Vietnam . Pike est:L."llates that withi n a few months of 
i ts founding in December, 1960, its membership doubled, doubled a gain by 
autumn, 19 61, and then redoubled by early 1962, at vrhich time 300, 000 
Vietnamese vlere on its roles . 178/ These were members of the "liberation 
associations, " NLF per ~, of vrhich there were administrat i ve associations 
(e .g. , provincial headquarters ) and functional associat i ons (e .g. , Youth 
Liberation Association ) ; or, they bel onged to one of several pol itica l 
parties, inc l uding the communist party, affiliated with the NLF; or, they 
served i n the Liberation Army . Normally, each man, vroman and child belonged 
t o many organizations simultaneousl y . A French analysis of Viet Minh 
organization aptly described the NLF: 

"The i ndividual is encha i ned in several nehTorks of i nde ·· 
pendent hierarchies .. . a territorial hierarchy ... running from 
t he family and the block to the interprovi nc i al government , and 
associations that incorporate male and fe.l1a l e youth groups , groups 
of mot:p.ers, of farmers) factory , e.nd plantation I'Torkers ' syndicates .. . 
t hey could just as ,-lell include clubs of f l ute players or bicycle 
racers; the essential thing is that no one escapes from this enroll
ment and that the territorial hierarchy is crossed by another one, 
which supervises the first and is in turn supervised by it both . 
b eing overseen by pol ice or ganizations and the ffom.rnu.nis!7 Party ... . II 
1 79/ 

The key operational components of the Nil' vrere the 
Liberation Army and the People ' s Revolutionary Party, as the conwu.n ists 
within the NLF termed themselves . The former had a lien on the services 
of every NLF member, man, woman or child, although functionally its missions 
vrere usually carried out by formally organized and trained paramilitary or 
fu,ll-time units. All "Viet Cong" units were, from 1961 .on, regarded as 
part of the.Liberation Army . 

There can be little doubt that COTIwunists played a major 
role in organizing the NLF. Although Diem ' s Cownuni s t Denunciation 
campa i gn had foreclosed "Front II activity, the cODwunists of South Vietqam 
possessed the leadership, tight subordination and conspiratorial doctrine 
n ecessary for them. to survive; moreover, they \-Tere, as Milton Sacks 
characterized them, Ilthe most persevering, most cohesive, best-disciplined, 
and most e:r'Perienced political group in Vietnam . 1l 180/ The People ! s Revolu-(;ioDar: 
Party uas not formed until January , 1962; tt ~T8S explicttly the 1I~lla r,xtst
Leninist Party of South Vietnam, " and it purported to be the Ilvanguard of 
the ]\JLF, the paramount member.1I 18J / In J-962, it ha d some 35 , 000 members . 182/ 
The La o Dong Party had continued 10';01 level over·t a ctivity, a s l·rell as covert 
operations, in South Vietna.'l1 throughout the years 1955 to '1962 . For example, 
l eaflets w'ere distributed over the Lao Dong im:pri matur . 18 3 / But t he PRP 
denied official links '.-T ith the Lao Dong Party of the DRVbeyond II frate:mal 
ties of communi sm . 11 184/ The denial implies the question: vrhat role 
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did the DRV and the Lao Dong Party play in the years of patient work 
necessary to bring the NLF to flower in so short a time after 1960? 
What role did they play in the insurgency overall? 

The official U.S. vie1v has been that the PRP is merely 
the southern arm of the Lao Dong Party, and one instrument by w'hich Hanoi 
instigated and controlled the revolt against "My_Diem." 185/ Douglas 
Pike 's analysis led him to concur, with reservations: ---

"The Viet Minh elements in South Vietnam during the struggle 
against the French had of course included many non-Connnunist 
elements .... After 1954 many Viet Minh entered the ranks of the 
nevl Diem government, and even a decade later many of the top 
military and civilian governmental figures in Saigon Ivere form~r 
Viet Minh. Nevertheless the Viet Minh elements, made up chiefly 
but not entirely of Communists, continued to offer resistance to 
the Diem government ..•. In terms of overt ' activity such as armed 
incidents of the distribution of propaganda leaflets the period 
was quiet and the Connntmists within the rermant Viet Minh organiza
tion relatively i nactive . In addition, much of the activity that 
did take place apparently vJaS the "lvork of impatient cadres operating 
in the South independently of Hanoi's orders .•.. 

"Such action on their part and the religious sects is under
standable, and tHe emergence of a clandestine militant opposition 
group could be expected .... such an effort would be in complete 
ha rmony with Vietnamese soc,ial tradition and individual psychology . 
But there is a vast difference betvreen a collection of clandestine 
opposition political groups and the organizational 1veapon that 
emerged, a difference in kind and not just degree. The National 
Liberation Front \.,as not s:iJnply another indigenous covert group, 
or even a coalition of such groups . It Ivas an organizational 
steamroller, nationally conceived and nationally organi zed, 
endovred ",ith ample cadres and funds, crashing out of the jungle 
to flatten the GVN. It vras not an ordinary secret society of the 
kind that had dotted the Vietnamese political landscape for decades. 
It projected a social construction program of such scope and amb ition 
that of necessity it must have been created in Hanoi and imported. 
A r evolutionary organization must buildj it begins with persons 
suffering genuine grievances , "rho are sloliTly organized and "Those 
militancy gradually increases until a critical mass is reached and 
the revolution expl odes . Exactly the r everse vas the case with 
the 1~F . It sprang full-blown into existence and then was f l eshed 
out. The grievances 'Here developed or manufactured almost as a 
nec essa~J afterthought . The creat ion of the NLF was an accomplish
ment of such skill, preCision, and refinement that when one thinks 
of "iho the master planner must have been, only one name comes to 
mind : VietnaEl 's organizational genius, Ho Chi ~linh. II 186/ 
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HANOI Al'I'D THE INSURGENCY IN SOUTH VIETNJll>1 

A. Character of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam 

Behreen 1954 and 1960, Ho Chi Minh had to face in North Vietnam, 
as did I\go Dinh Diem in South Vietnam, the problem of building a nation 
out of the ruins of nearly a . decade of ,.;ar . During those years , until 
t he DRV declared its support for the National Liberation Front of South 
Vietnam, Ho seemed preoccupied "\-rith the problems of consolidating his 
r egime and securing the foreign aid he needed to assure economic gro·h'th . 
Certainly agr i cultural shortages and popular unrest in North Vietnam in 
t he immediate aftermath of Geneva were sufficiently serious to have dis
c ouraged foreign adventures through 1956. HOI{ever , by January, .1961, 
when Hanoi announced the for~ation of the NLF, the internal difficulties 
of the DRV s e em to have been largely resolved . Inquiry into the t:iJ.lling 
and extent of the DRV ' s participation in the insurgency of South Vietnam, 
therefore, requires assessment of thos~ conditions 'ilithin the DRV ,·rhich 
might have affected its capability and ,dllingness to prosecute a i,rar of 
aggression . 

1. Structure of the Government. He possessed one d i stinct 
advantage ove r Diem: his govermnent had been in existence, in one form 
or anothe r, continuously since ],945 . Ho and. his lieutenants ruled in 
radically differing circwnstances as the status of the reg:iJ.ne shift ed 
from that of a state uithin the French Union in 191~6, to a bellige r ent in 
a colonial revolution, and back to a sovereign state in 195LI., preserving 
remarkable continuity. The Geneva Conference of 1951: r e stored. its actual 
territorial dominion to about "That it had been in 1954, in that Fr ance 
accedec: to a ceas e-fire based up on a t erritorial division of Vietnam at 
the lr(th l::.a1'allel and to Viet Minh "conduct of civil aG...min istrationl! in the 
regions to the north, pending "gene ral elections .""!:,./ The withdraval of 
French Iililitar y fo r c e s and civil authority from northern Vietnam I'ias co-· 
ordinat ecl with the DRV forces and l eaders so that the latter syst eJTlatically 
replac ed the foymer ; by the end of May 1955, the DRV had acquired full 
contr ol of all its territor y, and b egan to act as a sovereign state . ?/ 
HOi.rever, fonnal recognition of DRV statehood dates from JanuanJ, 1950 
( China a nd Soviet Un ion), and best inf'oYlr.ation nail a yailable to tLe U. S. 
Departme nt of Sta t e indicate s that thereafter t "renty- hro other nations estab
lished relations I-lith it. 3/ Forillally, the Democr atic Republic of 
Vietnam was ore:,anized unclE:r a Constitution p l.'olllulgated in 19~· 6 '",hich, in 
language echOing J eff e rson, guaranteed civic fre e doms , and reposed princi
pal state ~oo:Ter in a pe ople ' s parliament . A Se cond Constitution \l8S a d opt ed 
on J·amJ.ary 1, 1960, more ex];licitly dra"\m from COITilill.,mist thought, r es embling 
the Chinese Constitution in general, but containing Soviet style clause s 
on civil r ie;hts and autonomy of national minorities . 
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a . Constitution of 1946 

The 19Lf6 basic laIr declared Vietnam to be a democra tic 
republic in which all pm'Ter belonged to the pe'opl e "without distinction 
of race, class, creed, wealth, or sex. II Its terinit ory, "composed of 
Bac-Bo, or Northern Viet Nam ( Tonkin ) , Trung-Bo or Centr a l Viet Nam (Annam ), 
and Nalll-Bo or Southern Viet Nam ( Cochinchina) is one and indivisible ... 
The capital of Viet Nam is Hanoi. 41 Hovrever, the Constitution of 1946 
was neve r institutionalized; inst ead, the exigencies of the ITar ,lith the 
French eventuated in a government I.hich '\o!aS lite ra l ly an administl"ative 
extens i on of the rigidly discipl ined political appa ratus headed by Ho Chi 
Minh and encadrecl by his colleague s from the Indochinese Communist Party . 
Pham Van Dong (presently Premier, then Vice President) announced in 1950 
that promulgation of the 1946 Constitution had been postponed "because 
s everal of its provisions require for their appl icat i on the c essation of 
t he state of war, II 51 and in 1951, aft er Eo had openly a l igned vTith the 
Sino-Soviet pm.ers, - the Vie t Minh radio explained that "a gang of traitors " 
had been evolved in its formulation, and hence a "progressive character 
was l acking . II In late 1956, the DRV set up a constitutional reform com
mittee . §/ In De c em.ber, 1958, Ho invited the public to submit recO'mTaenda
tions on a ne'\oT draft basic la"., and the second Constitution '\Vas prolYlulgatec. 
i n 1960. 

b. Constitut ion of 1960 

The 1960 Preamble speaks of a thousand years 0:':' s truggl e 
for independence , lauds Eo Chi Minh and the Lao Dong (Connnunist) Party, 
c ites harshly United States " inmeTialists " and "interventionist s , II and 
presents this interpretation of- the aftermath of Geneva , 1954-·1960 : I I 

" ... . In the South, the U. S. imperialists and their hench
men have been savagely repressing the patriotic movement of 
our people . They have been strengthening military forces and 
carr'y-ing out their s cheme of turning the southern part of our 
c OLilltry into a colony and militarY' base for their war prepara
tions . They have resorted to all possiol e means to sabotage 
t he Geneva Agreements and und.ennine the cause of Viet Nam I s 
reunification ... . " 

" . ... Under the clear-sight ed l eadership of the Viet Nam 
Lao-Dong Par·ty, the government of the Der<1ocratic Republic 
of Viet- Nam, and. Pi' E:; siden-c Ho Chi Minh, our entire 1)eople , 
broadly united 'I,'i"chin the National Unit ed Front , v ill sure ly 
win elorious success in the building of socialism in r~orth 

Viet-Nam and the struggle for nati ona l reunification ." 

Both the opening sentence of the Preamb l e and Article 1 of Chapter I of 
the Constitution itself, sti:pulate that Viet N81~ is an entity ind ivisible 
from China to Caman in South Vietnam. Chapt er II of the Consti.tution) 
Hhich precedes the section on human rights, anno .. mces step by step that 
the DRV is advancing from "people I s democ~'acy to socialism . . . t ransforming 
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its backward economy into a socialist economy with modern industry and 
agriculture .... 11 IICommunismll (or a derivative term) is not mentioned as 
such, but the document is otherwise explicit that the economy is to be 
state-centered; e.g.: 

IIArticle 12. The state sector of the economy, which is 
a form of ownership by the whole people, plays the leading 
role in the national economy. The state ensures priority for 
its development. 1I 

IIArticle 17. The state strictly .•. prohibits the use of 
private property to disrupt the economic life of the society 
or to undermine the economic plan of the state .... 11 

Chapter III is a hyper-democratic guarantee of civil rights, and the 
remainder provides for an elected National Assembly .and a centralized, 
statist public administration. ~ 

2. Political Parties 

a. Lao Dong Party 

Unrecognized by the 1960 Constitution except in the Pre
amble's encomiums, the Lao Dong Party (Dang Lao Dong Vietnam, or Vietnamese 
Workers' Party) is the dominant political power within the DRV. It is an 
expressly Marxist-Leninist Party which traces its lineage back to the Indo
chinese Communist Party founded by Ho Chi Minh, and although the ICP was 
abolished in 1946, claims to have been prime mover in the major nationalist · 
II front II movements through 1951, when the DRV IIlegalized ll the Party. For 
example, Vo Nguyen Giap explained that: 

liThe Vietnamese peopie's war of liberation was victorious 
because we had a wide and firm National United Front ... organized 
and led by the Party of the working class: the Indochinese 
Communist Party, now the Vietnam Workers' ~o Doni! Party. 
In the light of the principles of Marxism-Leninism ... the Party 
found a correct solution to the problems .. . . 11 2J' 

Party statutes adopted in 1960 established a National 
Congress, and a Central Committee elected by the Congress, as its policy
making bodies . The Congress is ponderous (600 members, meets every 4 years), 
and the Central Committee in fact governs. More precisely, power is exercised 
by the Politburo, its steering group. The Central Committee serves as a 
forum for the discussion of policy, the dissemination of information, and 
the training of future l eaders . Though major decisions appear as Central 
Committee resolutions, in actuality they originate with the Politburo. 
The Secretariat of the Central Committee is the principal executive agency 
of the party, directing subordinate Party organizations in foreign affairs 
propaganda , organization, inspection (or control), the military establish
ment, the "reunification" movement , i ndustry and agriculture. The Secre
tariat also appears to control personnel assignments and promotions in the 
Party ' s middle and upper echelons. 
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NATIONAL 

CENTRAL COMMITTEE DEP AR rMENTS 
About 50 Memb.,. (1960) ~-T"'~~~~' 

POLITBURO 
Principol policy

moking organization 

SECRETARIAT 
Principal po/icy 

implementing body 

"AUTONOMOUS REG ION S," 
PROVI NCES, AND SPECIAL 

MUNICIPALITIES 

DISTRICTS AIIO TOWNS 

BASIC 
PARTY 

(Chi Bo)' 

• Units in social and economic 
o rganizations which represen t 
a minimum of 50 mem~rs 

EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE 

STANDING 
COMMITTEE 

Secretaries 

EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE 

STANDING 
COMMITTEE 

Secre taries 

EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE 

STANDING 
COMMITTEE 

Secretaries 

O rgonization 
Propaganda and 

Tra ining 
Rural Affairs 
Finance ond T rode 
Foreign Relations 
Industry 
Reunification 

KEY 

G eneral 
Politico I 

Directorate, 
MND 

7> STa tutory Eledion 

C ontrol and Direction 

O RGANIZATION OF THE L AO Doxc P "'.r.TY 

Source : NIS 43 C, p . 28 

The La o Dong interna l organizational principl e is "demo
cratic cent~'81isn} II hierarchal subo:co.ination of el ected l eaders of Pa r ty 
entities formed in all geographic) economic} bureaucratic} social} and 
cultural groups} '\olherever at l east three Party members ezist . Membership 
i n the Party is deliberately confined to an elit e } and has never amount ed 
to more than about 3% of the population . 10 / 
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COIlj1IlUJlJIST PARTY MEMBERSHIP 

(CIA Estimates) 

1)500 1950 400)000 

50, 000 1962 570,000 

As of 1963, 80% of the Party "(fere members of 10 years or more, less than 
10% ,Tere "\vomen, and. no more than 7% "l-Tere non-Vietnamese . Although an 
elite) the Party admitted in 1960 that 85% of its meabers had no more 
than 4th srade educat ions. Lack of skill and drive) as well as inade
quate strength) handicapped the Party in its attempts to encadre the 
DRV's ambitious agl' icultural and ino.ust::!.'ial programs. From the 1960 
admissions, it ap~ears that of 110)000 managerial personnel in the DRV) 
only 50) 000 or so were Pe.rty members; about 10% of the Party is then 
employed directly in manager.1ent. Nonetheless ) the Party ha s frOlD. all 
appearances succeeded in lodging itself in pivotal positions in every 
part of the society) and c ertainly in the DRV 's ma:i.n underta:dngs. 

b. Fatherland Front 

One of the fundamenta l n roc edures of the Vietnamese Com
munists has been the forming of a fI~it ed· front fI in "l-Thich COiT'ID.unist 
Party melllbers join cause vith non-corn.munist s) especially nationalist 
activists. The Party itsel f has pointed out that this is in proper 
Leninist fashion : 

liThe policy of founding the Indochinese d emocr atic front 
between 1936 and. 1939) the Viet Minh front behTeen 1941 and 
1951) and the Lien Vie t front fl946-19517i the decision of 
signing the 6 March 191~6 ... preliminary accord /Ho' s acc om
modation with France7 . .. -- all these are typ ical exampl es 
of the clever application of the ... instl'uction of Lenin. fI 11/ 

In 1955 the DRV organized non-coI:rr!!.unist elements into "mass 
organizat ions ) fI u i thin the "Fatherland Front II (Mat Tran To QUoc). 12/ 

SELECTED COEPO]\J"ENl' ORGANIZATIONS 
m" TtiE FATHERLAND FROI~T 

Lao Dong Party 
De..mocratic Party 
Socialist Part~' 
General Con:'ederation of labor 
National Lia ison COllJIlLittee of 

Peasants 
\lomen ' s Union 
youth Federation 

5 

Writers and Artists Union 
Journalists As sociation 
Unified Buddhist Association 
National Liaison Committee of 

Patriotic & Peace Loving Catholics 
Industrialists and Traders Federation 
Peac e Committee 
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The Fatherland Front follm'Ts the format of the lao Dong Party, and 
Party members occupy the key positions "I-lithin the Front . The Front 
composition has not been changed since 1955, but aft.er 1960 it became 
more active in the "reunification" movement, serving as the proponent , 
or "exte rnalizing agent. 1I in the DRV for the National Front. for the 
Liberation of South Vietnam. 13/ 

I t should be noted that the Fatherland Front included tiolO 
nominally non-cmmnunist parties, and that it advocated beginning in 1955 
an interestingly different scheme for bringing about reunification of 
Vi etnam: t~w legislative assemblies for North and South, respectively, 
separate armed forces, and a confederate government . But on a l l other 
issues the Front differed not at all from Ho, especia lly agreeing that : 

. "American imperialism is the chief ene."1l.Y ' II 14/ No other deviant vieH 
is on record from e ither the Front or the tvTO "independent " pol itical 
parties . Moreover, while the DRV government has on rare occasions 
included Socialist or Democrats, none has ever' occupied an important 
l eadership position . 

3 . Leadershin 

The most remarkable aspect 
Part;y is stability of the ir leadership . 
Party uere old-ti.rne communists. 

of the DRV and the lao Dong 
Most of the top leaders of the 

Underground 
Opcro~ion 

1945 - 1950 

2nd 
Porty 

Congres:> 
February 

195 1 

10,n 
C enfrol 

Commilfce 
Plenum 

October 
1956 

3rd 
Porfy 

Ccngrc5s 
September 

1960 

_ ::-:-____ ~. 1945 . 50 51 56 60 

Pot;tburo Members n I I I I I I I I I I I 
(1950 ranking) 

1. Ho Chi Minh 

2. lc Duon 

3. T ruang Chinh 

4: Pham Von 001' 0 

5. Phom Hung 

6 . Vo Nguye n G iop 

7. le Due Tho 

8. Nguyen Chi Thanh 

9. Nguyen Ouy Tri~h 

10. le Thanh Nghi 

11. H.:>ong Van Hooll 

Alternate r,~ernhNs 

T fLn Q uoe -Ho91! 

Von Tien Dung 

Former l,'emb ers 

Hoang Q vec Vie t 

Ho Huy Giop 

Ton Due Thong 

Nguyen luong BO f'9 1 

I 

r--.--- -

--

M EMBERSHlP I X THE LAO D OXG POLITBURO 1951-60 

Sou:::'ce : 
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Moreover, this close knit Party elite controlled t he l evers of pOi·rer 
in the DRV government . The follmTing chart shovis that as of 1960 all 
key North Vietnarnese leaders except one on "hose early life U. S . 
intelligence is not info:"J:ued -- are known to have been i n the ICP in 
the '30 1 s ( or even in predecessor organizations) . 

LAO DONG - DRV LEADERSHIP IN 1900 15/ 

LAO DONG PARTY 

Politb uro Departmental 
Re spons iblity 

DEM OCRATIC 
REPUBLIC or 

VIETNAM 
(DRV) 

PEOPLE'S ARi·.iY 
or VI ErNAr.t 

(PAVNJ 

(in ord er of ronk. 
Sep.cmber 1960) . 

* Ho Chi Minh ------ Choirman, CC-

* le Duon---------First Secretory, 
Secretariat 

Truong Cl1inh*----------------

Phom Von Oong-.'±----~-------

Phom Hung*------Member,.---
Secretariat 

- Presidenl; - - --- -:-- -
Chairman, NOC . 

-Chairman, 
Notional Ass~mbly 

- Premier; Vice 
Chairmcn~ NOC 

- Oeputy Premier; 
ChairO'lon, Finance 

and Trag.:- Boo rd, 
Premier's Off ice 

Suprem'!! 
COOlnlonder 

* Vo Nguyen ~iap ------------ - Deputy Premicr;-- - -Commc nder 
Minister, Notional ' in Chief 

* l e Duc Tho ------ - Member, 
Secretariat 

Director, Organ. 
izational 
Department, 
CC 

Oefense ; 
Chairman, NOC 

Nguyen Chi-- - -- --Membe r, ---- -Member, NDe 
Thanh -){- Secretoriot 

Nguyen Doy --------------- - Deputy Premier ; 
Trinh * Choirman, SPC; 

Chairman, sse; 
Memb~r. Noe 

l e Thanh Nghi--lt----------- - - Dcpv'y 'Premier; 
Choirman, sec; 
Choirman, Indus

trial Soord, 
Premier's Office 

Hoang Ve n Hean ------------ - Vice Cha irman, 
Notional Assembly 

ALTERNATE MEM5 ERS 

lron Quoc Hoon-------- -----

-l(-
Von Tien Oun9------- ---- - -

- Minister, Public 
Security; 

Cha irmen, Home 
Affairs Boord, 
Premier's Office; 

Member, NOC 
- - Membe r, NDC ---

KEY TO A3B REVIATIONS 

- Chie f of Staff 

C(-Cenlrol Comm ittee 
NDC-National Defense Council 
SPC-Sfofe Plonr:ing CommiHion 

SSe-State Scientific Commission 
SCC-Sfof~ Construction 

Commission 

* - rcp pre-lTd II 
INTERLOCKING OF TOP LEADERSHIP posrrw:-;s r:-; NORTH 

V IETNAM 
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From time to time certain members of this elite suffered an apparent 
eclipse) but Ho Chi Minh ostensibly intervened on their behalf) mediated 
the dispute in which they were involved) and restored them to the inner 
circle -- usually in a different position. Thus) Truong Chinh _vas "fired" 
as First Secretary of the Party in 1956 after the land Reform Campaign 
had been pressed too far and fast) but after a period of absence from 
the public scene) re-emerged in 1958 as Vice Premier) and became in 
1960 Chairman of the Standing Committee of the National Assembly. Vo 
Nguyen Giap) who delivered a sharp critique of Truong Chinh in October 
1956) disappeared for two months in October 1957) while Eo Chi Minh ioTas 
on a Bloc trip) amid rumors of a realignment of DRV leadership. HO's 
return brought Vo's resurrection. Other examples of this phenomenon 
attest both to the immutability of the core leaders) and to the centrality 
of Ho to their position. 16/ 

A similar testimony to HO's eminence lies in the murky 
evidence of factional dispute within the lao Dong. In 1946 Truong Chinh 
and Giap appeared to foreign observers as "extremists)" urging violence 
on Ho; in 1956 Truong was the Maoist extremist ) Vo a Soviet-style moderate; 
in 1966) Vo was rated a moderate ) but Truong had become a neutral) and 
report edly himself had come under fire of "extremist" Le Duan. 17/ In
crea singly) Ho has risen above the politics of personalities an~intramural 
clashes ) and to the extent that he became involved) seems to have mediated 
and reconciled rather than disciplined. Demonstrably) his personal l eader
ship qualities kept the DRV elite a cooperative, integrated team) with 
individual ambitions and hardline-moderate factions delicately in balance. 

The larger circle of the Central Committee of the lao Dong 
exhibited no different complexion from the inner leadership, except that 
while most of the Politburo members are considered generalists, the 33 
other Central Committee members include Party administrators, State 
specialists, or military and internal security leaders. More than half of 
the Central Committee have been identified as ICP members before World 
War II. 18/ The DRV of 1960) was, then, a state dominated by a coterie 
or revolutionaries of a particularly hardened breed. Ho himself, in a 
1960 speech) paid this tribute to his colleagues: 

"I wish to remind you that thirty-one of the comrades 
who are now in the Central Committee IoTere given altogether 
222 years of imprisorunent and deportation by the French 
imperialists before the Revolution, not to mention the sen
tences to death in absentia and the years of imprisonment 
evaded by thos e who escaped from prison .... Our comrades made 
up for the years in prison in discussing and studying political 
theory. Once more) this not only proves that the enemy 's 
extremely savage policy of repression could not check progress, 
but on the contrary, it became a touchstone, it has further 
steeled the revolutionaries. And the result was that the 
Revolution bas triumphed) the imperialists have been defeated .•.. " 19/ 
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B. The DRV's Domestic Objectives 

Ho Chi Minh was always a revolutionary. Whether he was first 
and foremost a nationalist, or a potential Tito, or the last of 'the 
Stalinists--and arguments can be advanced for each theory--as head of 
state he subscribed to internal programs for the DRV which were com
munist in concept and Maoist in execution . In repeated statements on 
the goals of the regime, he and the rest of the Lao Dong leadership 
made it plain that they were determined to revise radically North Vietnam 's 
land-holding system, and reconstruct its tradit ional society along egali
tarian and collectivist lines. Further, they were det ermined that North 
Vietnam would become agriculturally self-sufficient, and .industrialized 
to the degree its natural resources would permit. In fact, the moderniza
tion they envisaged for North Vietnam surpassed in degree and urgency any 
of the Y~-Diem undertakings in South Vietnam. yet the latter aroused 
the peasant's apprehensions, and eventually their hostility. What of 
Ho Chi Minh 's internal security? From the record of DRV policy from 
1950 to 1960, it is clear that, while "progress towards socialism" in 
both the agrarian and industrial realms was always one prinCipal State/ 
Party objective, a well-disciplined society thoroughly submissive to 
Party l eadership was another, and frequently overriding goal. 

1. Societal DisciplJne 

By no means can it be said that at any time prior to Geneva, 
Ho and the Lao Dong Party held complete sway in rural North Vietnam. 
Aside from French supported counter-movements, the Viet Minh leaders had 
to contend with peasant reluctance to support them, and even outright 
rej ection of their policy. Almost as soon as the DRV "legalized " the 
Lao Dong Party in 1951, the Party launched a series of land reform schemes 
which contravened even the popularity Ho et al enjoyed as heroes of the 
Resistance. Moreover, tensions developed-early between the Viet Minh and 
the Catholics as a group-- l ess apparently over political issues than over 
traditional Catholic fear of Tonkinese persecution in the absence of 
French protectors. The Catholics of Tonkin had developed a political 
and military independence like that of the Cao Dai and Hoa Hao in Cochin
china, and resisted the Viet Minh as vigorously as the latter resisted 
the Saigon regimes . In both land reform and relations with the Catholics, 
the Party and the DRV encountered stiff opposition. 

a. Rural Qpposition) 1954-1956 

Prior to 1954., the Lao Dong Party experiraented in Viet 
Minh liberated 3reas of Tonkin with a MaOist-style Land Reform Campa ign. 20/ 
Other than the "Tar, Land Reform VTas the foremost undertaking of the Lao 
Dong Party after 1951. In essence, the Land Reform Campaign committ ed the 
party to an assault on the traditional rural social hierarchy, and to redis
tribution of land and wealth. Beginning .. lith punitive taxes, the Campa ign 
matured terror, arrests, and public condenmation) trials, and executions . 
Within the DRV hierarchy, the proponent of Land Reform was Truong Chinh 
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(born Dang Xuan Khu, party name translating as "Long March"), S~cretary 
General of the Lao Dong Party, who openly espoused the Maoist version 
of communism, and who relied upon Chinese advisers. Truong Chinh saw 
land reform as a method of organizing the peasantry under the Lao Dong 
Party, less important for its economic or social ramifications than for 
its political and military significance. Truong had warned in 1947 that : 

"If we neglect the organization of the people, we cannot 
mobilize the entire people and the army, and cannot enable them 
to take part in the resistance in every field. In 1918 Lenin 
wrote: 'To wage a real war, we must have a strong and well 
organized rear .... ' These words constitute very precious 
counsel for us in this long-term resistance war." 21/ 

emphasis on 
increased . 

As victory of the Resistance neared, Ho Chi Minh's 
internal reforms, as opposed to martial undertakings, 
In December 1953, for instance, he stated that: 

"fEh,:!:.? tvlO central tasks in the next years are to do our 
utmost to fight the enemy and to carry out land reform .... 
In 1954, we must pay particular attention to three great works: 

"To combine land reform with strengthening of the 
armed forces .... 

"To combine land reform ..,ith the training of cadres 
and the raising of their ideology .... 

"To combine land reform ..,ith the development of agri
cultural production .... " 22/ 

Moreover, Ho apparently countenanced harsh measures to carry out both 
"central tasks." He is reported to have stated his basic strategy to 
Party cadres in these terms: 

"To straighten a curved piece of bamboo) one must bend 
it in the opposite direction, holding it in that position 
for aYlhile. Then, ..,hen the hand is removed it .rill slo..,1y 
straighten itself." 23/ 

When the Geneva Conference opened the way to Viet Minh 
dominion over North Vietnma, and held out the prospect to Tonkinese 
peasants of migrating to South Vietnam, hundreds of thousands were suffi
ciently apprehensive over religious persecutj.on, or over "land reform" 
and other communizing campaigns to the North . There is considerable 
evidence that many of these fears .rere well-founded . On the heels of 
the ,-lithdravling French Expeditionary Forces, ~lruong Chinh' s teams of 
Chinese advisers toured fran village to village to survey for land 
r eforms, and these ..,ere follmTed by an infusion of Lao Dong Party cadres 
to village l evel . 24/ People's Courts ..,ere activated and the Campaign 
became the vehiclenot only for land redistribution, but for Communist 
Party penetration into rural society, and a vlholesale transformation of 
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the penetrated community's traditional structure. 

U.S. intelligence vlaS not at the time well informed on 
the ensuring events, but since various sources (chiefly Northern refugees) 
have filled in a fairly coherent picture. 25/ From the farmers' point 
of view, the regime's Campaign . involved three particularly onerous 
procedures. The first was an attack upon the position and prerogatives 
of the traditional village hierarchy, accomplished by the cadre's selecting 
and training several of the poorest, least successful villagers for a 
Land Reform Committee and a Special People's Tribunal, and soliciting, 
from the same sources, accusations against the more prosperous, socially 
elevated villagers. 26/ The second was the classifying of the entire 
populace into such lettered categories as "dishonest and ferocious land- . 
lords," "average normal l andlords "; "rich peasants"; "strong middle level 
peasants "; or livery poor peasants. II 27/ Thirdly, each village Tribunal 
was then assigned a quota of one landlord death sentence. According to a 
former Viet Minh, the initial results were displeasing to the "our Chinese 
comrade advisers, II who felt that more "exploiters " should have been fmind. 
Accordingly, on orders from the Lao Dong Central Committee, ne"T classifica
tions were assigned "Thich labeled five times the mnnber of landlords. At 
the same time, the landlord execution quota was raised from one to five 
per village. 28/ 

The results of the Campaign were like the outcome of 
similar procedures in China earlier in the decade: widespread bloodshed. 
Aside from persons executed on the direct order of the Tribunals them
selves, there were countless oth~rs who, evicted from their l andholds , 
and ostracized by the community, "Tere condemned to die of starvation. 
Figures on casualties of the Campa ign are inconclusive. George A. Carver 
states that the killed '·Tere "probably on the order of 100,000 "; a French 
professor then in Hanoi estimates that altogether 100,000 were lost; 
refugees have testified that the countryside of North Vietnam vTaS white 
with the clothing of mourning; Bernard Fall believed that 50,000 to 100,000 
were killed. 29/ That there were significant excesses i s evident from 
the behavior of the DRV itself, which beginning in August 1956, moved 
publicly to restrain Party cadres, to curb the power of the local courts, 
and to dampen the ardor of the "poor" peasants. 

In August, 1956, Ho admitted that "errors had been com
mitted in realizing the unity of the peasants " and promised to redress 
wrongful class ifications and maljudgments by Land Reform Committees . 30/ 
At the 10th Plenum of the Lao Dong Party Central Comnlittee on 29 October 
1956, Truong Chinh "TaS replaced by · Ho Chi lvlinh himself as Party Secretary, 
and the top levels of the Central Land Reform Committee and the Ministry 
of Agriculture were shaken up. 31/ Vo Nguyen Giap, as the Party's spokes
man, read a list of errors considered in these changes: 

"( a ) While carrying out their anti-feudal task, our cadres ... 
have separated the Land Reform and the Revolution. Worst of all, 
in some areas they have even made the two mutually exclusive. 
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"(b) We have failed to realize the necessity of uniting 
with the middle- l evel peasants, and we should have concluded 
some form of alliance with the rich peasants , whom we treated 
in the same manner as the l andlords . 

"( c) We attacked the l andowning families indiscriminately .... 

"(d) We made too many deviations and executed too many 
honest people. We attacked on too large a front and, seeing 
enemies everywhere, resorted to terror, which became far too 
widespread . 

"(e) Whilst carrying out our Land Reform program we failed 
to r espect the principles of freedom of faith and worship in 
many areas . 

"(f) In r egions inhabited by minority tribes we have attacked 
tribal chiefs too strongly, thus injuring, instead of respecting, 
local customs and manners . 

"( g ) Wh "d t h " en reorganizing the party, we pal 00 muc lIDpor-
t ance to the notion of social class i nstead of a dhering firmly 
to political qualifications alone . Instead of recognlzlng 
education to be the first essential, vIe resorted exclusively 
to organizational measures such as disciplinary punishments , 
expuls ion from the party, executions , dissolution of party 
branches and cells . Worse still, torture. came to be r egarded 
as a normal practice during party reorganization." 32/ 

On 2 November, the DRV announced that i ts first postwar 
elections would be held in 1957, and formed a constitutional r eform com
mittee as one of several measures aimed at greater freedom in the soc i ety . 

On 8 November, Ho abolished the detested Special People's 
Tribunals) and ordered the wholesale release of prisoners from the regime 's 
detention centers . There followed then a systematic ) government-wide 
"Campaign for the Rectification of Errors ." Notwithstanding these admiSSions, 
or perhaps because of them, violence broke out in Nghe An, t he province of 
Ho's birth. 

b. Peasant Rebellion of 1956 

The year 1956 had been a bad one for communist regimes . 
Obedient to the dictates of the 20th Congress of the Communist Party of 
t he Soviet Union, most communist governments ) including the DRV, had 
l aunched programs of de-Stalinization and liberalization. In China these 
took the form of the "Hundred Flmvers " movement) and in the DRV) the 
"Rectification of Errors Campa ign. " Poland and East Germany, as well as 
Hungary had experienced viol ence . Nonetheless) it was with some surprise 
t hat the world received Hanoi Radio ' s announcement of 16 November 1956, 
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"Broke out when a gang of reactionaries, taking advanta·ge 
of the mistakes committed during the political implementation 
of l and reform, mol ested soldiers and cadres of the people's 
regime, seized quantities of arms and blocked traffic. Many 
dead and wounded are reported among the soldiers and cadre .... 
Drastic measures have been taken to maintain security .... Regional 
administrative committees have i ntensified efforts to corr ect 
mistakes committed in the agrarian reform program, and are now 
satisfying the l egitimate aspirations of all compatriots, including 
the Catholics .•.. " 33/ 

On 17 November, however, Hanoi disclosed that "troops and cadres .•.. tried 
to reason with the people but were man-handled . This ended in a clash 
in "lvhich a few persons were killed and ,-rounded) ·including some a rmy 
men •.•• Security services are now taking the neces sary steps to maintain 
order and security and to protect the compatriots' lives and property •.•. " 34/ 
On 21 November, Nhan Dan, the government ne\vspaper) noted that: "Nghe An 
is the province in which party organizations existed as early as 1930. But 
it is in the same province that the most serious mi stakes have been made .•• , II 
and went on to deplore the execut i on and beatings of party members. 35/ 

What happened i ndicates that the populace of North Vietnam 
must have been living at the time under severe tension. The People's Army 
of Vietnam (PAVN) had been depl oyed in streng~h into the rural areas to 
support the Land Reform Campa ign:, and it vTaS reportedly through PAVN chan
nels that the DRV first learned of impending revolt. Local garrisons had 
been reinforced as citizens grew more restive) and units composed of 
regrouped southerners 'ivere sent i nto exceptionally tense areas. 

On November 9, 1956, several hundred aggrieved peasants 
assembled in a market pl ace near Vinh--a predominantly Catholic arp.a--to 
petition an ICC team to arrange for some of them to migrate to Sout~ Vietnam, 
and for r eturn of confiscated land to others . The following morning a 
special DRV propaganda t eam and a contingent of 11VA troops arrived, and 
s everal arrests were attempted . A riot ensued) which spread into insur
rection. On the night of 13 November PAVN troops stormed into the tmm, 
scattering the r eb els and i nflicting heavy casualties. Thousands of 
peasants then swarmed over their l ocal government o~fices, destroying 
l and records, and blocking roads. Some militia deserted and j oi ned the 
r ebels) and attacks on nearby DRV troops were attempted . Bernard Fall, 
in a 1957 article ) descr i bed four columns of some 10)000 peasants nlarching 
in the province capital) seizing arrrtS from troops ) and forcing party cadres 
to sign confessions of crimes . 36/ Two r einforced army divisions ) some 
20) 000 strong, were committed toput down the uprising . 37/ . 

The casualties resulting from the r evolt are not known . 
Fall states that "close to 6000 farmers wer e deported or executed ." 38/ 
Ngo Dinh Diem in Saigon cited IImassacres " in the North) claimed t o have 
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evidence that the entire population of Nghe An.had r~lained ignorant of 
its right to move to the South in 1954-1955) and called upon the ICC to 
reinstate Article 14(d). 39/ Vietnam Press) Diem's official press 
agency) on 9 November 195b;- quoted Cong Nhan)a Saigon daily as follows: 

"In the North) the fall of the illegitimate regime is 
near .... As soon as the people's hatred of the Communist dicta
torship is sufficiently mature for it to succeed in overthrov ing 
it) then general elections which are really free vill take place 
in the whole of Vietnam) and will peacefully bring about the 
reunification of the country. 

"If he refuses to haye recourse to force in order to 
liberate the North) vThile yet realizing the dearest aspira
tions of the people) the supreme head of the Republic of 
Vietnam does so solely in order to avoid bloodshed and 
undesirable fratricidal strife." 40/ 

c. Reconciliation and Repression) 1957-1959 

From the DRV viewpoint the Nghe-An uprising) vThatever 
its dimensions, coincided fortuitously with the Suez and Hungarian crises. 
The GVN simply could not muster sufficient evidence to compete for head
lines) and U.S. attention vas on Europe. In any event) Ho and his regime 
undertook a series of conciliatory gestures vhich sapped popular resent
ment) and occluded the situation abroad. Conciliatory gestures vere 
quickly extended to Catholics. Hadio Hanoi) which in July 1955) had 
broadcast a Lao Dong proclamation rejecting the existence of deities 
consistent ,-lith the !!scientific principles of the doctrine of Marx and 
Lenin," on 22 November 1956 announced that: 

" ... in the agrarian reform) ve have committed errors, 
including errors in the observance of freedom of r eligion. 
The people in general, and the Catholic citizens in particular) 
want these errors corrected. These are legitimate demands.!! 41/ 

At the same time the government allocated about 48 million dong ( about 
$15,000) for repair of Catholic churches and a seminary. 42/ On 15-16 
December 1956) the DRV convened the National Committee of the Catholic 
Union, vhich issued a declaration criticizing the government for having 
violated the lavlS on religious freedom, pointing out that: 

" ... the errors committed during the agrarian reform have 
violated the policy of religious liberty of the Lao Dong Party 
and of the Goverrunent and have infringed on the religious 
rights of the faithfuL ... !! 43/ 

Ho Chi Minh personally received a delegation from the Committee of the 
Catholic Union to express his regret over the !!errors !! that had been com
mitted) and Nhan Dan) the Lao Dong paper) published a series of articles 
on the same subject. 
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The Lao Dong Party itself was purged with particular 
attention to the demonstrably unreliable rural membership acquired 
during the latter stages of Land Reform, and Nhan Dan through the 
spring of 1957 reported on continuing difficulty in-Testoring the 
Party's rapport in the countryside. At the same time, the press 
carried a number of graphic accounts,of life in DRV prison camps . 4~/ 

In early 1957, in emulation of Mao, the DRV sponsored 
a "hundred flowers fI campaign, and as in China, the regime was. surprised 
by the sharpness of intellectual criticism which it evoked. 45/ The 
Hundred Flowers movement lasted in full bloom only about three months, 
but the literary license stimulated an unusual outflow of verse and fable, 
in which Land Reform, PAVN, foreign advisers, and the Party cadre were 
all criticized . Eventually the barbs became unbearable for the Lao Dong, 
and the flo., of newsprint to opposition papers was cut, printers went 
on strike, and a particularly cutting journal, Nhan-Van ("Humanism,fI a 
pun on Nhan-Dan), was forbidden to publish. Arrests and trials followed 
and by mid-1957 the voice of the intellectuals had all but been stilled. 
Nevertheless, as late as 1960, official releases were still deprecating 
literature which did not meet regime criteria for "proletarian vlritings. fI 

By mid 1957, the DRV had reversed its policy on Catholics-
six months after the flRectification " rapprochement of Decemb er 1956. The 
denunciation of priests was resumed, and the Church was accused of political 
activities . In 1959, a more intense campaign of harassment was undertaken, 
including newspaper barrages depicting the Catholic clergy as the greatest 
obstacle to collectives in farm Tegions. Church activity was severely 
restricted; all non-Vietnamese priests and nuns were expelled; and the 
movement of the native clergy .ras rigidly circumscribed. Catholic schools 
closed rather than accept DRV political instructors. Western observers 
in Hanoi in 1962 noted that congregations in Hanoi were composed invariably 
of the aged. Fall reported that as of that year there were but 5 bishops 
and 320 priests remaining in the DRV. 46/ 

The DRV, like the GVN also resorted to population reloca
tions; the forced migration of Vietna~ese from overcrovlded, potentially 
dissident coastal regions into areas inhabited by minority peoples. The 
tribal people of North Vietnam comprised about 15% of the population thinly 
settled over about 40% of the country. 47/ These folk had always resisted 
government from outside their tribal society . The French made only a 
pretens e of governing them. Racially differentiated from the Vietnamese, 
the highlander-lmllander relationship historically proceeded from hostility 
on the one hand and contempt on the other. Even Truong Chinh was un\villing 
to press strongly his Land Reform Campaign against the patriarchal tribal 
system, but to the extent that he did, violence ensued . In VO Nguyen Giap's 
catalog of mistakes recited on 29 October 1956 ( supra ), these difficulties 
were admitted, and concess ions to the minor i ties :werepart of the Rectifi
cation of Errors . The Constitution of 1960 guaranteed the preservation of 
minority l anguages and cultures, and autonomy for local government. More 
than 70% of public administration in the northeast border region was placed 
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in the hands of non-Vietnamese) and the proportion was almost 50% on 
the Laotian frontier. Minority leaders were given seats in the National 
Ass embly and on the Lao Dong Party Central Committee) and in both the 
Party and government bureaucracies numerous special minority boards and 
commissions were formed. Nonetheless) the first DRV Five-Year Plan (1960) 
included an expanded agricultural resettlement program in which 1)000)000 
Vietnamese farmers were to move from the delta into the tribal regions to 
open new farmlands. In fact) the new farms were seldom self-sufficient) 
much less a contribution to the national food supply. But they aided 
internal security: their presence debilitated the traditional tribal 
society) and provided a quasi-military presence on the borders. In 1959) 
security forces in the border regions vTere further strengthened vlith Armed 
Public Security Forces to counter alleged airdrops of "ranger spies " from 
South Vietnam. 

In most respects) the DRV had gone further in its self
accusation than had the de-Stalinization campaigns in other communist 
countries. Its recovery was equally exaggerated . Hoang Van Chi) a former 
Viet Minh cadre) believes that the Land Reform I s advance into mass terror) 
followed by "Rectification" and reconciliation) had been carefully cal
culated by Ho as a "bamboo bending" in . deliberate emulation of the Chinese) 
and that Ho) no l ess than Mao) was fully aware that bloodshed would eventu
at e . 48/ Aiming ultimately at nothing less than a rapid and total trans
formation of traditional society, both leaders resorted to terror, followed 
by calculated relaxation and retightening of government control, as necessary 
steps to a disciplined populace. If such vas in fact Ho I s views , events 
bore him out, for by 1959 the DRV Ivas able to resume a forced advance 
to'i'lard collectivization of agriculture, vhich, though afflicted with 
occasional administrative setbacks and by production decreases) did not 
again prompt revolt. 49/ 

Other internal security messures taken by the DRV included 
strict controls over personal mobility, the allocation of large manpower 
r esources to internal security functions, and the employment of the Lao 
Dong Party as a control mechanism and security censor. The regime eventu
ally acquired) through its duplic ate Party and governmental bureaucracies, 
contacts with and control Over virtually every citizen . The forma l internal 
security apparatus was effectively supplemented by population control 
documentation (identification cards) licenses, travel permits), by incessant 
propaganda) by networks of informers) and by surveillance in compulsory 
ma,ss organizations . By 1959) follmving 5 years of oppression) relaxation, 
and repress ion, the people of the DRV were effectively disciplined. 

2. Progress Tm·rards Socialism 

The assertion of the DRV Constitution of 1960 that the nation 
was "transforming its back\~ard economy into a socialist economy with 
modern industry and agriculture ... " had substance, but entailed a sub
stantial input from abroad . Though a primarily agricultural society, 
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North Vietnam emerged from its war with France in 1954 a food-deficit 
area. Densely populated, war-torn, it found it self more than cust omarily 
dependent upon outside supplies of rice and supplemental foods, which it 
had usually imported from South Vietnam. Soviet stop-gap aid filled the 
food deficit QDtil DRV production was improved. The negative attitude of 
the GVN toward any economic relations with the DRV beyond those necessitated 
by the Geneva regroupment, in which Diem became progressively more adamant, 
created one pressure upon the DRV to seek dependable sources of further aid 
abroad. A second stemmed from lack of human and material capital to take 
advantage of its natural resources: the North contained all the developed 
mineral lodes and most of the established manufacturing in the two Vietnams , 
as well as the bulk of electric power capacity in Indochina. 50/ The DRV 
needed substantial foreign aid either to press toward modernizing its basic 
industry or to collectivize its farms. 

a. Agriculture 

Foreign aid to the DRV in agriculture, aside from r eli ef 
shipments of food, took the form chiefly of t echnical assistance, both in 
management and technique. 51/ Chinese experts in Maoist land reforms 
figured prominently in the-Concept and direction of the collectivization 
drives . Russian advisors are believed to have advocated DRV concentration 
on mineral and tropical products valuable in communist international trade, 
and to have furnished methodological assistance in irrigation, fertilizing, 
and the like, but to little avail: labor intensive, hand tool farming in 
the traditional fashion persisted. Progress towards collectivization was 
perceptible. After retrenching in 1957 following the peasant flare-up, the 
regime moved ahead, although more cautiously. At the beginning of 1958, 
less than 5% of the farm population was in producer cooperativesj enrollments 
increased thereafter, and sharply in 1960, from about 55% of peasant house
holds in July to about 85% in December. About one third of the collectives 
were in advanced stages of communal land mmership and shared productionj 
the remainder represented inchoate socialization, with market incentive 
still a mainstay. Performance in agriculture was generally poor, output 
never rising above subsistence levelS) and slOvr and erratic gro"rth depressing 
progress in other sectors of the economy . 

There was, hOT,rever, perceptible progress: 

Food Grain Per Capita 52/ 
( in Kilograms) 

1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 .;!.960 1961 1962 

260 310 283 315 358 304 337 339 

The DRV gross national product, owing to improvements in both the industrial 
and agricultural sectors, grew steadily some 6% per year after 1958. The 
most promising years for the DRV were 1958 and 1959, when performance in 
both sectors was extraordinarily goodj thereafter, consecutive years of 
poor harvests and rapid population increases cut into gains . 
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b. Industry 

In industry) as compared with agriculture) foreign aid was 
more r elevant , and visibly more effective. The DRV claimed in 1963 that 
new capacity had raised the total value of factory and handicrart industrial 
output two and two-thirds times above the 1956 level; an average annual 
increase of some 20%. Socialization was pronounced: by 1963 state-owned 
enterprises accounted for 60% of production, and partially state-owned about 
6%. The North Vietnamese themselves possessed at the outset little capacity 
to carry out a balanced program of industrial development; in fact, handi
capped as the DRV was by annual fluctuations in their agriculturally based 
economy and shortages of native technicians, its capability to absorb for
eign aid was distinctly limited. Initially, to restore existing industrial 
plant) to improve communications, and to import consumer goods. Thereafter 
aid was extended in the form of credits for specified projects. The first 
DRV long range development plan) a three year program in 1958, proved too 
ambitious; targets were revised dovm annually, and at the end of the plan 
agricultural growth had averaged a little over 4'%, compared with 21% for 
industry . A Five Year Plan for 1960-1965 was designed for more "rational 
development " of heavy industry, but precisely how this was to be achieved, 
and the pace of improvement, apparently remained subjects of cont ention up 
until the exigencies of the war overtook the plan. 

U • S. intelligence is not informed as to hm-, prec isely 
foreign aid was related to either DRV economic plans, but in terms of 
government budget revenues, the DRV reported that foreign aid and loans 
comprised 39.5% of its 1955 income, but dropped to only 15.7% of its 
1960 income . By contrast, and as a measure of r eturn on both foreign aid 
and its own investment) profits from state enterpri ses contributed only 
6·5% to 1955 income, compared \-lith 58.0% in 1960. Total aid for 1955 to 
1963 was as follows: 

ECONOMIC AID TO DRV 

1955-1963 

(In Millions of U.S. Dollars) 53/ 

.Donor (1) Grants Credits Total ~ Total 

Communist China 225·0 232.0 457.0 47.8 
USSR 105·0 263.9 363.9 (2) 38.6 
Rumania 4.8 37·5 
Poland 7·5 14·5 97·0 (3) 10.1 
Czechoslovakia 9·0 7·5 
East Germany 15·0 0 15·0 .1.6 
Hungary 2.0 10.0 12.0 1.2 

. Bulgaria 4.0 2·5 6.5 0·7 
Total 372·3 584.l(3) 956.4 100.0 

(1) Albania and North Korea also aided, insignificantly. 

(2) Does not include 1962 agreement for agricultural development 
assistance, value unknOlm. 

(3) Includes $16.2 million extended in 1955 as a consort ium. 
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u.S. intelligence estimated that through 1963 DRV used about $334 million 
of aid ext ended by China, $324 million from the USSR, and about $106 from 
East Europe. 

The Chinese Communists played a leading role in assistance 
for transportat ion, communication, and the irrigation system. Between 1957 
and 1964 they built 14 rice mills, 28 sugar r efi neries, plus a number 
of consumer goods factories . A 1959 l oan financed expansion in metallurgy, 
chemicals , and electric power . Chinese trainers, advisers, and t echnicians 
averaged 1500 t o 3000 per annum . Soviet aid vTaS at fir st centered on heavy 
industry. Technicians -- about 150 to 300 persons yearly -- were conc en
trated in heavy manufacturing, mining and el ectric power . After 1960, 
Soviet assistance was also provided for telecommunications and agriculture. 

The DRV's foreign trade tripled from 1955 to 1963, and 
although exports increased from 8% of tota l trade in 1955, to 37% in 1963, 
a deficit remained which had to be financed from aid -- from grants in 
1955-1957, and from credit thereafter. 

The pattern of trade was also Bloc oriented, a s follows: 

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF DRV TRADE 

(1962 Data in Percentages ) 54/ 

JJnport s Exports 

Communist China, N .K., Cuba 

Eastern Europe 

USSR 

J apan 

Other Non-Communist 

Total 100.0 

23·2 

23·5 

33.8 

11.1 

8.4 

100.0 

Together China and USSR accounted for hTo-thirds of all trade . Total 
exports vTere 60% from agriculture, forestry, f i shing and handicrafts, 
30% from minerals; 50% of imports ,-rere machines and allied equipment . Less 
t han 15% of all trade was with non-communist nations, consisting ma inly of 
manufactured goods and chemicals for DRV coal. 

Again, 1959 and 1960 ,{ere banner years. Compared with 
1955) total trade more than doubled by 1959, and nearly tripled by 1960 : 
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* Value of DRV Foreign Tra de 

(Millions of U.S. Dollars) 55/ 

Total Trade Imports 

80.4 73.6 
99·0 78.6 

140·5 99·5 
114·5 63·3 
171.8 104.5 . 
207·8 127·9 
224.2 143.7 
238.8 149·4 

E!XJ?orts 

6.8 
20.4 
41.0 
51.2 
67 ·3 
79·9 
80·5 
89·4 

* Derived from DRV data. Total imports are believed to include 
all goods imported into the country except grant military 
assistance materiel. 

Ho was explicit in spurning Western assistance for DRV 
development. In September, 1955, he extolled aid from the "other democ
racies" and poi nted out that : 

"This selfless and unconditional aid, beneficial to the 
people , is completely different from the ' aid ' conceived by 
the imperialists. Through their ' aid ' the imperialists always 
aim .at expl oiting and enslaving the peoples. The Marshall 
Plan, which has gradually encroached upon the sovereignty of 
t he r ecipi ent countries, i s eloquent proof of this." 56/ 

C. Foreign Policy Objectives 

In the aftermath of the Geneva Settlement of 1954, the Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam pursued beyond its borders national objectives which 
inevitably drew the DRV into a broader, more direct role i n the southern 
i nsurgency, and, therefore , into conflict vlith the United States . The 
following examination of DRV national interests -- perforce speculative -
probes maximum and minimum objectives to delimit the range of DRV choice, 
and to determine the approximate apparent timing of those major foreign 
pblicy decisions which took it southl·rard. 

1. Independence 

From the outset , Doc Lap, Independence, had been the battl e
cry of Vietnamese of the Resistance, much as "liberty" rings for Americans . 
For Ho Chi Minh i t ioTaS sine qua non : in 1946, he told a U. S. \"rriter that 
"What follows i-lill follow, independence must come f irst. " 57/ Independence 
of Vietnam from foreign domination - - from colonial ism i n its political 
forms , its economic explOitation, its military occupation, i ts social sub 
servience and racism -- has been the primary goal of the redoubtable 
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r evolutionary 's entire mature life. 58/ His main obstacles, as he saw 
them, were first France, then a Franco-American combine, and finally the 
U. S'. alone; toward the expulsion of U. S. pO\oTer and influence from Vietnam 
Ho, after 1954, directed most of the international power of the DRV . 59/ 
Nonetheless , while Ho's testimony is extensive on his deep antipathy to 
U.S. imperialism as the major danger to the DRV, his behavior in the 
Chinese-Russian rivalry indicated that he perceived yet another serious 
threat to Vietnamese independence in his northern neighbor: China, 
ancient overlord of the Viet peoples . 60/ Accordingly, the foreign policy 
of the DRV, though pivoted upon anti-Americanism, has guarded against 
encroachment by the Communist Chinese . 

As an upper limit on reasonable expectations after 1954, the 
DRV might have hoped, i n the context of a worsening political climate 
within South Vietnam, or of some form of plebescite per the Geneva Settle
ment, that f oreign military forces would be withdrmm from the South and 
foreign influence attenuated . A Franco-American withdrawal could have 
acceptably taken place under a neutralization formula, provided that the 
formula permitted pursuit of other DRV policies, such as reunification, and 
soc ialization. 

Minimally, the DRV might have been willing t o accept a con
tinued foreign presence in the south, especially a French presence, with 
assurance of eventual withdrawal, and compensatory concessions to the 
DRV on the issue of reunification. 

In the literal sense, the DRV 1-TOn its i ndependence at the 
Geneva Conference of 1954, as attested by Pravda upon the close of the 
Conference, July 22, 1954: "the freedom-loving peoples of Indo-China ... have 
won their national i ndependence ." In January, 1957, the Soviet UN delegate 
requested entry of the DRV into the UN as a separate , distinct state, as 
it then existed i n North Vietnam. 61/ But Ho Chi Minh, also on 22 July 
1954, i ssued an appeal stressing the t emporary nature of the partition, 
and the impermanence of the French military presence i n the South. More
over, he said : "North) Central and South Vietnam are territories of ours . 
Our country will certainly be unified, our ent ire people will surely be 
liberated." 62/ By 1957 the bar to independence and unification, the 
bal eful foreign presence in Vietnam was pla inly) in HO ' s view, t he US: 

liThe Vietnamese peopl e have perseveringly carried on the 
struggle for the implementation of the Geneva Agreement to 
r eunify the country, because South Viet-Nam is still ruled by 
t he US imperialists and their henchmen . In completely liberated 
North Viet -Nam) pOlver is in the hands of t he people; this is a 
firm basis for the peaceful reunification of Viet -Nam, a task 
which receives ever-grOioTing and generous help from the Soviet 
Union, China , and other brother countries . Thanks to this 
assistance, the consolidation of the North has scored good 
resu..lts." 63/ 
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2. Reunification 

The goal of independence, because of American "imperialist" 
support of the Diem government, thus became closely allied w'ith, if 
not inseparable from, that of reunification. But the DRV-Lao Dong l eaders , 
though '\Videly ackno'\Vledged by all Vietnamese as heroes in the struggle for 
independence, did not '\Vin similar acceptance as political spokesmen for 
Cochinchina or Annam. Indeed, in all the modern history of Vietnam there 
has been little real unity. Vietnam's record is, rather, one of violence 
and political division. The conquest of Vietnam's current territory by 
the Dai-Viet people of the Red River Delta (modern Tonkin ) from the Chams 
(of modern Annam) and Khmers (of modern Cochinchina ) took place throughout 
this milleniumj the Mekong Delta did not come under Viet suzerainty until 
~ 1780. In the meantime, civil '\Var had fractioned the Dai-Viet. for 150 
years (~. 1640-1790) t'\Vo high '\Valls divided North from South Vietnam at 
approximately the 17th parallel. A unified Vietnam came into being in 
1802 under the Emperor Gia Long, but scarcely half a century elapsed before 
the French conquests began . Under the French, Cochinchina, Annam, and 
Tonkin '\Vere politically separate. 64/ 

Present-day South Vietnam-'-by Viet Minh terms, Zone V (Annam ) 
and VI (Cochinchina or Nam BO )--has al'\Vays been of secondary importance 
to the DRV. Ho Chi Minh 's government can claim to have ruled Saigon, for 
example , for only twenty days in September, 1945, and neither th~ DRV 
government nor the Lao Dong Party ever commanded the strength in South 
Vietnam that they did in Tonkin . . During the vlar of Resistance, 1945-1954, 
Zone V '\Vas less a theater of operations than a source of supplies and 
recruit s for the Viet Minh in Tonkin, and in both Zone V and Nam Bo the 
Viet Minh practiced economy of force: only some 20% of organized Viet 
Minh military units llere in either at end 1953, even though the areas 
supported nearly half of all Vietnam's population. Douglas Pike's study 
of the Viet Cong led him to conclude that: 

"The Cochin-Chinese regarded the resistance as Northern
oriented: the center of fighting '\Vas in the North, the Vietminh 
was strongest in the North, most of its l eaders '\Vere Northerners, 
and the French '\Vere most vulnerable in the Red River delta. The 
South had less tradition of revolution, and inevitably a variety 
of North-South policy conflicts arose. The corrununication channel 
bet'\Veen Hanoi and Saigon '\Vas undependable, and liaison '\Vithin the 
South '\Vas difficult . The Northern leadership exhibited little 
knowledge about southerners and even less patience '\Vith Southern 
lethargy .... " 65/ 

Even Ho Chi Minh '{as fairly explicit in assigning to South Vietnam a l esser 
role in the revolution . For example, in his December, 1953, addr.ess to the 
National Ass embly on Land Reform, he '\Vas careful to point out that Zones V 
and VI '\Vere not yet ripe for "progress to'\-mrd socialism": 
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"Land reform is a policy applied throughout the country) 
but it must be carried out step by step; first in locali ties 
Where sufficient conditions have been obtained and then in 
other localities .... 

"The Government will deal with the regions inhabited by 
the national minorities ) the Fifth Zone) South Viet- Nam) and 
the guerrilla bases later on . In guerrilla--and enemy--occupied 
areas) l and reform will be carried out after their liberat i on ." 66/ 

Nonetheless, though South Vietnam had been relegated to a l ow operational 
priority, its eventual unification with the DRV became an article of 
f a ith which the Lao Dong leaders repeatedly and solemnly affirmed; for 
example) Ho Chi Minh : 

"'Our compatriots in the Southern area are citizens of 
Vietnam . Rivers can dry up and mountains wear avlaY, but 
this truth stands.' LLetter to Southerners, May 3) 1946 .7 
'Each day the Fatherland remains disunited, each day you lOf 
the SoutE7 suffer, food is without taste, sleep brings no 
r est . I solemnly promise you, through your determination, the 
determination of all our peopl e

h 
the Southern land will r eturn to 

the bosom of the Fatherland.' jOctober 23) 1946 .7 'National 
reunification is our road to iIfe. Great unity-is the pmler that 
will surely triumph . Thanks t o this great unity, the Revolution 
'\olas successful and the Resistance victorious. Now, with great 
unity, our political struggle will certa inly be victorious, our 
country will certainly be reunified.' {July 5, 1956~7 ' South 
Vietnam is our flesh and blood .... Vietnam i s one country . South 
and North are of the same family, and no react ionary force can 
partition i t . Vietnam must be reunited .' LSeptember 2, 1957~7 
'Every hour, every minute) the people of the North think of 
their compatriots in the South . The South Vietnamese people 
r elentlessly have fought for nearly twenty years) first the 
French colonialists, then the Ameri can-Diemists . They are 
indeed the heroic sons and daughters of the heroic Vietnamese 
nation. South Vietnam truly deserves the SBme : Brass Citadel of 
the Fatherland.! ffiay 9) 1963~71! 

After the Geneva Conference of 1954, the most Ho and the 
DRV leaders might have expected was that France and the U.S. would permit 
a plebescite to occur, or iVithdra'\ol under some one of the formulae men
tioned above, with reunification to folloiV. However, for reasons ,,,rhich 
shall be set forth below, the actual course of events forced them to 
adopt what they probably regarded as a minimally acceptable policy) as 
follows : 63/ 

Consolidate power in North Vietnam, and expect the South 
to collapse from internal dissension . 
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Expect general elections, but in prudence, anticipate their 
not being held, and prepare to take the South by force if 
necessary . 

Move north the bulk of the Viet Minh forces in the South, 
and upgrade as a reserve. 

Foster strong ties among the regroupees with families in the 
South. 

Establish an effective political infrastructure in the South, 
and work to weaken the government as well as the position of 
foreign powers there. 

In 1955, Ngo Dinh Diem, with patent U.S. backing, refused 
to open consultations l-lith the DRV preliminary to the expected plebescite. 
There follmTed in rapid succession Diem I s own plebescite, the casting off 
of Bao Dai, and the withdravral of the French . When July, 1956, passed, 
hope that the Geneva Settlement might lead toward reunificat ion waned in 
the North. It .TaS thereafter increasingly clear that peaceable reunifica
tion was not in prospect for the foreseeable future. Ho Chi Minh, in a 
1956 letter to the 90,000 to 130,000 regroupees who had gone North in the 
expectation of returning that year, explained the seeming inaction of the 
DRV on their behalf as follmvs: 

"Our policy is: to cons,olidate the North and to keep in 
mind the South. 

"To build a good house, we must build a strong foundation. 
To have a vigorous plant with green leaves , beautiful flowers, 
and good fruit, we must take care of it and feed the root. 

liThe North is the foundation, the root of the struggle for 
complete national liberation and the reunification of the country. 
That i s 1Vhy everything we are doing in the North i s aimed at 
strengthening both the North and the South. Therefore, to work 
here is the same as struggling in the South: it is to struggle 
for the South and for the whole of Viet-Nam . 

IIStruggle is always accompanied by difficulties. But your 
difficulties are our common difficulties. After fifteen years 
of devastating war, the newly liberated North is suffering 
many pri va·;" ions ..•. 

" •.. our political struggle Ivill. .. be a long and hard strug
gle, then the tendency to become impatient, pessimistic, and 
to succumb to other cares will disappear. 

"The political struggle will certainly be victoriOUS, 
national reunification will certainly be achieved . I! 69/ 
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After the internal turmoil of 1956-1957, the DRV~s domestic 
decks were cleared for more direct action abroad. Internal dissension 
died down as the regime effectively suppressed or mollified the.farmers 
and the Catholics, the epicenters of discontent. Also, privations 
afflicting the society stemmi ng from the war and the r egroupment were 
somewhat alleviated . 

3. Support from Abroad 

The DRV, vTithin its own resources, probably could not 
have achieved or maintained its independence, and it certainly could not 
look for reunification vTithout foreign support . During the pedod 1950-
1954, the Viet Minh had accepted significant amounts of foreign aid, 
especially Chinese aid, 70/ and the Geneva Agreements were in large 
measure t he product of the diplomacy of the Soviet Union and the Chinese 
People's Republic, rather than their Vietnamese ·allies . 71/ The DRV, 
as it emerged from Geneva in 1954, consisted of a societY-t orn by the 
war and undergoing the trauma of a 900,000 person exodus , a food deficit , 
a modest and Ivar-damaged industrial plant , and a drastic shortage of 
t echnicians and public administrators . Internal and external defense 
were almost immediately a principal policy aim -- certainly through the 
1956 peasant r ebellions, and their cons·equences . Whatever extraterri
torial ambitions the DRV may have had, these were necessarily subordinate 
to survival as a state . In the view of the Lao Dong leaders , apparently 
even the realization of even that minimal goal hinged upon the DRV's 
r eceiving substantial military assistance from abroad . 72/ Additional 
foreign aid dependency stemming from the broad domestic:reform programs 
which the DRV undertook -- discussed above -- further impelled Ho Chi 
Minh and his government to turn to t he Chinese and the Russians . The 
DRV's dependence upon its communist allies increased markedly over the decade 
follO'iving Geneva . 

a. Foreign Military Assistance 

The DRV had SOQDd reason to maintain a l arge military 
establishment in the aftermath of Geneva . The presence of the French 
force s in South Vietnam through 1956, and t he US-aided GV1J military forces 
thereafter, taken together vTith the GVN ' s claims to DRV t erritory and 
people, GVN diplomatic hostility, and GVN belligerent propaganda , probably 
justified a large army for national defense . 73/ Moreover, internal 
security placed heavy demands upon DRV forces-,-at first to deal with the 
exigencies of establishing DRV control, pushing the Land Reform Campaign, 
and coping with the refugee problem. Large forc es were also needed in 
1956 to suppresL uprisings , particularly in the predomi nantly Catholic 
rural areas . 74/ Beyond simply security, however , in orthodox communist 
fashion, the DRV regarded the armed forces as a primary instrument for 
indoctrination of the masses and for support of other Lao Dong Party 
programs j they also served as a reserve labor force to meet agricultural 
crises . 75/ And·the foreign policy of the DRV required a military instru
ment of extensive capabilities in insurgency operations -- subversion, 
infiltration, and guerrilla warfare . 

r 
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Manpower for such an establishment was available) 
although i n poor crop years) diversion was necessary. But equipment 
was in short supply) and extensive training was in order. Most mili
tary equipment and supplies had to be imported) as DRV industry was 
incapable of more than small scale production of rudimentary small arms) 
small arms ammunition) and simple impedimenta) such as uniforms. 76/ 
Accordingly) virtually from the moment of its independence) the DRV 
sought and obtained military materiel from abroad) risking being caught 
at contravention of Article 17 of the Geneva Agreement to build a large) 
modernized land army of 10-14 divisions. 77/ 

b. Solidarity with the USSR and CPR 

But military assistance and economic aid were conditj_oned 
on the quid pro quo of DRV identification with and support for the "Com
munist Bloc.~The price of Bloc support had been high; it included sacri
fiCing French cooperation after Geneva. 78/ In subordinating its interests 
to those of the USSR and CPR at Geneva) the DRV impaired its own negotiating 
strength. Thereafter) similar subordination obstructed its attempts to 
achieve reunification. It was with France that the DRV had contracted to 
hold elections on reunification) and it tried after 1954 to pursue a policy 
calculated to encourage France's honoring its Geneva commitments. More
over) the DRV) short of human and material capital) wished to maintain 
access to French economic resources. Pham Van Dong assured the French in 
J anuary) 1955) that the DRV: 

" .... sincerely desires ·to establish economic relations 
with France for reasons which are both political and economic .... 
That does not prevent us from establishing relations with friendly 
countries like China) but lore are used to \vorking with the French 
and can continue to do so on a basis of equality and reciprocity. II 79/ 

But Paris was fac ed) as Pham put it) with a choice between Washington and 
Hanoi) though he assured the French that "the unity of Viet Nam will be 
achieved in any case) with France or against France." The French opted for 
withdrawal in 1956: the price of protracted intimacy with a solidly Bloc 
nation proved too high for France) both in its internal politics and in 
the Western alliance . 80/ 

For the DRV) solidarity with the Bloc entailed costs 
beyond French cooperation) for by the test of deeds ) neither the Soviets 
nor the Chinese firmly supported its quest for reunification. It was the 
DRV's fate that the historically invincible monolith with which it cast 
its fortun es in 1950 \.[as ) by 1957) definitely diSintegrating . Soviet 
policy vis ~ vis Vietnam had a1vays b een subordinated to its European 
interests . This was evident as early as 1945) when the success of Ho 
and the ICP were accorded less importance than success of the French 
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Communist Party, and in 1954 it appeared that France, by rejecting the 
European Defense Community bought Soviet cooperation in settling the 
Indochina War--at the DRV's eA~ense. 81/ Post Geneva, Soviet support 
of the DRV came into tension with its-Strivings toward detente with 
the U. S • Generally, the Soviets seemed willing to accept the Cold Ivar 
line SEATO drew at the 17th parallel, and were quite cool to DRV "reunifi
cation" talko But the most disruptive factor in Moscow-Hanoi relations 
after Geneva was not Washington, but Peking. The CPR, like the USSR, 
seems to have regarded the DRV as a pawn in a world-wide test of power. 
The Chinese would probably have been disinterested in having on its 
southern border a unified, strong Vietnam, even though it were communist. · 
They seem to have always regarded support of the DRV as a way to embarass 
the Soviets, to attack the U.S. position in Southeast Asia, and to frus
trate the US-USSR detente. Nonetheless, the Chinese had earned high 
regard in the DRV because they were willing, as the Soyiets were not, 
to succor Ho with military aid in his hour of need. Moreover, Mao's form 
of revolution seemed far more relevant to the J..ao Dong leaders than the 
Russian version. Propinquity thus reinforced the attraction of China both 
as a source of aid and as a socialist model, and offset much traditional 
Viet-Chines~ antipathy. However, like the Soviets, the Chinese maneuvered 
in Vietnam £or broader goals than DRV success. In· 1954 and 1955, possibly 
seeking to encourage an American withdrawal from the Taiwan Straits, the 
CPR adopted a soft line which blurred their stance on Vietnam just as 
the Geneva elections came into view. 82/ In 1956, Khruschev's depiction 
of Stalin's monstrous leadership at the 20th Congress of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union called into doubt the validity of Soviet pre
eminence within the Bloc. Mao's bids for Stalin's former position then 
split the Bloc. 

Ho's isolation was borne home to him vrithin the year 
after Geneva , as the deadline approached for consultations preliminary 
to the elections. Although the Soviet Ambassador to Hanoi had joined a 
chorus of dark threats from DRV representatives that "violent action" 
would follow if the consultations were delayed, the 20 July 1955 deadline 
passed while the parties to the Agreement were in the Summit Conference 
at Geneva on '.'rays to decrease .rorld tens ions, and the Bloc did not press 
the point. Ho took the extraordinary step of a formal appeal to Diem, 
but the GVN on 7 August 1955 strongly r e jected Hanoi's overtures for 
talks. 83/ A subsequent DRV appeal to the UK and USSR co-presidents 
of the Geneva Conference was also of no avail . In January, 1956, China, 
and then the USSR, did request another Geneva conference; but the USSR and the 
UK responded only by extending sine die the functions of the International 
Control Commiss ion beyond the expiration date. 84/ 

All indications are that Ho preferred to follow the 
Soviet lead, probably from both repugnance at the prospect of further 
dependency on China, and realization that the Soviet was in a better posi
tion to provide the kinds and amount of foreign aid and trade the DRV 
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required. 85/ From 1956 through 1960 Ho, at some cost, honored the 
principle Mao intoned at the Communist summit meeting in Moscow in 
November, 1957: the Communist bloc must have a head and the Soviet 
Union must be that head. 86/ Soviet rebuffs of the DRV must have there
fore been particularly painful for Ho. In the 9th Plenum of the lao Dong 
Party Central Committee (19-24 April 1956) Ho--who was in person the DRV's 
prime political asset, especially in view of Diem's ascendancy--dutifully 
recited the de-Stalinizing cant of the 20th Congress of the CPSU ext rolling 
collective leadership, and damning the evil cult of the individual. 87/ 
Two weeks later, as the outcome of the meeting of Co-Chairmen of the Geneva 
Conference at which the Soviets tacitly accepted status quo in Vietnam, 
Ho received a message, dated 8 May 1956, signed by A. Gromyko, First Deputy 
Foreign Minister of the Soviet Union, acting with the authority of his 
government, addressed to two sovereign states : the Governments of the 
Democratic Republic of Vietnam and the Republic of Vietnam. 88/ Immedi
ately after the deadline for elections passed, in August 195~ Ho penned 
a Pravda article deprecating notions that the DRV reunification !!struggle!! 
was a Vietnamese affair, denying that the DRV might develop a !!national 
communism!! of the Tito model, and rejecting ideas that the DRV might use
fully pursue a course independent of the Bloc. 89/ The follo.ring January, 
1957, aft er a stormy autumn of insurrection, the-Rectification of Errors 
Campaign, and !!Hundred Flovrers,!! Ho was surprised by the Soviet proposal 
at the United Nations to formalize Vietnamese disunity by admitting both 
the DRV and the GVN as member states. 90/ Nor were these the only 
instances of tepid support or countervai'ling policy from the Soviets. 
The DRV forwarded messages to the GVN in July 1955, May and June 1956, 
July 1957, March 1958, July 1959, and July 1960, urging a consultative 
conference on elections , offering to negotiate on the basis of !!free 
general elections by secret ballot,!! and urging liberalization of North
South relations. Throughout, the Soviet Union never went beyond .TOrds 
and gestures of solidarity. 

For Ho Chi Minh, the major international difficulties 
in securing foreign aid had internal ramifications as vlell. There is 
evidence of a rising tide of conviction within the Lao Dong Party that 
more forc eful measures Vlere necessary tovrards reunification, Iv-hich took 
the form in 1957 of an attack upon Ho Chi Minh's own position, and upon 
the Soviet-oriented faction within the Party elite. 91/ There vTaS also 
an evident realignment of the DRV hierarchy in Vlhich Le Duan, an advocate 
of forceful resolution of the impasse 'lith Diem, came to prominence in 
mid-1957. 92/ (Le Duan who served in the South, through 1956, appears 
to have been de facto the Secretary General of the Party 1957-1960; there
after, he openly held the office, and is considered the second ranking 
member of the Politburo.) 93/ 

Ho Chi Minh, despite rumors that he was dead or discarded, 
survived the 1957 crisis seemingly intact. 

By 1958 the DRV elite Vlere apparently more disposed to 
seek their own solutions in Vietnam, less sensitive to the persistent 
coolness of Khruschev, and more responsive to Mao than theretofore . After 
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1958, in the developing Sino-Soviet dispute, the DRV tended to indorse 
Chinese doctrine and methods, but was careful to avoid Peking-style 
abuse of the Russians. Ho, on occasion, served as mediator in the dis
pute, but on such central issues as disarmament, "peaceful coexistence)" 
and Moscow's call for "democratic centralism" in the world communist 
movement, HoTs view by 1960 approximated that of Mao: independent , 
activist and bellicose) at least insofar as Diem's GVN was concerned. 94/ 
Nonetheless, DRV support for the Soviet Union) qualified though it was, 
paid off. In the period 1954 to 1960, the USSR supplanted the CPR as 
its prime foreign aid donor: 

Communist Economic Aid Extended DRV 
(Millions of U.S. Dollars) 95/ 

China 

1955-1957: Grants 200 
Credits 

Total 200 

1958-1960 : Grants 25 
Credits ~ 

Total 100 

4. Vietnamese Hegemony" 

USSR & East Europe 

100 
19·5 

119·5 

159 

159 

The foregoing discussion has been confined to the immediate 
foreign policy goals of the DRV in the aftermath of Geneva. There r ema ins) 
however, a more far-reaching objective: Vietnamese domination over Indo
china . As mentioned) modern Vietnam is the product of conquest . 96/ The 
Khmers (Cambodians ) and the tribes along Viet Nam ' s Laotian fronti er have 
historic cause for apprehension over Viet forays westward. In the nine
teenth century, just ahead of French imperialism in Indochina) Vietnamese 
forces occupied and annexed contiguous Laotian frontier provinces ( those 
which were roughly the territory controlled by DRV-linked Pathet Lao in 
1963). 97/ But in current era ) the furthest reaching of all Viet expan
sionist aspirations vJere those of the Communist Party of Indochina (ICP )) 
vlhich from its foundation aimed at the establishment of political control 
over Laos and Cambodia as vTell as Vietnam) and which regarded a workers 
and peasants government over a unified Indochina both feasible and necessary. 
According to a l "'io Dong Party history pUblished in Hanoi in 1960: "The 
Vietnamese) Cambodian) and laotian proletariat have politically and econom
ically to be closely related in spite of their differences in language ) 
custom) and race." 98/ The history quoted echoes the sense of one of 
the earliest knovm Lao Dong Party directives) captured in South Vietnam) 
dated November) 1951; entitled: "Remarks on the Official Appearance of 
the Vietnamese Workers Party." In a section labeled "Reasons for the 
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Division Into Three Parties And For the Change in the Party Name)" the 
document states that the Communist Party would continue to promote revo
lution throughout Southeast Asia as it had in the past) and stressed its 
essential unity despite outward appearances: 

"The creation of a separate party for each of the three 
Nations does not prejudice the revolutionary movement in 
Indochina. 

"(a) In 1930) we recommended the creati.on of an Indo
chinese Communi st Party) not only because Vietnam) Cambodia) 
and Laos suffered under the same yoke of domination and had the 
same enemy) but also because at that tliae only the Revolutionary 
Movement in Vietnam was in a state of development) while it ioTaS 

still weak in Cambodia and Laos. If at that time there had not 
been one Communist Party for the three countries ) the creation of 
a Communist and revolutionary movement i.n Cambodia and Laos ,{ould 
certainly have been retarded. 

"Today) hOl{ever) the situation has changed. The Cambodian 
and Laotian peoples are rising to 'oppose the French and obtain 
their independence. Communist Party sections exist in Cambodi.a 
and Laos and are beginning to groVT. Cambodia and Laos already 
have a united Li.beration Front (Issarak in Cambodia; Issara in 
Laos). Cambodia has a Nationa l Liberation Committee ; Laos a 
Resistance Government) etc .... Within these organizations there 
are already groups of faithful Communists who act as Delegations 
to the Indochinese Communist Party from which they r ecei ve direc
tives. For that reason) the creation of a separate Communi.st 
Party for the vlorking class of Vietnam does not risk ,{eakenj.ng 
the l eadership of the revolutionary movements i n Cambodia and Laos 
or the carrying out of Marxist-Lenin propaganda action . In addi.
tion) the Vietnamese Party reserves the ri.ght to supervise the 
activities of i.ts brother Parties in Cambodia and Laos. 

"(b) Each Nation - Vietnam) Cambodia and laos) has its mm 
Party) but unity of leadership and action remain between the 
three Parties. There are several means of unifying the leader
ship and action . For example) the Central Executive Committee 
of the Vietnamese Workers Party has designated a Cambodian and 
a Laotian bureau charged with assisting the revolutionary move
ments in these countries. It organizes periodic assembli.es of 
the three ~arties in order to discuss quest ions of common interest; 
it vlOrks tOl-rards the creation of a Vietnamese-Kbmer-Laotian United 
Front. 

"(c) Milita rily Vietnam) Cambodia) and Laos constitute a 
combat zone ; Vietnam has substantially assisted Cambodia and Laos 
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militarily as well as from all other pOints of view. The crea
tion of a separate Vietnamese Party will not therefore weaken 
the military cooperation between the three Nations in the fight 
they are waging against the imperialists. Later, however, if 
conditions permit, the three revolutionary Parties of Vietnam, 
Cambodia, and Laos will be able to unite to form a single Party: 
the Party of the Vietnam-Kbmer-Laotian Federation." 99/ 

P. J. Honey stated in 1965 that one of the main requirements 
of DRV foreign policy was "to impose Communist Vietnamese rule over Laos 
and Cambodia," but noted that: 

"It is open to debate whether this ambition for terri
torial aggrandisement springs from the expansionist nature 
of Communism, from the imperialist character of the Vietnamese 
people which has shown itself repeatedly through their history 
over the past millenium, or from the feeling that they had 
played the major role in driving out French colonial power and 
were therefore entitled to the fruits of their efforts . What 
emerges very clearly is that the actions of the Vietnamese 
Communists since 1951 are entirely consistent with the aim 
set out in the document ~uoted abov~7 .... 

"North Vietnam shares a common frontier with Laos and undeter
mined numbers of North Vietnamese soldiers have been operatjng on 
Laotian territory for several years. Moreover, the nominal head 
of the Pathet Lao, Prince Souphanouvong, has spent more years in 
Vietnam than in Laos and is the husband of a senior Vietnamese 
Communist. For both r easons Laos presents her with the ideal 
circumstances for the pursuit of her expansionist aims . Addi
tionally, the prosecution of the war in South Vietnam requires 
that men and supplies be infiltrated into that state , and eastern 
Laos provides the most secure and convenient route for such 
traffic .... 

"Cambodia touches the territory of no Communist state and 
is, in consequence, not amenable to the same tactics as those 
employed in Laos . Instead, the Vietnamese Communist leaders 
have attempted to cement relations with the established, non
Communist government of Norodom Sihanouk in order to induce that 
government to create as many embarrassments and difficulties as 
possible for the rival Vietnamese regime in Saigon . By exploiting 
historic Cambodia antagonisms to1tlards neighbouring Thailand and 
South Vietnam, they have achieved the rupture of diplomatic rela
tions between Cambodia and these tvTO states) but ... , Norodom 
Sihanouk has reached the conclusion that China , not North Vietnam, 
will exercise the dominant influence over South East Asia in the 
years to come and has evinced a readiness to r each an accommodation 
with the Chinese , whose objectives do not necessarily coincide with 
those of the North Vietnamese at all points ..•. " 100/ 
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The 1951 Lao Dong document quoted above stipulated that: 

"Not only i s it our duty to aid the revolutionaries in 
Cambodia and Laos, but we must a l so aid the revolutionary 
movements in the other countries of Southeast Asia, countries 
such as Malaya , Indonesia, Burma, etc." lOll 

Since DRV i ndependence in 1954, its foreign policy has openly supported 
neutral r egimes in Laos and Cambodi a , while covertly it ha s undertaken 
ma jor politico-military operations in Laos, and supported subversive 
organizat i ons in Cambodia and Thailand. 1021 It is possible to infer, 
as ha s P. J. Honey, that the ult imate DRV objective is Vietnamese hegemony 
over Indochina: quasi-independent, communist governments controlled by the 
Hanoi leaders through the Lao Dong apparatus . However, it is also possible 
to interpret the Lao Dong Party tracts as bombast, and DRV extra-territorial 
operat i ons as a necessary part of its thrust toward reunification of Viet 
nam. It is clear that DRV control of the Laotian Panhandle and the Mu Gia 
and Keo Nua Passes would be essential to any contemplated large scale infil
tration of men and materiel from North to South Vietnam . 

D. Links 1;vith the Viet Cong 

From 1954 on, the DRV possessed f our princ i pal ties with insur.
gents within South Vietnam: the Southern Viet Minh who were regrouped 
to the North; the "Fatherland Front, " the DRV mass political organization 
devoted i n part to maintaining identification "Tith Southerners, and pro
moting the cause of reunif ication before the world; some commonality of 
l eaders ; and the Lao Dong Party. Each of these deserve discussion pre
liminary to analyzing the extent to which these links permitted Hanoi 
to influence the form and pace of the i nsurgency in South Vietnam. 

1. Southerners in the North. The estimated 130,000 ffregroupees ff 
of Geneva in North Vietnam after the evacuat i ons of 1954-1955 included as 
many as 90,000 ffsoldiers, ff and possibly ha l f that number of dependents . 
There were among them possibly 10,000 children, and about the same number 
of Montagnards . Of this entire group, U.S . i ntelligence estimates indicate 
that about 30-35,000 have since returned to South Vietnam . 1031 Regroupees 
provided virtually all the infiltrators i n the period 1959--I9b4 . Thereafter, 
kno .. m infiltration has been almost exclusively by Northerners , which has 
l ed U.S. intelligence to conclude t hat the DRV had by 1964 exhausted its 
"pool ff of trained and able manpower among the regroupees . 10!~1 As of 
July, 1967, the GVN had only a small fraction of the Southern regroupee 
i nfiltrators under its control : 180 POW, and an undetermined (probably 
very much smaller ) number of defectors . 105/ In August , 1966, a DOD 
contractor published a study based on detailed interrogation of 71 of these 
r egroupees (56 POW and 15 defectors ) plus 9 other NLF rnembers . 106/ Two 
out of three in the sample \-Tere Communist Party members; all regroupees had 
undergone intensive training in the DRV before being sent south. The 
earliest trip South by any among the group was 1960, the latest 1964 . The 
survey of their experiences and attitudes affords some insj.ghts into the 
policy and operations of the DRV. 
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Most of the physically fit Southerners had been placed in 
the North Vietnam Army ( NVA ) where they acquired military training and 
discipline, and political indoctrination--the 305th, 324th, 325th, 330th, 
and 338th NVA Divisions Viere filled with Southerners, and remained so 
until 1959, when infiltration started on a large scale. 107/ Those 
Southerners with non-military professional skills Viere placed in DRV 
civilian society where they could be useful. But all, no matter where 
placed, were apparently watched to assess their reliability, and eventu
ally selected for return to the South by DRVauthorities. Civilians were 
urged to "volunteer" to r eturn, soldiers were ordered to do so. Almost 
all were pleased to comply, not only because it meant a return to family 
and land of birth, but because few liked North Vietnam, and because they 
had heard of the sufferings inflicted upon their people by the GVN, and 
wanted to "liberate " them from Diem and the Americans. The chosen were 
then sent to special training centers -- the most important of "lhich for 
the interviewed regroupees was at Xuan Mai -- where they attended courses 
of several "Teeks to several months , depending on their background. The 
emphasis -- about two-thirds of instructional time -- "TaS on political 
indoctrination . Themes included an impending victory in the South, to 
be followed by "peace, neutrality, and reunification." They were taught 
that after infiltration, they were to approach uncommitted Southerners, 
by stressing the land reform policy of the Viet Cong, by urging families 
to call back sons serving in ARVN, and by castigating the agroville
strategic hamlet program of the GVN. One propaganda specialist related 
that he Vias instructed to press three programs: political struggle, 
armed struggle, and "military proselyting" (vinh van) -- the l atter again 
aimed at sapping the will of ARVN to fight, and causing desertions. 

Following training, the regroupees "Tere formed into units 
of 40 to 400 for the trip south. A fe"T .Tere infiltrated by sea, but the 
majority were taken by truck through North Vietnam to Laos, and thence 
walked south on foot. The journey took at l east two and one-half months; . 
most reported the trails were 1-Tell organized, with camps built at intervals, 
and guides available at each camp to conduct arrivals on the next leg of 
their trip. Strict camouflage discipline was observed, and conversations 
with camp attendants or guide personnel was forbidden. On arrival at their 
destinations in South Vietnam, they were smoothly integrated into local 
Viet Cong organizations. (Little subsequent friction was reported by the 
regroupees between themselves and the Viet Cong, but some southern VC 
recruited in the late Fifties or early Sixties, the "winter cadres," have 
expressed animosity toward the "autumn cadres," as the regroupees were 
called. ) 

The interviei-ls with the regroupees suggest that: 

The DRV quite deliberately organized, and trained an 
infiltration force of Southerners. 

The infrastructure for doing so -- the tra ining centers 
and the infiltration routes south -- indicate extensive 
preparations for the process before it ·Has started in 
earnest i n 1960. 
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The DRV had specific political, as well as military, 
obj ectives in returning the Southerners, including the 
overturning of Diem, and eventually, reunification. 

The interrogations of the regroupees also indicate that the DRV viewed 
the regroupees as a l ong- range political asset , establishing special 
schools and educat i onal programs for Southern children. A captured 
Viet Cong Lieutenant Colonel stressed this point, and quot ed Phan Hung 
of the Lao Dong Politburo, speaking at the Third Party Congress in 
September 1960: 

"The Party has tried to develop 10,000 teenage children 
regrouped from the RVN into a cohes ive group of engineers, 
doctors , professors, and other specialists for the future. 
This is proof that the Party has l ooked out for the welfare 
of the South Vietnamese too." 108/ 

The informant stressed that at least until he l eft North Vietnam in 
November, 1961, . none of this shadow national elite had been conscripted: 
in his view, t he DRV had yet to use a powerful political force , a cadre 
for South Vietnam whose att i tudes had been carefully conditioned by more 
than a decade of education in the DRV, the Soviet Union , or other com
mQDist countries . As of 1968, there is no information that the DRV had 
committed thes e cadres in South Vietnam. 

In early 1967, at the request of the Secretary of Defense, 
an interagency study group was convened from CIA, DIA, and the Department 
of State for a comprehensive review of U. S. intelligence concerning: "The 
North Vietnamese Role in the Origin, Direction, and Support of the War 
in South Vietnam ." 109/ The r esultant study validates the foregoing 
observations on the regroupees in all respects, as do other captured docu
ments and i nterrogation reports . Taken together, available evidence 
indicates that infiltrat ion of regroupees from North to South Vietnam 
began as early as 1955. For exampl e , a U.S. intelligence report of November, 
1955 r eported on the arrival of 50 regroupees in October, 1955; and the 
Lieutenant Colonel mentioned above , an intelligence officer, described 
trips to South Vietnam and back in 1955, 1956, and 1958. 

Hm{ever, from all indications, the early infiltration IoTas 
quite small scale , j.nvolving mo more than a fe.T hundred persons in all. 
There are no reports indicating DRV preparations of an apparatus to handle 
large-scale , systematic movements of people and supplies before 1958. 
Early in that year, according to one prisoner, Montagnards f rom Quang Tri 
and Thua Thien Provinces began to receive training in North Vietnam in 
the establishment and operation of way-stations and guide systems in Laos 
and South Vietnam; the prisoner left North Vietnam in March, 1959 with a 
group of other cadre to organize tribesmen for those missions . He testified 
t hat thereafter he made several inspection trips al ong the routes to check 
on the building of troop shelters in the encampments. 110/ Several other 
POW have disclosed that in early 1959 they i{ere chosen to man "speclal 
border-crossing teams " for moving drugs, food, and other materiel across 
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the DMZ into Quang Tri and Thua Thien. 111/ In April, 1959, a prisoner 
reported that the Lao Dong Party Central Committee directed the forming 
of a headquarters to control this effort, which came into being on May 5, 
1959, as the 559th Transportation Group, directly subordinate to Party ' 
headquarters. 112/ Another prisoner served with the 70th Battalion of 
the 559th Group, "hich .ms formed in 1959 and sent into southern Laos. 
The 70th Battalion received weapons, ammunition, mail, and supplies from 
Hanoi and transported them to another organization in charge of distribution 
to insurgent units. The 70th Battalion was in charge of 20 way-stations, 
furnished escorts for infiltrating groups from North to South Vietnam, and 
transported sick and wounded personnel from Thua Thien Province back to 
North Vietnam. 113/ While the 559th Group was being deployed on land, 
other prisoners reported that the 603d Battalion, was formed in June, 1959, 
to manage maritime infiltration into South Vietnam. 114/ According to 
prisoners, the 603d Battalion had 250 men upon formation, and by December, 
1959, had 11 infiltration "cells" and supporting bases in operation. 

Still other POWs stated that in January, 1960, a training 
center for infiltrators vas in operation at Son Tay, northvest of Hanoi, 
and that in early 1960, the NVA 324th Division in Nghe An was directed 
to begin infiltrator training. 115/ About the same time the Xuan Mai 
Infiltration Center was established southwest of Hanoi, a school which 
by 1961 could accommodate several 1000-man clas s es simultaneously. 116/ 

Moreover, available evidence points to 1959 as the year j,n 
which significant numbers of regroupees began to be funneled from North 
Vietnam through the way-station system into Sout h Vietnam. George Carver, 
of CIA, has conservatively estimated that 1959 infiltration amounted to a 
"few hundred." 117/ Altogether, during 1959 and 1960, twenty-six groups 
of infiltrators, c omprising 4500 personnel, were confirmed by interrogations 
of two or more prisoners from each group. 118/ The same sources estab
lished that most of the infiltrators were military officers, senior non
commissioned officers or trained political cadre. Captured documents and 
interrogations also indicate that at least half--military and civilian--were 
regular Lao Dong Party members. The following table shows UoS. intelligence 
estimates of infiltration into South Viet-Nam from 1959 through 1965; during 
1963 "regroupee " re source waned visibly, and in 1964 apparently dried up; by 
early 1965 at least th.ree out of four infiltrators vere ethnic North Viet
namese. 119/ 
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Infiltration from North to South Vietnam 
1959-1965 

Confirmed (1) Probable (2) 

4556 26 

4118 2177 
5362 7495 
4726 3180 
9316 3108 

23770 1910 

Total (3) ---
4582 

6295 
12857 
7906 

12424 
25(;80 

(1) A confirmed unit/group is one which is. determined to exist on 
the basis of accepted direct information from a minimum of two 
prisoners, returnees or captured documents (any combination, 
in addition to indirect evidence). 

(2) A probable infiltration unit/group is one believed to exist on 
the basis of accepted direct information from one captive, 
returnee, or captured document, in addition to indirect evidence . 

(3) The total does not represent all the data on hand. In 1965 
a IIpos sible ll category was added to show 1l...11its/group thought to 
be in South Vietnam on the basis of unconfirmed evidence . 
Adding the IIpossible ll category raises the totals for 1965 to 
33,730. Still other information, though available, has been 
considered insufficient to warrant adding to the totals. 

(4) The figure shown is for both 1959 and 1960. 

There is no evidence that the regroupees themselves exerted 
significant pressure upon the DRV leaders to 1l...11dertake the infiltrations 
or force reunification by other means. Many were dissatisfied with the 
North, but there is no record that they openly and collectively agitated 
for return to the South. Rather, they appear to have been retained in 
large groups only within disciplined military units, and otherwise they 
had no appreciable collective identity outside the formal groupings 
organized or authorized by the DRV. The DRV did appeal to them as a 
group from time to time) but principally when it wished to mobilize opinion 
against some deed of the GVN. For example, in December, 1958) in Diem's 
IIpolitical r e-educat ion center" at Phu Loi (Tp.u Dau Mot ), just north of 
Saigon) there was an epidemic food-poisoning in which at l east twenty 
prisoners dies. Hanoi launched at ma j or propaganda effort to exploit the 
mishap, claiming that: 120/ -- ' 

"Six thousand former resistance members and fighters for 
peace and nationa l reunification ) six thousand patriots) men 
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and women of all ages and ways of life, detained without trial 
in a concentration camp as an act of reprisal, 1-Tere victims 
of a wholesale food-poisoning which resulted in more than a 
thousand dead on the very first day. The survivors vere 
hurriedly taken to other camps or left dying behind the Phu 
Loi barbed wire .... If 

The Phu Loi Massacre became one of the cases which underwrote Hanoi's 
appeal to the world in 1959 and 1960 to end: 

If •••• this regime of terror and massacre set up by 
Ngo Dinh Diem in the south of our country at the behest of 
the U.S. imperialists. It is the duty of all honest people 
to extinguish this hotbed of 1-rar .... According to available 
data which cannot be complete from July, 1954) date of the 
signing of the Geneva Agreements, to February) 1959) 180)843 
former resistance members were arrested) 50)000 others were 
subj ected to a regime of forced labour in the so-called 
'Agricultural colonies .' The Phu Loi camp is part of this 
network of sorrow and affliction which Ngo Dinh Diem) the 
henchman of the American imperialists) hopes to quench the 
aspirations for freedom~ independence and na~ional u~ity of 
our people .•.. /footnotej The famous declaratlon of Dlem) 
during his visit to Washington in 1957: 'The United States' 
frontier extends as far as the 17th parallel in Vietnam. 'If 121/ 

At the forefront of the "movement of protest If were Southerners in North 
Vietnam) who could write or speak vith special poignancy about the event. 
Thus) the regroupees became a strategic propaganda as 1-Tell as personnel 
resource for the DRV. 

2. The Fatherland Front. Policy on the regroupees, and 
orchestration of propaganda relating to reunification 1-Tith South Vietnam, 
1-TaS apparent ly reserved to the top echelon of the Lao Dong Party. There 
is some evidence of the existence as early as 1957 of a branch of the 
Lao Dong Party Central Committee called the "Reunification Department, " 
which had purviev over all matters relating to regroupees; the Depart
ment or Commission was surfaced at the Third party Congress, September, 
1960. 122/ A prisoner talten in 1964) a regroupee from Binh Dinh Provinc e) 
indicated that he worked for this Department for some years prior to 
infiltrating in 1963) with duties of supervising civilian cadres. He 
described the Depa rtment's having a personnel management system) with 
formal records bnd reports, education programs for cadres and their 
children; he also stated that the Committee decided 'dhich regroupees 
would be ordered South. 123/ The head of the Reunification Department of 
the Lao Dong Party possibly' since 1957) and at least since 1960) was 
Nguyen Van Vinh) an NVA Major General) a Deputy Chief of Staff of the 
NVA, a Vice Minister of Defense and a member of the Party Central Committee . 
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Vinh was in South Vietnam up until late 1956. 124/ 

Howeyer) overt DRV political activities with the regroupees 
or on behalf of reunification) were normally carried out through the 
Fatherland Front) which) as mentioned above) from its foundation in 
1955 advanced proposals for rejoining North and South Vietnam. With the 
founding of the NLF in late 1960) the Fatherland Front became its DRV 
counterpart) its propaganda counterpoint) its sounding board) and inter
national sponsor. 125/ In fact the NLF was set up as a mirror image 
of the Fatherland Front: 

SELECTED CO~~ONENT ORGANIZATIONS 

National Liberation Front 
(South Vietnam) 

People 's Revolutionary Party (PRP) 

Democratic Party 

Radical Socialist Party 

Association of Labor 

Association of Women 

Association of Youth 

Association of Artists and Writers 

Association of Demccratic Journalists 

Association of South Vietnamese 
Buddhists 

South Vietnam Committee for the 
Defense of Peace 

South Vietnamese Committee for Afro
Asian Peoples Solidarity 

Fatherland Front 
(North Vietnam ) 

Lao Dong Party 

Democratic Party 

Socialist Party 

General Confederation of Labor 

Women's Union 

Youth Federation 

"[riters and Artists Union 

Journalists Association 

Unified Buddhist Association 

National Liaison Committee far 
Patriotic and Peace 
Loving Catholics 

Vietnam-Soviet Friendship 
Association 

Vietnam-Chinese Friendship 
Association 

Vietnam-French Friendship 
Association 

Peace Committee 

Afro-Asian Solidarity Committee 
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3. Common Leadership. North and South Vietnam have shared 
leaders throughout the last three decades, a commonality which has 
lately developed into Northerners holding the top posts both within the 
GVN and within the NLF. Tran Van Gian, an old rcp leader, headed the 
IIfront" government in Saigon in 1945, and then returned to Hanoi to 
hold high DRV posts. His successor was ~guyen Phuong Thao (alias 
Nguyen Binh), a northerner, who led the Southern Resistance through 1951, 
and subsequently died in the North. 126/ Nguyen Phuong Thao (alias 
Nguyen Binh) was succeeded by Le Duan,who became First Secretary of 
the Lao Dong Party openly in 1960, and probably de facto in 1957· 
Le Duan's deputy was Le Duc Tho, in 1960 director of the .Organizational 
Department of the Lao Dong Party, and a member of its Central Committee. 
Pham Hung, in 1960 a member of the Lao Dong Secretariat and a Deputy 
Premier of the DRV, and Ung Van Khiem, in 1960 on the Lao Dong Central 
Committee, were also among the leaders of the Southern Viet Minh through 
1954. 

Le Duan remained in the South after Geneva, or at least is 
mentioned in intelligence reports as being in the South frequently 
through 1957. 1271 His return to North Vietnam in mid-1957 precipitated, 
accordiI1g to some sources, a struggle among Ho' s lieutenants bet,reen a 
moderate faction opposing DRV support of guerrilla war in the South, and 
a militant faction led by Le Duan. 128/ He is also'reported to have been 
sent on an inspection trip to the South in 1958, and in early 1959, to 
have presented a series of recommendations for immediate action in the 
South to the Lao Dong Central Committee. 129/ General Van Tien Dung, 
Chief of Staff of the NVA and alternate Politburo member, was reportedly 
a member of the Party's southern apparatus from mid-1955 through 1956, 
having been sent south to contract alliances 'vith Hoa Hao and Cao Dai 
armed bands; Nguyen Van Vinh, one of his deputies, also served there at 
the same time. 130/ Intelligence is vague on Le Duan's replacement in 
1957. HOIvever, among those northern leaders mentioned by intelligence 
sources as serving in the South in the period after 1956 are Tran Van 
Tra, Le Duan' s pre-1954 military adviser in the South, and nOlv a NVA 
deputy chief of staff; and Muoi Cuc (Nguyen Van Cuc), one of Le Duan's 
close follmrers. 131/ 

Both the infiltrated regroupees and the relatively few 
northerners who accompanied them in the years 1959-1963 were lower-level 
leaders. As Geo~ge Carver put it: 

IIThey were not foot soldiers or cannon fodder (at least 
not until Hanoi began sending in ,\-Thole North Vietnamese 
units in l ate 19~ or early 1965). Instead they were 
disciplined, trained and i ndoctrinated cadres and technicians. 
They becmne the squad leaders , platoon leaders, political officers, 
staff officers, QDit commanders , weapons and communications 
specialists '\-rho built the Viet Cong' s military force into what 
it is today . They also became the village, district, provincial 
and regional committee chiefs and key committee members ,\-Tho 
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built the Viet Cong's political apparatus. 

"The earlier arrivals had had at least five years of 
indoctrination and training in North Viet Nam, or else
where in the Communist bloc, before departing on their 
southern missions . . ." 132/ 

The monopoly of Viet Cong leadership by the infiltrators 
from the North became evident after 1960. By 1965, they vere clearly 
dominant. For example, "l-lhile s.outherners still controlled the Viet 
Cong of the Mekong Delta, in the provinces just north of Saigon --
Tay Ninh, Binh Duong, Binh Hoa, and Phuoc Tuy especially -- regroupees 
and northerners had assumed most of the principal cow_mand positions. 
A document captured in January 1966 listed 47 VC officials attending a 
top-level party meeting for that region, of whom 30 had infiltrated 
from 1961 through 1965. Seven of these, all holding high posts in the 
regional command, were North Vietnamese. 133/ U.S. intelligence has 
estimated that one-third of the infiltrators from 1962 through 1964 
were military officers or political leaders. 134/ A high-level defector 
from the VC 165A Regiment, charged ,-lith the Saigon region, stated that in 1965 
8 of its 20 top officers were infiltrators. Other prisoners and ralliers 
have provided evidence that from one-quarter to one-third of Viet Cong 
officers in Liberation Army units were infiltrated from the North. At 
Viet Cong central headquarters in Tay Ninh -- Central Office for South 
Vietnam (COSVN) -- Senior General Nguyen Chi Thanh of the NVA and Major 
General Tran Van Tra of the NVA and the Lao Dong Central Committee, his 
deputy, both North Vietnamese, held the top positions in the Communist 
Party Secretariat, under \-lhich there was a Military Affairs Committee 
heavily weighted with North Vietnamese military Officers. By 1966 it 
was clear that in the northern provinces of South Vietnam, the NVA was 
in direct command. General Hoang Van Thai, a deputy chief of staff 
of the NVA, and Major General Chu Huy Man, a member of the Lao Dong 
Central Committee, comraanded all VC/NVA operations there. 135/ 

4. The Communist Party. U.S. intelligence has been relatively 
well assured that throughout the years since 1945 the Communist Party of 
North Vietnam -- in its several guises -- has remained active in South 
Vietnam and in control of the Communist Party there. Public statements 
by Ro, by Truong Chinh, and other DRV leaders confirmed intelligence 
collected by the French that the Party went underground upon its formal 
disestablishment in 1945, but stayed operat ional and united throughout 
Vietnam . 136/ The Party publicly and privately took credit for organizing 
and leading the Viet Minh in the years 194·5 to 1951, and upon the DRV' s 
legalizing the Lao Dong Party in 1951, openly identified the latter . 
with both the Indochinese Communist Party pre-1945, and the covert Party 
of the years thereafter. By 1954, the Party seems to have asserted 
itself in virtually all of the Viet Minh IS sprm-rling undertakings. 
Party members held the key positions in the Front, both in the North and 
in the South, and Party cadre served as the chain of command for both 
operational intelligence and decisions. 137/ The Viet Minh administered 
South Vietnam as tvo Itinterzones It or regions (see map), and established 
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a principal subordinate Party headquarters on Ca Mau Peninsula called 
the Central Office for South Vietnam (COSVN)) headed by Le Duan. 138/ 
However) the 1951 statutes of the Lao Dong Party) like other DRV 
official pronouncements ) recognized in principle no separate identity for 
South Vietnam or South Vietnamese communists. 139/ It was the Lao Dong 
Party cadre which sorted out the southern Viet Minh for regroupment or 
stay-behind missions) and the regroupees themselves felt that their fate 
was thereafter in the hands of the Lao Dong leaders. 140/ 

As the Viet Minh military apparatus was dismantled) COSVN 
was apparently closed down. There is convincing evidence) however) 
that from 1955 on) there were tyro Party headquarters -- or at least com
munications centers -- in South Vietnam) each communicating directly 
with Lao Dong headquarters in Hanoi. 141/ One of these was located in 
"Nam Bo" (South Zone), the other was located in "Trung Bo" (Central 
Zone) Region Five). Captured documents and prisoners indicate that 
these headquarters were active in handling the infiltration betveen 
North and South Vietnam in the years immediately after Geneva; they 
are also mentioned as the site of conferences between southern Viet
namese and northern leaders like Le Duan and Van Tien Dung. 142/ 
While prisoners and captured documents have established these links 
between Hanoi and the South) reports are too fev in number and insuf
fiCiently comprehens ive to warrant the conclusion that Hanoi was always 
in a position to dictate or even manipulate events in South Vietnam; 
they do offer persuasive evidence that the Lao Dong Party continued 
conspiratorial) political) and military activities in South Vietnam 
throughout the years 1954 to 1969. Moreover) the docmnents and 
interrogations are supported by circumstantial evidence. The village 
level organization of the Viet Cong) even that in the early years of 
the insurgency) VC propaganda t echniques) and the terror-persuasion 
methodology employed by the early Viet Cong) all closely followed the 
doctrine of the Lao Dong Party. 143/ The eventual appearance of a 
"front" structured like the Fatherland Front; the reiteration by 
Cong of propaganda themes being trumpeted by Hanoij and indications 
of preoccupation ;,rithin the Viet Cong leadership over following the 
Lao Dong Party line also support the conclusion that the Party was 
playing a significant role in the mOQDting rebellion against Diem. 

In 1961) when the People's Revolutionary Party of South 
Vietnam came into being) there was some effort in both North and South 
to portray it as an indigenous South Vietnamese party) independent of 
the Lao Dong . But documents and prisoners have since proved that if 
this were the case) neither the Viet Cong hierarchy nor rank-and-file 
believed it so. A document captured in 1962; a provincial party 
direct ive) stated that the creation of the PRP "is only a matter of 
strategy . • • to dece ive the enemy . . . Our party is nothing but the 
Lao Dong Party of Vietnam) unified from North to South) under the 
direction of the Central Executive Committee of the Party) the chief of 
which is President Ho." l~.~.j Another party directive captured in 1966 
provided that: "the masses who have good sympathy towards the Party 
should be well informed that the Lao Dong Party and the People's 
Revolutionary Party are one party headed by the Central Committee with 
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Chairman Ho at the head." 145/ An NVA naval officer captured in 1966) 
a second generation Party member ) asserted that: "Once South Vietnam 
has been liberated) the NLF will suffer the same fate as the Viet Minh 
did in North Vietnam after independence was gained from the French. 
The Front ,vill atrophy and 'luickly disappear . . ." This officer was 
emphatic that: "The Lao Dong and the PRP are one and the same organism 

the PRP and the Lao Dong "\-Till emerge into the open (after reunifica
tion) as one party ... under HO's authority." 146/ 

In March) 1962) the Central Office of South Vietnam (COSVN) 
was reactivated) built around the Nambo Inter-Zone Committee) and given 
purview over Cochinchina and Annam. The 1962 reorganization is believed 
to have been intended to improve the coordination of insurgent activity 
and to lend substance to the newly created PRP. 

Available evidence indicates that the PRP is the southern 
element of the DRV Lao Dong Party. But whether the PRP is a subsidiary 
of the Lao Dong Party or merely a territorial department of the Party 
is unclear. Pointing to a parent-subsidiary relationship are the facts 
that membership re'luirements in the PRP are considerably less stringent 
than in the Lao Dong Party) that the PRP regulations are designed for 
an independent entity) and that the SVN military party system is sub
ordinate to COSVN) whereas the DRV military party system is not sub
ordinate to analogous party committees. But Vietnamese Communists 
assert that there is only one Vietnamese Communist Party because Vietnam 
is one country; the Lao Dong Party appears to count PRP members in its 
official membership figures; and infiltrating Lao Dong Party members 
are automatically accorded PRP membership . The fact that some members 
of the Lao TIong Central Committee are officials of COSVN could be con
sistent with either relationship; whatever the exact relationship) 
COSVN is the extension of the Lao Dong. COSVN's immediate superior 
in the Lao Dong Party hierarchy seems to be the party's Reunification 
Department) which is believed to have issued specific orders to COSVN 
based upon the directives of the Lao Dong Central Committee. The 
principal function of the Reunification Department seems to be to act 
as the COSVN liaison office in DRV) where it for,mrds correspondence 
and recruits and trains political cadre before infiltration south . 
COSVN leadership of the military party system in SVN appears to have 
been subject to the technical supervision of the Lao Dong Central 
Military Committee . 147/ 

George Carver has summarized well presently available 
information con~erning command linkage between Hanoi and the South: 

"As the organizational structure of the Viet Cong move-
ment has expanded over the past four years) its general outlines 
have become fairly ,-Tell known . In the insurgency's initial 
phase (1954-1959 )) the Co~nunists retained the Viet Minh ' s 
division of "\-That is now South Viet Nam into 'Interzone V' 
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(French Annam bel Olor the 17th parallel) and the 'Nambo' (Cochin 
China ), with each area under Hanoi's direct control. In late 
1960 or early 1961, this arrangement was scrapped and field 
control over all aspects of the Viet Cong insurgency vested in 
a still existing, single command headquarters, originally 
kno.m as the Central Office for South Viet Nam (or C.O.S.V.N. 
--a term still in circulation ) but now usually referred to by 
captured Viet Cong as simply the P.R.P.'S Central Committee . 
This command entity, which also c ontains the headquarters of the 
N.L.F., is a mobile and sometimes peripatet ic body, usually 
located in the extreme northwestern tip of Tay Ninh province 
in prudent proximity to the Cambodian border. . . At the 1962 
Geneva Conference on Laos, a member of t he North Vietnamese 
delegation inadvertently commented that the published roster of 
the Lao Dong Party ' s central Committee did not include some 
members .rhose identities were kept secret because they were 
tdirect ing military operations in South Viet Nam.' One of the 
four exampl es he cited was 'Nguyen Van Cuc,' which is one of 
the aliases used by the Chairman of the P.R .P. This Lao 
Dong Central Committee member , whose true name we do not 
know, is probably the overall field director of the Viet Cong 
insurgency in South Viet Nam . The overall commander of Viet 
Cong military forces (.rho .rould be a subordinate of Cuc' s 
within the Communist command structure ) is annost certainly 
the Chairman of the (P.R.P.) Central Committee ' s Military 
Committee--a man who uses the name Tran Nam Trung but whom 
several captured Viet Cong cadre members have insisted is 
actually Lieutenant-General Tran Van Tra , a Deputy Chi ef of 
Staff of the North Vietnamese army and an alternate member 
of the Lao Dong Central Committee. The di rector of all Viet 
Cong activity in V.C. Military Region 5 ( the northernmost 
third of South Viet Nam ) is Nguyen Don, a Major-General in 
the North Vietnamese army and another alternate member of the 
Lao Dong Central Committee, who in 1961 was commander of the 
North Vietnamese 305th Division but came south l ate t hat year 
or early in 1962. In short, not only does the P. R.P . control 
all aspects of the Viet Cong movement , including the N. L.F., 
and not only is it a subordinate echelon of the North Viet
namese Lao Dong Party, but the PoR .P. 's own l eaders appear to 
be individuals who the~selves occupy ranking positions within 
the Lao Dong Party hiera rchy." 148/ 

However , vlhile the fact of extens1ve DRV control over South Vietnam r s 
insurgents afte~ 1960 sheds light on recent DRV policy, it does not 
answer the questions of when and why that control was impos ed . These 
are best addressed in the broad context of vTorld events ) vrhich, as 
much as DRV domestic politics , or U.S. and GVN policies, seem to have 
governed DRV strategy . 
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E. DRV Strategy: Objectives and Timing 

From the close of the Geneva Conference on 22 July 1954, 
through Hanoi I s announcement of the founding of the National Lj.beration 
Front of South Vietnam on 29 January 1961, the Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam appears to have passed through four distinct phases in striving 
toward its national objectives of independence, reunification, assured 
foreign support, and Vietnamese hegemony in Southeast Asia. 

1. Political Struggle : Summer, 1954 -- Summer, 1956. In the 
year following Geneva, the DRV executed its regroupments and pressed 
hard tm-rards land reform and economic recovery. In February, 1955, the 
Malenkov clique fell from power in the USSR, and the Soviet Union came 
under a collective leadership within which Khrushchev was pre-eminent. 
Intimations that the new leaders vrereinterested in pursuing a concilia
tory policy in the Cold War distinctly at variance with the national 
interests of the DRV were manifest in Soviet inaction when the deadlines 
for consultat ions concerning the Geneva Plebiscite passed in July, 
1955. 149/ Doubly disappointed that Diem was not overturned by the 
sects, and that its principal ally seemed ill-disposed to back its 
cause, the DRV maneuvered frenetically to precipitate a reconvening 
of the Geneva Conference and to stymie Diem . U. S. intelligence vTaS 

aware of a directive passed dOl-Tn through 180 Dong Party channels in 
August, 1955, for subordinates to struggle against the Americans and 
Diem It . . . so that there may be a less dangerous administration that 
will go to a conference with us." 150/ In September, 1955, the newly 
created Fatherland Front brought · out its proposal for a confederation 
of North and South Vietnam, coupled with assurances that in both entities 
landlords would get free treatment. In South Vietnam in the same month, 
on three occasions soldiers fired on crowds agitating for the Geneva 
Plebiscite . 151/ Captured reports from Party field operators in South 
Vietnam 1-Tere pessimistic, containing predictions of Itlong, painful and 
complex struggle," and reporting weaknesses such that "it is not time . 
to meet the enemy ." 152/ . . . 

But within South Vietnam, Diem moved smoothly through his 
own plebiscite ejecting Bao Dai, announced plans for a new constitution, and 
proclaimed Ordinance No.6 (11 January 1956), giving the GVN povrerful 
legal recourse against "struggle movements." And just as the flurry of 
DRV diplomatic notes finally elicited help in the form of Chou En 18i's 
letter of 26 January 1956, calling for a new Geneva Conference, 
Khrushchev dropped the "de-Stalinization l! bombshell: at the 20th Congress 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, Khrushchev, in denigrating 
Stalin, undermined the Soviet position as the fount of Communist inter
national policy, and fractured the Cormnunist Bloc. In April, 1956, 
just after the United Kingdom issued a note castigating the DRV 
for violat ion of the l etter and spirit of the Geneva Accords, Khrushchev 
committed the Soviet Union to "peaceful compet ition" with the West : 
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"We say to the representatives of the capitalist world: 
'You are for the development of capitalism. We are for 
socialism. We do not want to impose our institutions on 
you) but we will not allow you to interfere in our affairs. 
Therefore) there is only one way open to us -- peaceful 
competition. ,11 153/ 

The Soviet softening,taken with the U.K. position) plus Diem's success
ful elections in March) 1956) seemed to write off action by the Geneva 
powers) and evidently caused serious reconsideration by the lao Dong 
leaders. On 24 April 1956) Ho Chi Minh issued a statement reporting 
on the Ninth Plenum of the Central Committee of the Lao Dong Party) 
in which) in Hanoi's ca. 1960 version) he held that: . 

" • • . We have grasped the great significance of the 
Twentieth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 
This Congress has: 

"Analyzed the new sitl'.atlon prevailing in the world, and 
pointed out the new conditions favorable to the preservation 
of peace and the advance toward socialism by the Revolutionary 
Parties of the working class and the laboring peoplej 

"Clearly shown the Soviet Union's victorious road) 
giving us still greater enthusiasm and making us believe still 
more strongly in the invincible forces of the Soviet Union, 
the bastion of revolution and of world peacej 

IIPointed out the tasks of the Communist Party in the 
ideological and organizational fields. The Congres s 
particularly emphasj_zed the application of Marxist-Leninist 
principles to collective leadership and opposed the cult of 
the individual. 

"While recognizing that war may be averted) ve must be 
vigilant to detect the warmongers' schemesj for as long as 
imperialism exists) the danger of war still exists. 

IIWhile recognizing that in certain countries the road 
to socialism may be a peaceful one) we should be aware of 
this fact: In countries where the machinery of state) the 
armed forces) and the police of the bourgeois class are 
still strong, the proletarian class still has to prepare for 
armed struggle. 

IIWhile recognizing the possibility of reunifying Viet -Nam 
by peaceful means) we should alvrays remember that our 
people's principal enemies are the American imperialists and 
their agents who still occupy half our country and are 
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preparing for war; therefore, we should firmly hold aloft 
the banner of peace and enhance our vigilance." :1.54/ 

The text of this statement reported by U.S. intelligence at the time, 
however, had Ho coupling his statement that "the enemies of our people . 
still occupy one half of our national territory and are preparing for 
war .•. " with the ominous assertion that the DRV must "be in a 
position to change the form of the struggle . .. " Moreover, Truong 
Chinh, the Party First Secretary} was reported to have addressed the 
notion that "peaceful unification" of Vietnam might be "illusory and 
reformist." 155/ 

In May the Soviet Co-chairman of the Geneva Conference 
signed the letter calling upon the two Vietnams to observe the Accords, 
but in effect committing the Geneva powers and ICC to status quo in 
Vietnam. At this juncture, the DRV appeared resigned to partition for 
the foreseeable future, as evidenced in the public l etter of 19 June 
1956 from Ho Chi Minh to the restive regroupees, in which he undertook 
to explain and defend a "socialism in one country" strategy (see 
supra, p. 24), but stressed that "the present political struggle is a 
stage in our national democratic revolution . . . in the present 
political struggle, as in the Revolution and the Resistance, our com
patriots in the South are in the vanguard, closely united and struggling 
herOically and perseveringly." 156/ As the deadlines for the Geneva 
Elections (July) 1956) approached, NVA troops ",ere dravm back from the 
Demilitarized Zone in Vietnam to defensive positions; DRV diplomats 
wooed the neutral nations in search of support, openly advocating 
neutralization of Southeast Asia: Captured orders to Party cadre in 
South Vietnam stressed "an ideology of lying 101" for a long time • • ." 
157/ 

The Geneva deadline passed uneventfully, the DRV by July 
being 1-lell impressed 1-lith the futility of looking to the Conference for 
aid. HO's Pravda article of 2 August 1956 underscored the DRV's rejec
tion of a go-it-alone strategy, and its continued fealty to the Bloc 
led by the Soviets. 158/ 

2. Internal Dissent and Reassessment: S~e~ 1956 -- Fall, 1957· 

By mid-1956, the Lao Dong Party leaders faced at home 
not only a crisis of confidence over their foreign policy failure, but 
the serious threat to internal security arising from reaction to the 
Land Reform Campaign. To stem deterioration of public morale, Ho 
announced on 18 August 1956 the "successful completion" of Land Reform, 
admitting to !terrors " by the Party, and closing his statement with an 
appeal for QDity under the Fatherland Front: 
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"Unity is our i nvinc i ble force . In order to consolidate 
the North into a solid base for the struggle to reunify our 
country, our entire people should be closely and vl i dely united 
on the basis of the '-lOrker-peasant alliance in the Viet- Nam 
Fatherland Front . It is all the more necessary for vetera n 
and ne,. cadres of the Party and Government to a ssume identity 
of i deas, to be united and single-minded, and to compete to 
s erve the people ." 159/ 

All through the fall of 1956, ,dth the Party and the 
government under patent stress, the public statements of the Lao 
Dong leaders reiterated the theme . At the Tenth PlenU1l1 of t he Centra l 
Committee of the Pa rty, ib late October, 1956, Truong Chinh, as the 
pr oponent of Land Reform, was publicly sacrificed. to "rectification of 
errors" and to national unity. Vo Nguyen Giap 's confessional at the 
Tenth Plenum took place on 27 October 1956, t he day after Diem promul
gated the new Constitut ion of the Republic of South Vietnam and took 
office as i ts first president . North Vietnam' s peasant uprisings in 
November further deepened the contrast between North and South, much 
to t he DRV I s disadvantage internationally. After a fence-mending 
December, the DRV summoned its Nat ional Assembl y for one of its rare 
sessions. The Assembly took cognizance that "the struggl e for unity 
would be long and difficul t , II and that "c onsolidation " of the North 
would have to take pri ority; on 22 January 1957 it passed a resol ution 
stating that: 

"The National Assembly confirms that in 1956, the wor k of 
strengthening the North and struggling for national reuni fica 
tion was crovrned "lith great successes, though errors and short 
comings still existed in some work . Our successes a re funda 
mental, and will certainly be developed . Our errors and short 
comings are few and t emporary , and will certainly be removed, 
and are nml in the process of being overcome ." 162,/ 

The National Assembly ad journed on 25 January 1957, the 
day after the Soviets proposed admitting North and South Vietnam to 
the United Nations as separate , sovereign states - -·a move concerning 
which t he DRV evidently had no IVarning, and W"hich probably dates the 
nadir of DRV fortunes post-Geneva . 161/ Ho Chi }1inh prompt l y denounced 
the Soviet action in a message to the UN, but at no time ,vas the DRV 
more isolated. 

It vTaS about t his period that mounting di ssatisfaction 
with the Party leaders in South Vietnam began to be felt in Hanoi. 
Prisoners and documents attest that Ie Duan, the Lao Dong chieftain 
in South Vietnam, had lost faith in "political struggle " as early a s 
1955; one source reported that it Vias Le Duan ' s vi evr that Hanoi Vlas 
''.Tasting time," and that the Diem government should. be "forcibly 
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overthrown" as soon as possible if the DRV were to expect to "succeed 
in gaining control of South Vietnam." 162/ In February, 1956, Le Duan 
is reported to have conferred with southern leaders on tactics, and 
concluded that "military pressure " was essential for reunification. 
He is alleged to have called for a military campaign in the Highlands, 
and a revitalizing of the Communist Party apparatus in t he South. 
There is some evidence of his having published these views in a book 
in late 1956. Hanoi, preoccupied with internal problems, was in no 
position to act on such proposals, but it could not ignore the "mood 
of skepticism and nonconfidence" -- as a southern communist later 
described it -- pervading the South. 

Sometime in early 1957 Le Duan returned to Hanoi from South 
Vietnam to assume a key role in Lao Dong policy formulation. In any 
event, Ho Chi Minh evidently deferred to southern sentiment when on 
15 February 1957 he applauded the "appeal of the Supreme Soviet of 
the USSR on the banning of atomic weapons and on reduction of armament," 
reaffirmed the DRV's similar devotion to peace, but went on to note that: 

"The National Assembly has discussed the question of 
national reunification. The struggle \o18ged by our people 
for this purpose is long and difficult but will certainly 
be victorious. To achieve national reunification, all our 
people must unite closely, make further efforts to con
solidate the North and make it a basis for national libera
tion. Our deputies have voiced the iron will of our 
people in the work of national ' reunification. The National 
Ass embly has many a time \o18rruly welcomed the firm and con
sistent combativeness of our compatriots in the South. . 

" • . . the National Assembly has called on our com-
patriots throughout the country and residing abroad and on 
our People's Army to unite closely in their struggle, con
solidate the North, maintain and extend the struggle waged in 
the South, and strengthen our international solidarity . 

"The National Assembly has appealed to our" compatriots 
in the South to struggle perseveringly and to strengthen their 
will for national reunification and independence. 'No force 
can hamper the determination of our people for unity and 
fraternal love.' ... 

"We are duty-bound to unite and struggle in order to carry 
into practice the decisions of the Nat ional Assembly, imple
ment the policies and political lines of the Party and Govern
ment, speed up the tasks set for this year, increase production, 
practice savings, consolidate the North, and unite the 
people throughout the cou~try on the basis of the program of the 
Fatherland Front for the struggle for national reunification." 163/ 
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The U.S. is not well informed on how the Lao Dong leaders 
decided which to pursue of the several policy courses open to them, 
but 'there is evidence that the developing of consensus took several 
turnings. There appeared to be at first a move led by Ho and Giap 
toward strengthening DRV ties with the Soviets, crowned with some 
immediate success. On 28 February 1957 the UN General Assembly 
rec ommended to the Security Council that South Vietnam (and South 
Korea) be admitted to the UN. 164/ In early May, Diem paid a state 
visit to the U.S., where he received assurances of continued strong 
U.S. support. 165/ Whatever its reasons, the Soviet thereupon took a 
position against the admission to the UN of South Vietnam, and on 
20 May 1957, Marshal Kliment E. Voroshilov, President of the Praesidium 
of the Supreme Soviet, arrived in Hanoi for a state visit billed in 
DRV newspapers as a ''most important event." 166/ It then appears 
that Truong Chinh and other Sinophile leaders pressed hard for 
orientation toward Peking. Amid evidence of haste and confusion, Ho 
left the country to visit East Europe in July, 1957, returning after 
stops in Moscow and Peking on 30 August 1957. Ho was in Moscow in 
July when Khrushchev expelled Malenkov, Molotov, and Kaganovich --
the anti-party group -- from the Praesidium of the CPSU, and probably 
gained some first hand insight into the ideas of the new leaders. 167/ 
In hj_s absence, the DRV signed a new economic agreement with the CPR, 
and on his return, he appears to have been plunged into a power 
struggle of some proportions. Ho Chi Minh issued a statement on 
2 September 1957 that the government of South Vietnam had to respect 
the desire of its people for reunification, and averred that his 
:£!''uropean trip demonstrated a "complete unity of vie,,,s" with fraternal 
countries and that the trip had "splendid" results. lfJ3/ Also in 
September, Le Duan was formally admitted to the Politburo. In late 
October or early November, Ho left, somewhat mysteriously, for Moscow. 
Although Hanoi newspapers had announced a six week long fete in honor 
of the 40th anniversary of Russia's October Revolution, the actual 
celebrations ,,,ere limited to a few, simple events, and handled low-key 
by the DRV and its press. Such speeches as were recorded had distinct 
Maoist overtones. Truong Chinh re-emerged from eclipse as the principal 
party spokesman, while Giap dropped from sight . Le Duan also went to 
MOSCOW, but returned without Ho Chi Minh . Then, in' late December, amid 
rumors that Ho and Giap were dead, both reappeared in Hanoj., and resumed 
t heir former position. 169/ In 1958, the Soviets replaced the CPR as 
the DRV's prime aid donor. 

In subsequent years, Lao Dong Party historians identified 
the meetings in Moscow in the fall of 1957 as one of the pivotal events 
in the modern history of Vietnam. Western corm:nentators have focused 
on Khrushchev's speech in which he pointed out that capitalism was 
doomed but that, "the only correct path in the development of inter
national relations is a policy of peaceful coexistence . . . We vlOrk 
from the premise that wars are not necessary to advance socialism " 170/ 
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But DRV attention has been directed to the Moscow Declaration of 1957) 
embodied in the "Communique on the Conference of Representatives of 
Communist and Workers Parties of Socialist Countries)" which took 
quite a different line : 

"The communist and workers parties are faced with 
great historic tasks . . . In present day conditions in 
a number of capitalist countries) the working class has 
the possibility . . . to unite the ma jority of the people) 
when state power without civil war can ensure the transfer 
of bas ic means of production to the hands of the people . . 
LHoweveE7 in conditions in which the exploiting classes 
r esort to violence against the people) it is necessary to 
bear in mind another possibility -- nonpeaceful transition 
to socialism. Leninism teaches and history confirms that the 
ruling classes never relinguish pmrer voluntarily. In these 
conditions the severity and forms of class struggle will 
depend not so much on the proletariat as on the resistance 
of the reactionary circles to the will of the overwhelming 
majority of the people) on the use of force by these 
circles at one or another stage of the struggle for 
socialism." 171/ 

The congruence of this Declaration ,-lith Ho' s April) 1956) statement 
to the Ninth Plenum of the Lao Dong Party Central Corrmittee (supra ) 
46-47) and with the rhetori.c Hanoi had been using to condemn Diem) 
seems more than coincidental. Le Duan returned from Moscow ahead of 
Ho to present the results to the Lao Dong leaders) and i ssued on 
7 December 1957 a public statement that the Declaration: 

" . . . not only confirmed the line and created 
favorable conditions for North Vietnam to advance toward 
socialism) but has also shown the path of struggle for 
national liberation and has created favorable conditions 
for the revolutionary movement in South Vietnam ." 172/ 

Some authorities have viewed the "crisis of 1957" within 
the Lao Dong leadership as a clash of factions over whether to align 
with the bellicose Mao (pro Truong Chinh) Nguyen Duy Trinh) or remain 
loyal to the temporizing Soviets (pro Ho and Giap). 173/ P. J. Honey) 
for example) found it significant that even Mao acknowledged Soviet 
leadership at the 1957 Moscow Confer ence) and notes that in February) 
1948) the spokesman for the DRV National Assembly's Political Sub
committee announced that: 

"Our firm international position is to stand in the 
socialist camp headed by the Soviet Union. . . This position 
proceeds from our people ' s fundamental interests and from 
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the requirements of North Vietnam's advance towards 
socialism.!! 174/ 

Honey deprecated contrary statements issued by Hanoi about the same 
time -- e.g.) that the NVA would !!always stand ready by the side of 
the CPR in its struggle to recover Quemoy and Matsu) and to liberate 
Taiwan. !! and thought that: 

!!It is very probable) although not a scrap of evidence 
has so far come to light which would corroborate it) that 
Ho Chi Minh was secretly reassuring the Soviet l eaders ) 
explaining that North Vietnam was supporting China only 
with empty ,-lOrds) while her actions proved that she had 
not been taken in by Maoist innovations.!! 175/ 

D. S. Zagoria interpreted the DRV strategy debate as 
less a dispute over external relations than over internal priorities: 
!!The crucial local issue has resolved around the relative priority to 
be assigned to economic development of the North and struggle in the 
South.!! He concluded that !!pro-Soviet !! view prevailed simply because 
''between 1957 and 1960) northern leaders agreed on the need to concen
trate on economic development .!! 176/ 

Proponents of both interpretations conclude that Hanoi's 
predilection for the USSR was ipso facto a deferral of support for 
the insurgency in the South. But the evidence supports a third 
interpretation . 'It is quite possible that the DRV leaders sought and 
won Soviet support b ecause they found it impossible amicably to set 
priorities between internal and external national objectives. It seems 
evident that only the Soviets could offer the wherewithal to pursue 
both sets of goals simultaneously) and it is possible that the lao 
Dong l eaders opted for !!guns and butter!! rather than !!socialism in 
one country.!! The apparent harmony among the pro-China and pro-Russia . 
!!factions !! by early 1958 bespeaks such a compromise solution . Of course) 
serious doubt remains whether the Sovj.ets would have valued DRV fealty 
high enough to pay the price ) yet it seems that such could have been 
the case. The new DRV-USSR understanding reached during 1957 definitely 
included the extens ion of material aid which North Vietnam needed for 
its economic advanc ement. It evi~ently also included Soviet concurrence 
in a more adventuresome policy toward reunification . Whether or not 
specific DRV advances upon South Vietnam were countenanced) it i s 
evident that the DRV leaders had obtained Soviet r ecognition that North 
Vietnam 's circumstances placed it outside the range of strategic and 
doctrinal considerations which had l ead Khrushchev) et al.) into 
"peaceful competition!! and !!peaceful coexistence .!! --
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3. Preparations: Winter, 1958 -- Spring, 1959· In the 
autumn of 1957, and throughout 1958, violence in rural South Vietnam 
mounted, and increasingly manifested strategic direction. There is, 
however, only sparse evidence that North Vietnam was directing, or 
was capable of directing that violence. Yet even had the DRV determined 
in late 1957 to support insurgency in South Vietnam, there probably 
would have been little sign of that decision in 1958, so soon after it 
had been reached. The lao Dong leaders were possibly the most experienced 
and dedicated group of professional revolutionaries in the world -- and 
probably the most cautious. Perhaps more than any other such group, the 
North Vietnamese communists had subjected their past to intense and 
objective scrutiny, striving to detect errors in strategy and tactics, 
and to derive l essons applicable to the future. The writings of Ro, 
Giap, Truong Chinh, and others have revealed that they were by no 
means satisfied that they had always made correct choices in the past 
on questions of war or peace. The salient lesson they have drawn is 
that premature revolution is significantly worse than no revolution 
at all, and they have repeatedly cited the abortive uprisings of 1930 
and 1940 as cases in point. In both instances, amorphous, mainly 
spontaneous insurrection lead to failure, and then to reprisals and 
heavy losses among exposed middle and lower echelon Party leaders , 
which set back Party progress several years. 

The 1940 rebellion has seemed particularly poignant to 
DRV commentators . When the Japanese invaded Tonkin in September, 1940, 
the Indochinese Communist Party, together with other Vietnamese national
ists , elected violent resistance. Demonstrations took place throughout 
the country. Ro Chi Minh vTaS at the time in Kuming, with the ICP 
If External Bureau. If Re and his colleagues there counseled their in
country counterparts against proceeding beyond demonstrations, but the 
ardor of local leaders could not be dampened. In November, 1940, . 
peasants in the Plain of Reeds took up arms, and there was shortly a 
series of peasant jacquerie, which spread throughout the Mekong Delta. 
As Ro, et al., had predicted, the uprising failed and the French 
administration in Saigon launched a savage repression which virtually 
destroyed the ICP organization in rural Cochinchina. 177/ 

In May, 1941, at the Eighth Plenum of the ICP Central 
Committee, there was an exhaustive review of the 1940 debacle, and a 
re-direction of party effort tovlard forming an alliance of all social 
classes and political parties, nationalist movements, religious sects, 
and anti-Japanese r es istance groups . Social reform and communist 
slogans were de-emphasized. All the resources of the Party were to be 
thrown behind a ne" front group which would carry out the Party 
strategy; that group was the League for Independence of Vietnam, or 
the Viet Minh. 178/ Again and again thereafter, communist leaders in 
their speeches and published works have returned to the lessons of the 
abortive revolt and the Eighth Plenum : never squander Party grassroots 
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organizations in futile causes; submerge the Party in a broader cause, 
behind a national front. 

The example of successful revolution most often held out 
by DRV leaders has been the "August Revolution" of 1945· The official 
DRV history points out that this uprising was successful because, 
under Party leadership, there had been: (1) a careful preparing of the 
people in both ideology and organization, including the training of 
cadres, the build-up of bases of resistance, and the organization of 
armed forc es -- peoples' war, peoples' army; (2) a seizing of the 
right opportunity; (3) "launching the revolutionary high tide of the 
whole people" -- meaning the forming of a "national front" organization 
which could command the support of the majority of the people, including 
"all classes, nationalities, and religions"; (4) a skillful combining 
of military and political "struggle" -- that is, the employment of both 
forms of r evolutionary endeavor, and the gradual shift in emphaSis 
from political to military methods; (5) dividing the enemy by proselyting 
his armed forces, civil service, and citizenry. 179/ The first two 
lessons , on preparation for and careful timing of revolution, have 
received particular stress. Party history is accurate: Ho Chi Minh 
carefuJ.ly husbanded his forces and waited for the moment to strike. 
Virtually all the energies of the Viet Minh from 1943 through the 
spring of 1945 were devoted to the patient development of a political 
infrastructure in rural areas, and the building of guerrilla strong
holds in the mountains adjacent to China. Ho permitted his armed 
forces to begin systematic guerrilla warfare only after the Japanese 
set up an independent Vietnam under Bao Dai in March, 1945· Even then, 
however, he used them sparingly. There was supposed to have been a 
Viet Minh conference in June, 1945, to signal the "general uprising," 
but Ho Chi Minh delayed convening of this conference because he vTaS 

convinced that uprising would be premature . Although DRV histories 
do not say so, there is, in fact, every indication that when the 
"August Revolution" was launched, it came not as a conscientious, 
coordinated effort controlled by Ho and his lieutenants , but as 
another more or less spontaneous rebellion. 180/ Confronted with the 
prospect of being a bystander while others won-victory, Ho hastily 
convened the deferred conference on 16 August 1945, and formally com
mitted the Viet Minh to the overthrow of Bao Dai and the expulsion of 
the French and Japanese. Within three weeks, the independence of the 
DRV '-las proclaimed, and Ho was installed in Hanoi as its president. 

One example DRV historians do not often cite is the 
inception of tbe long and ruinous Resistance War which began in 
December, 1946. From all appearances, the DRV leaders still entertain 
serious doubts over the wisdom of going to war against France at that 
juncture . There is evidence that the incidents which opened the war 
in December, 1946, had not been condoned by HO J and that he re-committed 
the Viet Minh to military action only r eluctantly, and after events 
had i ssued their own dictum. Moreover, communist literature on the 
Resistance War of 1945-195L~ abounds with reproach for loca l leaders 
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launching too-venturesome, costly enterprises without proper prepara
tion. Even top leaders were not immune to criticism on that score; 
e.g., Le Dusn was apparently relieved of command over COSVN in late 
1952 or 1953 for pressing too fast and hard. 181/ From the highest 
strategic level to the lowest. tactical level, Vietnamese communist 
doctrine underscores the essentiality of careful preparatory work, 
and the criticality of timing initial overt operations. 182/ It is 
not likely, then, that a decision to proceed toward the reunification 
of Vietnam by force was lightly taken by the Lao Dong leaders; it 
would in any event have countenanced extensive, painstaking, covert 
groundwork. 

Such preliminary efforts might have been the refurbishing 
of the Communist Party in South Vietnam, which had been seriously 
weakened by Diem's persistent Communist Denunciation Campaign. It seems 
probable that, whenever they were started, the initial steps of th~ 
DRV were directed to reinvigorating the Lao Dong apparatus in the 
South. For this purpose it would have needed relatively few cadre --
for instance, with 400 men, the Lao Dong could have dispatched 10 
organizers to each of South Vietnam's provinces. From all indications, 
organizers were sent South in 1958; the numbers are not known. Similarly, 
in all likelihood the DRV would have looked to base preparations. Again 
evidence is scanty, but there were definite indications that guerrilla 
secure-areas were being prepared in the Highlands, in the Plain of 

,Reeds, and in the War Zone C - War Zone D region north of Saigon. 183/ 

There are also indications, however, that debate over 
strategy continued through 1958. Reports captured while being for
warded via Lao Dong channels from South Vietnam to Hanoi indicate that 
some subordinates there clung to the belief that the Diem regime could 
be toppled without recourse to guerrilla warfare, and that others 
despaired of success without substantial militarJ aid from the North. 
There is also evidence throughout 1958 that Viet Cong tactics were 
being subjected to careful study in Hanoi. 184/ 

Whatever preparations were in progress during 1958, in 
December, 1958, or January, 1959, Hanoi apparently declded that the 
time had come to intensify its efforts. On December 1, there was an 
incident at a "political re-education camp" north of Salgon -- the 
"Phu Loi Massacre" -- which the DRV promptly seized upon to launch 
a worldwide propaganda offensive against Dlem. U.S. intelligence came 
into possession of a directive from Hanoi to its subordinate head
quarters in Inter-Sector V during December, 1958, which stated that 
the Lao Dong Party Central Committee had declded to "open a new stage 
of the struggle" ""}B 5/; the following month, January, 1959, U. S. sources 
also acqulred an order directing a Viet Cong bulld-up in Tay Nlnh 
province to provide a base for guerrilla operations; the same order 
mentioned simllar bases in the mountains of western Inter-Sector V. 186/ 
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In February, Viet Cong guerrillas successfully attacked a GVN outpost 
near Trang Sup, in Tay Ninh, and Diem told a French correspondent 
that "at the present time Vietnam is a nation at war." George Carver 
has recorded that in late 1958 or early 1959, Le Duan journeyed to 
South Vietnam for an on-the-spot appraisal of affairs there, and that 
his report lead to a DRV decision to step up support of the insurgency. 

"Consolidation of the North" proceeded apace during 1958. 
Societal discipline advanced to the point that by early 1959 the land 
reform campaign -- under a different name -- was re-initiated without 
difficulty. 187/ Crops were good, and economic prospects in both the 
agricultural and industrial sectors were excellent. 188/ In January, 
1959, the DRV contracted with the Soviet Union for a 50% increase in 
trade, and in February another large loan was negotiated with the 
CPR. 189/ Against this background of domestic success -- progress and 
plenty within North Vietnam -- and of international finesse -- coopera
tion with both the great communist powers without domination by either -
the DRV implemented the next step in its strategy. 

4. Taking the Offensive: Spring, 1959 - Fall, 1960. 

a. Surfacing the Strategy, 1959 

However the DRV privately viewed the war in South 
Vietnam during 1959 and 1960, the publj.c statements of its leaders were 
aggressive. If the numbers of infiltrators and the amount of supplies 
dispatched to the South were insignificant or unimpressive to the 
beleaguered insurgents, the pose adopted by the Lao Dong principals 
must have greatly enheartened insurgents in South Vietnam. 

On 4 April 1959, President Eisenhower, in an address 
at Gettysburg, declared that South Vietnam could not, without U.S. aid, 
!meet the dual threat of aggression from without and subversion within 
its borders." He stated that U.S. national interests compelled the U.S. 
to help South Vietnam sustain its morale, economic .progress , and military 
strength. 190/ On 30 April 1959, Pham Van Dong applauded Khrushchev!s 
rejoinder to President Eisenhower as follows: 

"Comrade Khrushchev! s strong statement was a powerful blow 
to the US imperialists aggressive bloc. The Vietnamese people 
are very grateful to the Soviet Union, head of the socialist 
camp, for it s constant sympathy for and support to their 
righteous struggle for national reunific["tion. Comrade 
Khrushchev!s statement powerfully encourages our people to 
enthusiastically build North Viet-Nam and advance gradually 
tOl-Tard socialism and to struggle for national reunification 

"Just as observed by Comrade Khrushchev, the intervention by 
US .imperialism in South Viet - Nam is the cause of the continued 
partition of Viet-Nam . . • The struggle for the reunification 
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of our country is still meeting with difficulties and 
hardships, but we are confident that the Vietnamese people 
will certainly triumph in the complete liberation of our 
country from the US-Diem clique's dictatorial yoke just as 
they had gloriously succeeded in their valiant struggle in the 
past. The American imperialists and their lackeys, who are 
being opposed and isolated, surely will not be able to avoid the 
ignominious defeat of those who go cOlLnter to the march of 
history." 191/ 

Ho Chi Minh's May Day speech of 1959 opened with an encomium from the 
Soviet Union, China, and other socialist powers who were promoting the 
movement for national liberat ion in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. 
According to the Hanoi Radio report, Ho pointed out "that the earnest 
desire of the Vietnamese people from North to South is peace and 
national reunification. On orders from the U.S. imperialists the 
South Vietnamese authorities are sabotaging the implementation of tne 
Geneva Accords and strangling all democratic freedom of the southern 
people." Ho concluded on the note that: 

"Under the leadership of the Viet-Nam Lao Dong Party 
and the government, all our people will further strengthen 
solidarity and unity of mind with other countries in the 
socialist camp, headed by the great Soviet Union . . . 
L8~7 strengthen solidarity within the national united 
front . • • By so dOing the north of our country will 
steadily advance tovrard socialism as a strong basis 
toward victory in the struggle for national reunification." 

On 4 May 1959, the official DRV newspaper declared that: 

"The glorious South Vietnamese people surely will 
not r ema in with folded arms before the continuous and 
cruel repressive acts of the U.S.-Diem clique . The 
Vietnamese people have many times compelled their enemies to 
pay for their bloody crimes. The U.S.-Diem clique has by its 
own will contracted a big debt of blood toward the Vietnamese 
people, and have dug their own graves." 

The foregoing were issued while the Lao Dong Party 
conducted the Fifteenth Plenum (Enlarged Session) of its Central 
Committee i n Hanoi. The session featured speeches on foreign and 
domestic programs, but it is fairly certain that a .Pl enum of the Lao 
Dong Central Committee i s not a debating society nor a parliament -
decisions were not r eached there, they were presented. 

On 13 May 1959, Hanoi broadcast in English the com
munique of the Lao Dong Party Central Committeej on the Plenum, a 
bellicose tone was unmistakable: 

-
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liThe Central Committee of the Vietnam Lao Dong 
Party has held its 15th enlarged session to review the 
developments in the struggle for national reunification 
and lay down the tasks for the whole party and people 
in connection with that struggle • 

"North Vietnam, now completely liberated, has 
carried through its task of national people's democratic 
revolution and is carrying out the socialist revolution 
and building socialism. This is an extremely important 
change which determines the direction of development of 
the Vietnamese revolution in the new stage. Meanwhile, 
the southern part of our country is still under the domination 
of the American imperialists and their lackey -- Ngo Dinh 
Diem. They have turned South Vietnam into a nevT-type 
colony and a military base for preparing war • . . 

liThe intervent ionist policy of the U. S. imperialists 
and the South Vietnam authorities' policy of dependence 
on the United States have undermined and deliberately 
continue to undermine the implementation of the Geneva 
agreements and the cause of peaceful national reunifica
tion, thus cutting across the desire and interests of 
the Vietnamese people . The U.S. imperialists and their 
followers are scheming to perpetuate the division of our 
country and prepare a new war. 

liTo carry out this perfidious scheme, over the past few 
years the U.S.-Diem clique has been actively increasing its 
military forces, carrying out a policy of ruthless exploita
tion of the people, abolishing all democratic functions, 
repress ing and terrorizing the people in a most barbarous 
manner, causing ever more serious dislocation of the South 
Vietnamese economy, and making the life of local people 
more and more precarious and wretched . . 

liTo achieve national reunification on the basis of 
independence and democracy, the session mapped out the 
following tasks: the entire people will unite and strive 
to struggle for national reunification on the basis of 
independence and democracy to endeavor to consolidate the 
North and actively take it step by step toward socialism, 
to build a peaceful, unified, independent, democratic, 
prosperous and strong Vietnam; and to contribute to the 
safeguarding of peace in Southeast Asia and the world. 

liThe s ess ion expressed its unshakable belief that our 
whole people, uniting and struggling heroically and 

\ 
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perseveringly, will certainly smash the U.S. imperialists' 
scheme to seize our land and their lackeys' plot to sell 
out our country. On the basis of the consolidation of 
North Vietnam and its steady development in all fields, of 
the broad and powerful development of the patriotic move
ment in the South, and will the approval and support of the 
peace loving people allover the world, our struggle for 
national reunification will certainly be successful. II 

The following day the official press carried an editorial (also broad
cast by Radio Hanoi in English) commenting on the communique: 

IIAt present, the world and home situation has become 
basically different from that of the past. It has been 
developing in a way which is fully advantageous to our 
people and very disadvantageous to the imperialists and 
their lackeys . Our strength in all fields in the North, 
which is the firm base for the revolutionary struggle 
in the South, has constantly been consolidated and 
increased. The magnificently heroic struggle of the 
southern people has constantly developed and their united 
strength has broadened without a halt. Strength in all 
fields of the socialist camp has grown majestically. 

liOn the basis of an unprecedently firm North Vietnam 
and socialist camp, our compatriots in the south will 
struggle resolutely and per~istently against the cruel 
U.S.-Diem regime 

llOur people, always cherishing peace, are determined 
to stru€gle to compel the other side to carry out correctly 
the Geneva agreements, to re-establish normal North-South 
relations and to hold consultations on general elections to 
reunify the country. However, our people are determined 
not to give the imperialists and feudalists a free hand to 
oppose our people's aspirations and to keep the southerners 
in slavery. Our people are determined to struggle with their 
traditional heroism by all necessary forms and measures so as 
to achieve the goal of the revolution. II 

On 10 July 1959, the Belgian Communist publication Red Flag published 
an article under Ho Chi Minh's by-line which reported that: 

IIWe are building socialism in Viet- NL.ID, but we are 
building it in only one part of the country, while in the 
other part we still have to direct and bring to a close 
middle-class democratic and anti-imperialist revolution. II 192/ 

\ 
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On 8 July 1959, the United States armed forces sustained the first 
combat deaths in the war: two U.S. servicemen were killed by a . 
terrorist bomb inside a U.S. compound at Bien Hoa. Other Viet Cong 
terrorist activities mounted to new levels of intensity. In the 
fall of 1959, as recounted above, communist guerrillas began to 
attack openly units of the Army of Vietnam, and to occupy province 
and district capitals for short periods. 1931 On 12 September 1959, 
Premier Pham Van Dong told the French Consul in Hanoi, that: 

"You must remember, we will be in Saigon tomorrow, 
we will be in Saigon tomorrow." 194/ 

In November, 1959, Pham Van Dong twice told Canadian ICC Commissioner 
Ericksen-Brown that "we will drive the Americans in the sea" -- state
ments deemed s ignificant enough by the Lao Dong hierarchy to elicit a 
visit from General Giap to "reassure" Ericksen-Brmm of th~ DRV's 
peaceful intent. 195/ 

But the U.S. and Diem were both inured to threatening 
communist invectivej what should have been more ominous was the DRV's 
willingness to act, first evident in Laos. 

b. DRV Intervention in Laos 

During the First Indochina War, 1945-1954, a nominally 
independent national movement developed in Laos, the paramilitary 
Pathet Lao, and its political arm, the Lao Fatherland Front (Neo Lao 
Hak Xat). 196/ It was quite clear, hmTever, that the Viet Minh -- and 
the Lao Dong Party -- dominated the Resistance in laosj in fact, the 
Viet Minh negotiated the Geneva settlement on behalf of its Laotian 
allies. After the Accords were signed, some Laotians were regrouped 
to North Vietnam itself, and like the South Vietnamese, were formed 
into NVA units. In 1954-1955, the DRV openly assisted the Pathet Lao 
in consolidating political and military strength in Phong Saly and 
Sam Neua, two provinces on Laos' northeast border ~ith North Vietnam, 
designated as regroupment zones by the Geneva Agreements. 197/ U.S. 
intelligence obtained evidence that DRV cadres remained in these 
provinces following regroupment, some as advisors, but some occupying 
key political and administrative positions in the Pathet Lao and Neo 
Lao Hak Xat. Captured documents indicate that a North Vietnamese head
quarters for this effort was set up in laos, with the following missions 
assigned from Hanoi: 

(1) implementation of the truce and the political 
strugglej 

(2) establishment and training of the Laotian 
(Communist ) PartYj 
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(3) assistance in fiscal matters; and 

(4) improvement of Pathet Lao military forces. 

A captured report to Hanoi, probably from this head
quarters, indicated that by 1956 the Laotian Communist Party had 
expanded from less than 100 to more than 2,000 members, and that a 
light infantry, guerrilla force of more than fifteen battalions had been 
created. Apparently, Hanoi had planned to withdraw the Vietnamese cadre 
in late 1956, and there is evidence that some withdrawals took place by 
early 1957; there is also evidence that most DRV cadre remained. However, 
in 1957, with the aid of the ICC, a political settlement was reached. 
Two battalions of Pathet Lao surrendered to the Royal Laotian Govern
ment (RLG), to be incorporated into its army, and the Pathet Lao agreed 
to demobilize 5,000 other troops. Two officials of the Lao Fatherland 
Front were admitted to the Royal Laotian Government, and the movement 
ostensibly integrated into the national community. 

During 1958 and early 1959, the Royal Laotian Govern
ment became increasingly pro-Western, and DRV activities in Laos were 
evidently attenuated. However, in May, 1959, when the Royal Laotian 
Army (RLA) attempted to disestablish its two Pathet Lao battalions, 
one escaped and marched for the DRV. DRV reaction was quick. Imme
diately thereafter U. S. intelligence was reliably informed that a 
military headquarters similar to the Viet Minh's Dien Bien Phu command \ 
post had been set up near the Laos border to control operations in Laos 
by the NVA 335th Division, which had been formed from the "Lao Volunteers" 
regrouped to the DRV in 1955. 198/ From mid-1959 onwards, the U.S. 
acquired convinCing evidence of an increaslng DRV military involvement 
in Laos, and beginning in late 1960, of USSR entry into the conflict 
with substantial military aid for the Pathet Lao. The Pathet Lao aided 
by a severe weakening of the RLG from a neutralist coup by Kong Le in 
1961, and a counter coup by right-wing forces in 1962, mounted an 
offensive against the RLG to expand Pathet Lao controlled terr itory, 
which continued through a "cease-fire" of May, 196~. 

It vTaS not, however, until December, 1960, that the DRV 
announc ed to foreign diplomats resident in Hanoi its decision to inter
vene in Laos; during 1961 the DRV presence in Laos was transformed from 
a semi-covert MAAG-like undertaking to an operational theater. Beginning 
in December, 1960, and throughout 1961 and early 1962, Soviet aircraft 
flew 2,000 to 3,000 sorties from the DRV to Laos, delivering more than 
3,000 tons of supplies to communist forces, which expanded their terri
tory to hold the northern half of the country. Ethnic North Vietnamese 
appeared in Pathet Lao formations, and Kong Le himself admitted that 
NVA officers and soldiers >vere serving as "technicj.ans" with his paratroops. 
North Vietnamese from NVA formations were captured by RIG forces and cap
tured documents substantiated the presence of entire NVA units. In 
December, 1961, a convoy of Soviet-made tanks was sighted entering Laos 
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from the DRV, and shortly thereafter DRV officials formally presented 
45 tanks to Kong Le. U.S. aerial photography identified also Soviet
made artillery and radar in use by the Pathet Lao. Truck convoys of 
20 to 300 vehicles were observed entering laos carrying munj_tions, 
rice, motor fuel, and NVA troops. Altogether, the combined communist 
forces demonstrated significant military superiority over the RIG 
forces. Rightist forces (under Phoumi Nosavan), U.S. military aid 
notwithstanding, were markedly unsuccessful in stemming the communist 
drive. In May, 1961, a truce was struck, and the conflict was carried 
into international conferencej at Geneva on 23 July 1962, a new 
political settlement was reached. As of that period, U.S. intelligence 
reported 12 NVA battal·ions in laos, some 6,000 strong. In addition, 
3,000 NVA personnel were serving with PL units. 199/ 

The Geneva Agreement on Laos of 1962 consisted of 
joint declaration by the several nations concerned with Indochina -
including the U.S., the DRV, and the GVN -- agreeing that-Laos would 
be neutralized: 

"All foreign regular and irregular troops, foreign para
military formations and foreign military personnel shall be 
withdrawn from Laos . . • the introduction of foreign regular 
and irregular troops, foreign para-military formations and 
foreign military personnel into Laos of armaments, munitions, 
and war materiel generally, except such quantities as the 
Royal Government of laos may consider necessary for the 
national defense of Laos, is prohibited . .. " 

In concert with the Pathet Lao, the DRV circumvented these agreements. 
Although measures were taken to conceal DRV presence and ostensibly 
to withdraw DRV forces -- 40 North Vietnamese were removed under ICC 
observation -- U.S. intelligence obtained good evidence, including 
a number of eye witness statements, that the bulk of the NVA forces 
remained in LaoSj U.S. estimates placed NVA strength in laos in early 
1963 at l~,OOO troops in 8 battalions, plus 2,000 Pathet Lao advisors. 200/ 

In any event, by late 1960 the DRV could look upon 
its Laot.ian enterprise as successful in substantially expanding its 
sphere of influence in Laos, to include control over the territory 
adjacent to South Vietnam over which passed its "Ro Chi. Minh Trail" 
of infiltration (see map). Eventually the enterprise brought about 
withdrmml of the U.S. military presence from Laos, per the Geneva 
Agreement of 1902. If the Vientiene government, braced with broad 
U.S. aid, surprised the DRV with its resiliency, it at least proved 
unable to challenge the Pathet Lao -- and DRV -- gains. Hhatever the 
DRV longer term goal in Laos, reunification of Vietnam seemed there
after to take priority over further extension in Laos. In any event, the 
DRV succeeded in securing its Laotian frontier from U.S. or Laotian 
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efforts to mobilize the tribal peoples against it, and in opening 
access to South Vietnam via . the Laotian panhandle. 

It is not clear whether the DRV found it necessary 
to pressure or subvert the Cambodian government in order to bring it 
into line with its general strategy, but align the Cambodians did. 
As in Laos, the Viet Minh had fronted for Khmer Resistance at the 
Geneva Conference of 1954, and there is evidence that in the years 
following it supported subversive organj.zations in Cambodia. 
In 1958, a crisis between South Vietnam and Cambodia erupted over 
boundary disputes and border violations. Cambodia formally laid claim 
to all of Cochinchina in a declaration to the United Nations, while 
South Vietnam laid claim to off-shore islands and other nominally 
Cambodian territory. 

Beginning in 1958, Cambodia declared for "neutralism," 
and thereafter its relations with the DRV were marked with increasing 
cordiality and cooperativeness. Evidence collected since-1963 indicates 
that the Viet Cong built bases adjacent to the Cambodian border, used 
sanctuary areas across it, operated trans-frontier supply routes, and 
had sources of supply within Cambodia . . Insofar as the minimal evident 
objectives of DRV policy were concerned -- use of Cambodian territory 
to further the campaign to reunify Vietnam -- Cambodia proved to be 
incapable of interfering even when, apparently, it wished to police 
its territory. 201/ 

c. Explication of the Strategy, 1960 

During 1958 and 1959 work had progressed on a revisio"n 
of the DRV Constitution. On 1 January 1960, with much fanfare, the 
new basic lalf was promulgated. The Preamble recounted the modern 
history of Vietnam, in part as follows: 

"Vietnam is a single entity from Lang-Son to Camau. 

liThe Vietnamese people, throughout the thousands of years 
of history, have been an industrious working people who have 
struggled unremittingly and heroically to build their country 
and defend the independence of their Fatherland . . . With the 
Dien Bien Phu victory, the Vietnamese people defeated the 
French imperialists and the U.S. interventionists .. 

"This major success of the Vietnamese people was also a 
common success of the liberation movement of the oppressed 
peoples, of the world front of peace, and of the socialist camp. 

"Since the restoration of peace in completely liberated 
North Viet-Nam, our people have carried through the National 
People's Democratic Revolution. But the South is still under 
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the rule of the imperialists and feudalists; our country is 
stiLl temporarily divided into two zones 

"The Vietnamese revolution has moved into a new position. 
Our people must endeavor to consolidate the North, taking it 
toward socialism, and carryon the struggle for peaceful reunifica
tion of the country and completion of the tasks of the National 
People's Democratic revolution throughout the country. 

"In the last few years, our peoples in the North have 
achieved many big successes in economic rehabilitation and 
cultural development. At present, socialist transformation 
and construction are being successfully carried out. 

"Meanwhile, in the South, the U. S. imperialists and their 
henchmen have been savagely repressing the patriotic movement 
of our people. They have been strengthening military forces 
and carrying out their scheme of turning the southern part of our 
country into a colony and military base for their war prepara
tions . . . But our southern compatriots have constantly 
struggled heroically and refused to submit to them. The 
people throughout the country, united as one, are holding 
aloft the banners of peace, national unity, independence, 
and democracy, resolved to march forward and win final 
victory. The cause of the peaceful reunification of the 
Fatherland will certainly be victorious." 202/ 

Strangely, even so formal a statement of aims escaped attention in the . 
West, even though the deteriorating situation in Southeast Asia had 
now become sufficiently grave to cause concern throughout the world. I 
Within the U.S. Government, extensive reappraisals of U.S. policy were 
launched. Aid to Laos was stepped-up, and the U.S. country team in 
Vietnam was directed to prepare a counter-insurgency plan for bringing 
U. S. aid more efficiently to bear the GVN's internal defense. The 
inflamed situation in Laos and South Vietnam were among the major 
international irritants toward which hopes for the Summit Conference in 
Paris in May, 1960, I{er e directed. The breakdown of the Paris talks, 
and the subsequent hardening of relations b et.reen the United States 
and the USSR, formed the backdrop against which the Soviets moved 
into deeper commitment to support of the DRV, and the DRV into more 
open support of the insurgents in South Vietnam. 

In early September, 1960, the Lao Dong Party held its 
Third Congress , and passed the following resolution: 

"In the present stq.ge, the Vietnamese revolution has 
two strategic tasks: firs~, to carry out the socialist 
revolution in North Viet- Nam; second, to liberate South 
Vietnam from the ruling yolk of the U.S. imperialists and 
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their henchmen in order to achieve national unity and 
complete independence and freedom throughout the country. 
These two strategic tasks are closely related to each 
other and spur each other forward . 

"The two revolutionary tasks of the North and South 
belong to two different strategies, each task being aimed 
at satisfying the definite requirement of each zone under 
the specific conditions of our divided country. But these two 
tasks have one common aim -- to achieve peaceful national 
reunification and resolve one common contradiction of our whole 
country -- the contradiction between our people and the 
imperialists and their henchmen. 

"The common task of the Vietnamese revolution at 
present is: to strengthen the unity of all the people; 
to struggle resolutely to maintain peace, to accelerate the 
socialist revolution in North Viet-Nam while at the same 
time stepping up the National People's Democratic Revolution 
in South Viet-Nam; . . 

"The revolution in the South is a protracted, hard, 
and complex process of struggle, combining many forms of 
struggle of great activity and flexibility, ranging from 
lower to higher, and taking as its basis the building, 
consolidation and development of the revolutionary power 
of the masses. During this process we must pay special 
attention to the work of organizing and educating the 
people, first and foremost the workers, peasants and 
intellectuals, promoting to the highest degree the 
revolutionary fighting spirit of the various strata of 
our patriotic countrymen. We must unceasingly expose the 
criminal schemes and acts of the U. S. imperialists and 
their henchmen, doing our utmost to divide and isolate them. 

"To insure the complete success of the revolutionary 
struggle in South Viet-Nam our people there must strive to 
establish a united bloc of workers, peasants) and soldiers 
and to bring into being a broad national united front 
directed against the U.S.-Diem clique and based on the 
worker-peasant alliance. This front must rally all the 
patriotic parties and religious groupings, together with 
all individuals inclined to oppose the u.S.-Diem clique. 
The aims of its struggle are peace, national independence, 
democratic freedoms, improvement of the people's living 
conditions, and peacef~l national reunification. 

/ 
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"The f'ront must carry out its work in a very f'lexible manner 
in order to rally all f'orces that can be rallied, win over all 
f'orces that can be won over, neutralize all f'orces that should 
be neutralized, and dravT the broad masses into the general 
struggle against the US-Diem cli~ue f'or the liberation of' the 
South and the peacef'ul reunif'ication of' the f'atherland. 

"The revolutionary movement in the South plays a very important 
role in relation to the reunif'ication of' the country. Simultaneously 
with the ef'f'ort to build the North and advance toward socialism our 
people must strive to maintain and develop the revolutionary f'orces 
in the South and create f'avorable conditions f'or peacef'ul national 
reunif'ication .... " 203/ 

Ho Chi Minh, in his speech at the Congress, attributed the "victory of' the 
Vietnamese revolution" in part to the "whole-hearted assistance of' the 
f'raternal socialist countries, especially the Soviet Union and China." 
He identif'ied the DRV with the world "f'orces of' peace" and stated that 
"the Democratic Republic of' Vietnam is a member of' the big socialist f'amily 
h~aded by the great Soviet Union." 404/ Giap's s~e~ch at th~ Congress 
clted the example of' the August, 19 5, general uprlslngs, notlng that 
victory came because "our party kept a f'irm hold on the national democratic 
revolutionary line," and paid appropriate attention to preparing the people 
f'or their tasks. Le Duan's address stressed that: 

"The southern people's re.volutionary struggle will be long, 
dra'ffi out, and arduous. It is not a simple process but a com-
plicated one, combining many varied f'orms of' struggle -- f'rom \ 
elementary to advanced, legal and illegal -- and based on the 
building, consolidation and development of' the revoluti.onary 
f'orce of' -the masses . In this process , we must constantly intens if'y 
our solidarity and the organization and education of' the people of' 
the South ... and must uphold the revolutionary f'ighting spirit of' 
all strata of' patriotic compatriots." 205/ 

Le Duan also called for a IIworker-peasant-army coalition bloc,1I and a 
"broad national united f'ront against the US-Diem cli~ue.1I 

In a policy-cycle similar to that of' 1957 -- strategy 
announced around September, f'ollowed by international exposure and con
f'irmation at Moscow in November -- the DRV obtained at the "Conf'erence 
of' Representatives of' Communist and Workers' Parti.es" held in Moscow in 
November, 1960 , :c'airly explicit endorsement of' its line of' action in South 
Vietnam . As in 1957 , the Moscow Declarat ion distinguished between war in 
general and anti-colonial wars, noting that II national-liberation revolutions 
have triumphed in vast areas of' the world" and emphasized that: 
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liThe complete collapse of colonialism is inevitable. The 
downfall of the system of colonial slavery under the impact of 
the national-liberation movement is a phenomenon ranking second 
in historical importance after the formation of the world system 
of socialism." 

liThe United States of America is the chief bulwark of present
day colonialism .... II 

" .... the working class of many capitalist countries, byover
coming the split in its ranks and achieving unity of action of all 
its detachments, could deliver a heavy blow to the policy of the 
ruling circles of the capitalist countries and force them to step 
up preparations for a new war, repel the offensive of monopoly 
capital , and ensure satisfaction of its vital everyday and demo
cratic demands." 

" .... The Communist Parties, guided by Marxist-Leninist teaching, 
have always been against the export of revolution. At the same time, 
they resolutely struggle against imperialist export of counter
revolution . They consider it their international duty to calIon 
the peoples of all countries to unite, to mobilize all their internal 
forces, to act vigorously and, relying on the might of the world 
socialist system, to prevent or decisively rebuff the interference 
of the imperialists in the affairs of the people of any country who 
have risen in revolution." 

"The Communist Parties reaffirm the propositions of the 1957 
Declaration concerning the ~uestion of the forms of transition of 
various countries from capitalism to socialism." 

"In conditions when the exploiting classes resort to the use of 
force against the people, it is necessary to bear in mind another 
possibility--that of nonpeaceful transition to socialism. Leninism 
teaches, and historical experience confirms, that the ruling classes 
do not relin~uish power voluntarily. In these conditions the degree 
of bitterness and the forms of the class struggle will depend not 
so much on the proletariat as on the extent of the r esistance of the 
r eactionary circles to the will of the overwhelming majority of the 
people, on the use of force by these circles at one or another stage 
of the struggle for socialism. " 206/ 

It is interesting, in the light of the foregoing, to read 
the Communist Party history, written in South Vietnam around 1963 and cap
tured on Operation CRIMP in 1966 (see Tab 2, p. 51 ff.). While such a 
history must be regarded with caution--Soviet historians have not hesitated 
to establish that the Bolsheviks overthrew the Czar--the CRIMP history, 
consistent "lith other captured documents and prisoner interrogations, dates 
the insurgency in South Vietnam from the Lao Dong Party conclave of May, 1959: 
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" .•. Barticularly after 20 July 1956, the key cadres and Barty 
members in South Vietnam asked questions which demanded answers : 
'Can we still continue the struggle to demand the implementation of . 
Geneva Agreement given the existing regime in South Vietnam? If 
not, then what must be done?' A mood of skepticism and non-confidence 
in the orientation of the struggle began to seep into the party 
apparatus and among some of the masses. 

"At the end of 1956 the popularization of the volume by Comrade 
Duan [Le Duai/ entitled "The South Vietnam Revolutionary Bath'* was 
of great significance because the ideological crisis was now solved . . 
After analyzing the character of the South Vietnam society, the 
character of the American-Diemist enemy etc., the volume outlined 
a new strategic orientation for the South Vietnam revolution, a 
strategic mission in which everyone could have some confidence: It 
is necessary to continue the national democratic revolution in South 
Vietnam and it is necessary to use force to overthrow the feudalist 
imperialist regime in order to establish a revolutionary democratic 
coalition and create the conditions for the peaceful reunification of 
the Fatherland. 

"After the Resolution of the Fifteenth Conference of the Central 
Committee was issued all of South Vietnam possessed a clear and cor
rect strategic policy and orientation. The Resolution of the Fifteenth 
Conference of the Central Committee** clearly delineated the general 
responsibility of the Vietnam revolution, analyzed the special charac
teristics of the South Vietnam situation, clearly spelled out the 
revolutionary tasks in South Vietnam and at the same time outlined the 
path which the South Vietnam revolution should take. 

"Thanks to this correct and clear delineation of the strategic 
orientation and path, the South Vietnam people and party clearly 
understood the aims and enlightened path to follow .... The volume 
'South Vietnam Revolutionary Path' and the Resolution of the Fif
teenth Conference of the Central Committee provided the cadres and 
Barty members with a pair of wings with which to fly and lamps to 
shine upon the path ahead, a feeling of encouragement and confidence , 
a determined will because the goals i-Tere clear and the path bright .... 

"Since the end of 1958, particularly after the Phu Loi Massacre, 
the situation truly ripened for an armed movement against the enemy. 
But the leadership of the Nam-Bo Regional Committee at that time 
still hesitated for many r easons , but the principal reason was the 
fear of violating the party line. The directive of the politburo 
in May 1959 stated that the time had come to push the arms struggle 
against the enemy. Thanks to this we closely followed the actual 

* Not available. 

** Reference is to the 15th Plenum of the Lao Dong Barty Central Committee 
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situation in order to formulate a program which we felt would be 
essential, and in October 1959, the armed struggle was launched. 

"Was the armed struggle slow in coming? We realize that it was 
not possible to launch the arms struggle too soon, before the situ
ation had ripened. At any. rate, a short period of time was lost 
because although many areas were engaged in armed propaganda {terror
backed persecutio~7 up to this time, it was limited to armed propa
ganda and insufficient strength existed to maintain continued opposition 
to the enemy. Although slow in coming, it was not too slow because 
there was still time to transform the situation into one where the 
proper conditions existed. However, if the change had been even 
slower, even more difficulties would have been encountered and the 
change in the movement would not have been as easy.!! 

"The Resolution of the 15th Conference of the Central Committee 
officially and concisely specified the responsibilities and strategic 
aims of the South Vietnam revolution. 

"But problems still existed: how were these re sponsibiJ_i ties, aims, 
and progress of the South Vietnam revolution to be implemented? What 
must the main forms and procedures of the struggle be? Although the 
Resolution outlined some of these factors, at the time of the Conference, 
the details of the South Vietnam movement as well as revolutionary 
experiences of friendly nations were not sufficient enough for the 
Conference to formulate a pre.cise program. Only 2 years later, were 
there sufficient factors available, based partly on the experiences \ 
of Laos but mainly on the experiences of the South Vietnam revolu-
tionary movement , the Central Committee was able to formulate a 
clear and concise program concerning these problems .... " 

The latter reference is to a January, 1961, Resolution of the Central Com
mittee of the Lao Dong Party, which directed concentration on peasant problems, 
stressed political action--"The political aspect i s truly the basic one, II said 
the CRIMP history--and warned against "revisionism. I) The Lao Dong newspaper 
carried an editorial, broadcast by Radio Hanoi on 13 January 1961 which des
cribed the 1961 Resolution as a document which: 

"Reaffirms and sheds more light on the thesis of the Declara
tion of 1957 concerning the forms of transition from capitalism 
to socialism in different countries and clearly points to the 
lines and methods of struggle of the co~munist parties of capi
talist cOUll-cries .... 

"As for the colonial countries, the statement points out that 
the struggle for national independence should be waged through armed 
struggles or by non-military methods , according to the specific 
conditions in the country concerned. The working class, which plays 
a major role in the national liberation struggle, is determined to 
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carry through the tasks of the national and democratic revolution 
against all schemes of reaction to hinder progress of society ...• " 

"The Declaration of the Conference of Representatives of Com
munists and Workers' Parties in Moscow in.1957, and the new statement 
are a profound summary of the experiences of revolutionary struggle 
and of building a new life of our time. They represent a development 
of Marxism-Leninsim for the new conditions of history." 207/ 

But none of the communist statements--neither the Moscow 
Declaration of 1957, nor that of 1960; neither the Lao Dong Resolution of 
September, 1960, nor that of January, 1961--attracted much attention in the 
West. Neither did the Manifesto of the National Liberation Front of South 
Vietnam, proclaimed,in December, 1960, seemingly in response to the Lao 
Dong Third Congress Resolution. But N. S. Khruschev made nevIS with his 
6 January 1961 "wars of national liberation" speech . . Khruschev's remarks 
were actually little more than a precis of the Moscow Declarations of 1957 
and 1960; nonetheless, they shocked the President of the United States, 
John F. Kennedy. Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., in his "A Thousand Days," 
declared that Khruschev's · "elaborate speech ... made a conspicuous impression 
on the new President, who took it as an authoritative exposition of Soviet 
intentions, discussed it with his staff, and read excerpts from it aloud 
to the National Security Council .... Underneath the canonical beat of language, 
the oration sounding a brutal joy over a world where democracy was everywhere 
on the retreat and communism everywhere on the march." 208/ The President 
and his principal cabinet officers returned to this speech again and again 
in their explanations of Administration policy. 209/ 

Khruschev offered an analysis of the world situation as 
it appeared at the beginning of the 1960's and declared that, as of that 
moment, "the prevention of a new war is the Question of all Questions.". He 
described three categories of wars: "world wars, local wars, and liberation 
wars or popular uprisings." World wars, he declared, vTere unlikely. Local 
wars were also improbable. But, he said, "liberation wars and popular up
risings will continue to exist as long as imperialism exists ... such wars are 
not only admissible but inevitable ... an example ..• is the armed struggle of 
the Vietnamese people .... " He asserted uneQuivocally that "the communists 
support just wars of this kind whole-heartedly and without reservation and 
they march in the van of the peoples fighting for repression." But Khruschev's 
speech notwithstanding, by 1961 the strategic course of the DRV was well set, 
and the new President was already at war in South Vietnam with the DRV. 
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elects the President and Vice President, and may amend the Consti
tution. It appoints the Premier upon recommendation of the President, 
and the Ministers upon recommendation of the Premier. In the interval 
between the sessions of the National Assembly, its powers are exer
cised by the permanent Standing Committee. One-seventh of the 
Assembly seats are reserved for national minorities. The Council 
of Ministers "the executive organ of the highest state authority" 
(Art. 71) is responsible to the National Assembly (or the Standing 
Committee). Following diagram is from NIS 43C, op. cit., 31. 
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nam, reported in J. J. Zasloff, Political Motivat i on of the Viet Cong: 
the Vietminh Regroupees (U) (Santa Monica : Rand Corporation, Memorandum 
RM-4703-ISA!ARPA, August 1966) (Confidential ), 44-53, 159-160 . The . 
best short summary is that of CIA Staffer George A. Carver, Op e cit. 
For contemporary intelligence estimates , see: U.S. Intelligence 
Board, National Intelligence Estilnate : 

NIE 63-5-54 (3 Aug 1954 ) 
NIE 63.1-55 (19 Jul 1955) 

Special NIE 63.1-4-55 (13 Sep 1955) 
NIE 63 .1-3-55 (11 Oct 1955) 
NIE 63-56 (17 Jul 1956) . 
NIE 63.2-57 (14 May 1957) 
NIE 63-59 (26 May 1959) 

Also: Department of State, Office of Intelligence Research ( INR) 
International COfimunism) Annual Review (December 1955 ) (5650 .49 ) 
(SECRET) 82-83; INR, International Communism Asian Communist Orbit 
Reviell 1955 (January 1956) ( 5650 . 50 ) ( SECREI' ) 19; INR, "North Viet
nam Braces I tself for Socialism, II (Oct. 13, 1958) (7837 ) ( SECRET ) 
2-5, 17-18; INR, liThe Outlook for North Rnd South Vietnam, II (May 5, 
1959) (80oB, SECRET/ NOFORN), 25-26; CIA, Current Intelligence Weekly 
Reviel'T ( 6 December 1956). 

26. For a description of village polity in South Vietnam which suggests 
why Northerners might have reacted adversely to disruption of the 
t raditional society see Gerald Cannon Hickey, Village in Vietnam 
(New Haven : Yale Univers ity Press , 1964 ), 178-211. 
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27. DRV Government Decree No. 239 of March 1953, translated in Fall, 
The Viet Minh Regime, op. cit., 172-178, is an early example; the 
process I{as considerably refined thereafter. A particularly vivid 
eye-witness account is in Zasloff, op. cit., 47-48. 

28. Hoang, op. cit., Fall, Le Viet Minh, 0E. cit. 

29. Carver, op. cit., 354; Fall, Viet-Nam I-litness, op. cit., 124; Hoang, 
0E. cit., 166. Ellen Hammer: flat lea st 50,000 were killed"; Hammer, 
op. c it ., 341. 

30. Fall, ed., Ho Chi Minh on Revolution, op. cit., 305-309· 

31. Fall, The Two Viet-Nams, op. cit., 156-158. 

32. Hoang, op. cit., 209-210, quoting Nhan Dan, No. 970 (Oct. 31, 1956). 

33. USIS, Saigon, "Notes on the Anniversary of the Peasant Uprising in 
Nghe-An" (November, 1967). 

34. Ibid. 

35. Hoang, op. cit., 224-228. For data on employment of Southerners against 
the uprlslngs, see DIA "The North Vietnamese Role in the Origin .... " 
op. cit., esp. Vol II, Item 84, 80, Text , p. 74. 

36. Fall, Viet-Nam '.fitness, op. cit., 101-102. 

37. Lauve, op. cit., 428-429. 

38. Fall, T'v1O Viet- Nams , 157. 

39. Lauve, op. cit.) 428. 

40. P. J. Honey, ed. , North Vietnam Today, op. cit., 33. It is significant that 
the DRV armed forces near the border assumed a defensive posture in 
1956; Central Intelligence Agency, Current Intelligence \.feekly Review 
(31 May 1956). 

41. Fall, Viet-Nam Witness, op. cit., 102; Fall, Le Viet Minh, op. cit., 169. 

42. Fall, Viet-Nam Witness, loco cit. 

43. Fall, Le Viet Minh, op. cit. 

44. Fall, Viet-Nam Witness, op. cit., 124. 

45. Ibid., 25, 39; Fall, Two Viet-Nams, 188-190; Hoang, op. cit., 228-239. 

46. Fall, Two Viet-Nams, op. cit., 187. 
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NIS 43C) Ope Cit.) 39. 

Hoang) Ope cit.) 212-213. 

NIS 43C) Ope cit.) 25) 43. 

Ibid.) ,41. 

Ibid.) 35-38) 41-50) 52-53. 

Ibid.) 45. 

Ibid.) 52. 

Loc. cit. 

Fall) ed.) Ho on Revolution, 296. It should be noted that in the 
same context Ho offered "preferential" economic r elat ions with 
France; no such offers were repeated after 1956, when it was clear 
that France would not meet its Geneva 'commitments to the DRV, and 
was pulling out of Vietnam . 

Harold Isaacs, No Peace for Asia (New York : 1947), reprinted in 
Marvin E. Gettleman, ed ., Vietnam ( New York: Fawcett , 1965), 50. 

Ho was born i n 1890, and l eft Vi etnam for revolutionary exil e in 
1910 or 1911 . Central Intelligence Agency, Biographic Handbook, 
North Vietnam- South Vietnam (CIA/CR BH 6.6, entry for Ho dated 
21 J'anuary 1965). 

Bernard B. Fall, ed .) Ho Chi Minh on Revolution (New York : Praeger, 
1967), 232- 244) 2bO, 276; Ellen J. Hammer, The Struggle for Indo
China (Standord : Stanford University Press ) 1966), 251. 

Central Intelligence Agency, liThe Impact of the Sino- Soviet Dispute 
on North Vietnam and its Policies," (SNIE 14.3-63, 26 June 1963; 
Central Intelligence Agency, North Vietnam, General Survey ( National 
Intelligence Survey, NIS 43C, July 1964 ), 32-33) Donald S. Zagori a ) 
Vietnam Triangl e ( Nevl York: Pegasus, 1967), 99-104. 

Pravda CIuote from U. S. Department of State, IIViet Minh Reactions 
to Indochina Settlement " (Intelligence Brief, 5 August 1954), 
CONFIDENTIAL, i n U. S . Interagency Intelligence Committee, "The 
North Vietnamese Role in the Origin, Direction, and Support of 
the War in South Vietnam." (DIAAP-4, May, 1967 ) SECRET Draft) 
Supporting Documents , Vol I., It em 15. The Sovi et UN delegate is 
CIuoted i n B.S . N. Murti , Vietnam Divided ( New York : Asia Publishing 
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Hous e, 1964), 176-177; and in John Norton Moore, "The lawfulness 
of Military Assistance to the Republic of Viet Nam," American 
Journal of International law, Vol 61, No .1, January, 1967 ), 3 (n.7). 
CIA, Memo for Record, 8 Feb 1957, on the Soviet UN proposal of 
24 January 1957. 

62. Ho on Revolution, op. cit., 272 

64. Cf., Bain, op. cit., 54-78; Hoang, op. cit., XIV, XV; Fall, Two 
. Vlet-Nams , op. cit., 4-6, 16-19. Even the name of the country reflects 
the turmoil of its history . Gia Long called his empire Nam Viet 
(South Viet). Since the Dai Viet were ethnically r el ated to the 
people of Kwang-si and Kwang-tung, the Chi nese decided that the name 
Nam Viet implied an irredenta , and reversed the name to Viet Nam . Up 
to 1945, Gia Long's successors used the more pretentious name Dai Nam 
(Great South), but only internally, when the DRV revived "Vietnam.-rr-

65 . Pike, op. cit., 48. 

66. Bernard Fall, ed ., Ho Chi Minh on Revolution (New York: Signet, 1968), 
242. (Hereafter cited as "Signet Edition" ) 

67. Quoted in Pike, op. cit., 67. / 

68. Cf., J. J. Zasloff, Political Motivat i on of the Viet Cong: The Viet~ 
minh Regroupees (Santa Monica : Rand Corporat ion, August , 1966, RM-
4703-ISA!ARPA) , 25-26; Central Intelligence Agency, Current Intelli
gence Weekly Revie'l-T (2 February 1956) SECRET. The former speculates 
based on intervievTS '-lith PO~Ts and defectors , but reaches conclusions 
similar to those of the latter. A like 1954 estiIDBt e by the U.S. 
Army Attache, Saigon, is included in Current Intelligence Weekly 
Review (7 October 1954), 6. 

69. Fall, Ho on Revolution, op. cit., 302. 

70. Some 1,000 Chinese advisers entered North Vietnam; hundreds of 
Vietnamese were trained in China; and a steadily i ncreasing stream 
of war material, variously estimated at 400 to 4,000 tons per month, 
flm-red south from China: Central I ntelligence Agency, "Probable 
Developments in Indochina through mid-1954 " (NIE-91, June l~, 1953) 
SECRET; Memorandum, OSD, Robert H. B. Hade to Brig. Gen. Bonesteel, 
April 13, 1954 ( SECRET). J. J. Zasloff, "The Role of the Sanctuary 
in Insurgency: Communist China's Support of the Vietminh, 1946-1954," 
(Santa Moni ca : RAND, RM-4618-PR, May 1967), passim . 

71. Hammer, op. cit., 331-337. 

72. NIS 43C, 32-35· 
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73. Cf.) Anita Lauve) Troika on Trial (MS Study for OSD/ISA) ARPA 
Contract) 1967)) 428; and P. J. Honey, ed.) North Vietnam Today, 
op. cit.) 33. --

74. Zasloff) RM.-4703-ISA/ARPA) op. cit.) 4L~-53) 159-160; U.S. Dept of State, 
INR) IINorth Viet Nam Braces Itself for Socialism

ll 
(Oct 13) 1958), 

op. cit. 

75. Defense Intelligence Agency) Annual Revievl of Demographic and Govern
ment Control Composition (U) (AP-1-460-3-5-65-INT) 1 January 1965)) 
41; NIS 43C) 38) 56) 59. 

76. Ib id .) 59 . 

77. NIS 43C, op. cit., 59. 

78. Central Intelligence Agency) IIpr'obable Developments in North Vietnam 
to July 1956) II (National Intelligence Estimate 63·1-55) 19 July 1955), 
7; CIA) SC09206 of 19 May 1954: the same report holds the Viet Minh 
disappointed in the Chinese People's Republic for lack of support) 
and I,ell aware of Soviet distaste for an As ian i nvolvement . Cf.) Hammer) 
op. cit., 320-21. 

79. Ibid., 346; also 342-344; cf., Ho on Revolution) op. cit.) 276-277; 
and P. J. Honey) ed., Nort~Vietnam Today) 30-32 . 

80. For summaries of the .findings of French pOliC} in this period see : 
Central Intelligence Agency) Current Intelligence Weekly Review . 
(14 October 1954) 11 November 1954 16 December 1954) 20 January 1955) 
and 5 May 1955) respectively); als~) NIE 63.1-55) op. cit.) 9-10. 

81. Zagoria, op. cit.) 27) 40-41, 100-102. 

82. Ibid., Cyril E. Black and Thomas P. Thornton, Communism and Revolution 
(Princeton : Princeton U. Press) 1965), 271-273) 417-448 • 

83. Honey) ed.) North Vietnam Today) op. cit.) 30; Central Intelligence 
Agency, National Security Council Briefing for 12 July 1955; CIA, 
Current Intelligence l{eek1y Review (7 July 1955); B.S.N. Murti ) 
Vietnam Divided (Ne'l, York: Asis Publishing House) 1964 L 181-184 . 

84. Phillipe Devillers) in p. J. Honey, ed.) North Vietnam Today) op. cit., 
32-33; Zagor ia) op. cit.) 1~2, 101-102.'" 

85. P. J. Honey) Communism in North Vietnam) op. cit., 43-58. 

86. Zagoria) op . cit.) 19-20. 

87. Fall, ed. ) Ho on Revolution) op.cit., 298-299. 
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1964), 176; Central Intelligence Agency, 
Vietnam ll (National Intelligence Estimate 

Asia Publishing House, 
liThe Prospects for North 
63.2-57, 14 May 1957), 6. 

89. CIA, Current Intelligence Weekly Review (2 August 1956). 

90. CIA, Memorandum for the Record, 8 February 1957; Murti, op. cit., 
176-177; John Norton Moore, liThe lawfulness of Military Assistance 
to the Republic of Viet Nam, II American Journal of International Law, 
(Vol 61, No.1, January 1967), 3, n. 7; Devillers, in Honey, ed., 
North Vietnam Today, op. cit., 33. 

91. Honey, Communism in North Vietnam) op. cit., 6-7) 52-62; Douglas 
Pike, Viet Cong (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1966), 77-79; Philippe 
Devillers) "The Struggle for the Unification of Vietnam,lI The 
China Quarterly (No.9) January-March, 1962), 17; U.S. Department 
of State , IINorth Vietnam Braces Itself for Socialism ll (Intelligence 
Report No. 7837, Oct. 13, 1958), 6-7· 

92. U.S. Interagency Intelligence Committee, liThe North Vietnamese 
Role ... )" op. cit., 11-12, 24-28. 

93. CIA, Biographic Handbook, op. cit. 

94. SNIE 14·3-63, op. cit., 4-5. 

95. Robert A. Rupen and Robert Farrell, eds., Vietnam and the Sino-Soviet / 
Dispute (New York: Praeger, 1967), 52. 

96. Fall, The Two Viet-Nams, op. cit., 17-19· 

97. Hoang, op. cit., 13. The French administered two provinces of Laos 
from Hanoi (Kieng Quang and Sam Neua) , RAND Corporation, "DRV Rela
tions with laos and the Pathet Lao, 1954-1962" (Attachment (2) to 
lr14982) 11 August 1967). 

98. Ibid. 

99. DIA, "The North Vietnamese Role .•. )" op. cit., Vol II, Item 2; 
p. J. Honey, "The Foreign Policy of North Vietnam;" Remarks prepared 
for the Asia Society and Association for Asian Studies Conference, 
May 14-15, 1965, pp.12-14. 

100. Ibid., 12-14, 18-19. 

101. DIA, "The North Vietnamese Role ... , II loc. cit. 

102. NIS 43C, op. cit., 33· 
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l03. Cf. Tab 1, pp. 43-44, n. 71, Chester L. Cooper, "The Complexities 
of Negotiation," Foreign Affairs, (Vol. 46) No.3) April 1963 ), 
465j Ltr, Under Secretary of State Katzenbach to Congressman Evans) 
Ope cit. 

104. U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency, Military Factbook on the War in 
South Vietnam) V.j Zasloff, RM 4703-ISAjARPA, Dp. cit., 4) 10-11. 

105· DIA Fact Book, July, 1967, A-127. 

106. Zas l off, RM 4703-ISA/ARPA, Ope cit., 169-183. 

107. Katzenbach-Evans Letter, Ope cit., quoting the interrogat ion of 
Le Van Thanh, Viet Cong Signal Platoon leader. 

108. RM 4703, Ope cit., 31. 

109. DIA AP-4 (May, 1967), Op e cit. This study was designed to answer 
queries from Congressman Evans (f. Katzenbach Letter)) and was 
considered for publication, modified, as a "White Paper." 

llO. Interrogation of a Montagnard originally from Quang Tri Province, 
infiltrated into South Vietnam in October, 1961. DIA, "Role , II 

69-70j Katzenbach letter. 

111. Interrogation of a member of one of the "special border-crossing 
t eams ." DIA, "Role," 70. 

l12. Ibid ., 71. Interrogation of two members of the 603d Battalion . 

113. loid., 71, 72. Interrogation of Senior Sergeant of VC 5th Military 
Region (Zone V) captured in Quang Ngai. 

114. Ibid., 73. Interrogation of several agents captured in JQne and 
July, 1961; Interrogation of a member of a VC communications cadre . 

115. Ibid., Interrogation of a 1962 infiltrator. 

l16. Ibid., Interrogation of several former NVA officers who surrendered 
in 1963j interrogation of officer of "1st VC Regiment, " who defected 
in April 1963. 

lIT. Carver, op . cit., 360. 

118 . DIA, "Role ... ", Op e cit., Katzenbach l etter . 

l19 . Ibid. 

120. Devillers, loc o cit ., and New Facts Phu Loi Mass Murder, Ope cit., 
flyleaf . 

121. Ibid., 15-16. 
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122. Carver, op.' cit., 358j Zagoria, op. cit., 160-161. 

123. Zasloff, RM 4103, 13. 

124. CIA, Biographic Handbook, op. cit. 

125. NIS 43C, op. cit., 30. 

126. DIA, "Role • .," oJ? cit., 10-11j CIA, Biographic Data. 

121. IOid., 11-14. E.g. a Viet Minh cadre who surrendered in March, 
1956, reported Le Duan's disgust with the ICC and with DRV policy 
toward itj a document taken from a VC cadre in November, 1956, 
quoting Le Duan. C£, CIA, FVS-IOI1, of 21 September 1956, and 
CS-82210 of 16 January 1956. ' <', 

128. Cf., Honey, Communism in North Vietnam, op. cit., 52-58· 

129· Carv~r, op. cit., 359-360. 

130. DIA, "Role . .• ," 14-15. 

131. Ibid., 28-29. 

132. Carver, op. cit., 369-310. One prisoner attended an infiltration 
course at Son Tay in January, 1960, with a group of 60, and 
infiltrated with the same group in March, 1960. All 60 were 
officers or NCO's. One became a company commander of a VC unit 
in Quang Ngaij another a political officer of a battalion in the 
same provincej another a deputy commander of the same battalion. 
DIA, "Role . . .," 11. 

133. Ibid., 61-62. 

134. This judgment is based on interrogations of 19 Vietnamese officers 
and senior NCO's who infiltrated in the years 1959-1963, and of 
NVA officers who surrender ed in 1963. Under Secretary Katzenbach 
Letter, op. cit., 19. 

135. DIA, "Role . . . ," 62-64. 

136. Ibid., 4-8. 

131. Ibid., 9-13j Modelski, "The Viet Minh Cm.plex, II op. cit., 185-199· 

138. Captured document identified as a Lao Dong Party official paper, 
entitled "Decision to Create the Central Office for South Viet-Nam," 
cited in Katzenba ch Letter, op. cit., 6, DIA, "Role . .. ," 11-13· 
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139. Ibid.) 9-10. 

140. Zasloff) RM 4703-ISA/ARPA) 25-37. A senior captain in the Viet 
Cong intelligence service wrote a record of his experiences in 
a document entitled Regroupment Diary: according to this document)' 
his political officer lectured the unit as follows: ~/ 

11(1 ) Have confidence in the leadership of the General 
[Central?7 Committee. In two years) the country will 
be re-unlfied) because that was the decision of an 
international body) which gives us reason to trust it. 
This does not mean that we should be too trustful) 
but we must continue to struggle. 

11(2) The Party will never abandon the people of the South 
who will stay to fight; when the time comes) they will 
be led. 

11(3) Those who go north should feel happy in their duties. 
Those who remain behind should carry out the glorious 
missions entrusted to them by the Party) standing side 
by side with the people in every situation of struggle. 1I 

The political officers also stressed the dangers to which the stay
behinds would be subjected. A cadre 'I{hose party history extended 
back to 1930 stated that: £/ 

IIThose ,\-Tho did regroup did it voluntarily) after realizing 
that it was the thing to do. They did it to protect them-
selves from being arrested by the authorities in the South. / 
They were afraid of being charged with having participated 
in the Resistance before. All cadres were afraid of future 
persecution by the South Vietnam.ese authorities; they all 
wanted to regroup ... They were afraid ... 11 

Still) the Regroupment Diary records that one cadre bet his comrades 
.lIthree to t en, the country i-lOn It be reunified in tvo years, II and 
that many cadres were worried about leaving family and friends 
behind. c/ In the RAND Study) the regroupees were asked) IIWere 
you a volunteer for regroupment?1I The following responses were 
typical: 9:.1 

(A Defector) At the time it was said that we were volunteers. 
In reality) they took measures to ma~~e sure that everyone 
left. At the time of regroupment) '\-Te had to go. If I had 
remained) I would have been arrested. I believed that I 
would rema in in the North two years. 
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(Another Defector) I was a political officer. I went to 
the North just like all the other combatants in my unito 
I believed, at the time, that regroupment was only temporary, 
because from the study sessions on the Geneva Agreement we 
drew the conclusion that we could return to the South after 
the general elections. 

(A PW) /J5ur political officer7 explained that: vle were 
granted Vietnam north of the 17th parallel now, but in 1956 
there would be a general election and we would regain the 
South and be reunited with our . families. Because of interest 
and curiosity and the opportunity to travel, everyone was 
happy. They thought they would be there in the North only 
two years and then would be able to return to their homes . 

RM 4703, 27, 35· 

Ibid. , 34. 

Ibid. , 35· 

Ibid. , 36. 

141. DIA, "Role .," 50- 53; CIA, " . • . Evidence of North Vietnamese 
Violations of the Geneva Agreements on Vietnam Since 1955" 
(SC No. 2955/64, 10 March 1ge~), Section I . 

142. DIA, "Role 
loc. cit. 

143. Cf ., Pike, 012 • 

144. DIA, "Role 

145· Ibid 0 , 49-50. 

146. Ibid. , 46-47. 

• ," 20-26; CIA, "Evidence.. "( SC No. 2955/64), 

cit. , 31-56, 74-84. 

. , " 47-48. 

147. U.S. Military Assistance Command Vietnam, Central Office of South 
Vietnam (CO SVN). (Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for 
Intelligence , ST-67-023, 29 April 1967)· 

148. Carver, £P. cit., 363-364. 

149. CIA, Current Intelligence Weekly Reviev, 7 July 1955, mentions 
the Soviet Ambassador in Hanoi's hint that violent action would 
ensue vere consultations delayed, but there was little other 
indication of Soviet intention to act. 

o 
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150. CIA, CIWR, 27 October 1955· 

151. CIA, CIWR, 22 September 1955. 

152. CIA, CIWR, 10 November 1955. 

153. U.S. Department of State, Soviet World Outlook (publication 6836, 
July 1959), 98. 

154. Ho on Revolution, (Signet) op. cit., 269-270; cf., Central Intel
ligence Agency, Current Intelligence Weekly Review ( 10 May 1956). 

155. Ibid., and CIA NSC Briefing for 2 July 1956. The difference in 
the two texts is readily explained in that Fall used the version 
of the speech published in the presumably edited four-volume 
edition of The Selected Works of Ho Chi Minh (Hanoi: Foreign 
Languages Publishing House, 1960, 1961, 1962); see Fall, Ho Chi 
Minh on Revolution (Signet edition), page x. 

156. Fall, Ho on Revolution (Signet ), 274. 

157. CIA, NSC Briefs of 2 July 1956 and 10 July 1956. 

158. CIA, CIWR, 2 August 1956. 

159. Fall, Ho on Revolution (Signet ), 277· 

160. Ibid., , 279; Devillers, liThe Struggle for Unification,1I op. cit., 
10-11. 

161. CIA, Memo for Record of 8 February 1957· 

162. CIA, Singapore CS-82270 of 16 January 1956, and FVS-I071 of 
21 September 1956; DIA, IIRole ... ,11 23-29, For further evidence 
of impatience and diminished faith in the South see CIA, Saigon 
CS-3,311,416 of April 1957. 

163. Ibid. 

164. The sequence of events concerning this UN action went as follows: 

23 Jan 1957 U.S. and 12 other UN members (in a resolution) 
call upon the UN Security Council to recommend 
South Vietnam and South Korea for membership in 
in the UN. 

24 Jan 1957 Soviet delegate in UN Security Council, Arkady 
A. Sobolev, proposes that North Vietnam and 
North Korea, as well as South Vietnam and South 
Korea, be recommended for membership in the UN, 
as a IIpackage deal. 1I 
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30 Jan 1957 UN General Assembly's Special Political 
Committ ee endorses a resolution (backed by the 
U.S. and 12 other nations) calling for UN 
membershi p for South Vietnam and South Korea. 
On t he same day, the Committee declines to 
endorse a "package deal" proposed by the Soviet 
Union for simultaneous admission of North 
Vietnam and North Korea. 

28 Feb 1957 UN General Assembly recommends to the Security 
Council UN membership for South Vietnam and 
South Korea (40 to 8 with 18 abstentions, and 
40 to 8 with 16 abst entions respectively). 

9 Sep 1957 After making an unsuccessful attempt to post
pone cons ideration of the quest i on until Viet
nam had been unified, the USSR vetoed the 
admission of the RVN to the UN. 

25 Oct 1957 UN General Assembly (by vot es 49 to 9, with 23 
abstent ions ) passes resolution declaring that 
South Vietnam is eligible for membership in the 
UN. The resolution "noted 'with regret ' the 
continued i nab ility of the Security Council 
to r ecommend the admiss ion of /South Korea and 
South Vietnam7 . . . to the UN-because of the 
negative vote of the Soviet Union." (As i an 
Recorder, New Delhi, Vol. 111, No. 51.) 

Sources : U.S. Dept . of State, "Chronology on Vietnam," (Historical 
Studies DiviSion, Hist. Office , Bureau of Public Affairs, 
Research Project No . 747, November 1965; a l so, "Deadline 
Data on World Affairs," entries for "North Vietnam" and 
"South Vietnam," dates listed . 

165· Ibid., and U.S. Dept . of State, "Chronol ogy on Vietnam"(1950-
~; Warner, op. cit ., 131-132 . 

166. Honey, Communism in North Vietnam, op. cit., 50. 

167. Ibid., 50-51. 

163. U. S . Department of State, "Chronology on Vietnam," op. cit. 

169. Honey, Communism in North Vietnam, op. cU., 51-62. 

170. N. S . Khrushchev, "40 Years of Great October Socialist Revolution," 
Pravda ( November 22, 1957), translated in Current Digest of the 
Soviet Press ( IX, No . ll~, 1 Jan 1958 ), 13-18 . 
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171. Ibid., 3-7. For examples of the subsequent import attached to the 
Declaration of 1957, cf., "The Statement of Conference of Repres ent a
tives of Communist andWorkers' Parties," The Current Digest of the 
Soviet Press (Vol XII, No. 4B, 2B Dec 1960, and No. 49, 4 Jan 1961), 
No. 49, p. b, which refers to the "1957 Declaration" and quotes the 
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u.s. PERCEPTIONS OF THE INSURGENCY, 1954-1960 

A. U.S. Intelligence; 1954-1959 

In electing to support Ngo Dinh Diem in 1954 and 1955, 
and to assume responsibilities from France for providing economic 
and military assistance to South Vietnam in the years thereafter, 
the United States deliberately set out to establish in South Vietnam 
a political environment markedly different from that which Franch 
had fostered in the period 1945-54. In 1960; however, there were 
still similarities to the French period, and these were perhaps more 
fundamental than were differences. 

1. Pre-Geneva, 1950-1954 

The pattern that was to confront the U.S. throughout the 
1950's was noted in a National Intelligence Estimate of 29 December 
1950 (NIE-5), which began: "The French position in Indochina is 
critically in danger by the Viet Minh, a communist movement that has 
exploited native nationalism." Under the circumstances prevailing, 
"there is only a slight chance that the French can maintain their 
military position long enough to build up an independent Vietnamese 
government and an effective national army which might win the support 
of non-communist nationalists, and, in conjunction with French forces , 
contain the Viet Minh." Despite French efforts to weaken the political, 
nationalistic base of the Viet Minh by supporting "a semi-autonomous 
prO-French government under native l eadership, . . . concessions to 
nationalistic sentiment leading to full sovereignty for the Bao Dai 
government have been forthcoming so slowly and with such seeming 
reluctance on the part of the French, that the Bao Dai government 
has not in fact won a strong nationalistic following in any quarter. 
As a result the French so far have been unable to undermine the 
political strength of the Viet Minh. " 

Meamrhile, however, the Estimate noted that military 
pressure from the Viet Minh, assisted by the Chinese Communi sts, 
could eject the French from Tonkin, and ultimately from all of 
Vietnam; without a strengthening of the French military position, 
defeat seemed inevitable, even if the French and the Bao Dai government 
should begin to transform the political situation . A political muta
tion was essent ial to victory, and had to be timely were a military 
defeat to be averted . The NIE concluded that if Chinese Communist aid 
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were continued) and French strength and military resources were not 
substantially increased above those then progra.mmed) "the Viet Minh 
probably can drive the French out of North Vietnam (Tonkin) within 
6 to 9 months." 

But half a year l ater) an NIE of7 August 1951 (NIE-35) 
pp. 1-2), r eported) liThe present military situation in Indochina is 
one of stalemate ." General de Lattre de Tas s igny had repulsed 
the Viet Minh r egime 's drive to conquer Tonkin, this "success " 
resulting from a number of factors i ncluding French reinforcements , 
Viet Minh mi stakes in their initial foray into l arge- scale conventional 
warfare, and "the timely arrival of U.S. military aid, including air
craft, napalm bombs, patrol and landing craft, and ground combat 
materi el, II which had helped de Lattre "to inflict heavy·losses on · 
the Viet Minh. "But, the Estimate noted, "Political developments 
• • • have been l ess favorable . II 

In other words, the French and Bao Dai showed no i nten
tion of using the time thus purchased by averting military defeat to 
bring about political progress: * 

II • • • Despite the gradual French transfer of certain 
responsibilities , t he Vietnamese government has been slow 
to devel op and has continued to suffer from a lack of strong 
l eadership. It has had to contend with: (a) French reluctance 
to relinquish ultimate control of political and economic 
affairs; (b) lingering Vietnamese suspicion of any French
supported r egime) combined with the apathet ic and 'fence
sitting ' att i tude of the bulk of the peo le, which has de rived 
the government of broad-based popular support; c the di fficulty 
common to all new and i nexperi enced governments) of training the 
necessary personnel and building an efficient admi nist ration; 
and (d) the failure of factional and sectional groups to unite 
in a concerted national effort . 

IIIn January 1951 the opportunity arose of forming a broad
based cabinet representing most non-Communist group in 
Vietnam; i nstead Premier Huu formed a cabinet compos ed pri
marily of members of his own pro-French fact ion. Although 
Huu has displayed some administrative skill and his government 
has gained slowly i n effectiveness) t he weakness of the Huu 
cabinet and its a.lleged 'French puppet ' status have limited its 
appeal to Vietnamese nationalism and have alienated strong 
nationalist groups ) including the powel ful Dai Viet group in 
Tonkin. Communist control of much of t he country and Viet Minh 
infiltration of large areas under nominal French control have 
also disc ouraged many people from openly allying themselves 
with the government." 

* In this and all following citations) italics are added) unless 
otherwise noted . 
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There had been more progress in efforts to create a 
national Vietnamese army) "an essential prerequisite to growth in the 
political stature of the Vietnamese government and to ultimate· non
cormnunist solution in Indochina)" but "progress in the formation of 
the Army is retarded by lack of capable officers at all levels of 
command) shortages of equipment) and the apathetic attitude of the 
populace." (Weaknesses in officers -- in large part the policy of 
officer recruitment and promotion -- have fatally weakened Viet
namese army operations ever Since.) In the end) the French neither 
built a genuinely Vietnamese army) nor allowed the native armed force 
any role or status which might have made it an effective adjunct of 
nationalism. 

On the communist side) the estimate noted that: 

"The communist party role has been strengthened) with strict 
party liners coming more into the foreground • . . in the 
absence of further military victories) Viet Minh popular sup
port appears unlikely to increase • . • while we are unable to 
determine whether the Viet Minh is actually losing any of its 
popular appeal) the regime appar~ntly is dependent more and 
more on tightened communist controls •.•. these tightened 
controls may prevent defections and facilitate the exploita
tion of people already under Viet Minh control." 

Two years later) NIE-91 of 4 June 1953 continued to 
emphasize the critical problems. of lack of support for the Bao Dai 
regime and lack of Indochinese will and ability to resist the Viet 
Minh. Some political progress could be pOinted to during the preceding 
year) including local elections in secure areas) and decisions in 
March 1953 to increase the size of the Vietnamese National Army; 
and) a note that reads familiarly nearly fifteen years later: 

"Another Vietnamese program) undertaken with U. S. 
economic aSSistance) which involves the relocation of 
scattered villages in the 1Tonki~7. delta into centralized 
and defensible sites may be an important step toward the 
eventual 'pacification' of heavily infiltrated areas." 

However) 

"Despite these advances) Vietnam still lacks the degree 
of political strength essential for the mobilization of the 
country's r eSOUIces . Tam's 'action' plogram remains more 
shadow than substance. Elected local councils have no real 
povrer) promised land r eform and other social and economic 
reforms which might generate popular support have not left 
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the planning stage, and the Vietnamese government is 
handicapped by incompetent cabinet ministers and the 
lack of competent administrators . While Bao Dai refuses 
to assume active direction of the affairs of state, he 
r emains hostile toward new l eadership and democratic 
activities ." 

"Of more basic importance in the failure of Vietnamese 
to rally to the Vietnamese government following the French 
grant of independence within the French Union in 1949 have 
been the following: 

a. Many Vietnamese doubt the ability of French 
Union forc es to defeat the Viet Minh and prefer to r ema in 
apart from the struggle. 

b. The French Government had not dared to promise 
complete national independence at some future date, as 
demanded by the Vietnamese, because of the fear that the 
French national assembly would then r efuse to support a 
war in a 'lost' portion of the French Union. 

c. The Vietnamese, despite many evolutionary steps 
toward complete independence since 1949, are generally 
inclined to believe that the French i ntend to r etain effect ive 
control over the affairs of Vietnam . 

d. The nationalist appeal and military prest i ge of the 
Viet Minh remains strong among significant numbers of the 
Vietnamese ." 

2. Geneva, 1954 

The Geneva Agreements of 1954 brought to an end nine 
years of open warfare between the French and the Viet Minh . In 1950, 
the conflict had been transformed from a purely colonial into a 
quasi-c ivil war , in which the Viet Minh found themselves pitted 
agai nst a non-communist Vietnamese state with nominal i ndependence, 
enjoying significant U.S. support. Nonethel ess , the conflict was 
settled by the original protagonists: France and the DRV. As of 
the summer of 1954, U.s. assessments anticipated that a continuing 
French presence in Indochina would offset the Viet Minh menace in 
North Vietnam. The U. S . expected its own "polit ical action

tl 

--

e.g., forming SEATO -- further to buttress "free Vietnam ." Initially, 
at l east , the U. S . looked on Diem as an unknoym quantity with uncertain 
chances of succeeding against two sorts of challenges: the political 
turbulence within South Vietnam on the one hand, and on the other 
organized, communist-led remnants of the Viet Minh apparatus operating 
in concert ylith the DRV . In the years through 1960, estimates of the 
r el ative urgency of these tylO challenges varied. U.S. intelligence 
est imates r arely expressed confidence that Diem could overcome both 
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these threats, and usually the odds were judged to be against his 
surmounting either in the long run. 

However, U.S. estnuates in the bmnediate aftermath of 
Geneva held that a forceful direct communist challenge was unlikely 
through 1956. Diem was expected to enjoy a respite in which he could 
deal with other internal opposition, and shore up his government. 
Most estimates then concluded that the principal reason why the com
munists were unlikely to make an open challenge during that period 
was the very likelihood that Diem would prove unable to consolidate 
his power, and that South Vietnam would fall to the communists in 
the general elections scheduled for 1956, if not as a result of 
earlier internal turmoil. Thus, a National Intelligence Estimate of 
3 August 1954 (NIE 63-5-54, p. 1) stated: . 

"We believe that the Communists will not give up their 
objective of securing control of all Indochina but will, 
without violating the armistice to the extent of launching an 
armed invasion to the south or west, pursue their objective 
by political, psychological, and paramilitary means." 

"Although it is possible that the French and Vietnamese, 
even with firm support from the U.S. and other powers, may be 
able to establish a strong regime in South Vietnam, we believe 
that the chances for this development are poor and, moreover, 
that the situation is more likely to continue to deteriorate 
progressively over the next year.. " 

In the light of the lessons of the first Indochinese 
War, the possibility of meeting the longer term challenge from the 
communists was seen as requiring not only the establishment of an 
efficient government in South Vietnam (thus circumventing the short
term tendencies toward chaos in the south), but a government under 
"strong Nationalist leadership," that could enlist the loyalty and 
active participation of the people in a united struggle against com
munist forces. ThiS, in turn, at that time, Has seen to depend on 
swift, firm, French action to back such leadership. But such a 
change in French policy appeared unlikely. (Ibid., p. 6) 

"On the basis of the evidence we have at this early date, 
however, He believe that a favorable development of the 
situation in South Vietnam is unlikely. Unless Mendes-France 
is able to overcome the force of French traditional interests 
and emotions Hhich have in the past governed the implementa
tion of policy in Indochina, He do not believe there Hill be 
the dramatic transfonnat ion in French policy necessary to Hin 
the active loyalty and support of the local population for a 
South Vietnam Government .. .. " 
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As the year 1954 wore on, the near paralysis of the 
government and the increasing challenges to Diem's leadership from 
non-communist elements seemed increasingly to confirm the judgment 
U.S. estimates ascribed to the communists: that no forceful measures 
open violations of the Geneva Agreement, risking U.S. interVention -
would be necessary to achieve the eventual extension of DRV authority 
throughout Vietnam. These developments reinfoced the U.S. expecta~ 
tion that the communists would stand back from open intervention, at 
least until the scheduled date of elections in July 1956. 

Yet, as early as November, 1954, a National Estimate 
proj ected the likelihood that if -- contrary to expectations -- the 
communists should be denied a victory by political means on or before 
July 1956, they would turn to violent means, using their remaining 
apparatus in the south for terrorism and guerrilla action and 
reinforcing it by infiltration. According to NIE 63-7-54, 23 November 
1954 (p. 9): 

"We believe that the Viet Minh will continue to gain in 
political strength and prestige and, with Chinese aid, to 
increase its military striking power in North Vietnam . The 
Viet Minh probably now feels that it can achieve control over 
all Vietnam without initiating large-scale warfare . Accordingly, 
we believe that the Communists will exert every effort to 
accomplish their objectives through means short of war. " 

" If, on the other hand) South Vietnam should appear to be 
gaining in strength or if elections were postponed over Communist 
obj ections , the Communists probably would step up their sub
versive and guerrilla activities in the South and if necessary 
would infiltrate additional armed forces in an effort to gain 
control over the area. . " 

As of late 1954, the Estimate stated the "present key to 
political povler in South Vietnam" was still held by the French. 
"Under present circumstances, only the French can provide to the 
legitimate governing authority in Vietnam the power it now lacks, 
and force the coalescenc e of the various factions, groups , and 
individuals." ( Ibid ., p . 5) As for Diem himself: "Diem, the 
l eading lay Catholic in Vietnam, is honest, austere, and widely 
r espected for his integrity and nationalistic zeal. • . . However, 
Diem is rigid, unwilling to compromis e , and inexperienced in the 
rough and tumble of politics. He is acutely suspicious of his col
leagues on the political scene and is incliu~d to seek advice among 
a small group of relatives and close friends who, for the most part, 
are incapable of proffering sound couns el . . . None of the groups 
opposing Diem has any broad-based popular support. It is the weakness 
of Diem rather than any genuine political strength of their ovmthat 
enables them to prolong the political crisis in Saigon. " 
( Ib id ., p. 4) 
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The Estimate noted that the French might decide that 
in order to preserve their relationship with the U. S.} "it is 
essential to support an anti-Communist South Vietnam, postponing 
elections if necessary. The French would f eel, however} that such a 
course would i nvolve a substantially increased risk of renewed 
hostilities with the Viet Mi nh ..•. " (Ibid., p. 8) 

"We believe that the French estimate that South Vietnam 
cannot be held over the long t erm, except at very high cost." 
( Ib id., p. 8) 

The French were unlikely to provide Diem with the "full 
and positive support" -- despite a French-U.S. understanding of 
September 29, in which the French agreed "to support Diem in the 
establishment of a strong, anti-Communist regime in Vietnam" (ibid., 
p. 7). "Diem will probably not be able to r eestablish the authority 
of the government throughout South Vietnam and to tackle effectively 
the multitude of pressing problems now facing the country." (Ibid ., 
p. 8) Thus , the Estimate ended on a gloomy note: "We believe} on the 
basis of present trends} it is highly unlikely that South Viet nam 
will develop the strength necessary to counter growi ng Communist sub
vers ion wi thin its border; it almost certainly would not be able 'to 
defeat the Communists i n countrywide el ect ions. Even before the 
elections scheduled for 1956, the probable growth of Communi st 
influence i n the South may result in strong pressures withi n South 
Vietnam for coalition with the North." (Ibid ., p. 9) 

Sub sequently, reassured by Diem' s successes in subduing 
a variety of non-communist challenges to his l eadership, the U.S. 
moved into the key role in support of Diem it had earli er hoped the 
French might undertake. Yet the question posed by the French apprecia
tion of the situation r emained hanging: Was it possible to hold South 
Vietnam "over the l ong term" without a "very hi gh cost " ? 

3· Sect Warfare , 1955-1957 

By the spring of 1955, Diem ioTas engaged in a sharp con
frontation with the Binh Xuyen gangsters and with the r eligious sects 
of the Hoa Hao and Cao Dai , and the poss ibility was recognized that 
he might (as in fact, he did) win victory and increase his prestige 
and authority. Nevertheless , an estimate of 26 April 1955 was still 
pessimi st i c about his longer-term prospects : 

"Even if the present impasse were resolved, we believe 
that it would be extremely difficult , at best, for a Vietnamese 
government , r egardless of its composition, to make progress 
toward developing a strong, stable anti-Communist government 
capable of resolving the basic social, economic) and political 
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problems of Vietnam, the special problems arlslng from the 
Geneva agreement , and capable of meeting the long-range challenge 
of the Communists. II (NIE 63.1-2-55, 26 April 1955, p. 3) 

Meanwhile, it continued to appear likely that open communist 
pressure would be postponed until mid-1956, but only until then. An 
estimate of probable developments in North Vietnam to July 1956 con
cluded: 

II • • • The resumption of widespread guerrilla activities 
appears unlikely prior to the election deadline, unless the DRV 
should come to the conclusion that South Vietnam can be won 
only by force. Such a conclusion w·ould become more likely should 
the Diem government persist in refusing to enter the election 
discussions, should election discussions not proceed favorably 
for the DRV, or should the Diem government succeed, with US 
aSSistance, in consolidating its strength to the point of becoming 
a nationalist alternative to the Ho regime. Moreover, if during 
the period of this estimate little progress is made towards 
relaxing tensions, Peiping and MoSCOW might permit the DRV 
greater fre edom of action. Should the DRV decide to use force 
short of open invasion, it would probably attempt to undermine 
the Saigon government by initiating a campaign of sabotage and 
terror, seeking the formation of a new government more amenable 
to demands for a national coalition. These tactics are likely 
to include the activation of DRV guerrilla units now in South 
Vietnam and their reinforc ement by the infiltration in small 
units of regulars from the North." (NIE 63.1-55, 19 July 1955, 
p. 2) 

B,y the fall of 1955, although Diem and his army were 
still struggling with Hoa Hao and Cao Dai (having scattered the Binh 
Xuyen) , it seemed likely that they would prevail, and emerge with 
unchallenged authority, at least for a time: 

IINevertheless, the success of Diem's efforts to establish 
a viable anti-Communist government in South Vietnam is still in 
doubt. Although Diem has established control over the 
apparatus of government, he has dealt only in part with such 
fundamental problems as: (a) the development of an effective 
adminis tration, particularly on provincial and local levels; 
(b) the institution of a popularly-sanctioned constitutional 
basis for the regime; (c) the elimination of armed opposition and 
the extersion of government authority throughout all areas of 
South Vietnam; Cd) the suppression of Viet Minh military and 
political capabilities r emaining in South Vietnam; and (e) the 
restoration of the economy .1I (NIE 63.1-3-55, 11 October 1955, 
p. 3) 
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In the fall of 1955, the time was approaching when Diem' 
had to reckon with communist reaction to a denial of their hopes for 
peaceful political victory. 

"Diem will almost certainly not agree to hold national 
elections for the unification of Vietnam by July 1956. 
Although Diem, under pressure from the Western Powers, 
might reluctantly agree to indirect consultations with the DRV 
concerning elections, he would insist on conditions which he 
felt certain the Communists would be unable to accept. Aware 
that such a position will probably cause the Viet Minh to 
increase their efforts to destroy his government, Diem will 
probably seek to bind the US more specifically to the defense 
of Vietnam." 

"The Viet Minh, despite their relative quiescence, present 
the greatest potential threat to Diem. Should the Viet Minh 
elect openly to invade the south with regular forces, they are 
capable of defeating the VNA and any French forces (if committed) 
now present in South Vietnam. Moreover, with an estimated 
10,000 military personnel in South Vietn~ the Viet Minh have 
the capability to undertake local sabotage and terrorist actions; 
and small-scale but widespread guerrilla warfare. The Viet Minb 
can reinforce these forces by infiltrating into South Vietnam. 
The Viet Minh a parently exerts political influence in many 
areas scattered throughout South Vietnam. Nl~ 3.l-3-55, 
11 October 1955, p. 1) 

"Should the Viet Minh initiate large-scale guerrilla 
operations supported by substantial infiltration from the 
north, the South Vietnamese government would be hard pressed 
to do more than maintain control in the Saigon-Cholon area and 
in a few other major urban centers. If the operation were pro
longed, the government probably could not survive without 
military assistance from outside." (Ibid., p. 2) 

Diem's greatest assets in this struggle were: 

" • • • his reputation for honesty and unsullied 
nationalism, his control of the Vietnamese National Army, 
and the moral and financial support of the U.S. In addition, 
Diem has gained considerable popular follmving, especially 
in urban centers and in recently pacified areas and has the 
loyalty of the refugees from North Vietnam . However, should 
he los e army or US support, his regime "Tould probably 
collapse ." (Ibid., p. 3) 
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As early as the fall of 1955, limitations that later were 
to loom large on his ability to attract subordinate leadership were 
perceived: 

" • • • His cabinet is composed primarily of loyal 
technicians who lack political stature. Most well known 
political figures of the pre-Diem period have been alienated 
by Diem's unwillingness to trust them and by his insistence 
that unquestioned acceptance of his leadership is the only 
basis for cooperation. Diem has depended heavily on his 
unpopular brothers for advice and entrusts them with positions 
of great r espons ibility. His tendency toward 'one man rule , ' 
his dependence on his brothers for advice, and his rejection of 
Vietnamese leaders whom he does not trust, has denied his 
government many of the few trained administrators." (Ibid., 
pp. 3-4) 

As for the public, \-Then he took office in July 1954) the 
most significant political convictions of most South Vietnamese were 
"antipathy for the French combined with a personal r egard for Ho Chi 
Minh as the symbol of Vietnamese Nationalism. • . ." (Ibid., p. 2) 

Diem's efforts to "galvanize mass popular support" 
concentrated initially on "exploiting popular antipathy for Bao Dai 
and the Frenchl! and subsequently on developing I!strong anti-Communist 
s entiment . I! (Ibid., p. 4) Nevertheless) confronting a communist 
regime in North Vietn81n I!poss essing a far stronger Army, a more 
experienced administration, greater cohesion of leadership and greater 
drive than the government of South Vietnam,1! and led by Ho Chi Minh, 
"Premier Diem \-Till almost certainly not agree to a t est of relative 
popular strength in national elect ions. I! ( Ibid., p. 5) 

Although no estimates in the 1955-1956 period assumed 
the communists would open guerrilla operations immediately upon the 
final frustration of their election hopes in July 1956, the estimates 
recognized increasing pressures upon the communists for recourse to 
violent methods of achieving their long-run objectives. The 19 October 
1955 NIE held that: 

I! • • • They probably estimate that unless they 
effectively challenge the position of the Diem government 
the latter will gradually strengthen and stabilize its 
position. Moreover, they have probably concluded that Diem 
will not agree to elections or unifica.tion schemes which would 
favor the Commlmists. Under these circumstances the chances 
for a Communist take-over of the south by means short of open 
force might decline. On the other hand, the Communists also 
probably realize that the use of force against South Vietnam --
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either through open invasion or by infiltrating sufficient 
troops across the 17th Parallel to insure a successful 
'liberation' -- would, jeopardize current Bloc peace policies 
and risk provoking US intervent ion. In addition, the 
Communists may not presently have sufficient strength in 
South Vietnam quickly to overthrow the Diem government and 
may therefore estimate that to undertake widespread guerrilla 
warfare without substantial infiltration from the north might 
lead not only to the weakening of their exposed organization in 
the south but also to a drastic loss of public support." 
( Ib id ., p. 6) 

However, a July 1956 NIE noted that if substantial 
infiltration from the DRV were deemed necessary, it possessed the 
resourc es : 

" • • • Ninety-five thousand men were evacuated from 
the south in the first few months following the Armistice. 
The DRV probably views this group as a possible instrument 
for subversive activity in South Vietnam and some may have 
been r etrained, reindoctrinated, and perhaps even 
reinfiltrated." (NIE 63-56, 17 July 1956" p. 6) 

By March 1956, Diem had r educed the Cao Dai and Hoa 
Hao groups to political impotence, and had won a substantial majority 
in South Vietnam's first national elections: "no openly anti-Diem 
Deputy was elected • • . due in part to government manipulation of 
the election campaign, and in part to a boycott of the elections by 
most of the opposition parties." (Ibid., p. 7) 

The same NIE stated that it was likely that "organized 
non-communist resistance" would virtually disappear by 1957 and, 
indeed, that South Vietnam's military and security forc es could 
maintain "the government in power against any potential armed 
opposition now located south of the 17th parallel,!! even against 
communist armed strength in the south estimated at "8,000 - 10,000, 
with approximately 5,000 organized in skeletal company and battalion 
sized units which could be expanded through recruitment." (Ibid., 
10-11) However) l onger-run prospects of the regime still depended on 
the decision of the North Vietnamese regime whether, and when) to 
activiate their apparatus in the south and infiltrate "regroupees !! 
from the north. 

" In the event of large scale, concerted guerrilla 
warfare supported by infiltration of men and supplies from the 
north, relatively large areas of rural Vietnam probably would 
be lost to government control .. .. " (Ibid.) p. 10) 
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" • • . if the Communists decide to exercise their 
capability for armed intimidation and terror they could quickly 
reassert political control or influence) at least in some rural 
areas '\-There GVN authority is tenuous. 

"During the past year the Communists in South Vietnam 
have remained generally quiescent. They have passed by a number 
of opportunities to embarrass the Diem regime. Although some 
cadres and supplies are being infiltrated across the 17th 
parallel) the DRV probably has not sent any large scale reinforce
ment or supply to the south. Communist activity in the south 
appears to concentrate on protecting vital bases and supply 
caches ) developing clandestine paramilitary organizations) and 
implementing a broad program of infiltration and subversion. 
While seeking to maintain intact as much of their armed strength 
as possible) their main activity seems to be an effort to 
weaken the Diem government by subversive and political tactics. 
Communist directives indicate that penetration and subversion 
of the GVN military and security forces is a major objective. 

" ( Ib id .) p. 11) 

But the communists' choices were narrowing all the time: 

"The DRV probably estimates that its chances for securing 
control of South Vietnam by means short of open attack or 
large scale guerrilla action supported from the north will 
gradually diminish with the passage of time .... The DRV 
probably also believes that its covert assets in South 
Vietnam will gradually decline if the Diem government is 
permitted to concentrate on internal security and economic 
problems free of external harassment." (Ibid.) pp. 12-13) 

"The only remalnlng course of action holding out some 
promise for the early achievement of Communist control in 
South Vietnam appears to be the development of large scale 
guerrilla warfare in the south. In recent weeks a number of 
reports from sources of untested reliability have indicated 
that the Communists may have started preparations in both 
South Vietnam and in the north to begin guerrilla action. 
DRV allegations of Vietnamese violations of the demilitarized 
zone along the 17th parallel and Communist claims of US-Diem 
plans to violate the Armistice could be propaganda cover for 
the initiation of guerrilla action against the south." 
( Ib id .) p. 13 ) 
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However, the July 1956 NIE took the position that the 
DRV was unlikely to use its capabilities for instituting such l a rge
scale guerrilla action within South Vietnam during the next year or 
so. Yet, Diem's unforeseen success in dealing with non-communist 
challenges led to increaSing hope that he would be able to survive 
even a later confrontation with the communists. 

" ••• Diem's success in by-paSSing the July 1956 election 
date without evoking large scale Communist military reaction 
will r eassure many Vietnamese and encourage them to cooperate 
with GVN programs to expose and root out Communists. Continued 
improvement in internal security will depend in some measure on 
the government's ability to deal with economic and social problems 
and on the effectiveness of the administrative apparatus. 

"If the Communists were to undertake large scale guerrilla 
action in South Vietnam, they probably would not be able to 
develop widespread popular support, especially if the VNA were 
to register some early military success. The GVN i s being 
increaS ingly accepted as a nationalist alternative to Communist 
leadership. Public confidence in the GVN, combined with general 
war-weariness , may have already reached the point where any 
effort to upset the government by force would lead to a strong 
popular reaction against the guerrillas. (Ibid., p. 14) 

This NIE came close to being a high-water mark in optimism 
concerning Diem's ability to meet his dual challenges, both short and 
long run. But political trends that could restore the vigor of his 
non-communis t opposition were seen: 

" •... The trend toward authoritarian rule through the 
political parties led by Diem's relatives and small circle of 
trusted associates will probably continue. Isolation and 
neutralization of government critics and men disliked or dis
trusted by Diem will also continue. Diem and his associates 
are likely to exert strong pressures against any opposition in 
the Assembly. Thus it is not likely that Diem or his govern
ment will meet any serious opposition in the National Assembly 
during the period of this estimate {through mid-19517; however, 
over a longer period the accumulation of grievances among 
various groups and individuals may lead to development of a 
national opposition movement .... " (Ibid., p. 14) 

In January, 1957, MAAG Vietnam's semi-annual report to the 
Secretary of Defense (Country Statement on MDAP, Non-NATO Countries, date 
cited) noted hopefully that: 

"The internal security situation in Vietnam has i mproved 
during the last year in regards to the dissident sects. Viet 
Minh armed cadres total approximately 1,370 effectives, Hoa Hao 
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dissidents total approximately 850.. No effective resistance 
is anticipated from the few remaining Cao Dai and Binh Xuyen. 
Activity of Viet Minh cadres in Free Vietnam has accelerated. 
While primarily political in nature, it does pose a threat to 
internal security. These cadres are attempting to infiltrate 
and take over the dissident sects. Reports indicate that they 
have succeeded in these efforts with a fraction of the Hoa Hao. 
On the other hand, approximately 7,000 sect troops have indi
cated their loyalty by joining forces ''lith the government and 
have recently been integrated as a part of the National Army." 

" .... It appears that the Communist efforts are mainly in a 
passive stage of long-range subversion of the 'will to fight.' 
The Vietnamese Psychological Action Section is increasing its 
efforts to counter 'Red propaganda'. Improvement of social 
status, security, and living standards are essential elements 
in preventing susceptibility to Communist subversion I-rhich may 
detract from the effectiveness of military forces." 

"The Vietnamese Army is considered capable of establishing 
and maintaining internal security throughout the populous areas 
of Free Vietnam against dissident sects and other anti-gover~nnent 
elements .... " 

"The Binh Xuyen have been destroyed as an effective anti
government military force ~nd a major portion of the Cao Dai 
and Hoa Hao forces have been integrated into the National Army." 

"Intelligence reports indicate that despite heavy losses 
due to military operations and desertions, the Viet Minh organiza
tion in Free Vietnam remains a serious problem. Recent mergers 
of other dissident and rebel elements with the Viet Minh, have 
considerably strengthened the Viet Minh cause." 

"The Civil Guard and Self-Defense Corps (in villages through
out Free Vietnam) are of material assistance in supplementing 
the efforts of the Vietnamese Army in the accomplishment of 
the internal security mission. As these para-military units 
become better e~uipped and trained, their increased capability 
for assuming the major role in maintaining internal security 
will afford necessary relief of Army units for training. Simul
taneously, this will add to Free Vietnam's potential for pro
viding resistance to external aggressioll." 

An NIE of May 1957 on "The Prospects for North Vietnam" 
(NIE 63.2-57), considered that the communist leaders in North Vietnam, 
de spire "sporadic outbursts of violence," remained "in firm control 
largely because of the loyalty and effect iveness of the army." HOI-rever, 
they I-rere considered crucially dependent on the USSR and CPR, and ."rere 
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deemed unlikely to launch an attack on the South unless there were unfore
seen serious disturbances there: 

"Not only are the DRV leaders bound to the Bloc by strong 
ideological ties, but the very existence of the Communist regime 
in North Vietnam is dependent on continued Bloc diplomatic, 
military, and economic support. The Chinese Communists seem 
to exercise somewhat greater influence than the USSR and have 
given the DRV greater economic and diplomatic support .... How
ever, there is no evidence that Sbviet and Chinese Communists 
are at odds over North Vietnam." 

"The Bloc has recently given less than full support to 
Vietnamese reunification, to the perceptible discomfort of 
the DRV. At the May 1956 meeting of the Geneva co-chairmen, 
the Soviet Union tacitly accepted the status quo in Vietnam 
for an indefinite period. In January 1957 the USSR further 
recognized the long term nature of the division of Vietnam 
when it proposed, as a countermove to Western proposals for 
the admission of South Vietnam and South Korea, that both North 
and South Vietnam and North and South Korea should b e admitted 
to the United Nations. Nevertheless, the DRV will almost cer
tainly continue to be guided in its external course of action 
by the general policy set down by Moscow and Peiping, although 
it will continue to advocate a stronger policy on reunification." 

"The DRV continues to maintain its apparatus for subversion 
within South Vietnam and has the capability to infiltrate fairly 
large numbers of military and political persolli~el into South Viet
nam. Although the Communists in the South have been largely 
quiescent, some trained military personnel remain, loosely 
organized in small units that presumably could be reactivated 
for missions of assassination, sabotage, or limited guerrilla 
activity. South Vietnamese security forces intermittently dis
cover cached Communist arms. 

"Because the country-wide elections envisaged by the Geneva 
Agreements have not been held and because military action. has 
been prevented, the DRV has been frustrated in its hopes of 
gaining control of South Vietnam. This has caused some discontent 
among cadres evacuated from the South in the expectation that 
they would soon return. Unification of the country remains a 
principal objective of the DRV regime, end it continues to seek 
support for its pretentions to emerge as the government of the 
whole of Vietnam. Its 'liberalization ' measures are designed to 
appeal to the population of the South as well as the North. The 
DRV has maintained its pose of adherence to the terms of the cease
fire agreement concluded at Geneva while accusing the Republic of 
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Vietnam and the US of violations. It is seeking to enhance 
its international prestige and position, and to secure 
the broadest possible support for the political settlement 
envisaged at the Geneva Conference which it still insists 
must eventually be implemented. 1I 

liThe DRV will probably continue for the next year or two 
to restrict its campaign for reunification to 'peaceful' means. 
However, the DRV will continue its efforts to infiltrate and 
to subvert official and nonofficial organizations and to exploit 
dissident and dissatisfied groups in South Vietnam. It would 
probably not use its paramilitary forces in South Vietnam to 
initiate widespread guerrilla activity unless it estimated that 
the situation in South Vietnam had so deteriorated that such 
action could overthrow the government. The DRV will continue 
to have the capability to overrun South vietnam in a relatively 
short time if opposed only by South Vietnamese forces, but it 
would only launch such an attack if the DRV together with Moscow 
and Peiping were to estimate that such action carried little 
risk of military intervention by the US. II 

By mid-1957, th~ security outlook in South Vietnam, according 
to MAAG's intelligence, was rosy indeed; the only dark clouds hovered 
over the Viet Cong (MAAG, "Country Statement ... , 15 July 1957): 

IIIn the past six months Dissident Sect strengths have 
fallen off. Numerically the Hoa Hao Sect has remained about 
the same (estimated at 850-950 armed men) but its power has 
been greatly diminished due to continuous government military 
operations, the improvement of the Civil Guard and Self-Defense 
Corps, the capture of bases and equipment by government forces, 
and the resulting loss in morale. Cao Dai and Binh Xuyen mili
tary forces are negligible .... 

liThe Viet Cong guerrillas and propagandists, however, are 
still waging a grim battle for survival. In addition to an 
accelerated propaganda campaign, the COID~unists have been forming 
'front' organizations to influence at l east portions of all anti
government minorities. Some of these organizations are militant, 
some political. An exarnple of the former is the 'Vietnamese 
Peoples' Liberation Movement Forces,' a military unit composed 
of ex-Cao Dai, ex-Hoa Hao, ex-Binh Xuyen, escaped political 
prisoners, and Viet Cong cadres. An example of the latter is 
the 'Vietnam-Cambodian Buddhist Association', one of several 
organi zations seeking to spread the theory of 'Peace and Co
existence .' The armed strength of Viet cong-controlled units 
in Free Vietnam is noi., estimated at approximately 1,500 . II 
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4. Rise of the Viet Cong, 1957-1960 

The Department of State sponsored an intelligence estimate 
for the U.S. SEATO Council Renresentatives dated 3 April 1958, entitled 
" .t" Nature and Extent of the Communist Subversive Threat to the Protocol 
States of Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos." This estimate held that the 
DRV continued to pose a basic threat to the GVN: 

"Although Communist tactics have shifted over the past 
few years, the real objective __ ultimate Communist control 
of all Vietnam __ has remained unchanged. Overt aggression, 
employed by the Communists prior to the Geneva Agreements 
and ceasefire, has been at least temporarily put aside in 
favor of demands for 'peaceful reunification,' more in accord 
with the general Soviet line of peaceful co-existence. The 
Communist peaceful pose however has not brought any relaxa
tion in the build-up of'DRV military strength or repressive 
Communist control over the population in North Vietnam. Mo:e
over, support and assistance provided by the DRV for Communlst 
subversive activities in South Vietnam (as well as in Laos 
and to a lesser extent Cambodia and Thailand) has not been 
reduced •... " 

" ... The continuation of the Communist program to infil
trate and support subversive cadres in South Vietnam is the 
~lea:est indication of the unchanged nature of their objective 
ln Vletnam and the threat which this constitutes for the GVN. 
The strongly anti-Communist policy of the GVN has forced the 
Communists to operate underground rather than through legal 
parties or front groups. Little concrete information is avail
able concerning the organization and leadership of the Communist 
subversive apparatus in South Vietnam. At the time of the 
armistice, a considerable number of armed and trained Communist 
military personnel were left behind in South Vietnam, organized 
into a basic structure of a hierarchy of Administrative and 
Resistance Committees. Effective security measures carried out 
by the Diem government have reduced these armed Communist cadres 
to an estimated 1100-1400. The remaining cadres probably retain 
a roughly similar organizational pattern, although they have 
reduced their unit size and reportedly have changed their struc
ture at the lowest level to make it more difficult for the GVN 
to penetrate the net\vork. 

"Alongside the guerrilla nucleus (and undoubtedly with some 
duplication of personnel), the Communists have maintained and 
sought to expand their political network in South Vietnam. The 
latter organization probably encompasses a considerably larger 
number than the armed cadres, which, operating underground, are 
more difficult to identify or assess .... 
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"Leadership and direction for Communist subversive 
activity in the GVN is provided from North Vietnam by the 
Communist Lao Dong Barty. In the past, several South Viet
namese Communist leaders who went North at the time of the 
armistice have been identified as playing important roles in 
directing and coordinating Communist operations within the 
GVN. Most powerful of these is Le Duan, who has recently 
enjoyed a swift rise to top-ranking status in the DRV hierarchy .... " 

" ... The Communists are now believed to be actively culti
vating the remnants of the Hoa Hao, Cao Dai, and Binh Xuyen 
dissident bands ,dispersed by GVN seMi ty forces in 1955. 
As many as 1,500 armed non-Communist dissidents are believed 
still in hiding in bands of various size in the delta region 
south of Saigon, the Plaine des Joncs, along the Cambodian 
border and northwest of Saigon. Through the years, the weapons 
of these outlaw bands have deteriorated, and ammunition has 
run low. The Communists are believed providing many of these 
bands with both assistance and guidance, in return for support 
or at least lip service to DRVaims. The DRV has also included 
a few minor sect leaders in its "Fatherland Front" in hopes 
of attracting support from sect adherents in the South. In 
its propaganda, the DRV claims to pursue a policy of religious 
tolerance and denounces the GVN for alleged religious perse
cution. 

"A degree of success in the Communist efforts to subvert 
the sects and sect leaders was indicated by a recent raid on 
a French plantation about 50 miles north of Saigon. In addition 
to robbing and some wanton destruction, an estimated 3-700 
bandits claiming to be 'religious men' harangued the workers 
concerning the benefits of life in the North and warned them 
not to cooperate with the 'American-controlled' Diem govern
ment. The Cao Dai Pope, living in exile in Phnom Penh, has 
published statements in line with Communist themes, and an 
organization combining various sect remnants has reportedly 
been formed with a Communist advisor." 

The MAAG intelligence estimate included in its mid-1958 report 
("Narrative Study," 24 August 1958) was, however, more directly focused 
on DRV conventional military strength, and displayed a somewhat different 
view of "Viet Cong" than had been evident in earlier MAAG reports: 

"ENEMY THREAT & PROBABLE COURSE OF ACTION 

"Viet Cong (North Vietnam Communists): 

"(1) Strength: It is estimated that the Viet Cong in 
North Vietnam, currently have available approximately 268,000 
regular army troops organized into 14 Infantry Divisions, 
1 Artillery Division, 1 Anti-aircraft Artillery Groupment, 
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II independent Infantry Regiments, 5 Securi ty Regiments, plus 
combat support and service support units. In addition, there 
are para-military forces estimated to number up to approximately 
235,000 personnel, which are organized as two separate forces, 

- the Provincial Forces and the Armed Militia ...• 

11 (2) b bl th t Capabilities: ... Although it i s highly pro a e a 
some advance indicat ion or warning will be received, an attack 
on South Vietnam by Viet Cong forces could occur without warning 
at any time. With or without warning, it must be realized that 
the initiative , at least during the initial stages of a war, 
will r est with the Viet Cong o Accordingly, it must be assumed 
that the enemy will be able to provide for the necessary build-up 
of his forces, execute planned deployments and launch his attack 
at selected points at his own time and convenience .... In con
junction with the conduct of operations by military forces, the 
Viet Cong will employ to the maximum guerrilla forces and sub
versive/di ssi dent elements already in place in South Vietnam . 
The strength of these elements is currently estimated at approxi
mately 2000 personnel, a majority of whom are armed. It can be 
expected that the Viet Cong will make every effort to r einforce 
these el ements prior to and during the initiation of hostilities 
in order t o enhance their capability for the conduct of guerrilla 
warfare , create internal disorder, and execute sabotage and 
conduct attacks on pre-selected critical targets within South 
Vietnam for the primary purpose of impeding or interfering with 
operations being undertaken by South Vietnam armed forces .... 

11(3) Possible Courses of Action: 

1I(a) Continuation of Viet Cong attempts to gain con
trol of South Vietnam through a combination of diplomatic, 
economic , political and subversive means . 

1ICb) Overt use of military force against neighboring 
states is most likely to be undertaken unilaterally by the 
Viet Cong , but '\'lOuld be most likely a part of an all-out Com
munist effort to take all of Southeast Asia.!! 

Washington estimates were, however, beginning to r efl ect 
concern over Diem's political solvency . For example, an Operations Co
ordinating Board Progress Report on U.S. policy in mainland Southeast 
Asia , dated May 28 , 1958, drew attention both to an increase in co~munist 
subversive and t errorist pressures against the Diem regime, and to aspects 
in Diem's political style that could l imit the ability of his regime to 
cope with those pressures : 
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"Poli tical and Securi ty Problems of the Diem Government. 
President Ngo Dinh Diem's policy of strict control in the polit
ical and economic fields has caused a certain amount of internal 
dissatisfaction. Should the President's exercise of personal 
authority develop too far there may be danger that the resultant 
frustration of government officials might preclude the united 
support for his regime which the situation requires. Otherwise, 
the President's stern police measures and his emphasis on 
internal security have led to some criticism of the government. 
This emphasis on internal security stems from the recent emer
gence of the cOUL~try, the continuation of communist-inspired 
violence and subversion, and such phenomena as the assassination 
of local officials in rural areas of southern Viet-Nam." 

Half a year later, on January 7, 1959, a similar OCB 
Progress Report asserted: 

"Internal Security. It has become increasingly clear that the 
communists , no longer expectant that Free Viet-Nam will fall to 
their control through peaceful methods, are executing a carefully 
planned campaign of violence aimed at undermining the stability 
of the Diem Government. Their concentration of activities in 
rural areas where communications and terrain make it difficult 
for the government to cope with them recalls the tactics used 
against the French during the Indochina War. Assassinations, 
particularly of officials in rural areas, continue at an alarming 
rate of about fifteen to thirty-five a month . Attacks on rubber 
plantations and reported communist plans to break up the land 
development, land reform and agricultural credit programs indicate 
deliberate efforts to interfere with Viet-Nam's economic programs ." 

The first National Intelligence Estimate to assess the new 
situation--and the first NIE or SNIE on South Vietnam since 1956--was 
issued in May, 1959 (NIE 63-59 , "Prospects for North and South Vietnam," 
26 May 1959): 

"The prospect of reunification of Communist North Vietnam 
(DRV) and western-oriented South Vietnam (GVN) remains remote. 
In the DRV the full range of Communist techniques is used to 
control the population, socialize the economy, impose austerity 
and direct investment to economic rehabilitation and develop
ment. The DRV maintains large armed forces. In South Vietnam, 
despite the authoritarian nature of the regime, there is far 
more fre edom . Local resources and US aid are devoted to developing 
the armed forces, maintaining internal security, and supporting 
a relatively high standard of living, with lesser emphasis on 
economic development .... 

,"In South Vietnam political stability depends heavily upon 
President Diem and his continued control of the instruments of 
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power, including the army and police. Diem will almost 
certainly be President for many years. The regime will 
continue to repress potential opposition elements and 
depend increasingly upon the effectiveness of the Can Lao, 
the regime's political apparatus, which is run by Diem's 
brothers Nhu and Can .... 

"The capabilities of the GVN armed forces will improve 
given continued US materiel support and training. Continu
ance of the present level of training is threatened by a 
recent findi~~ of the International Control Commission (ICC) 
that the US Temporary E~uipment Recovery Mission (TERM) should 
end its activities by mid-1959. In any event, GVN forces 
will remain incapable of withstanding more than temporarily 
the larger .DRV forces. The internal security forces will not 
be able to eradicate DRV supported guerrilla or subversive 
activity in the foreseeable future. Army units will probably 
have to be diverted to special internal security assignments .... 

"The GVN is preoccupied with the threat to national security 
and the maintenance of large military and security forces. It 
will probably remain unwilling to devote a significantly greater 
share of resources and attention to longer range economic 
development . Assuming continued US aid at about present levels, 
modest improvement in South Vietnam's economic position is likely. 
However, development will l ag behind that in the North, and the 
GVN will continue to rely heavily upon US support to close the 
gap between its own resources and its re~uirements .... 

"There i s little prospect of a significant improvement in 
relations bet·ween South Vietnam and Cambodia so long as the 
present leaders of the two countries r emain in power. Relations 
with Laos will probably remain generally friendly. Continued 
suspicion that the French are intriguing in the area to recapture 
a position of major influence will probably prevent an improve
ment of Franco-GVN relations .... 

"Despite widespread popular discontent, the Government of 
the DRV is in full control of the country and no significant 
internal threat to the regime is likely. With large-scale Bloc 
aid, considerable progress has been made in r ehabilitating and 
developing the economy with major emphas is on agriculture, ra'iiT 
materialr and light industry. The regime will probably soon 
have l aid the foundations for considerable economic expansion .•.. 

"The DRV has no diplomatic relations Ivith any country out
side the Bloc and its foreign policy is subservient to the Bloc. 
We believe that it will continue its harassment of the GVN and 
of Laos, tbough a military invasion of either is unlikely •... " 
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"President Diem continues to be the undisputed ruler 
of South Vietnam; all important and many minor decisions 
are referred to him. Although he professes to believe in 
representative government and democracy, Diem is convinced 
that the Vietnamese are not ready for such a political 
system and that he must rule with a firm hand, at least so 
long as national security is threatened. He also believes 
that the country cannot afford a .political opposition which 
could obstruct or dilute the government's efforts to estab
lish a strong and secure state. Although respected for his 
courage, dedication, and integrity, Diem has remained a some
what austere and remote figure to most Vietnamese and has not 
generated widespread popular enthusiasm. 

"Diem's regime reflects his ideas. A facade of repre
sentative government is maintained, but the government is in 
fact essentially authoritarian. The legislative powers of 
the National Assembly are strictly circumscribed; the judici
ary is undeveloped and subordinate to the executive; and the 
members of the executive branch are little more than the 
personal agents of Diem. No organized opposition, loyal or 
otherwise, is tolerated, and critics of the regime are often 
repressed. This highly centralized regime has provided 
resolute and stable direction to national affairs, but it 
has alienated many of the country's educated elite and has 
inhibited the growth of governmental and political institu
tions which could carryon in Diem's absence •... " 

"Although the popular enthusiasm attendant on the achieving 
of independence and the end of colonial rule has subsided and 
some disillusion has arisen, particularly among the educated 
elite, there appears to be little identifiable public unrest. 
There is some dissatisfaction among military officers largely 
because of increasing Can Lao meddling in military affairs. 
The growth of dissatisfaction i s inhibited by South Vietnam 's 
continuing high standard of living relative to that of its 
neighbors, the paternalistic attitude of Diem 's government 
towards the people and the lack of any feasible alternative 
to the present regime . 

"The Communist apparatus in South Vietnam is essentially 
an operating arm of the North Vietnamese Communist Party (Lao 
Dong), but there have been recent indi l~ations of Chinese Com
munist participation in its operations. It is estimated that 
there are about 2,000 active guerrillas. They are in small 
units scattered along the Cambodian border, the south coast, 
and in the remote plateau region of the north. There are 
probably several thousand others, now inactive, who have access 
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to arms and would participate in guerrilla activities i~ GO 
ordered. The guerrillas are able to marshall a ~orce o~ several 
hundred men ~or major hit-and-run raids) as they demonstrated 
twice during 1958. They have recently stepped up their intimida
tion campaign, assassinating local o~~icials in remote areas, 
terrorizing local populations and disrupting government operations. 
The dissident armed remnants o~ the religious sects are largely 
broken up. About 2,000 such dissidents surrendered to the 
government during 1958 and the ~ew hundred remaining in the jungle 
are probably now absorbed or dominated by the Communists. 

"The government has been able to restrict but not eliminate 
the subversive and espionage activities o~ clandestine Communist 
agents. It is probable that Communists have penetrated some 
local army and security units, village councils, and local 
branches o~ the government. There is no evidence, however, that 
such penetration is su~~icient to hamper government operations 
seriously or that it extends to the higher echelons o~ the 
government . There is probably a widespread Communist underground 
in the urban areas, especially Saigon, and Communist intelligence 
o~ GVN plans and activities is probably good. Communist agents 
are also stimulating unrest among the tribal minorities in the 
central highlands, a relatively inaccessible and sparsely popu
lated area which the government is attempting to settle and 
develop, primarily ~or security reasons. 

"South Vietnam's 136,000-man army, supported by the Civil 
Guard, the Sel~-De~ense Corps and the police services, is 
capable o~ maintaining e~~ective internal security except in 
the most remote jungle and mountain areas. Until mid-1957, the 
army had the primary responsibility ~or internal security, and 
had considerable success. By that time major responsibility 
~or internal security had been given to the provincial Civil 
Guard (48,000) and the village Sel~-De~ense Corps (47,000). 
These organizations have proven to be inade~uately trained and 
e~uipped ~or the job, and units ~rom the armed ~orces have 
continued to be called in to meet special situations. The size 
and scattered distribution o~ the Civil Guard and Sel~-De~ense 
Corps add to the problems o~ training and e~uipping them and 
o~ coordinati ng their activities. In some regions, they are 
in~iltrated by Communists. The police services, which include 
the 7,500. man Vietnamese Bureau o~ InvE:3tigation and 10,500-
man police ~orce stationed in the main cities, have had con
siderable success in tracking down subversives and terrorists 
and are developing into e~~icient organizations. 
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"South Vietnam has made only limited progress toward basic 
long-term economic development in the five years since inde
pendence ..•. " 

"The prospects for continued political stability in South 
Vietnam depend heavily upon President Diem and his ability to 
maintain firm control of the army and police. The regime's 
efforts to assure internal security and its belief that an 
authoritarian government is necessary to handle the country's 
problems will result in a continued repression of potential 
opposition elements. This policy of repression will inhibit 
the growth of popularity of the regime, and we believe that 
dissatisfaction will grow, particularly among those who are 
politically conscious ...• " 

It was not until 1960 that U.S. intelligence estimates 
began to reflect conviction that Diem's political base had in fact been 
seriously eroded, and that the DRV-supported Viet Cong posed a vital 
threat. The intelligence of 1960 is treated in detail in Section C, 
below; suffice to say for the purposes of this summary, mounting rural 
violence validated the estimate of the 1959 NIE that a concerted and 
dangerous Viet Cong attack on the GVN was underway. 

GVN Internal Security Indicators 
in NIE & SNIE, 1958-1961 

Assassinations of GVN " 
Officials & Backers 

Kidnappings 

1958 

193 
236 

239 
344 

1960 

1400 
700 

But the most remarkable index of the Viet Cong upsurge was their reported 
zooming strength: 
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VIET CONG STRENGTH# 

1954 - 1964 

(Rounded to nearest thousand) 

Main and Local 
Force 

(Regulars) 

10,000 

5,000-7,500 

1,000-2,000 

April-2,000 

2,000 

April-4,000 
Sept. -7,000 
Dec.-10,000 

June - 15,000 
Sept. - 16,000 

23,000 

June - 25,000 

June - 31,000 
Dec - 34,000 

. Guerrillas, Self-Defense 
Units, Secret Self-Defense 

Units (Irregulars) Source 

NA 

NA 

2,000 

NA 

NA 

3,000 (SNIE 63.1-68) 

.NA 
- 17,000 

NA 

NA 

72,00~ 

NSC Briefing, 16 March 
1956. Open sources 
give 5-10,000. Weekly 
Intelligence Digest, 
18 May 1956, suggests 
10,000 number should be 
revised to 6-8000. 

Weekly Intelligence 
Digest, 10 August 1956. 

Weekly Intelligence 
Digest, 30 May 1958; 
weeklY Intelligence 
Digest , 18 July 1958. 

Weekly Intelligence 
Digest, 19 December 
~ 

NIE 63-59, 26 May 1959. 

Weekly Intelligence 
Digest, 17 February 
~ SNIE 63.1-68, 
3-5,000 regulars. 

Weekly Intelligence 
Digest, 13 October 
1961; Weekly Intel
ligence Digest, 20 
October 1961. 

Current Intelligence 
Weekly Summary, OCI 
2 November 1962. 

Southeast Asia Military 
Fact Book, DIA!J CS. 
Based on MACV data. 
Data not retroactively 
adjusted . 

*Estimate of Viet Cong strength for this period is subject to great 
uncertainty. The numbers here should be treated as order of magnitude. 

**Add approximately 40,000 in the Viet Cong "infrastructure ". The 
infrastructure is defined as the PRP, PRP Central Committee, and the NLF. 
See MACV, Monthly Order of Battle Summaries, for a discussion. Also add 
23-25,000 in Administrative Service, i. e ., staff and technical service 
unit s subordinate to various headquarters. 

#From letter, Rand Corporation, L-1498Z (attacrunent 1, 8-11-67). 
Data in table are SECREr. 
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The statistical picture presented above of an insurgent· force declining 
in numbers from 1954 through 1959, and then mushrooming rapidly in 1960 
and thereafter, is obviously mislead~ng. What U.S. intelligence focused 
on in the immediate aftermath of Gen~va were the remnants of the Viet 
Minh military force following the regroupment. These, whatever their 
strength, probably represented only a fraction of the numbers of former 
Viet Minh in active opposition to the GVN after 1956, and apparently did 
not reflect the total numbers of armed dissidents from 1957 onward, nor 
the locally recruited political and logistic apparatus which supported 
the Viet Cong "armed propaganda teams," or guerrilla bands. The phenom
enal growth of the Viet Cong, given the low estimates on infiltration 
from North Vietnam (some 5,000 through 1960), means either than the 
DRV cadres were extraordinarily effective in organizing and motivating 
rural people among whom U.S. intelligence detected little unrest through 
mid-1960, or that U.S. estimates were low. The latter seems probable. 

Much of what the United States knows now about the origins 
of the insurgency in South Vietnam rests on information it has acquired 
since 1963, approximately the span of time that an extensive and effective 
American intelligence apparatus had been function~ng in Vietnam. Before 
then, our intelligence was drawn from a considerably more narrO"i'l and 
less reliable range of sources, chiefly Vietnamese, and could not have 
supported analysis in depth of insurgent organization and intentions. It 
is surprising, therefore, that f~om 1954 to 1960 U.S. intelligence estimates 
at the national level correctly· and consistently estimated that the threat 
to GVN internal security was greater than the danger from overt invasion . 
They pegged the Viet Cong general offensive as beginning in late 1959 , 
with some preparations noted as early as 1957. In general, they were 
critical of Diem, consistently expressing skepticism that he could thread 
his way through recognized internal political difficulty~ To be sure, 
the same estimates misjudged the numerical and political strength of the 
Viet Cong, the extent of popular disaffection, and miscalculated the 
ability of the GVN to cope v-Tith the Viet Congo But as strategic intelli
gence, U.S. estimates were remarkably sound. 

B. U.S. Policy and Programs, 1954-1960 

U.S. national policy statements of the period, in the records of 
the National Security Council, did not exactly reflect U.S. intelligence 
in treating insurgency as the GVN's primary threat. U.S. "counterinsurgency" 
policy--though not so termed until 1960--pro i::eeded from the premise that 
U.S. national interests required the U.S. to provide political support, 
economic aid, and military assistance to the GVN to preclude its domina
tion by communists. The policy governing in the i mmediate aftermath of 
Geneva was laid out in NSC 5405 and 5429/5 of 1954. On July 11, 1956 , 
the Operations Coordinating Board published a "Progress Report" on the 
programs directed by these tV-TO policy papers, noting among "maj or problems 
or areas of difficulty" that: 
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"The Diem Government's resistance to communist demands 
for all-Vietnam elections, under the Geneva Accords, and its 
success in achieving internal security increase the likelihood 
of enlarged communist subversive efforts. This underlines 
the necessity of assisting the Diem Government to develop 
further counter-measures with considerable emphasis on police 
and para-military forces and civic action .... The Vietnamese 
are increasingly critical of the general orientation and specific 
procedures of our aid program. Their re~uest for an increased 
emphasis on capital development with conse~uent dimunition of the 
flow of consumer goods entering the country will re~uire careful review .... 

a. NSC 5612/1 

During the summer of 1956 the NSC Pla~~ing Board conducted a review of 
U.S. policy in Southeast Asia, and on September 5, 1956, the NSC adopted 
a new "Statement of Policy" (NSC 5612/1) which after stipulating that 
"the loss to Communist control of any single free country would encourage 
tendencies toward accommodation by the rest ... ", noted that: 

"Although Communist policy now emphasizes non-military 
methods, the danger of overt aggression will remain inherent 
so long as Communist China and North Viet Nam continue a 
basically hostile policy supported by substantial military 
forces. There is only a cease-fire in Viet Nam and sporadic 
hostilities continue in Laos .... At present overt aggression 
and, except in the cases of Viet Nam and Laos, militant sub
version are less likely than an intensified campaign of 
Communist political, economic and cultural penetration in the 
area." 

NSC 5612/1 laid out the following objectives for Vietnam: 

"Assist Free Vietnam to develop a strong,' stable and 
constitutional government to enable Free Viet Nam to assert 
an increasingly attractive contrast to conditions in the 
present Communist zone." 

"Work toward the weakening of the Communists in North 
and South Viet Nam in order to bring about the eventual peace
ful reunification of a free and independent Viet Nam under 
anti-Communist leadership." 

11 Support the position of the Government of Free Viet Nam 
that all-Viet Nam elections may take place only after it is 
satisfied that genuinely free elections can be held throughout 
both zones of Viet Nam." 

"Assist Free Viet ]\Jam to build up indigenous armed forces, 
including independent logistical and administrative services, 
which will be capable of assuring internal security and of 
providing limited initial resistance to attack by the Viet Minh." 
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"Encourage Vietnamese military planning for defense 
against external aggression along lines consistent with 
U.S. planning concepts based upon approved U.S. policy, 
and discreetly manifest in other ways U.S. interest in 
assisting Free Viet Nam, in accordance with the SEATO 
Treaty, to defend itself against external aggression." 

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF POLICY 
on 

THE SPECIAL SITUATION I N NORTH VIET NAM 

"Treat the Viet Minh as not constituting a legitimate 
government, and discourage other non-Communist states from 
developing or maintaining relations with the Viet Minh 
regime." 

"Prevent the Viet Minh from expanding their political 
influence and territorial control in Free Viet Nam and 
Southeast Asia." 

"Deter the Viet Minh from attacking or subverting Free 
Viet Nam or Laos." 

"Probe weaknesses of the Viet Minh and exploit them 
internally and internationally 1-Thenever possible." 

"Exploit nationalist sentiment within North Viet Nam 
as a means of weakening and disrupting Sino-Soviet domina
tion." 

"Assist the Government of Viet Nam to undertake programs 
of political, econonic and psychological warfare against 
Viet Minh Communists." 

"Apply, as necessary to achieve U.S. objectives, 
restrictions on U.S. exports and shipping and on foreign 
assets similar to those already in effect for Communist 
China and North Korea." 

In 1958, NSC 5612 was reviewed, and the portions on Vietnam reapproved 
without significant change. Proposed revisions, underlined below, indi
cated increased awareness of the GVN's deteriorating internal security: 

"Assist Free Viet Nam to develop a strong, stable and 
constitutional government to enable Free Viet Nam to assert 
an increasingly attractive contrast to conditions in the 
pres ent Communist zone. In this r egard encourage and assist 
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public relations and ~ublic information programs of the 
government of Viet Nam directed both internally to the 
free Vietnamese and externally to north Viet Nam .... " '* 

"Assist Free Viet Nam to build up indigenous armed forces, 
including independent logistical and administrative services, 
which will be capable of assuring internal security and of 
providing limited initial resistance to attack by the Viet 
Minh." '*'* 

Othe~e, however, the new policy paper (NSC 5809 of April 2, 
1958) was identical to its 1956 predecessor. 

In late May of 1958 the Operations Coordinating Board submitted a 
progress report on U.S. programs in Vietnam which held that "in general we 
are achieving U.S. objectives in Viet-Nam." Among major operating problems 
facing the U.S., the report cited Vietnam's continued dependence on foreign 
aid: "In spite of some evidence of greater economic stability, Viet-Nam 
continues to depend on foreign aid, the largest part of which goes to sup
port the military establishment. U.S. aid still accounts for approximately 
85 percent of imports in two-thirds of. the budgetary revenues." Also cited 
were the "political and security problems of the Viet-Nam Government": 

"President Ngo Dinh Diem's policy of strict control in the 
political and economic fields has caused a certain amount of 
internal dissatisfaction. Should the President's exercise of 
personal authority develop .. too far there may be danger that the 
resultant frustration of government officials might weaken the 
united support for his regime which the situation requires. Other
wise, the President's stern police measures and his emphasis on 
internal security have led to some criticism of the government. 
This emphasis on internal security stems from the recent emergence 
of the country, continuation of communist-inspired violence and 
subversion, and such incidents as the assassination of local 
officials in rural areas of southern Vietnam ..•• " 

The OCB report took up the note that the U.S. should "encourage and assist 
elements of the Army of Vietnam to establish and utilize specific anti
subversive guerrilla format ions and operations," but stated that anti
guerrilla operations interfered with the efficient training of the army: 

'* Proposed by CIA and evidently adopted, although this is not altogether 
clear in DOD files. A further CIA revision, not adopted, would have 
added: "In this effort priority should be given to areas of greatest 
dissidence, particularly in the extreme south • ." 

~- A CIA proposed amendment, evidently not approved, would have added: 
"Also encourage and assist elements of the Army of Viet Nam to establish 
and utilize specific anti-subversive guerrilla formations and operations. 
In the anti-guerrilla campaign encourage the government of Viet Nam to 
use the Vietnamese Army in a way \vhich Ivill help win the favor of the 
local populace in order to obtain its support for their campaigns , partic
ularly for intelligence purposes." 
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"Viet-Nam. While continuing reorganization and training 
along U.S. lines the Vietnamese Armed Forces ... are still con
ducting operations against fragments of dissident sects artd 
Viet Cong guerrillas. These military operations have succeeded 
in practically eliminating the Binh Xuyen and Cao Dai forces. 
The Hoa Hao, operating along the Vietnamese-Cambodian border, 

. even though small, still give the Vietnamese some embarrassment 
and required the employment of a small portion of the Vietnamese 
Army against their operations. The over-all success against 
these anti-government forces has facilitated the release of the 
majority of the Vietnamese units from pacification missions, 
thus increasing emphasis on unit training and the concomitant 
increased effectiveness of the armed forces. In addition, the 
activation of two corps headquarters within the army was com
pleted last month and has resulted in a more satisfactory 
command structure which will materially increase the combat 
efficiency of the army. 

In 1959 U.S. policy papers began to emphasize that GVN pre
occupation with internal security interfered with its ability to prosecute 
other desired programs, and particularly that economic development lagged 
what was "politically necessary" to "compete" with the DRV. The fol
lowing is from the OCB Progress Report of January 7, 1959: 

"A. SUMMARY EVALUATION 

"32. Developments related particularly to a U.S. course 
of action to assist Free Viet-Nam to develop a strong, stable 
and constitutional government which would work toward the 
weakening of the communists in both North and South Viet-Nam. 
President Diem remained firmly in control despite some political 
dissatisfaction I-Ti th his government .... The communists and dissi
dents continued their campaign of assassinations, especially of 
officials in rural areas and carried out attacks aimed at dis
rupting Viet-Nam's economic progress. Although the government 
gave increasing attention to development of the economy, such 
development continued to be inhibited by almost pre-emptive 
military requirements which utilized a substantial portion of 
Viet-Nam's total resources, including U.S. aid .... 

"B. MAJOR OPERATING PROBLEMS FACING THE UNITED STATES 

"33. Diem's Internal Political Position. Diem increased 
his travels throughout the country for the purpose of popular
izing his regi me. Increasing accomplishments of the government 
in the economic and social fields should also have beneficial 
political re sults. Nevertheless, the failure of the government 
to fully rally certain elements of the middle class, the intel
lectuals and former officials to its support, the frustration 
and restlessness of some of the present officials, and some 
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discontent in the army are sources of political weakness. 
This dissatisfaction is caused primarily by the authoritarian 
and pervasive political controls of the Ngo family and its 
associates. 

Status of U.S. Actions: The desirability of liberalizing 
political and administrative controls is brought to the attention 
of the Vietnamese Government, when considered appropriately by 
the U.S. Ambassador. Possible lines of U.S. action are greatly 
limited due to the extreme sensitivity of Vietnamese leaders on 
this subj ect. 

"34. · Internal Security. It has become increasingly clear 
that the communists, no longer expectant that Free Viet-Nam 
will fall to their control through peaceful methods, are executing 
a carefully planned campaign of violence aimed at undermining the 
stability of the Diem Government. Their concentration of activi
ties in rural areas where communications and terrain make it 
difficult for the government to cope with them recalls the tactics 
used against the French during the Indochina War. Assassinations, 
particularly of officials in rural areas, continue at an alarming 
rate of about fifteen to thirty-five a month. Attacks on rubber 
plantations and reported communist plans to break up the land 
development, land reform and agricultural credit programs indi
cate deliberate efforts to interfere ·\'lith Viet-Nam's economic 
programs." 

The subsequent OCB Progress Report of August, 1959--by which 
time the insurgency was spreading rapidly--illustrates well the policy 
difficulties of the United States in responding to the situation within 
the constraints of the Geneva Settlement. The report noted that the 
GVN: 

" .... Has undertaken or planned such countermeasures as the 
use of armed force, special military courts for the prompt 
trial of terrorists , the removal of peasants from isolated 
spots to larger villages, and the publicizing of internal 
security incidents to counteract the 'peaceful' propaganda 
of the North Vietnamese communist regime. Vietnamese mili
tary forces have improved under the MAAG training program, 
but the continuance of training at present levels would be 
inhibited by any action of the International Control Commission 
arising from its oppos ition to the indefinite retention in 
Viet-Nam of certain United St ates military personnel originally 
sent out for equipment salvage work and now largely used to 
supplement MAAG personnel in training duties. This necessi
tates efforts to work out "ri th the Canadian, British and 
Indian Governments an acceptable bas is in consonance with 
the Geneva Accords for an increase in MAAG personnel adequate 
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to replace the special mission personnel referred to above. 
Implementation of the United States aid project for re-training 
and re-equipping the Civil Guard has begun with the signing 
of the ICA project agreement with the Vietnamese Government and 
the despatch of ICA personnel to administer this project in 
Saigon. In spite of substantial U.S. assistance, economic develop
ment though progressing, is below that which is politically desirable." 

c. Public Statements 

Despite the increasingly pessimistic intelligence, however, 
and despite the notations in NSC reports of formidable problems in Viet
nam, the public statements of Administration spokesmen, through August 
1959 presented a generally sanguine picture of U.S. programs there. For 
example, in November, 1957, Ambas sador DurbrOl-T and General Williams 
appeared before a subcommittee of the House Committee on Government 
Operations and reported that Diem's goverfl.ment"had made remarkable 
progress." However, they did report that "Communists and sect remnants 
have regrouped and stepped up their terrorist activities in the past 
,several months, and the Communists are infiltrating down the sparsely 
inhabited Meking Valley and are becoming fairly active, particu.larly 
in the south. For this reason, LDie~ still has to use considerable 
number of his armed forces and a large number of his police force to 
carryon pacification work. Because of the terrorist activities in the 
fertile Delta area, the peasants, through fear or intimidation, cannot 
till their fields properly and thus produce more rice and other exports .... " 
The Ambassador stressed that Diem was ai'Tare of the problem -- indeed, 
acutely aware -- but that he was impelled to defer all other considera
tions to the creation of an environment of security. The Ambassador 
quoted Diem as follows: "If we don It have assurances on the security 
front, what good will it do to build up the economy only to have it 
destroyed by Communist terrorists?" The Ambassador described Diem as 
"a devoted, honest, hard-vlOrking, Nationalist with a fine understanding 
of the internal political situation as well as the international political 
picture, particularly in Asia; but in consideration of his preoccupation 
of [Securi tiJ he moves slowly in these fields .... t1* 

In March 1958 Admiral Felix B. Stump, USN, Commander in Chief, 
Pacific, appeared before the Senate Co~mittee on Foreign Relations to 
testify for the Mutual Security Act of 1958. Admiral stump invited 
one of his questioners on Vietnam to visit the country on the conviction 
that "he would be astonished at the improvement that has taken place. It 
has been beyond what would have been our wildest and most optimistic 

* U.S. Congress, House, Foreign Aid Construction Projects, Committee on 
Government Operations, 85th Congress, Second Session, (washington: 
GPO, 1958), 864-866. 
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dreams three years ago to see what has happened in South Vietnam." The 
Admiral also reported that while the Hoa Hao were still presenting diffi
culties in some areas, the Binh Xuyen and the Cao Dai were "pretty well 
eliminated." -l<-

But U.S. policy in Vietnam did not again achieve the status of a 
national issue until the summer of 1959, when a Scripps-Howard newspaper
man published a series of articles alleging that the U.S. aid program in 
Vietnam was ill-directed, encumbered by waste and delay, and administered 
by bumbling, plush-living bureaucrats. Both the Senate Committee on Foreign 
Relations and the House Committee on Foreign Affairs thereupon conducted 
hearings, and Ambassador Durbrow and General Williams were among the 
Administration officials called to testify.-l<* The picture presented in 
their testimony was so roseate that Senator Mansfield, for one, was inclined 
to look for an early termination of U.S. aid: 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD. It would be correct to say, would it not, 
that a principal purpose of U.S. policy in Vietnam has been to 
prevent Communist aggression from the north? 

"MR. DURBROW. That is one of our basic policies, sir. 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD. And in a general way, another principal 
purpose has been to foster internal political and economic 
stability in South Vietnam, is that correct? 

"MR. DURBROW. Correct. 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD. Still another would be to maintain friendly 
ties with the Vietnamese? 

"MR. DURBROW. Yes, sir. 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD. You have instructed the various missions 
along these lines, have you not? 

"MR. DiURBROW. · I have' sJ..· r , . 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD. Have you ever instructed them to the effect 
that one of our purposes was to encourage the development of 
conditions of economic self-support in Vietnam which would 
enable us to reduce and eventually eliminate grants of aid? 

"Before you answer that, I want to compliment General 
Williams for what he had to say relative to his contacts with 

* U.S. Congress , Senate, Mutual Security Act of 1958, Committee on Foreign 
Relations, 85th Congress , Second Session (Washington: GPO, 1958), 120-121. 

** U.S. Congress, Senate, Situation in Vietnam, Committee on Foreign Rela
tions, 86th Congress , First Sess ion (Washington: GPO, 1959), 168-171, 
198-199 ; House, CUrrent Situation in the Far East, Committee on Foreign 
Affairs, 86th Congress , First Session (Washington : GPO, 1959), 34 ff., 
45 ff. -
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the Vietnamese Government, because he has told them, if I 
remember his words correctly, that he was there to work himself 
out of a job. 

"Mr •. Ambassador? 

"MR. DURBROW. That is one of the principal jobs we are doing 
there. We work on this at all times, working out the projects 
and plans for aid needed, discussing them with the Vietnamese 
officials and trying to do all we can to build up a sound basic 
economic structure so that they will become economically inde
pendent. 

"I might add that this is the goal of all of these newly
developing countries and, particularly, Vietnam. 

"The President has said to all of us many times: 

"We are grateful for your aid, but we hope we can get on our 
feet as soon as possible," and that is one of the principal 
objectives we are trying to carry out. 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD. You are to be commended for it. That is 
a sound statement. 

"So far as the aid programs are concerned, we have sought 
to achieve our various objectives, have we not, primarily 
through support of the Vietnamese armed forces and by assistance 
in the rehabilitation of the Vietnamese economy." 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD. Now, Mr. Durbrow, in the opening statements 
at this hearing 1tle have had a picture drawn of some very signifi
cant changes in the situation in Vietnam since 1955. 

"We know, for example, that in that year the survival of a 
free Vietnam and a free Vietnamese Government was still in grave 
doubt; 'vas that a correct statement? 

"MR. DURBROW. Q.uite correct. 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD. The stability of the government was threatened 
by the Binh Xuyen, by dissident political-religious sects such 
as the Hoa Hao and the Cao Dai. 

"There was a very SUbstantial armed Communist Vietminh under
ground in the south; is that correct? 
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" 'MR. DURBROW. Not only in the south, sir; they were concentrated 
down there, but they were allover the country, the Communists, 
in particular. 

"The sects were in the southwest basically, and in Saigon, 
but as far as the Binh Xuyen is concerned, they were primarily in 
the Saigon-Cholon area. 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD. Yes. 

"There was little real military strength to resist 'a Vietminh 
invasion from the north had it come about at that time? 

"MR. DJ TDDROW. V l' ttl . U.[U) ery l e, Slr. 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD. South Vietnam was a war-prostrated area with 
very extensive devastation? 

"MR. DURBROW. Quite correct. There is still evidence of that, sir. 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD. There were hundreds of thousands of refugees 
from the north waiting to be resettled, the figure being somewhere 
between 600,000, the official figure, and 1 million? 

"MR. DURBROW. Correct. 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD. These conditions have changed in significant 
degree in the past 4 years, have they not? 

"MR. DURBROW. Very much so." 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD. And there is a far greater degree of internal 
stability and security in Vietnam than there was in 1955? 

"AMBASSADOR DURBROW. Very definitely. 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD . I should like to read into the record at 
this point a statement by Maj. Gen. Samuel L. Myers, former 
Deputy Chief of MAAG in Vietnam. General Myers stated on 
April 17 of this year, and I quote: 

'The Binh Xuyen group was completely eliminated as 
a men~ce. The Cao Dai group was pacified or reoriented 
through political means to a point where it ceased to 
be any considerable obstacle. The Roa Rao had been 
reduced to a handful of the diehards still holding out 
against the Government and still conducting extremely 
limited armed raids and assassinations. The Vietminh 
guerrillas, although constantly reinforced by men and 
weapons from outside South Vietnam, were gradually 
nibbled away until they ceased to be a major menace 
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to the Government. In fact, estimates at the time of 
my departure indicated that there was a very limited 
number of hostile individuals under arms in the country. 
Two territorial regiments, reinforced occasionally by 
one or two regular army regiments, 'were able to cope 
with their depredations.' 

"That would indicate a far greater degree of internal stability 
in Vietnam than that which existed 4 years ago; would it not? 

"MR. DURBROW. Yes, sir. 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD. I read further from Major General Myers' 
statement. Speaking of the Vietnamese armed forces, he says, and 
I quote: 

'They are now able to maintain internal 'security and 
have reached the point where that responsibility could 
be turned over to the civilian agencies. If there should 
be renewed aggression from the north on the part of the 
Vietminh, they can give a really good account of themselves. 
There are many Vietnamese who are even more optimistic 
than that statement implies and feel that they have the 
capability of counterattack. ' 

"That statement would indicate, would it not, considerable 
reduction of the danger of invasion from the north as it existed 
4 years ago, or at least a ' far greater capacity to cope with i t ; 
would it not? 

"MR. DURBROW. I would say the latter, sir. 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD. A far greater capacity to cope with it? 

"MR. DURBROW. Because there are still Communists around, the 
danger is always there, ever present. But the possibility of 
countering it is much greater than it was before .... 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD: What is the nature and purpose of military 
aid in Vietnam at the present time? 

"GENERAL WILLIAMS (Chief, MAAG, Vietnam). I would answer that 
in this way: The purpose of military aid in Vietnam is to enable 
the Vietn~~ese armed forces to provide for the internal security 
of their country and act as a deterrent against outside aggression. 

"SENATOR MANSFIELD. Would that explanation hold for 1955 as "Jell? 

"GENERAL WILLIAMS. Yes, sir .... 
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"SENATOR MANSFIELD. Assuming no drastic change in the general 
situation in Indochina, what do you see in the next 4 years as 
to the requirements of military aid in Vietnam? Are they likely 
to be substantially higher, are they likely to continue to be . 
reduced in size or do you think they will remain just about the 
same? This calls for an estimate and an informed guess. 

"GENERAL WILLIAMS. I would like to caution that what I say now 
will be a guess, based, however, on past experience and considered 
judgment. 

"I would say that for 1960 the military budget should be 
practically the same as 1959. I should think beginning in 1961, 
I hope not later than 1961, it should start to decrease again." 

4. Program Data. 

U.S. aid programs in Vietnam through the Eisenhower Admini
stration are summarized below: 

U. S. AID FOR SOUTH VIETNAM 1/ 

FY Obligat ions 

(Millions of Dollars by Fiscal Year)-
1946-
1954 '5./ 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 

1955-
1961 

Economic Grants 825·6 322.4 185·0 257·2 187·6 187·9 170.6 137·3 
Loans 25·0 25·0 1.5 19·5 11.4 13·2 ----

Sub-total 825.6 322.4 210.0 .. 282.2 189·1 207. 4 182.0 150·5 1543·6 
Military Grants 709·6 167·3 110·5 53. 2 41.9 70·9 65·0 508.8 

.--

TotaJ}/ 1535·2 322.4 377·3 392·7 242·3 249·3 252·9 215·5 2052.4 
FY Economic Aid 

Expenditures 825.6 129·1 192.8 251.3 212·3 179. 2 181.2 146.4 1292·3 

Y Source: Montgomery, op.cit. , 284. 

~ Total aid program for the Associated States of Indo-China, 
including deobligations and adjustments, 1954-1961. 

i/ Total grants and loans, 1946-1961: 3587·6 

This program was among the largest in the world, reflecting a 
U. S. commitment sufficiently deep to assert a high priority for Viet
nam among the numerous claimants for U.S. aid. From FY 1946 through 
FY 1961, Vietnam was the third ranking non-NATO recipient of aid, 
and the seventh worldwide; in FY 1961, the last Eisenhower program, 
South Vietnam was the fifth ranking recipient overall (b ehind India, 
Korea) Brazil, and Turkey): 
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U.S. Economic and Military Aid, FY 1946-1961 
($ Millions) 

Recipient Total 

France. 9,394 
U.K. 8,639 
Italy. 5,664 
Germany 4,999 
Korea · 4,958 
China · 4, l50 __ 
Turkey 3,484 
Greece. 3,225 
India · 3,115 
Netherl ands 2,449 

U.S. Economic and Military Aid, FY 1961 

India . 
Korea . 
Brazi.l. 
Turkey . 
Vietnam 

669·8 
472. 2 
328.3 
3l8·9 
2l5·5 

Source :
o 

Agency for International Development, 
U.S. Fore i gn Assistance, June 1, 19~5 - June 
30 , 1961 ( Revised March 21, 1962), 2_I~. 

3,588 

In per-capita assistance, Vietnam also ranked high in comparison 
with its Asian neighbors . 

Recipient 

lEos 
Vietnam 
China 
Korea 
India 
Thailand 

Source : 

U.S. Aid , 1960 

Aid per Inhabitant 

Scigliano, op. cit.) 112. 

$17 .00 
l3·70 
l2·50 
8.60 
l.90 
l.20 

A r ecent study* of U.S. ass i stance establishes that of all U. S. 
economic aid programs for less developed countries, 1945 to 1965, 
Vietnam has been the fifth ranking r ecipi ent and the sixth r anki ng 
per capita . In the decade 1956 to 1965, Vietnam was t he fourth r ank
ing r ec ipient and the fourth per capita. 

*Kennet h M. Kauffman and Helena Stalson, "U.S. Assistance to less 
Developed Countries, 1956-65," Foreign Affairs, Volume 45, No .4, 
July 1967, 715 ff . 
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The relative importance of Vietnam in the U.S. world-view is 
further attested to by the fact that MAAG Vietnam, though limited in 
size out of r egard for the Geneva Accords 1955-1960, was the only 
military aid mission commanded by a Lieutenant General. MAAG 
strength was held at 342 (plus 350 personnel in TERM),* but the U.S. 
economic aid mission grew rapidly over the years, becoming by mid-
1958, the largest in the world: 

Vietnam 
Korea 
Pakistan 
Iran 

FOUR LARGEST U.S. ECONOMIC AID MISSIONS 
(As of 31 May 1958) 

ICA Employees 

183 
305 
177 
229 

Contract Employees 

372 
lEE 
204 
93 

Source: Montgomer~, op.cit., 177. 

Total 

555 
473 
381 
322 

However, it has been argued that despite this largesse of treasure, 
technical help, and goods, the U.S. failed to provide for Vietnam's 
security precisely because its aid emphasized security, rather than 
ameliorating those economic and social problems which formed the basis 

__ for popular discontent. It is certainly true that the bulk of U.S . 
. ~ssistance was concentrated on security. Although from the table 

above Miiitary Grants comprised only 25% of the total U.S. program 
1955-1961, more than 75% of' the, economic aid the U.S. provided went 
into the GVN military budget. Out of every $10 of U.S. economic aid 
the U.S. obligated for Vietnam, about $8 were extended through an 
import -suosidization program. The U.S. would purchase goods with 
dollars outside Vietnam, sell them to Vietnamese importers for piasters, 
and then deposH this local currency in a drawing account for the GVN. 
This defen s e supporting assistance was very crucial to Diem, since 
in the period 1956-1960, some 43% of GVN public expenditures were 
allocated directly to the milHary for the armed forces and Self-De·· 
fense Corps (Scigliano, op.cit., 113). 

U.S. DEFENSE SUPPORTING AID FDR GVN 
Calendar Year 

Local currency 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 . Total ---
Deposits •..• 167.1 239·4 256.0 203. 4 170.2 181.8 1218.4 

Withdrawals in 
Support of GVN 
Defense Budget .... 97·1 202·5 204·5 152·9 176.0 166.6 999·6 

Source: RAC-TP-232, op.cit. , II, 20-21. 

* MAAG, Vietnam had a TD authorization of 342 spaces; TERM, 350; the 
1960 authori za tion for MAAG t s amalgamation with TERM "ras 685. 

'. 
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As may be seen by comparing the totals above with the table on total 
U.S. aid, (ignoring the calendar year-fiscal year differences in 
accounting) : 

A. FY Economic Obligations 55-61 

B. FY 55-61 Economic Aid Expenditures 

C. Local Currency Deposits 

D. Withdrawals for Defense 

1292·3 

1218.4 

999·6 

Q is 94%; 
B 

Q is 77%; 
B 

C is 79%; 
A 

and D is 65%. 
A 

Approximately 94% of all money expended on U.S. aid found its 
way into counterpart funds, and of these expenditures about 77% 
went into the GVN defense budget. Hence, the GVN spent more than 
two-fifths of its total revenues, including over three-quarters of 
the funds it obtained from the U.S., on security. 

The 23% or so of remaining U.S. economic aid was allocated 
principally to "project aid", 

u. S. ECONOMIC AID TO VIETNAM 
(Millions of Dollars) 

, 
1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 , 

''l'otal Economic 
FY Obligations •..• 322.4 210.0 282.2 189·1 207.4 182.0 150·5 
Total Project 
FY Obligations ...• 7·2 22·7 48·9 29·3 36.4 28.9 13.4 
% Proj ect Aid .... 2.2 10.8 17·3 15·5 17.6 16.0 8·9 

Source: Montgomery, £E.cit., 289· 

The 1959 Project Aid program was, like that of the other years, 
broken down among the following major categories: 
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U.S. ECONOMIC AID TO VIETNAM, 1959 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Food and Agriculture 
Industry and Mining 
Transportation 
Labor 
Health and Sanitation 
Education 
Public Administration and Safety 
Community Development, Social Welfare, Housing 
Technical Support 
General and Miscellaneous 

Source: Ibid 

Amount 

2,498 
2,042 

-21,335 
7 

1,936 
1,443 
3,983 

o 
2,704 

486 

% of Project Aid 

6.8 
5·5 

58·5 
.2 

5·3 
3·9 

10.8 
o 

7.4 
1.3 

The predominance of aid to transportation in 1959 was typical of the 
other years: 

TOTAL PROJECT AID, 1955-1961 
(Thousands of Dollars) 

Food and Agriculture 
Industry and Mining 
Transportation 
Labor 
Health and Sanitation 
Education 
Public Administration and Safety 
Community Development, Socia1 Welfare, Housing 
Technica1 Support 
General and Misce11aneous 

Tota1 Proj ect Aid 

Source : Ibid 

Amount 

16,622 
15,520 
75,921 

76 
16,086 
9,296 

26,437 
8,641 

12,260 
6,045 

186,904 

% of Project Aid 

8·9 
8.3 

40.7 

8.6 
5·0 

14.2 
4.6 
6.6 
3·2 

Even these figures conceal a further concentration on security. 
The "public aclministration" funds (14% of tutal) went chiefly to 
the police and state security services. The "transportat ion" 
category supported mainly the road building program, and while 
roads aided the economy, the routes ",ere chosen for "strategic, 
military" purposes. For exampl e) General Williams opposed 
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President Diem's plan to rebuild the coastal highway to Hue, and 
succeeded in asserting priority for a road into the Pleiku area 
of the Highlands. General Williams acceeded to only so much of 
the Saigon-Hue road (Highway No.1) as extended to Bien Hoa (some 
20 miles north of Saigon) because "there is no road out of Saigon 
now that could take care of heavy military traffic and will not 
be until Bien Hoa Highway is completed."* 

The 20-mile stretch of high,vay to Bien Hoa cost more money 
than all project aid allocated for labor, community development, 
social welfare, health, and education in the years 1954-1961.** 

*Senate, Situation in Vietnam, £E.cit., 287-?88. 

** Scigliano, ~.cit., 115. 
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C. Recognition of Crisis, 1960 

1. Country Team Assessment, March, 1960 

By January 1960 communist terrorism and guerrilla action 
moved in U.S. estimates from the status of a long run threat to the 
viability of the Diem regime to crisis status as the GVN's "number one 
problem." In a long "Special Report on Internal Security Situation in 
Vietnam" (Incl 1 to Despatch #278 from Saigon, 7 March 1960), the U.S. 
Mission in Saigon submitted an appreciation of the problem which high
lighted so many characteristics of the difficulties confronting Diem . 
and U.S. policy that were to prove critical in subsequent years that it 
des erves extensive quotation and precis: 

Internal security had once again b~come the primary problem 
of the GVN as a result of: (1) "intensification of Viet Cong guerrilla 
and terrorist activities"; (2) "weaknesses apparent in the GVN security 
force s" ; and (3) "the growth of apathy and considerable dissatisfaction 
among the rural populace." "The situation has grOlffi progressively more 
disturbing since shortly after the National Assembly elections at the 
end of August 1959, despite the fact that President Diem was claiming, 
to the end of December, that internal security was continuing to . improve." 

a. "Viet Cong Activity" 

Government operations had intens ified during the spring 
of 1955 ·\-Then it increased its forces engaged in internal security opera
tions , added precautions taken by the GVN during the period prior to 
and immediately following the August 30 National Assembly elections further 
suppressed VC activity. The upswing in VC operations first shm-led up in a 
sharp increase in assassinations and kidnappings in the last half of 
September . Where the total for assassinations in 1958 had been 193, there 
were 119 assassinations in the last four months of 1959 (for a yearly 
total of 233); in January 1960, there were to be 96 civilians killed 
and in February, 122. MeanWhile, significant Viet Cong attacks on GVN 
military forces also began in September, revealing characteristics on 
both the Viet Cong and GVN sides that were to become dishearteningly 
familiar in the next five years: 

"The post-election intensification of VC attacks began with 
the completely successful engagement of two ARVN companies on 
September 26. The poor performance of ARVN during this operation 
exposed a number of vleaknesses vlhj.ch have been cormnented upon by 
many CAS and MAAG sources i n the Vietnamese Government. MAAG'S 
evaluation of the factors contributing to ARVN's failure include 
security l eaks, inadequate planning, lack of aggressive l eadership, 
failure to communicate information to other participating units and 
the failure of supporting units to press forward to engage the VC 
(they were close enough to hear the sound of gunfire at the time). 
Another factor of importance illustrated in this ambush was the 
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confidence of the VC in their ability to successfUlly conduct 
such operations. This self assurance and aggressiveness appear 
to be characteristic of many actions taken by the VC since 
September and have probably contributed to the low state of 
morale reported in GVN security units by CAS sources. 1I 

(Despatch 278 from Saigon, Encl. No.1, p. 3) 

It was incidents like this and "particularly an attack 
on an ARVN regimental post near Tay Ninh in January, that brought on "the 
full impact of the seriousness of the present situation": 

"The Viet Cong attack on the Vietnamese Army installation 
near Tay Ninh on January 26 is a dramatic illustration of the 
increasingly aggressive tactics of the Viet Cong and of the 
difficulty the GVN is having in controlling the internal security 
situation. The audacity of the Viet Cong in conducting the 
attack, the likelihood of VC infilt ration into ARVN, the indi
cations of secret support of the VC by some of the local populace, 
the successful planning and coordination in carrying out the 
attack as opposed to apparent failure of ARVN which had been 
told there might be an attack to be sufficiently alert for such 
an attack and effectively counter once the attack had been 
launched, are indications of many of the problems faced by 
the GVN and discussed in this report." (Ibid, p. 1) 

Armed propaganda operations involving large numbers of Viet Cong in 
daylight were a third category of Viet Cong activities. 

" .... The fact that the VC can, and have on a number of 
occasions , entered fair sized communities, spent several hours 
or a day propagandizing the population and then retired without 
meeting GVN resistance would indicate that the VC have an 
effective 'intelligence system." (Ibid, p. 5) 

"CAS sources have reported a gradual increase of the infil
tration of VC cadres and arms from the DRV over the past few 
months which has increased the VC strength to about 3000 in 
the Southwest . (Bas ed on available information CAS estimates 
that the Viet Cong strength in all South Viet-Nam is presently 
3000-5000 men.) Many of these new infiltrators, according to 
a CAS source who is a GVN Official, are cadres who were regrouped 
in the North at the time of the Geneva Accords and have had a 
number of years of intensive military and political training. 
The principal i nfiltration route of VC cadres from the North 
continues to be through Laos to Cambodia although r eports are 
received of infiltration by sea. A CAS source with similar 
access reports that some of the cadres arriving in SVN from the 
North have the mission of establishing a VC headquarters to 
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include a general staff, a political section and 
and to effect a large-scale reorganization of VC 
southwestern provinces (Fifth Military Region). II 

a supply section 
cadres in the 
(Ibid, p.' 7) 

Behind all this activity were verbal indications of 
DRV intent: 

IIIn May 1959, the Central Committee of the Lao Dong Party 
passed a resolution or statement stating that the struggle for 
reunification would have to be carried out by all 'appropriate 
measures'. British observers have taken this to mean measures 
other than peaceful. 

II 'You must remember we will be in Saigon tomorrow, we will be 
in Saigon tomorrow', these words were spoken by Premi er Pham van 
DONG in a conversation with French Consul Georges-Picot on Septem-
ber 12, 1959. 

IIIn November, Pham van Dong twice told Canadian Commissioner 
Erichsen-Brown that 'we will drive the Americans into the Sea'.11 
(Ibid., pp. 6-7) 

b. IIARVN Weaknesses ll 

" .... Numerous high-ranking GVN officials have very recently 
stressed the necessity of more anti-guerrilla training for the 
security forces. From a military point of view an outstanding 
deficiency in the GVN effort has been the government ' s inability, 
or lack of desire, to recogni ze the follovling factors: 

(1) It is actively engaged in an internal war and, 
therefore, must take the measures which this situation entails . 

(2) There is a great need for a strong central mili
tary cow~and with wide powers for the conduct of internal 
security operations in the unpacified areas . 

(3) There is a need for a capable, well-e~uipped, well
trained, centrally-controlled Civil Guard to take over from the 
Military in pacified areas. 

"I.J.. t v canno be emphasized too strongly that the apparent lack 
of success in the GVN attempts to reduce the internal threat of 
the VC until now has stemmed from the lack of unity of command 
in a single operational co~mander who has the means and the 
authority to utilize all of the potential in the area of opera
tions without regard to province or regional boundaries and 
without regard to the existing political subdivision of the 
area. Unity of cOlrrmand is the most important basic principle 
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of administration lacking here. The Province Chief structure 
has caused a breakdown of coordination and a fragmentation of 
command structure which has blocked an effective attack on the 
internal security problem. II (Ibid., pp. 8-9) 

(The splitting of responsibility for internal security between the Province 
Chief, who controlled Provincial forces, and the military chain of command 
controlling ARVN was a constant complaint by MACV during the later Diem 
period.) 

. c . "Political Factors" 

" .... The VC reportedly estimate that 7Cf1/o of the people in 
the rural areas of South Viet-Nam are either embittered by or 
indifferent toward the present government .... 11 (Ibid., p. 8) 

"It is highly unlikely that any final solution can be found 
to the internal security situation in South Viet-Nam if the 
GVN does not enjoy the support and cooperation of the rural 
population. At the present time indications are that the rural 
population is generally apathetic towards the Diem Government 
and there are signs of considerable dissatisfaction and silent 
opposition. In part this attitude appears to result from wide
spread fear of the Viet Cong and a belief that the GVN is 
relatively helpless to protect the rural population from Viet 
Cong depredations. Unfortunately the longer serious insecurity 
continues to exist in the countryside despite GVN efforts to 
control it, the more serious is the effect on the GVNts prestige. 
Another effect is a growing belief among the peasants that the 
Viet Cong will always be here as long as North Viet-Nam remains 
under Communist control and that they must adjust to live with 
them. (A realization of the long-range nature of the problem among 
officials responsible for dealing with it could be an advantage. 
In Malaya it has taken 11 years to reduce the security situation 
to the minimum, and it is even more difficult to deal with it in 
a divided country with long exposed frontiers). 

"There appear to be other reasons contributing to the diffi
culty experienced by the GVN in attempting to rally the rural 
population: . 

(a) Until recently it was becoming more and more 
apparent that Diem was not being given accurate information on 
the internal security and political situation in rural areas. 
As late as the end of December, 1959, he was telling all 
callers how much better the internal security situation had 
become, despite many doubts raised by his listeners. Informa
tion was apparently being presented to him by local officials 
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in such a manner as to reflect well upon the officials giving 
it. The President's trips to the provinces have appeared to be 
carefully 'laid on' by local officials. The President himself 
cannot be absolved entirely from the blame, however, since his 
system of personal rule which permits direct appeal from the 
individual provincial authorities to himself, in a sort of intra
executive check and balance system, serves to further weaken the 
administrative apparatus. 

"Recently, however, as indicated in the subsequent section 
on 'GVN Reactions', the Vice President and others who are not 
his usual informers on security matters have spoken frankly with 
him and he now seems well aware of the situation. 

(b) Provincial and district authorities exercise almost 
autonomous control in the areas under their jurisdiction. Too 
often the personnel holding these positions have been incompetent, 
having been chosen for reason of party loyalty. Moreover, some 
have tended to view their jobs as a means to personal advancement 
or financial gain often at the cost of the population under their 
control. Press editorials have attacked local officials for 
extorting money from peasants, using torture to wring false con
fessions from innocent people and conducting themselves in such 
a manner as to reflect adversely on the prestige of the national 
government. In addition rumors continue to circulate among the 
population concerning the alleged nefarious activities of and 
favoriti sm shown to members of the Can Lao party. While officials 
have been largely unable to identify and put out of commission 
Viet Cong undercover cadres among the population, they have often 
arrested people on the basis of rumors or of denunciations by 
people who harbor only personal grudges. Police powers justified 
on the basis of the needs of internal security have reportedly 
been misused to extort money notonly from the peasants but from 
land owners, merchants and professional people in the towns. This 
misuse of police powers and the kind of broad scale arrests on 
suspicion are weakening the support of the population for the r .egime. 
On the other hand, the application of swift, swnmary justice (such 
as the Special Military Tribunals were created to hand out) designed 
to protect the population against the Viet Cong threat, if care
fully administered and 'adverti sed ' as such, can do much to restore 
a feeling of security ; 

(c) While the GVN has made an effort to meet the economic 
and social needs of the rural populations through cormnunity develop
ment, the construction of schools, hospitals, roads, etc., thes e 
projects appear to have enjoyed only a measure of success in creating 
support for the govermnent and, in fact, in many instances have 
resulted in resentment. Basically, the problem appears to be that 
such projects have been imposed on the people without adequate 
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psychological preparation in terms of the benefits to be gained. 
Since most of these projects call for sacrifice on the part of 
the population (in the form of allegedly 'volunteer' labor in the 
case of construction, time away from jobs or school in the case 
of rural youth groups, leaving homes and lands in the case of 
regrouping isolated peasants), they are bound to be opposed unless 
they represent a partnership effort for mutual benefit on the part 
of the population and the government. (See subsequent section on 
'GVN Reactions' for indications of Diem's current awareness of this 

problem. ) 

"The situation may be summed up in the fact that the government 
has tended to treat the population with suspicion or to coerce it 
and has been rewarded with an attitude of apathy or resentment . 
The basic factor which has been lacking is a feeling of rapport 
between the government and the population. The people have not 
identified themselves with the government. There has been a 
general lack of 'a sense of mission' in the building of the country 
among both the local population and local authorities." (Ibid., 
pp. 9, 10, 11, 12; footnotes excluded) ----

2. Special National Intelligence Estimate, August 1960 

The Country Team report on internal security concluded that 
Diem was nmr a"rare of the gravity of the problem and was taking some 
countermeasures . But the inadequacy of his r esponse was recognized in 
a Special NIE of 23 August 1960 ( SNIE 63.1-60). The VC terrorism had 
continued to intensify: in the first five months of 1960, 780 govern
ment officials and sympathizers were assassinated by insurgents . Since 
January armed attacking units had been operating over wider areas than 
at any time since 1954. 

" . • • Support from North Vietnam appears to have increased 
over the past several months. In particular, senior cadres and 
military supplies such as communications equipment are believed 
to be moving south through JBOS and Cambodia and by junk along 
the eastern coastline." (SNIE 63.1-6), p. 3) 

But along with this further increase in communist pressure 
came increaSing threats to stability from non-communist quarters 
reminiscent of the 1954-55 period: 

" . At the same time, grievances against the government, 
which have long been accumulating, have become increasingly 
urgent and artiCUlate." 

Throughout this August estimate, dual threats from com
munist and domestic opposition were presented in parallel, with priority 
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going to the non-communists. In its discussion of Diem's political , 
problems) this estimate follmled closely the analysis of the Mission 
report of six months earlier. The problems were seen as not on~y 
continuing) but intensifying: 

"Discontent with the Diem government has been prevalent 
for some time among intellectuals and elite circles and) to a 
lesser extent) in labor and urban business groups. Criticism 
by these elements focuses on Ngo family rule) especially the 
roles of the President's brother) Ngo Dinh Nhu) and Madame Nhu; 
the pervasive influence of the Can Lao) the semi-clandestine 
apparatus of the regime; Diem's virtual one-man rule; and the 
grmling evidence of corruption in high places. In late April) 
18 prominent Vietnamese publicly petitioned Diem to 'liberalize 
the regime) expand democracy) grant minimum civil rights) (and) 
recogni ze the opposition in order to let the people speak without 
fear.' This unprecedented public attack on Diem by a non-Communist 
group may embolden other urban elements to become more vocal. 

"A new and even more important element in the political 
situation is the growing criticism of Diem's leadership within 
government circles) including the 'official bureaucracy and 
military; this criticism has become more intense than at any time 
since 1956. Since the early part of this year) Vice President 
Tho) other members of the cabinet) and middle echelon officials 
have made known their serious concern over Diem's handling of 
the internal security problem and have privately criticized the 
power and influence exerted' by Nhu and his entourage. In addition) 
there is considerable uneasiness concerning the operations and 
activities of the Can Lao organization. 

"Although most of the Vietnamese peasants are politically 
apathetic) they also have their grievances against the government. 
These include the ineptitude and arrogance of many local and 
provincial offiCials) the lack of effective protection from Viet 
Cong demands in many parts of the country) the harshness with 
which many peasants have been forced to contribute their labor 
to government programs) and the unsettling economic and social 
effects of the agroville (government -sponsored settlements) 
program . As a consequence) Diem's government is lacking in 
positive support among the people in the countryside ." (Ibid.) 
pp. 1-2) --

Al-'~hough the estimate confirmed that Diem had become con
cerned over the deteriorating i nternal security situation) he appeared 
still to underestimate the non-communist political threat: 

II He still tends to discount the amount of discontent 
both in the countryside and among urban elements. Although he has 
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taken some steps to meet the internal security problem, he tends 
to view it almost entirely in military terms. He believes that 
increased military activity against the Viet Cong, along with an 
expansion of the agroville program, will greatly improve internal 
security. He has been openly contemptuous of the views of 
oppositionists in Saigon and regards them as uninformed and dupes 
of the Communists. Diem also has failed to take any major steps 
against corruption and arbitrary conduct on the part of the Can 
Lao organization." 

After this discussion of the political situation, the 
estimate discussed the Viet Cong pressures as: "aggravating many of the 
government's prOblems." (Ibid., p. 2) (Underlining added) The earlier 
report on internal security had commented, lilt is not completely clear 
why the DRV has chosen this particular time to mount an intensified 
guerrilla campaign in South Vietnam, II (Saigon 278, p. 2) and had 
advanced several hypotheses including Diem's view that it represented 
"a somewhat desperate attempt to disrupt the progress of South Vietnam," 
in the face of steady GVN progress and DRV failure to interfere suc
cessfully with the National Assembly elections in August. The list of 
hypotheses in March did not include the possibility that the communists 
might have judged that the political situation within SVNhad significantly 
deteriorated (earlier fores een as the likely occasion for an increase 
in overt communist activities), but the August estimate emphasized this 
poss ib Hi ty . 

" • . . The indications of increasing dissatisfaction with 
the Diem government have probably encouraged the Hanoi regime, 
supported and guided by the Chinese Communists, to take stronger 
action at this time . . . given ' • . . a sizable and effective 
indigenous guerrilla apparatus responsive to Communist control'; 
and 'a government lacking in positive support from its people'; 

II (SNIE 63.1-60, p. 3) 

The estimate concluded with the pregnant comment that: 

"In countering the Viet Cong challenge, Diem faces many of 
the same problems which confronted the French during the Indo
China War . . . II 

Some r elevant portions of much earlier U.S. intelligence 
estimates might be r ecorded her e : 

"Despite these advances [which included 'the relocation of 
scattered villages in the Delta into centralized and defensible 
sites' a.s 'an important step toward the eventual "pacification" 
of heavily infiltrated areas' and increases in the size of the 
Vietnamese National Arml7 Vietnam still lacks the degree of 
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political strength essential for the mobilization of the 
country's resources •.• elected local councils have no real 
power, promised land reform and other social and economic reforms 
which might generate popular support had not left the planning 
stage and the Vietnamese government is handicapped by incompetent 
cabinent ministers and the lack of competent administrators." 
(NIE 9 of 4 June 1953, p. 3) 

"Finally, unless the French Union forces prove strong enough 
to provide security for the Vietnamese population, it will not 
be possible to sweep the guerrillas out of the areas as planned. 
Not only will the populace fail generally to provide the intelligence 
required to rout the guerrillas but, as in the past, they will 
frequently give warning of the presence of the French Union forces, 
thus permitt ing the guerrillas to take cover and later to emerge 
when the danger is past." (Ibid., p. 5) . 

Seven years later, the estimate of August 1960 was 
pointing out: 

1956: 

" • Viet Cong guerrilla units have succeeded in exploiting 
their natural advantages of surprise, mobility, and initiative. 
In many of their areas of operations, they have exploited the 
tendency of the largely passive population to acc ommodate to their 
presence and thereby avoid reprisals. In some areas of operations, 
however, they have obtained the active cooperation of the local 
population." (SNIE 63.1-60, p. 3) 

"In the absence of more effective government measures to 
protect the peasants and to win their positive cooperat ion, the 
prospect is for expansion of the areas of Viet Cong control in the 
countryside , particularly in the southwestern provinces. 

"Dissatisfaction and discontent with the government will 
probably continue to rise unless the security situation improves 
and unless Diem can be brought to reduce the corruption and 
excesses of his regime . . . " 

The conclusions of the estimate were the most ominous since 

"Developments within South Vietnam over the past six months 
indicate a trend adverse to the stability and effectiveness of 
President Diem's government .. " 

"Although Diem's personal position and that of his government 
are probably not now in danger, the marked deterioration since 
January of this year is disturbing. These adverse trends are not 
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irreversible, but if they remain unchecked, they will almost 
certainly in time cause the collapse of Diem's regime. We do 
not anticipate that this will occur within the period of this 
estimate. However, if Diem is not able to alter present trends 
and the situation deteriorates substantially, it is possible 
during the period of this estimate that the government will lose 
control over much of the countryside and a political crisis will 
ensue. " ( Ib id., p. 1) 

The U.S. view of its policy in Vietnam could not yet be 
said to be "crisis management"; but a crisis was portended. 

3. Contrasting DOD and State Appreciations 

The August SNIE notwithstanding, however, subsequent 
analyses appearing in the Department of State and the Department of 
Defense disclosed differing views on the relative urgency of the threat 
to Diem from communist machination as opposed to simple rebellion. In 
general, Department of Defense papers tended to emphasize the threat 
from rural, communist-led insurgents, and to highlight relative military 
capabilities; Defense papers usually deprecated the significance or 
urgency of non-communist political dissent in South Vietnam. In contrast, 
analyses by the Department of State in Washington and Ambassador Durbrow 
in Saigon recognized, at least in principle, the importance of both 
the military threat posed by the VC, and the problems which stemmed 
from Diem's political insolvency. Department of Defense analyses, there
fore, usually regarded proposals· by State or Saigon which aimed at 
pressuring Diem i nto a more enlightened domestic policy as being com
petitive with measures to improve internal security. The Pentagon and 
its field commands tended to regard military assistance to Diem as the 
key to the situation. Indeed, the Pentagon tended to oppose U.S. 
leverage on Diem because it might jeopardize his confidence in the 
U.S. and cooperation from him which was essential to improve his 
military posture. 

The divergence in view sketched above emerges in several 
papers written not long after the 30 August 1960 SNIE. For example, 
alarmed by the ominous conclusion of the SNIE's Deputy Secretary of 
Defense Douglas asked ASD/ISA for comments and recommendations on how 
to remedy the "deteriorating situation in South Vietnam." As input for 
the reply, Brigadier General EdWard G. Lansdale, OSO/OSD, one of Ngo 
Dinh Diem's earliest U.S. advisors, wrote a memorandum holding that: 

"As not ed by the Deputy Secretary of Defense, conditions 
in Vietnam are deteriorating. The key element in the situation 
is the activity of the Viet Congo ~mile criticism of Diem's 
government in metropolitan areas adds to his problems and 
interacts with Viet Cong plans, the Viet Cong remains the primary 
threat to security . . . " (Memo for Admiral E. J. 0' Donnell, 
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Regional Director, Far East, ISA, from Brigadier General Edward 
G. Lansdale, OSO/OSD, 13 September 1960, Subject: Possible 
Course of Action in Vietnam, p. 1) (Underlining added) . 

To the end of meeting the threat from the VietCong, 
Lansdale suggested (among other items): 

II • • • The emphasis of the MAAG function should be 
shifted from purely training and organizational advice in 
preparation for defense against external aggression to include 
on-the-spot advice and assistance in the conduct of tactical 
operations against the Viet Cong. 1I (Underlining added) 

II ••• Concomitantly, the MAAG should be staffed to a 
greater extent with officers skilled in the conduct of counter
guerrilla operations and who are capable of operating in the field. 
This might include Marines for amphibious instruction on Mekong 
River operations . If 

If • • • During the emergency, the Civil Guard should be 
temporarily put under the Ministry of Defense in order to 
integrate the activities of the ARVN and the Civil Guard. 
The Ambassador's concern that the Civil Guard will lose all 
identity as a civil police force, if this action is taken, is 
invalid, providing a strong US position to the contrary is 
announced and maintained. If ( Ib id., pp. 1-2) 

(Subs equent develop~ent of the Regional Forces, which grew 
out of the Civil Guard after transfer to the Minist~J of Defense in 
December 1960, showed this particular concern of the Ambassador to have 
been a valid one -- whatever the countervailing advantages ' of the move 
-- in that its role and capabilities as a police force atrophied 
almost entirely; no IIstrong U.S. position to the contraryll was, however, 
taken by MAAG, AID, or CAS.) 

If . Emphasis on ClVlC action type activities by the ARVN 
should be encouraged and advisory and material assistance in 
this field furnished through MAP and ICA channels. If 

If • • • Most importantly for the purpose of strengthening the 
morale of the Vietnamese, President Diem should be informed as 
soon as possible through appropriate channels of the gravity with 
which the US government vievrs the internal security situation, 
of our intent to provide material assistance, and of our unswerying 
support to him in this time of crisis. II (Underlining added ) 
(Ibid., p. 2) 

Meanwhile, Ambassador Durbrow in Saigon proceeded to 
elaborate upon the various political threats described in the August 30 
SNIE. A week after the August 1960 SNIE was published, Ambassador Durbrow 
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found it appropriate to send an assessment of the potentialities of 
various groups for coups and demonstrations in the short run. .Among 
these were: 

"1. Peasants. Various factors discontent exist such as 
lack of adequate protection against communist attacks and 
pressures, low prices paddy, compulsory labor on agrovilles 
and other projects, and arbitrary methods of authorities. Diem 
has taken some steps to try alleviate sources of discontent (our 
G-79) but it is important he take others because peasantry 
represent key to success or failure communist guerrilla warfare 
in countryside and thus to gradual undermining of regime. How
ever, any sudden demonstration or coup against GVN likely to 
center in Saigon and seems improbable that peasantry in view lack 
organization, transport problems, etc. would play significant role 
therein." (Saigon 538 to SecState, 5 September 1960, p. 1, 
Section 1 of 2) 

(It is worth noting that this list of peasant grievances against the 
regime, like most such analyses by CIA or State, includes a number of 
separate factors, of which "lack of protection against communist 
attacks and pressures" is only one. This assessment of peasant attitudes 
toward the GVN was in some contrast to: (a) other analyses, particularly 
originating in the Department of Defense, but also from Diem himself, 
emphasizing lack of security as the single significant peasant grievance, 
or the overwhelmingly predominant one, or the basis of the others; and 
(b) effective U.S. advice and influence, which increaSingly centered 
upon the security problem.) 

Urban groups, including labor and students (who were just 
beginning to show political ferment) were judged unlikely to begin a 
demonstration but increaSingly likely to join one begun by other 
oppositionists either within or outside the government. Dissatisfaction 
with the regime existed even among Catholic refugees, some of this 
stemming "paradoxically . • . from what they feel is too heavily Catholic 
leadership of regime (with potential reaction to follow) •.• " 
(This worry appeared less paradoxical in the summer of 1963.) 

As for the Army: 

" • • • Some discontent exists because of political pro
motions and favoritism throughout armed forces structure. Some 
disturbing indications of possible development spirit frustration 
and defeatism in fight against Viet Cong also received, such as 
statement allegedly made by General Duong Van Minh tbat for every 
Viet Cong killed by armed forces government creating ten in their 
rear; however indications are that generals remain imbued by 
non-political approach and that discontent is not of such 
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proportions that any general is ready to take initiative in 
leading coup. We cannot of course exclude· emergence of a 'Kong 
Le' from ranks below general but key units in and around Saigon 
are commanded by officers believed to be close and loyal to Diem." 
(Saigon 538 to SecState, 5 September 1960, Section 2 of 2, p. 1) 

Two months later, in November 1960, an abortive "Kong Le" 
coup came close to succeeding, led by LTC Nguyen Chanh Thi, one of those 
believed to have been most close and loyal to Diem. 

The cable concluded that: 

" Real possibility demonstrations in Saigon exist . 
any demonstration more likely to be initially loyal protests 
calling for changes in policies and personnel around Diem but could 
develop into anti-Diem riot •.• " (Ibid., p. 2) 

Ten days later, Durbrow sent a long analysis of the threats 
confronting Diem, with recommendations for counter-measures, as a 
precursor to presenting Diem with strong U.S. representat ions on the 
need for changes. This discussion well expressed the complex problems 
in which Diem was enmeshed, all of which had to be met adequately if the 
regime was to survive; and it was an unusually explicit listing of the 
sort of "reforms," so often alluded to since the Eisenhower letter of 
October 1954, felt to be req~ired if the Diem regime were to be 
politically viable. 

"As indicated our 495 and 538 Diem regime confronted by 
two separate but related dangers. Danger from demonstrations 
or coup attempt in Saigon could occur earlier; likely to be pre
dominantly non-communistic in origin but communists can be 
expected to endeavor infiltrate and exploit any such attempt. 
Even more serious danger is gradual Viet Cong extens ion of 
control over countryside which, if current communist progress 
continues, would mean loss free Viet-Nam to communists. These 
two dangers are related because communist successes in rural 
areas embolden them to extend their activities to Saigon and 
because non-communist temptation to engage in demonstrations or 
coup is partly motivated by sincere desire prevent communist 
take-over in Viet-Name 

"Essentially two sets of measures required to meet these two 
dangers. For Saigon danger essent ially political and psycho
logical measures required. For countryside danger security 
measures as well as political, psychological and economic 
measures needed. However both sets measures should be carried 
out simultaneously and to some extent individual steps will be 
aimed at both dangers." (Saigon 624 to SecState, Section 1 of 2, 
16 September 1960, p. 1, underlining added) 
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The Ambassador proposed to "have frank and friendly 
talk with Diem and explain our serious concern about present situation 
and his political position." 

" ••• I realize some measures I am recommending are 
drastic and would be most unpolitic for an Ambassador to make 
under normal circumstances. But conditions here are by no means 
normal. Diem government is in quite serious danger. Therefore, 
in my opinion prompt and even drastic action is called for. 
I am well aware that Diem has in past demonstrated astute judgment 
and has survived other serious crises. possibly his judgment 
will prove superior to ours this time, but I believe nevertheless 
we have no alternative but to give him our best judgment of what 
we believe is required to preserve his government. While Diem 
obviously resented my frank talks earlier this year and will 
probably resent even more suggestions outlined below, he has 
apparently acted on some of our earlier suggestions and might act 
on at least some of the following ' . • ." ( Ib id., p. 2) 

Limiting his recommendations to the political and economic sphere, 
since other messages had dealt with security recommendations, Durbrow 
suggested measures, including: 

" •.• Rumors about Mr. and Mrs. Nhu are creating growing 
dissension within country and seriously damage political posi
tion of Diem Government. Whether rumors true or false, 
politically important fact is that more and more people believe 
them to be true. Therefore~ becoming increasingly clear that 
in interest Diem Government some action should be taken. In 
analagous situati.ons in other countries as important, useful 
government personalities have had to be sacrificed for political 
reasons. I would suggest therefore that President might appoint 
Nhu to Ambassadorship abroad. 

" •.. Similarly Tran Kim Tuyen, Nhu's henchman and Head of 
Secret Intelligence Service, should be sent abroad in diplomatic 
capacity because of his growing identification in public mind 
with alleged secret police methods of repression and control." 
( Ib id., p. 3 ) 

.11 • • • • One or two cabinet ministers from oPPosltion should be 
appointed to demonstrate Diem's desire to establish Government 
of National Union in fight against VC. 

" • • • Make public announcement of disbandment of Can Lao 
Party or at least its surfacing, with names and positions of all 
members made knmm publicly. Purpose this step would be to 
eliminate atmosphere of fear and suspicion and reduce public 
belief in favoritism and corruption, all of which party's semi
covert status has given rise to. 
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" • • • Permit National AssembJy wider legislative 
initiative and area of genuine debate and bestow on it authority 
to conduct) with appropriate publicity) public investigati9ns 
of any department of government with right to question any 
official except President himself. This step would have three
fold purpose: (A) Find some mechanism for dispelling through 
public investigation constantly generated rumors about government 
and its personalities; (B) Provide people with avenue recourse 
against arbitrary actions by some government officials; (C) Assuage 
some of intellectual opposition to government. 

" • • • Require all government officials to declare publicly 
their property and financial holdings and give National Assembly 
authority to make public investigation of these declara~ions in 
effort dispel rumors of corruption." 

" • • • Adopt following measures for immediate enhancement 
of peasant support of government: (A) Establish mechanism for 
increasing price peasant will receive for paddy crop beginning 
to come on market in December) either by direct subsidization 
or establishment state purchasing mechanism; (B) Institute modest 
payment for all corvee labor; (C) ' Subsidize agroville families 
along same lines as land resettlement families until former on 
feet economically; (D) Increase compensation paid to youth corps. 
If Diem asks how these measures are to be financed I shall suggest 
through increased taxes or increased deficit financing) and shall 
note that under certain circumstances reasonable deficit financing 
becomes a politically necessary measure for governments. I should 
add that using revenues for these fundamental and worthy purposes 
would be more effective than spending larger and larger sums on 
security forces) which) while they are essential and some additional 
funds for existing security forces may be required) are not com
plete answer to current problems. II (Saigon 624 to SecState) 
Section 2 of 2) 16 September 1960) pp. 1-2) underlining added) 

Finally) in requesting State Department approval for an approach to 
Diem along these lines) Durbrow concluded with a recommendation on the 
nature of the political objectives the U.S. should set with respect 
to the GVN: 

"We believe U. S. should at this time support Diem as best 
available Vietnamese leader) but should recognize that over-
riding U.S. objective is strongly anti-communist Vietnamese 
government which can command loyal and e'J.thusiastic support of 
widest possible segments of Vietnamese people) and is able to 
carry on effective fight against communist guerrillas. If Diem's 
position in country continues deteriorate as result failure adopt 
proper political) psychological) economic and security measures) it 
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may become necessary for U.S. government to begin consideration 
alternative courses of action and leaders in order achieve our 
objective. rt (Ibid., p. 3, underlining added) . 

In its reply (Deptel 581 to Saigon, 7 Oct 60), the state 
Department concurred on the necessity of an approach to Diem on moves 
to increase his popular support. Among other comments, it was suggested 
that Durbrow state that after thorough study it was his " • . • care
fully considered view GVN will face increasingly difficult internal 
political situation unless dramatic moves made to reverse present 
deteriorating trends. Small or gradual moves not repeat not adequate." 
On the question of Nhu and Tuyen, "since this important demarche would 
be most unpalatable," careful handling was stressed. 

" • • • Agree main point should be that whether rumors true 
or false we are convinced that if they ignored, regime likely 
lose support it needs in struggle against Communists and that 
in all governments, such decisions have to be made • . • con
vinced decision regarding Nhu and Tuyen would remove major cause 
of resentment against regime. It would, we believe, increase 
support of Diem within the GVN and among the educated classes. 
Su port these groups is as necessary as support of peasants • . . " 
Deptel 5 1 to Saigon, 7 Oct 0, underlining added 

Among other suggestions, the Department proposed that 
Diem fix and announce a date on which villages would be asked to elect 
at least some of their own officials. In connection with Diem I s program 
of agrovilles, the Department raised problems that were to recur 
repeatedly in the context of the later program in strategic hamlets. 

"Suggest inform Diem we agree agroville program good way 
meet security problem but are concerned re execution. Urge he 
announce corvee labor on agrovilles and elsewhere be a id and 
agroville families receive some aid possibly rice during period 
readjustment (could be less than in High Plateau since Delta 
peasants still produce rice their own fields.) If he asks how 
such measures to be paid for, concur suggested reply re higher 
taxes and deficit financing. Devaluation should also be 
emphasized. Diem might announce heavier taxes on rich for 
benefit peasants and agroville program. You might inquire 
whether training program for Vietnamese administrators and 
technicians should be increased to provide personnel needed 
for agrovilles and other insecure areas . Also might inquire re 
status information teams assigned to explain to peasants why 
they should leave homes and tombs ancestors to go to agrovilles ." 
( Ib id . ) underlining added) 

(From these implied criticisms of the execution of the agroville con-
cept, it could be -- correctly inferred that many of the defects 
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in "implementation" later associated with the strategic hamlet program 
were already discernible in the administration of the agrovilles by 
the Diem regime.) 

One dissent by the Department from Durbrow's recommenda
tions was on the Can Lao: 

"As to surfacing or abolishing Can Lao suggest that to ask 
for this and removal Nhus and Tuyen simultaneously would be too 
much • • • If considered necessary} question could be raised 
later. " (Ibid. ) 

On 14 October} Ambassador Durbrow had his opportunity for 
frank discussion alone with Diem. He began by reading} in French} a 
14-page paper containing the suggestions agreed to by the Department. 

" • • • Before reading text I stated that · on October 13 I 
had been in Viet-Nam for three and one half years} had found 
my assignment edifying} interesting} and most worthwhile. 
I mentioned solid and worthwhile progress I had noted in country 
since 1957 and congratulated President on his many fine accom
plishments. I then stated that since I admired his courage 
and determination I personally desired to do all I could to 
help him} particularly in these trying times. I added I 
personally} and other friends of his here as well as those in 
Washington} have been giving much thought about how we might 
be helpful to him. Results of our thinking led to conclusion 
that we could be most helpfUl if we should make several sug
gestions which I could put to him in a frank manner as a friend. 
I then read the paper. 

" When I finished reading President stated that most 
of suggestions I had made conformed to his basic ideas} but added 
as much as he would like to put these into effect} stepped-up 
activities of the Viet Cong made it most difficult. He added 
that many people have been intL~idated by Viet Cong and some 
had been won over so that it would be difficlut to carry out 
some of steps regarding countryside. I replied while I realized 
difficulties I was firmly convinced after most careful considera
tion that it essential now to take many if not all of thesesug
gested steps on a calculated risk basis in order to creat the 
psychological shock which I believed essential at this time. 
President made no further comment except to tell me that he would 
consider the. suggestions I had given him. 

"I then again begged his indulgence and asked if I could 
bring up a most sensitive and delicate matter which I felt in 
his interest and in interest of Viet-Nam I sholud discuss very 
frankly. From notes in French which I read but did not leave 
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with him, (copy by pouch) I discussed growing criticism of his 
brother and Madam Nhu, as well as Dr. Tuyen and suggested that 
they should be assigned abroad. Diem did not interrupt me but 
assumed somewhat grim, and I detected, slightly hurt manner. 
His only comment was that these rumors about the Nhus were spread 
by communists. I replied that I was sure that communists were 
dOing all they could to spread such rumors but I repeated that 
the unfortunate part about it is that more and more people are 
believing these reports - Vietnamese loyal to him, those who 
might be considered in the opposition, foreign civilians and 
foreign diplomats to say nothing of the press. I repeated, as 
I had previously, thes e reports were seriously damaging prestige 
of his regime. 

"After discussing the Nhus, I again apologized, first of 
all for bringing up this personal and sensitive subject, as well 
as the other suggestions I had made. I again asked his indulgence 
and forgiveness for speaking so frankly and added I hoped he 
would understand that I was talking as a sincere friend." 
(Saigon 802 to SecState, 15 October 1960, corrected copy) 

The same day, September 16, 1960, as the Ambassador's 
recommendations for a political demarche to Diem, the JCS informed 
CINCPAC and the Chief of MAAG that they and the Deputy SecDef had 
approved a CINCPAC draft plan for counterinsurgency operations by the 
Government of South Vietnam. This had its origins in CINCPAC's staff 
study of April 26, 1960, subsequently endorsed by the JCS on June 6, 
1960, with the recommendations: 

"a. That appropriate U.S. Government Departments and 
agencies encourage the Vietnamese and Laotian Governments 
to adopt a national emergency organization to integrate civil 
and military resources under centralized direction for the 
conduct of counter-insurgency operations. 

"b. That these U.S. departments and agencies encourage 
the Vietnamese and Laotian Governments to develop coordinated 
national plans for the progressive reduction of Communist 
influence. 

"c. That these U.S. Government departments and agencies 
be authorized and directed to support the training for and 
conduct oi.' emergency operations. " 

"e. That the U.S. Government provide sufficient materiel 
and budgetary support to insure the successful accomplishment 
of these emergency campaigns . 
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"The JCS also recommended that the Secretary of Defense 
initiate the action to obtain such U.S. Government support of 
counter-insurgency operations in Laos and Vietnam." (CINe-PAC 
study and JCS memorandum 232-60, June 6, 1960, enclosed in letter, 
Rear Admiral E. J. O'Donnell, USN (Director, Far East Region, 
ISA, Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense), to J. Graham 
Parsons (Assistant Secretary of state for Far Eastern Affairs), 
September 16, 1960, secret (file 611.5lK)j cited in Department 
of State, Division of Historical Policy Research, Research 
Project No. 630, January 1965, Recent American Policy and 
Diplomacy Concerning Vietnam, 1960-1963, pp. 10-11) 

In a subse~uent memo for the Secretary of Defense (JCSM-
382-60, dated August 30, 1960) the JCS asserted that 

"'encouraging the Government of South Vietnam to adopt a 
national course of action designed to reduce the growing threat 
of Communist insurgent actions' was vital to the continued 
freedom of that country and an important action 'to preclude 
the necessity for implementing U.S. or SEATO war plans.'" 
(Cited in Department of State Research Project No. 630, January 
1965, "Recent American Policy • .' .," op. cit.) 

The draft plan fonvarded to MAAG stressed organizational 
matters, including the formation of a National Emergency Council and a 
Director of Operations to integrate civil and military efforts and 
formulate the Vietnamese Nation~l Counter-Insurgency Plan, with sub
councils at regional, provincial and village levels, but concluded 
with a concept of operations: 

"(1) Politico/Military Operations. In order to provide 
protection which the people re~uire, it is necessary to exercise 
more than an ordinary degree of control over the population. 
Among the more important operations re~uired are those for 
exercising control in such manner as to isolate insUrgents and 
sympathizers from the support of the populace. Such techni~ues 
as registration and identification, food control, and control 
of movement, should be implemented as offering the best prospects 
for success. Control measures instituted should re~uire support 
by psychological warfare and information programs to gain and 
maintain popular confidence and support. 

"(2) Military Operations. An effective continuing defensive 
system shuuld remain in place, with a c~pability for reinforcing 
the permanent local security establishment since it is not 
sufficient temporarily to defeat or suppress insurgents or to 
establish control in one area and then move the counter
insurgency forces to a new area thus allowing insurgents to 
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re-establish themselves. The regular military establishment 
of South Vietnam has the capability to fight either guerrillas 
or external aggressors. Militia type home guards and civil 
guards should be trained and equipped. Accelerated efforts 
should be undertaken to develop the para-military and police 
forc es . For the duration of the emergency campaign, 
operational control of all security activities should be under 
centralized direction. Border and Coastal Patrol operations, 
being fundamental to the campaign to prevent insurgents 
receiving support from areas outside of South Vietnam, should be 
closely coordinated with Vietnamese ground, air, and naval 
operations in the counter-insurgency campaign. These opera
tions should also be coordinated with Cambodia and laos, as 
feasible. " (Defense 982994 to Cll'JCPAC, 162156z Sep 60) 

The State Department, accepting the recommendations of 
the Department of Defense, sent a State-Defense message instructing the 
Ambassador of the country team to develop an overall plan 

" • • • for encouraging and supporting GVN in national 
emergency effort defeat insurgents and bring about order 
and stability in that country. Such action determined necessary 
in order check disruptive influences which could cause dis
integration of the Government and the possible loss of South 
Viet-Nam to Commur..ist Bloc." (Deptel 658 to Arrillnbassy Saigon, 
19 Octob er 1960) 

Before making known such a plan to the GVN it would be reviewed in 
Washington and a U.S. position established . 

After these somewhat differing analyses of the problem 
had been recorded, an abortive coup by troops which had been regarded 
as among the most loyal in ARVN, the airborne brigade, appeared to 
validate concerns ( expressed by the State Department and the August 30 
SNIE) over non-communist dissatisfactions with the Diem regime. Yet 
Washington interpretations of the coup and its aftermath were that 
it confirmed not only the knbassador, but his critics within the DOD 
in their respective convictions . 

Ambassador Durbrow described certain measures of reform 
promised by Diem after the coup but commented: 

" It is hoped that these reforms are not just reforms 
on surface with little or no substance. Despite these Signs, 
there is basically quite serious under-current malaise and 
skepticism whether effective reforms will be taken soon enough. 
This uneasy feeling not confined to intellectuals or opposition 
groupsj but to sizeable number of others, i.e., cabinet 
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Ministers, other loyal officials, deputies and some military. 
Nhu and Thuan have indicated that Diem, who not particularfY 
interested fundamental political matters is resisting some 
suggested basic reforms." (From Saigon 1151, 4 December 1960) 

The Ambassador reiterated the emphasis in his September 
analysis both upon the threat from non-communist quarters and the 
measures necessary to reduce itj however, it was apparent that one 
effect of the coup had been to make one of the most important 
measures, the transfer of Nhu, politically infeasible at the time. 

"Just below surface there is much talk about another 
coup unless Diem relaxes some controls, puts in effective reforms, 
takes more effective action to fight VC and give protection to 
population. There is still strong under-c.urrent of resentment 
against entourage but because any action he took this score would 
be under pressure and indicate weakness, and particularly his 
resentment of press stories about entourage, coupled with fact 
Diem feels he needs Nhu as loyal adviser, prospects Diem will 
transfer Nhu to other vTork or abroad not in sight, at least 
for some time. Despite this mala'ise and feeling about entourage, 
most critics still respect Diem as only leader at moment but this 
feeling could easily change unless he takes fairly drastic 
action to meet criticism and basic desires most strata 
population. 

"We believe also that Unless Diem takes early effective 
action on political front, coup has increased chances for 
development neutralism and for anti-Americanism among those 
critical of GVN. Despite our close identification with Diem 
and his regime critics have not to date bracketed us with 
government in expressing their dissatisfaction. Many have told 
us however that only we can induce Diem adopt changes which 
will save his regime, thus indicating they look to us to help 
them . If, after failure of clearly anti-Communist coup 
attempt to bring about changes ,ve are not successful in inducing 
Diem to make peaceful changes, critics may well become frus
trated, turn against U.S., seek other means bring about change 
and might even move toward neutralist position in middle. If 
Viet Cong guerrilla successes in countryside continue at rate 
registered during past year, this will also increase frustra
tion of armed forces and population and could provide soil in 
which neu.L..ralism may grow." (Ibid., pp. 2-3) 

Since Diem was assuring the mission he was working on 
reforms, the Ambassador concluded " • • • we should not at moment 
press too hard," but it was still necessary to take appropriate 
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opportunities to urge Diem and others to adopt at least the most 
important suggestions of his demarche of October 14; moreover, the 
Ambassador now emphasized the necessity for leverage, as well as 
persuasion, in inducing him both to institute political reforms and 
to accept the basic principles of the MAAG Counter-Insurgency Plan: 

IISince it far from certain Diem will introduce sufficiently 
appealing and effective new programs and use his present security 
forces in most efficacious manner, we must find suitaole means 
to bring pressure on him. As I outlined in Embtel 1105 as well 
as in memorandum this subject (letter to Parsons Nov 8,) I am 
convinced, even if we eventually should agree, that we should 
not now accord his request for 20,000 additional force or concur 
in his unilateral action to raise force level (Chief MAAG 1537 
Dec 1 - copy JCS). To do so without his having relaxed controls, 
instituted effective reforms and having permitted efficient use 
present forces, would not save the day for Diem but might even 
induce him follow his instinct to rely primarily on use of 
force both to control population and fight VC. While I am not 
fully convinced need for extra 20,000 men, I would be willing 
to concur in such addition if careful study by all concerned 
concurred in this recommendation. (MAAG views on urgent need 
for 20,000 increase forwarded Parsons my l etter Nov 30th) 
therefore, suggested this matter be carefully studied Washington 
and if final recommendation is favorable it be kept secret as 
ace in the hole to grant Diem provided he has taken other 
necessary steps which are to me much more fundamental, and 
provided he needs extra force after taking more essent i al 
steps. If, for instance, at the beginning next year he has 
taken effective steps along lines suggested above and it is 
still considered he needs increased force level we could so 
inform him then. But in meantime, in view his threat to raise 
force l evel unilaterally, I should be instructed soonest to 
taut suitable opportunity to state while force level increase 
is under consideration Washington cannot now see its way clear 
to grant such increase when other more important steps are 
essential at present in fight against VC and to make further 
progress Viet-Nam. 

"In summary, situation in Viet-Nam is highly dangerous to 
US i nterests . Communists are engaged in large-scale guerrilla 
effort to take over countryside and oust Diem's Government. 
Their activities have steadily increased. in intensity throughout 
this year. In addition Diem is faced with widespread popular 
dissatisfaction with his government's inability t o stem the 
communist tide and its own heavy-handed methods of operation. 
It seems clear that if he is to remain in power he must meet 
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these two challenges by improvements in his methods of 
conducting war against communists and in vigorous action to 
build greater popular support. We should help and encour&ge 
him to take effective action. Should he not do so, we may well 
be forced) in not too distant future, to undertake difficult task 
of identifying and supporting alternate leadership." (Saigon 
1151 to SecState, 4 December 1960, Section 2 of 2) pp.2-3) 

At the same time that Durbrow turned to an emphasis on 
pressure, his dispatch contained strong hints that U.S. ability to 
influence Diem and his immediate entourage without pressure might 
have declined, as an immediate result of the abortive coup and the 
perceived relation of the U.S. to it. 

"Nhu and Diem still deeply rankled particularly by 
critical American press stories about autocratic regime and 
entourage, and Diem made the ridiculous statement to 
Ladejinsky November 30th that he believes some Americans may 
have backed coup because one of coup leaders, Colonel Dong, 
'told him so during negotiations.' This may represent rationaliza
tion blame others not selves • • " both Nhu and Diem now express
ing deep displeasure because Americans equated Diem regime with 
rebels because both anti-Communists and therefore we urged both 
sides negotiate. While under circumstances their attitude 
understandable) we have made point clear to them that we did all 
in our power to prevent that he should be given active role in any 
government established • . ..." (Ibid., Section 1 of 2, p. 2) 

At best) a state of affairs in which Diem believed we 
had been sympathetic to a rebellion against him could only be ominous 
for our relationship with him, and Durbrow implicitly acknowledged 
this in recommending a conciliatory gesture of reassurance, of a type 
that was to characterize our relations with the Diem regime in subse
quent years: 

"Since Diem believes we do not understand seriousness of 
VC threat and he suspects we may have encouraged rebels, we 
should make arrangements immediately to ship six H-34 helicop
ters which are not only most urgently needed fight VC effectively 
but would reassure Diem we trying give effective help." ( Ibid., 
Section 2 of 2) p. 2) --

In the eyes of those who regarded Diem as the indispensable 
kingpin of effective anti-communist policy hi Vietnam, and thus a mutual 
feeling of confidence and trust between Diem and the U.S. of paramount 
importance) such a gesture seemed pitifully inadequate -- and, indeed, 
Durbrow's continuing presence as Ambassador possibly counter-productive 
-- in the situation prevailing after the attempted coup. For example) 
another Lansdale memorandum: 
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MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

From: BrigGen Lansdale, OSOIOSD . 

. 'Subj: Vietnam ' 

~AN l (' 19$[1 

; As desired by you, I visited Vietnam 2 -14 January 1961. Afte r 
twelve days of intensive looking and listenir.g over some old familiar 

.. ground, . Ihav-e corne to the foHowing pe rsonaJ convicti'ons: 

1961 promises to be a fatefuJ. year for Vietnam. 

b. The Communist Viet Cong hope to win back Viett}am south 
of the 17th Parallel this y~arJ if at an possible, and are much. further 
along towards accomplishing this objective than I had realized from 
reading the repo:-ts received in Washington . 

C. The free VietnamesE',' and thei:- government, probac'ly '''''' ill 
be able' to do no T!"lc're than postpone eventual defeat - - unless they 
finel a Vietnamese way of mobilizing their total resour~es and th~n . 
utiJizhlg them with spi rit. 

d. The U. S. team in Vie.tnam will be unab:ie to help the Viet
namese with ~e aJ. effectiveness, 1J.nless the U. S. system of their 
operation is changed sufficiently to f::-ee these Americans to do the 
job that needs doing, and unless they do it v/ith sensitive understanding 
and 'Nisdom, 

c. 1£ Free Vlc-t.nam is won by the Communists, the ;-emainde r 
of SC1.1theast Asia. win be easy .pickings for our enemy, because ·the 
toughest local force on QU!" side wi]] be aone, A Communist victory 

. . .. 0 

also would be a m -ijor blow to U. S. prestige and infJuence, not only 
in Asia but th::,oughout th,:; 'l.vo!"ld, since the "world believes that Vietnam 

"has remainecl' free onJy t.hrough U. S. 1~e]p. Such a victory. wouLd teE 
leaders of ot:lier governments that i.t doesn~t pay to be a friend of the 
u. S., and would be an even mo;e rnarked Ie s son than Laos, 

f. Vietnam can be kept hee, but it will require a changed 
U. S. attitude .. plenty of hard work and patience, and a new spirit by . 
the Vietnamese, The Viet Cono have been pushin0 too hard militari1y o 0 

to get the ir roots dovm firmly and can be defeated by an inspired and 
"deterrnined effort . " " ,_, ,, 

. ,,-"--... . 7".r .. ·_:··,-·····r " ... ·· .. -"'~: .. • . r . . __ .;. . . . .. . .... ~~ • . - . .. . -;; 
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g • .. Ngo Dinh Diem is still the only Vietnamese with executive 
ability and the required determination to be an effective President. I 
believe there will be another attempt to :get ·rid of him soon, unless the 
U. S. makes it clear that we are backing him as the elected top man. 
Ji the 11 November coup had been successful. I believe that a ni..lmber 
of highly · selfish and mediocre people WOl.lld be squabbling among them
selves for power while the Communists took over. The Communists 
will be more alert to exploit the next coup att.empt. At present, most 
Vietnamese oppositionists believe that the U. S. would look favorably: 
upon a successful coup. 

h. Vietnam has progressed faster in material things than it has 
spiritually. The people have more possessions but are starting to lose 
the will to protect their liberty. There is a big.1esson here to be learned 

. about t~e D. S. aid pl'ogram which needs some most serious study. 

Re·columendations 

Before I left Saigon, I discussed my impressions with Ambassador 
Durbrow wl:.o was most g:racious towards me during the visit. Included 
in these impressions \vas my feeling that many of the Amel'icans in 
Saigon perhaps subconciously believed in defeat, probably had spent too 

0./ much time and energy on the political situation in Saigon instead of on 

..... -..: ~ . ' -

. the very real Viet Cong menace, and were in need of some bolstering 
up by the Chief of Mission. In this feeling of defeat, I V-iO uld have to 
except the Chief of MAAG and the local CIA Chief who believe . we can 
win. Ambassador Durbrow told me of the lucmo he. had issued to all 
Americans in Sa igon after the 11 November coup attempt. I said this 
was a good move, bu: luuch more than writing a paper was fle eded. 

He asked me \vhat sugge stbns I had. I said that I didn't have 
much immediately and would have to do a lot of thinking about it. The 
situation in Vietnam is not black and white. but a most complex one in 
all shade s of gray. Many Americans and Vietname se expected me to 
corne up with some sort of a miracle, to turn Ngo Dinh Diem into an 
Americanized modern \'ersion of the ancient Vietnamese leader Le Loi. 
However, tl:.e task requires more than a gimmick or some simple 
answer. It will take a lot of hard work and follow-through. In 12 
days, all I could do was learn as much as I could and to "plant a seed 
or two" with Ngo Dinh Diem and other Vietname se leaders who know 
that I speak out of deep affection for the free Vietnamese. 
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Since leaving Vietnam, I have spent many hours thinking about the 
situation there. I am far from having a complete proposal to solve the 
situation. However, I do have some re~ommendations nOw for steps 
which should be taken to start remedying the downhill and dang~rous 
trend in Vietnam. They are: 

. a. The U. S. should recognize that Vietnam is in a critical con
dition and should treat it as a combat area of the cold war, as an area 
requiring erne rgency treatment. 

b. When there is an emergency, the wise thing to do is to pick 
the best people you have, people who are experienced in dealing with 
this precise type of emergency, and send them to the spot \;rith orders 
to remedy the situation. When yout get the people in position and free 
them to work, you should then back them up in every practice.1 way you 
can. The real decisions will be made in little daily actions in Vietnam, 
not in Wa.shington. That's why the best are needed on the spot. 

c. O,ur U. S. team in Vietnam should have a hard core of experi
enced Americans who know and really like Asia and the Asians, dedicated 
peopJ.e who are willing to risk their lives for the ideals of freedom, and 
who will try to influence and guide the Vietnamese towards U. S. policy 

~. objective s with the ,(larm friendships and affection which our close 
alliance de serves. We should break the ru~es of personnel assignment, 
if necessary, to get such U. S. military and civilians to Vietnam. 

d. Un.der emergency conditions, our aid to Vietnam should be 
treated as contingency busine s s and be given expedited priority handling 
until we can afford to take a breath,ing spell. 

e. Ambassador Durbrow should be transferred in the immediate 
future. He has been in the "fore st of ticrers" which is Vietnam for . . 0 

nea·rly four years now and. I doubt that he himself realize s how tired he 
has become or how close he is to individual tree s in this big woods . 

.J Correctly or not, the :::ccognized government of Vietnam does not look 
upon him as a friend, believing that he sympathized strongly with the 
coup· Jeade;s of 11 November. · . 

f. The nev! Ambassador should arrive as many weeks as possible 
before the APl'il elee tions, for which the Communists are riow actively 
preparing with their "political struggle" tactics almost unhindered. The 
ne\v Am:-;·a·ssador should be a person with marked leadership talents who 
can make the Country Team function harmoniously and spiritually, who 

:-
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can influence Asians through understanding them sympathetically, and 
who is alert to the power of the Mao Tse Tung tactic;:s now being em
ployed to capture Vietnam and vrho is dedicated to feasible and practical' 
democratic means to defeat these Communist tactics. 

g. Serious consideration should. be given to replacing USOM 
Chief Gardiner. A number of Vietnamese pointedly answered my ques
tions about Gardiner by talking about his deputy, Coster, while admitting 
that "Gardiner seems to be a nice man who has fa1len asleep in our 

climate. " 

h. U. S. military men in Vietnam should be freed to work in the 
combat areas. Our MAAG has a far greater potential than is now be irg 
utilized. U. S. military men are hardly in a position to be listened to 
when they are snug in rear areas and give advice to Vietname se office rs 
who have attended the same U. S. miiitary schools and who are Iiow in 
a combat in which few Americans are experienced. :MAAG personnel 
[rorr! G~neral McGarr on dov,'Tl expressed desire to get more into real · 
field work; let's give them what they want as far as U. S. permission 
is concerned and let them earn their way into positions of greater 
influence with the Vietnamese military in tr~e field. 

i. A mature American, with much the same qualifications as 
those given above for the selection of the next Ambassador, should be 
assigned to Vietnam for political operations which will start creating I a Vietnamese-style foundation fo.r more democratic government with

flout weakening the strong leadership required to bring about the defeat of 
i the Communists. This must not be a "clever" type who is out to gain a 

reputation as a t'manipul~ator" or a word- smith who is more concerned 
about the way his reports will look in Washington than in implementing 

U. S. policy in Vietnam. 

j. We must support Ngo Dinh Diem until another strong execu- . 
I tive can repiace him legally. President Diem feels that Arre ricans 
I i haye attacked him almost as viciously as the Communists, and he has 
~ withdrawn into a shell for self-protection. We have to show him by 
. deeds,. not words alone, that we al'e his friend. This will make our 

'influence e£'£e ctive again. 

, K. We must do much, much more constructive work with the 
\ oppositionists. I suspect that the U. S. has taught them to be carping 
'. critic s and disloyal citizens by our er_couragement of the se traits . 

. \ They need to put together a constructive program which can save, 
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. \ Vietnam from, the Comm1.mists by building something worth a man's 
'j llife to preserve. If it's a good program, we should encourage one 

i strong' political opposition to emerge, ' \~ithout endan~ering the national. 
i security. Here is whe re out political skill needs to be used. This 
, political work is needed asa n1atter of grave urgency. Unless a con

' ,structive outleLis fo\.md quickly, the opposition in Saigon is going to 
. explode in violence again and the Viet Congare wide awake to exploit 

it thi 5 time. 

The Communist Threat. 

It was a shock to me to look over maps of the estimated situation 
with U. S. and Vie1..name se intelligence personnel, as we1l as. with 
president Diem who held similar grim views. The Communist Viet ' 
Cong now dominate much of the 1st and 5th Military Regions, as well 
as being active in spots in other reCfions, according to these estimates. 

, 0 

The probable strength of the Communist armed forces in South Vietnam 
was given to me in various guesses from 3,000 to 15 / 000. My guess is 
that the strength is now closer to the latter figure and that only Hanoi 
knows accurately. 

This stren.gth estimate by itself isn't what shocked me. The 
shocking part was to realize that the thousands of disciplined and trained 
Communist graduates of "proletarian military science" had been able 
to infiltrate the most productive litrea of ,South Vietnam and to gain con
trol of nearly all of it except for narrow corridors protected by military 

• actions ar.,d for a few highly-localized spots where loyal paramilitary . 
forces (Civil Guards and Self-Defnese Corps) have undertaken inspired 
counter-guerrilla actions or where villagers w~)!'kclosely with the 
military. 

The Viet Gong ha';e the i~itiative and most of the control o'ver 
the region from the jungledfoothills of the High Plateau north of Saigon 
all the way south dovm to the Gulf of Siam, excluding the big city area 
ofSaigon-Cholon. This is Vietnam's ,rtbread-basket" where most bf 

:'its ' riceancl rubber are gro'\vn. 

UnlL~e the Philippines or Malaya, the Communists cannot be 
cordoned off at the country's borders and then dealt with as an internal 
securitypro'!Jlem alone. The borde rs of Vietnam are long and include 
some of the most difficult terrain in the world to patro1. It is appa'rent 
that many of tne Viet Cong infiltrate from Cambodia, particularly from 
Svayrieng Province. Also, southeastern Laos has a reported Cor;:P}\ :1.ist· .. '\. "10 _ 
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build-up, with RLG forces comrnitted else"\vhere, and increasing 
infiltra tion · into Vietnam is reported. 

. ;, 

There is an intense psychological atta ck being waged against 
Free Vietnam by the CommWlists. This not only includes an almost 
constant barrage from powerful Radio Hanoi, vihich is reportedly 
rc1a)~ed from Cambodia and is received as a loud 2.nd clear signal 
in South Vietnam, but also a heavy campaign by on-the-spoi a.gitprop 
agents. A part of the psychological a.ttack is directed against Ameri
cans, particularly against U. S. MAAG personnel, along the lines of 
the ChL.iese Commu..llist "hate America" campaign. I did not have 
H.e time or means to assess the effect of this psychological attack 
which has been going on for years . 

.. The big city area of Saigon-Cholon undoubtedly is a target of 
Communist operations, although I "vas able to find out little about 
either the CommWlist organization or its operations in this city area. 
ti. S. intellig-ence personnel believed that Vietnamese counter-intelli': 
gence organizations were so actively Tlhustlingll so . many suspe Cts 
tnat the, Commu..llists have been UYJ.able to institute much of an organi
zation. President Diem :.clieved that the Communists were conc·entrating 
their ·y,·ork elsewhere, following the dictum: "first the mountains, then 
the c01.mtryside, and then th.e city. II The attitude of Vietnamese and 
U. S. officials rerninded me of the French and Vietname se officials in 
Hanoi in 1953-54, who were so surprised l~ter to discover that a 
comp:ete, hlock-by-block clandestine CommWlist apparatus existed 
there. Or, of Filipinos and Americans \vho believed the Huks were 
in central Luz.on in 1950 and were so surprised when a~ entire 
Comnrmist politb uro was ca.ptured in the city of Manila. I believe 

. that the people in Saigon-Cholon have been the target of considerable 
su~versive effort by the CommWlists and that it takes an in-place 
org.anization, to carry this out. 

Communist strength figures are difficult to determine due in 
part b the different categories of pc·rsonnel. I was able to get no 
e~~irnate o~ tbenumber of Communist political-psychological operators, 

.?lthough tte DRV reporte dly hav.e trained many for work in the south. 
Abo. the CommWlist milita ry personnel include regulars who have 
infiltrated from the north, plus territorial forces and guerrillas who 

. apparently are recruited locally. Colonel Tranh Thien Khiem, who 
commands the 5th Milita ry Reg ion, broke his estima te of some 7,000 
Viet Congmi!.it2. ry in his region into 3,320 reg1J.lars, I, 170 territorials, 
and 2,590 gue rrillas. When the Vietminh trcops were transferred to 

: the norL~ in 1954-:S5 tln der the Gene va Agreeme:· . ~? ny loft l'::\.J.""' ·iJi.e c; • 
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behind in the south, along with stay-behilld organizations and arm,s , 
caches, Although the pacification campaigns' of 1955-56 cleaned up 
what the Communists had left behind to ,some extent, there , ... ere remnant's 
r.emaining which the Viet Cong have since exploited and augmented 

,greatly over the past 5 years, 

'p.i·es·i~ent NgoDinh Diem ' 

President Diem and I are friends', Also, he is a man who put 
other Vietnamese friends of mine in jail or exiled them. , It is hardly 

' a blind friendship, 

. Prior to my departure from Washington, Jeff Parsons asked if 
I wouJ.d please size-up President Diem carefully to see if he had changed 
much from \vhen I had worked with him so closely in ' 1954-56. In our ' 
first meeting, he was a bit cautious with me, I suspected that he ' was 
wait5.ng £01' me to drop Vrashlngton's other shoe as a follow-up to the 
Aml~assador 's dem2.nds that he reform his ways', So, I reminisced on ' 
what we had been through together in the past and he joined in, adding 
the story of the 11 November coup as he_~aY-.'Jt. Our meetings: from 
then on became mOTe like the old d;:-y~-'-- with plenty of give and take. . . 
but only after I convinced him that I still had affection for the Viet
namese people and was trying to understand their problems before 
sounding off. 

He seeniS to have a better grasp of economic matters than formerly. 
Also, I believe he sincerely wants to pass some of his daily burden of 
work to others, He said that he had found this extremely hard to do, 
since too many others were soft in carrying out responsibilities or else 
were too vain to knllckle-dovi'n to hard work. This has forced him to 
over-burden Nguyen Dinh Thuan, Secretary of State for the Presidency, 
who doesnft hesit'ite to make tough decisions when needed, who ha.s had 
to act as hatchet-man when other s were too soft to get rid of incompe - , 
tents, and \'rho has ;:,een loyal to his hoss (a~though he speaks right up 
for his ovm vie\vs), Vice President Tho is so soft-hearted that he 

!,rea!ly n,ever takes corre~tive action c?~gainst wrong doers. Vu Van Thai 
: is a "blackmai:er" by threatening to resign aft~rcon~inci~g the Americans ' 
~that he is the most ~)1'illiant Vietnamese in economic matters, although 
' he is a poor executive whose work is in bad shape; , if Diem accepted 
Thai' 5 resignation, the Ame ricans \yould feel tha.t the Vietname se Gov-
ernment was going to hell. (Unfortunately, there's some truth in these 

. feelings of Diem '5 about Tho and Thai), 

. -.,. 
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I believe President Diem is more screened in by his "palace 
guaTd" than he :realizes - - but then m1..Lch the same could be EFiid of 
other leadeI·s elsewhere. I noted that he still. h3..5 a personal infoTmant 

.r.et Ctnd I managed to talk to some of them privately. The largest influence, 
but n\")t the only one, is wielded by his brother Ngo Dinh Nhu. However, 
I found President Diem unusually well inforlned on the situation in Vietnam, 
in~luding the bad aspects - - better info:rmed than any other Vietnamese 
amo.:g the many with whom I talked. -; 

·. In reflecting on Our conversat:!.ons, I ha~ie concluded that most folks 
. who t3.1k to him have little e:n:pathy for, or sensitve understanding of, 
hitn. Tl~ey fan to realize that Dielu is humcm and doesn't li.."ke the idea 
of people trying to kill him out of b.atredj the coup attempt of 11 November 
opened at 3 a. m. 1:,y lm:rsts of heavy raachine gun fire hto his bedroom 
in an o~nr1ous b:y at liquidating him in his bed. On top of this, he has 
nog had .nearly 7 years of vencrn01J.S attack by the CommUJ.-lists who know 
that he is a major ohstacle vr}dch must l.e de stroyed before they can win. 
Thi3 is a daily psychc'}ogi.cal attack on hi:-n in his own CO:tLTltry, in his 
cv-."n la.!1gu3..ge, and listened to by his Own people. The only way he 
cOlt!.d shut this off today v/ou1..d be to give up what he, and we, believe in. 
0:1 top of this, r:e t '.c.s criticism hC2.ped on him t.y mar..y who are simply 
bebg dest::,uc:ive, r..e has adm~l"jsf::4ators who are disloyal or wr:ose 
var::ty is exp :~ .. essed in talking 2 (,etter jo;; of vlork than in doing it. And 
t~len, to C3..p tr.e c:ritic!srns, he feel·s t}-"2~t mp.ilY Americans have con
t~;npt for him - -. that the U. S. ·which sO"lld be Vietnam's staun.::hest 
fdf:'nd is somehow takin.g the ;same psych'~logical line with him. as do 
t~e Comlnl~ists, tha.t sornehovy' our no"!:'ly-expressed policies get carried 
ct:.t \dth much pettines3 in actual practi<;e .. 

If the l'.(':~~t America.n offida.l to talk to President Diem would have 
tr.(; good sense to see 1im as a human being who has been throug!l a lot 

.. cf hell for yeal' s -- and not as an oppcmcnt to be beaten to his knees -
v:e 'NOltld start regaining our influer..ce v·lith him in a healthy way. What
C'/er else we H!igc.t thir.k of~tm, he has been unselfish in devoting his 
Ii!>; to his co:,'.r.try and has Iittle in pe::-aonal belongings to show for it. 
I[ we dor~:t like tLe heavy infl-\lcr..ce 0f E:::·other Nhu, then let's mo;re 

S~mecne of ours in clone. This .SOI::!eone, however, must be a:,le to 
hok at pl'o:,lems y,rith understandin6 • s ·.lggest better solutions than 
d?(; 3 Nhu, earn a position of influence, 

'The next-time \ve become "holier than thou", we might find it 
S', :'~r ing to reflect on the DRV. Do the Soviets and the Chine se Com
rnunists give Ho Chi Jylinh a sirnila!' hard time, or do theyaid and 
-1 ~'f; t hirn? . . . . . . '_' .. 
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U. S. Political Efforts 

The United States has been the~ain f~reign political mentor fo~ 
" Free Vietnam since it becaIne an independent nation. Of course other 
natiol1.shave had their influence. But ~'/e Vv'ere the ones who have epoken 

'. with authority, \vho have held the purs.c-sh·ings, who triained and advised 
. the govermnent personnel, and to whom most VietnaInese in political 
life have looked for guidance. It is only human to want to find someone 
else to blaIne for what has gone wrong. But. we won't be able to start .. 
doing effective political' work until we admit that our own action~ carry 
responsibilities with theIn. There are plenty of Aaron Burr's, a few 
Alexander Hamilton's and practically no George 'Washington's, TOIn 
Jefferson! s or TOIn Paine's in Saigon today. .. largely as a result 

. of our U. S. political influence. This certainly is not the U. S. policy 
we had hoped to implement. 

Ambassad'or Durbrow seemed genuinely surprised when I told 
-him that the Can Lao Party in Vietnam was originally promoted by 
" the U.S. State Department and was larg,ely the brain-child of a highly
' respected, senior U. S. Foreign Service professional. Several weeks 
; after this action was unde rtaken originally, I learned of it and warned 
: that the benefits were extremely short-term and that great lasting ' 
:" harm could result by a favored party forcing older parties to go under-

.; ground. However, the decision had been made, the Can L a o party had 
been started, and we had to sta;t worki~g from that reality. We cannot 
go back to living in the past and Inust keep moving ahe a d, but that 
doe sn 't mean that we have to pay forever for our mistake s. 

However, the real point is that we don't seem to have very long 
memories or enough solid feeling of responsibility for out acts, Many 
U. S. Foreign Service official,;; leap into attacks on the Can Lao. Party. 
I agree with their reasons. Any thinking Ame rican would. But I sure 
would feel better about it if they could ~nly remember the consequences 
of their own actions for a few short years - and learn from that memory. 

"I I canno~ tl'ulr s.y lXlpa'thiz e with Arne ricans who help , promote a fasCistic 
" state and then get angry when it doe sn 't act like a d~mocracy. 

So, what should we do about it? I have a concrete recommenda
tion. Vle need an America n in Saiaon who can work with real skill, co 

with great sensitivity to Vietnamese feelings, and with a fine sense of 
"the dangerous limits of Vietna mese national security in !l time of . 
emergency. "This unusual American should be given the task of cre a ting 
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. f an opposition party· ""hich would coalesce the majority of the opposition .J 
; into one organization, of helping this new party adopt a platform which 
! contains sound ideas for buildina nationEl.1 entitie s which the Vietname se 

(;> . 

people would find worth defending against the Communists, and of . 
, strongly influencinz it to play the role of loyal opposition while President 

Diem is· in power and the nation is in such great danger. 

This' work with the opposition is" a matter of grave urgency. 
Unless the energies of the malcontents, the frustrated, the patriots on 

. the outs are quickly channeled into constructive politicalwol'ks, they 
are going· to explode into destructive political work. This opposition 
situation in Saigon-Cholon is at the bursting point, and there is no 
safety valve. When it next blows, and if Diem cannot cope with it, 
the Siagon political s·cene has all the makings of turning into anarchy. 
It can happen, and soon. 

I saw a number of opposition people, officials of various parties, 
melubers of the National Assembly, and disgruntled members of 
Presid.ent Diem's administration. They eagerly told me how they Vfere 
criticizing Diem's actions more and more openly. I asked them what 
their own program was, other than to seize power for. themselves or 
to have me pat them on the head for beiner critics. Few of them had . t> 

any sensible ideas. I told them they'd better get busy scratching for 
a better program themselves or else I could only assume that they 
were being disloyal or treasonous in a time of great national danger. 
I trust that other Americans talking to these oppositionist s will do the 
same or \ve wlll be inviting disaster by listening to this and keeping 
mum when we should be workina like beavers to turn it into construc-o . 

tive channels. 

. . If we .can get most of the oppositionists meeting with each other 
to try to put together a platform they can all agree on, and can pro
tect such work so that it can be done fa:;rly openly, we will have an 
extremely useful political action in motion. It will absorb months 

I a£:. p.olitical energies which other·wise will go towards the solution of 
farmed overthrow. A major opposition party. once it starts becoming 
j a reality. will tend to make the several governmental groupings such 
! as the Can Lao. MNR, and Nhu's labor organizations start coalescing 
f into one stronger group. In this way, we can help promote a two-party 
: sy-stem which can afford to be surfaced, end much of the present 
J clande stine political structure s, and give sound encouragement to 
J the development of new political leaders. There are many fine younger 
''':l.atri -.ts \vho need this s·')rt of a healthy political atmosphe re to develop 
,. ,: ,. ~ -._ .. - ·t" · . , . ' '\ . , . • .. ~ 
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Her~ ~re some 2.dditional thoughts: 

a ... Pre nident Diem said that Hit hacln't been for the dedicated 
anti-corr>.mtinism of about a million Ca·tholi~s, Vietnam could never 
have kept going thiD long. Yet his brother, Archbichop. Thuc, told 
me thid the refugees from the north (inc1udinz many C2-.tholics) had 
been settled into such remtmerative newlives in the south that they 
had ~onesoft, nOlonzer wanted to fight, ·and criticized the govern
ment for wanting to continue the Vlar. .Also, the Sai30n~Cholon Cl.rea is 
seetJling \vith political discontent Ylhile the people are far better off 
in mate rial pODE'e soions than eve l' before. The shops are full of gooda 
for Tet and the people are buying heavily. Somehow, the U. S. hag 
filled their belne s but has neglected theirspil'it . . 

b. Many of the Vietnamese in the cotmtryside who wep.·e right 
up against the Viet Cong terror were ~ull of patriotic spirit. ThooSc 
who seemed to be in the hardest circumstances, fighting barefoot 
and with makeshift weapons, had the highest morale. They stH.I can 
lick the Viet Cong with a little help. There's a lesson here on OUT . 

. giving aid. Maybe we should learn that OUT funds cannot buy friends 
or a patriotic spirit by mere materiallstic giving. Perhaps we should 
help those who help themselves; and not have a 10', of strings on that 
help. 

C. The Viet Cong c roweled a lot of action into the year 1960. 
They infiltrated th01.jsands of armed forces into South Vietn2.m~ 
recruited local levies of military territorials and guerrillas, and 
l!nce rtool: large scale guerrilla and terroristic ope rations. In so 

~ . doir.g. they neglected doing soUnd political work at the gras s roots 
level and broke one of Mao Tse Tuna's cardinal rules. Many people 
. h C> 
In t . e south now uncle r their thumb are uJ1happy about it, but too 
ter:-ined to <l:ct against these new rulers. The Viet Cong apparently 
M-':C been working hard recently to rectify this error, and now have 
politic.:>..1 cadres in the field. Vfe still have a chance of beating them 
if wcca!1 give the people some fighting chance of gaining security 
and some political basis of action. Since both of these actions will 
ha.vc to be carried out by Vietnamese forces in their Defense es·tab-
li shrr.e:J. t, it is worthwhile · to make U. S. help to the Vietname se in 
th~ C~!1tt!8t(;d provinces along these sorely needed lines a priority 
m15S1on of the U. S. military in Vietnam. The political act.ions should 

._?-}""~ }~C_~~ple~e_J1.ting of Vietname se governmental policy l''T Vj0~n., :LlE:.se 
. • • __ f ,. .' 
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force commanders, aided by Vietnamese psychological warfare units. 
If the U. S. milita ry doe sn't ride he rd 'on this, it is apt to be neglected 
and is too vital to keeping VietnamJree to be made a secondary work: 

d . . .I am passing a copy of this to Aq.miral Felt at CINCPAC. , 
Suggest that copies be passed also to selected persons In DefenDe, 
State, and CIA. 

.. \--_ .. -. . 
':, < ':.'-'- •• -~ ... . ~ 

~ G,7 ~ Er-ctJ;]JJ...,si.-
Edward G. LANSDALE 
Brigadier General, U.S.A.F. 
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General Lansdale seems on sound groillld in arguing that 
continued nagging, let alone stronger pressures, to win Diem's 
acceptance of political changes he did not want and which he regarded 
as specific threats to his regime, could only subtract from Diem's 
confidence in the U.S. This in turn imperiled hopes of winning his 
cooperation on military measures believed crucial to security. 
Nevertheless, the State Department endorsed the Ambassador's notions 
for continued representations to Diem on the urgency of political 
reforms, and instructed him to follow up his 14 October demarche on 
the liberalization of his regime. In his approach to Diem, the 
Department suggested the Ambassador follow the line: 

" Would prefer, for moment, put aside questions internal 
reforms GVN calculated primarily increase its efficiency (SUCh 
as Internal Security Council) and focus on liberalization since 
any announcements GVN makes this subject will be .matter great 
public interest • • ." (Underlining added) 

" • • • It Embassy's observation events November 11 and 12, 
whatever their cause, have led to increased atmosphere illleasiness 
and some doubt projected reforms ~ill be adequate (Embtel 1151). 
This adds emphasis to basic premise against which, we believe, 
program of liberalization should be tested: it should be 
genuine, if limited, liberalization on several fronts to be 
annoilllced simultaneously • • • if liberalization not clear 
cut and genuine and not made on several fronts, public will 
feel deceived and GVN will"lose rather than gain popular 
support • "(Deptel 898 to AmEmbassy Saigon, 15 December 
1960, pp. 1-2) 

The Department picked out several "liberalization" 
measures from the 14 October demarche, including the right of the 
National Assembly to investigate the GVNj greater freedom for domestic 
pressj better relations with the foreign pressj and several rural 
measures. 

Durbrow reported on the resulting conversation with Diem: 

" • • • While Diem was pleasant during hour and three
quarters of discussions, he was basically negative. Diem did 
not reply to my remarks immediately but insisted essential have 
additional 20,000 troops since would do no good to try to put 
in reforms, build factories, roads and bridges, etc., unless 
these thillgS and people could be protected. He referred several 
times to the need for 20,000 men stressing need because of 
deteriorating Lao situation. I then remarked we had just learned 
that he had increased' force level of civil guard to 64,000 and 
asked if this increase would not fill security force needs. 
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Diem replied civil guard not trained so needs bring back 
20,000 reservists. He asked that I urge Dept to give 
favorable consideration force level request and I reiteraned 
matter under careful study in Washington "(Saigon 1216 
to SecState, December 24) 1960) pp. 1-2) 

When the Ambassador told Diem of approval to give him 
eleven H-34 helicopters as soon as possible) "he made no comment." 
He rejected notions that the Assembly might investigate executive 
departments (dismissing Durbrow's comment that we have the same 
system in America) and then commented on the Department's earlier 
recommendations with respect to the agroville program: 

" • • • Although I had not mentioned corvee labor this time) 
Diem stated this only way collect equivalent of taxes from 
peasants and that this system is in Vietnamese tradition) but 
peasants in Cochin-China under French had not been asked to 
contribute labor. Therefore they now resent corvee labor and of 
course would not think of paying any monetary taxes. He pointed 
out peasants in central Viet-Nam willingly contribute free labor 
instead of taxes. I remarked one reason for discontent in south 
is arbitrary action of officials and the failure to explain needs 
to peasants before forcing them to work. Diem insisted peasants 
had been told of needs but they just lazy." (Ibid.) p. 3) 

In view of Diem's expressed attitudes in this area) and the actual 
practice of his regime in implementing the agroville program) there 
was scarcely a basis for surprise when U.S.-urged provisions for pay
ing peasants for their labor on the strategic hamlets went generally 
unfulfj.lled. In any event) Durbrow' s report left little doubt that 
persuasion in pursuit of liberalizing reforms that Durbrow and State 
but not Diem) or) it would appear) MAAG or the DOD -- believed essential 
to counter the Viet Cong, had reached an impasse: 

"On few occasions he let me talk, I urged he adopt reforms 
soonest since it essential to win further support of the people 
if Viet Cong menace is to be overcome) but he gave me no 
indication of reforms he may adopt .. Before leaving I again 
expressed hope that he would accept our suggestion that he 
announce all liberalizing programs at one time in order to make 
best impact. Diem replied he would think about this but made no 
commitment. 

"CoID..ments. We have heard that Nhu) Thuan and others have 
been running into resistance when urging Diem to adopt worth
while reforms. I also received impression he very reluctant 
to adopt reforms and is still basically thinking in terms of 
force to save the day, hence his insistence several times that 
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we approve force level increase and his action ralslng civil 
guard ceiling by 10,000. While I still believe it absolutely 
essential he adopt more liberal programs, it is not certain from 
his attitude and remarks that he will take effective action in 
these matters, although I learned later he has agreed to engage 
the services of a public relations expert suggested by CAS to 
make a survey of GVN foreign public relations needs." (Ibid., 
pp. 3-4) 

4. The Counterinsurgency Plan (CIP) 

The expectations of the Department of Defense for the 
amelioration of Diem's security Situation, as well as those of State 
and the Embassy, were embodied in a Counterinsurgency Plan for 
Vietnam (CIP), prepared over the months April to December 1960, and 
forwarded to Washington for approval on 4 January 1961 (Saigon despatch 
276, date cited). The CIP represented a considerable evolution in the 
U.S. concepts of how to cope with Vietnam's internal security. During 
1959 and early 1960, Diem, recognizing the precariousness of his 
pOSition, had begun to experiment with the structure of his security 
forces, seeking to find a mix of police, paramilitary, and regular 
military forces capable of countering the Viet Congo The U.S. MAAG, 
Vietnam, though constantly handicapped by personnel ceilings imposed 
out of respect for the Geneva Accords, had labored to build a modern 
national army, capable of both delaying invading forces from North 
Vietnam and of coping with internal threatsj in the pre-1960 MAAG 
view, Diem was trifling with his army. * In early 1960 the US decided, 

* The MAAG "Country Statements" for the period 1956-1960 record a 
concentration on developing the staff and logistiC superstructure of 
ARVN, and on U.S. Army-type training programsj throughout, it is clear 
that the MAAG looked increaSingly to the Self Defense Corps, the 
Civil Guard, and the National Police to meet the "Viet Minh" internal 
threat in order to free ARVN for conventional combat training. See 
especially U.S. Military Assistance AdviSOry Group, Vietnam, "Country 
Statement on MDAP, Non-NATO COUl1tries," paragraphs I, 5, 6, and Section 
C, of the reports 15 January 1956, 20 July 1956, 21 January 1957, 
15 July 1957j also, same headquarters, "Narrative Study," dated 
24 August 1958, and "Narrative Statement,!! dated 25 November 1958 
with changes dated 10 May 1959, 9 August 1959, and 8 November 1959· 
Cf., Shaplen, Ope cit., 117-119, 137j Warner, Ope cit., 129-136j 
Scigliano, Ope cit., 162-167j Nighswonger, Ope cit., 43-48; David 
Halberstam, The Making of a Quagmire (New York: Random House, 1965), 
60-66. 
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Geneva and the ICC notwithstanding) to amalgamate the Temporary Equipment Re
covery Mission (TERM) with the MAAG; action was initiated to obtain ICC con
currence. Early in May the press learned of this plan) and a story was pub
lished that "the US is doubling its military training staff in South· Vietnam 
and stepping up the training of Vietnamese troops for guerrilla warfare 
against Communist terrorists:" The release stated that: 

"The decision reflects concern about the mounting strength and 
boldness of Communist bands which are raiding the villages and 
assassinating Vietnamese officials. However) US military and diplo
matic officials said the Communist campaign is not a 'crisis' and in 
itself) is not likely to become a major threat to the government of 
President Ngo Dinh Diem. Guerrilla warfare specialists will be in
cluded among the 350 additional military trainee officers and men 
sent to Vietnam." 

On 5 May 1960) the day this story was released) Senator Mansfield wrote , a 
letter to General Williams in Saigon quoting the press dispatch) and asking 
the General to explain: 

"I do not mind telling you that I was personally very impressed 
with that portion of your testimony which suggested to me that you 
were directing the military aid program in a fashion which was) 
wisely) aimed at working MAAG 'out of a job' and that you had about 
reached the point where the scaling down could begin. Therefore) it 
came as something of a surprise to me to learn ... that we intend to 
double the training staff of MAAG in Vietnam by adding to it 350 men. " 

General Williams' reply (MAAG Saigon) telegram to OSD/ISA) MAGCH-CH691) 
of 200711Z) May 1960) informed the Senator of the MAAG-TERM merger) but went 
on to say: 

"It is my personal opinion MAAG should and can work itself 
'out of job' with possible reduction approximately 15% in June 
1961 and approximately 20% reduction yearly thereafter. Depend-
. f " 2ng 0 course on readings taken at subsequent dates. 

General Williams' ideas) however) were not integrated into the CIP. He left 
Saigon prior to the completion of the plan) and in any event the mounting 
intensity of the internal war precluded any further consideration of "phased 
withdrawal" before 1962. 
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a. General McGarr Replaces General Williruns 

A study prepared at the U.S. ArmY Command and 
General Staff College, * dated 10 June 1960, noted that: 

. "From a loose conglomeration of combat battalions and 
various supporting units under French command in 1954, and 
under the aegis of, and with the impetus furnished by the U.S. 
MAAG, the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces have evolved into a 
balanced defense force. This force consists of 3 corps, with 
7 infantry divisions (tailored to meet the existing situation 
in Vietnam, rather than 'mirroring' U.S. or other divisions) 
and supporting arms and services, together with small but 
appropriate naval and air forces . • • These total forces 
have the mission of (1) maintaining internal security 
(eventually to become the primary mission of the civil guard 
and other civil security forces when these organizations 
reach a satisfactory state of organization, training and 
equipment, at which time the armed forces will become the 
'back-up' force), and (2) providing limited initial resistance 
to attack from Cormnu.nist North Vietnam • • • The President 
fjji e1!!.7 continues to organize military units outside the aegiS, . 
and contrary to the advice, of the U.S. MAAG. These non-U.S.
supported units are of questionable value and tend to drain the 
best people away from U.S.-supported units. Also, they may 
result in a requirement for U.S. support, not previously 
progrrunmed." 

The same study noted as a major deficiency the unwieldy high command 
of the RVNAF: 

"An example of complicated and duplicating channels of 
cormnand is where a divi.sion cormnander receives orders from 
both the corps commander (who should be his undisputed boss) 
and the region commander in whose region his division i9 
stationed. Another example is where the President, by means of 
his SCR-399 Radio Net (NCS in a radio van in the garden of the 
presidential office) sends operational orders to a regiment 
direct, bypassing the Department of National Defense, the 
General Staff, the field commander the corps, and the 
division. Still another example i~ where a chief of an arm 
gives orders to a unit of that arm, the unit being at the time 
assigned to a corps." 

The study quoted above was produced at the behest of Major General 
Lionel C. McGarr, who was at the time the commandant at Leavenworth, 

* "Study on Amry Aspects of the Military Assistance Program in 
Vietnam (U)," 10 June 1960. 
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but programmed to become Chief, MAAG, Vietnam, in September 1960· 
"General McGarr was informed by this study, and by his other prepara
tions for his new assignment, of the increasing concern in Was~ington 
about the military situation in Vietnam. 

On 24 March 1960, the Chief of Staff of the Army had 
called for urgent measures to improve the counterguerrilla capabilities 
of RVNAF. * On 30 March 1960, the JCS advised CINCPAC (telegram JCS 
974802, date cited) that: 

"The JCS agree that anti-guerrilla capability should be 
developed within organization of the regular armed forces by 
changing emphasis in training selected elements ARVN and other 
forces from conventional to anti-guerrilla warfare." 

On 27 April 1960, CINCPAC submitted a study on counterinsurgency in 
South Vietnam to the JCS. On 6 June, JCS forwarded this study to the 
Secretary of Defense, recommending his acting to obtain U.S. Govern
ment support of counterinsurgency operations. ** The initial recom
mendation was followed by a proposed outline plan. The Secretary 
of Defense obtained the necessary concurrence in Washington, and on 
20 October CINCPAC and Ambassador Durbrow were directed to develop 
the detailed plan and submit it to Washington (Joint State-DOD Message 
192020Z October 1960). 

In the meantime, Chief, MAAG, with the assistance of 
additional U.S. Army Special Forces, began in June a new training 
program for RVNAF designed to improve its counterguerrilla capabilities. 
Also, in September by SM-906-60 (l5 September 1960), the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff had instructed subordinate commanders to take steps to improve 
guerrilla and counterguerrilla warfare training. In early 1961, the 
Director of the Joint Staff, Lt. General Earle G. Wheeler (WSM-l58-6l, 
9 February 1961) circulated a paper prepared by General McGarr to 
improve that training in Vietnam. The paper, entitled "Information, 
Guidance and Instructions to MAAG Advisory Personnel by Lt. General 
Lionel C. McGarr, November lO, 1960," called for the training of RVNAF 
to produce the "anti-guerrilla guerrilla." General McGarr pointed 
out that the guerrilla derived his principal strength from conventional , 
opponents, and that he had to be defeated in his own chosen form of 
combat: 

"There is only one way he can survive --capitalize on the 
conventional conc ept by tru~ing advantage of the inherent 

* ' U. S . Army, Office Chief of Military History, "United State.s Policy 
Toward Vietnam Since 1945) ," Ch..ronology. 

~~ CINCPAC, Co~nand History for 1960, l43-l44 . 
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weakness of its built-in inflexibility and the longer r eaction 
time required for its conventional type action -- and yes, 
even its conventional type thinking! Thinking which is too 
often geared to highly sophisticated weapons systems, complex 
logistics, stylized or rigid tactics, and vulnerable lines of 
communications. . • • " 

"Thus, from the purely military point of view, the solution 
hinges on the capability of the armed forces to protect the 
very lives of the people - to include government functionaries, 
from mounting communist assassination and intimidation. In the 
far-flung villages , especially those isolated from governmental 
protective power in point of time , space and force, this is 
most difficult. The guerrilla, because of mobility and a 
battle-tested plan, together with the unique situation here, 
has been able to sej.ze the initiative by taking the military 
offensive. This is because all of the elements of national 
power have not been adequately coordinated in the past. The 
government of the armed forces are literally blind due to a 
lack of information on VC guerrilla actions and intentions. As 
indicated previously, the military particularly must have adequate, 
evaluated, collated military intelligence if it is to be able to 
best apply its present force. To the military man - especially 
the commander of a small military group defending his country 
against the VC guerrillas in the swamps or jungles - timely, 
accurate, evaluated intelligence - not false rumor - spells 
the difference between success or defeat - life or death. With 
both the present military and political situation a matter for 
serious concern, it appears logical that the time has come when 
the armed forces must have the necessary force to give the 
population full and complete physical protection from the VC. 
Because of various reasons - some within and some beyond the 
immediate control of the Government of Vietnam - this cannot 
be done to the required degree at present •• 

"Now, let us examine the broad objective of the MAAG in 
South Vietnam. As advisors, you must not only advise but follow 
through! Therefore, you must clearly understand that proper 
advising requires an instructor-pupil relationship with explana
tion, illustration and clos e personal supervision. It is not 
enough to tell your counterparts what to do and stop there. 
Your government prohibits your accompanying troops on wartime 
operations , but this does not lessen - only adds to - your 
advisory mission. Also, it is most important you understand that 
even as you cannot make a 'template type solution' of conventional 
concepts work on varied terrain, the same is true of solutions 
based on unconventional concepts. . •• Objective, creative-type 
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thinking is required here. Our thinking must be beamed 
towards evolving a new concept of action - a synthesis of the 
useable portions of history, the closely coordinated military 
and political concepts of our enemy, and the application of 
both conventional and unconventional warfare. All of these 
welded together by proper application of the principles -
which will still remain valid - must be employed in the 
operations of our hunter-killer teams of 'antiguerrilla 
guerrillas.' For we must find a better way but only to 
counter the Viet Cong guerrilla in the swamps, the canal
gridded, inundated Mekong River delta, and the rugged 
mountains and jungles of both the high plateau and the 
entire land border region - but to crush him! . . . 

" • • • Militarily, our problem appears two-fold: First, 
reduce or eliminate VC intervention from outside. Second, 
prevent the growth and possible final complete military 
success of VC military action, while awaiting solution of the 
political 'causes'. This VC military success can happen 
here - it is our job to prevent it. At present, better use 
of military resources is Vietnam's only readily available 
solution - and it is at best a marginal one. 

"And finally, as a basis for your analysiS, remember that 
the conventional organizations such as corps, divisions and 
regiments can be very adaptable to antiguerrilla operations •• 

. "I feel we should now :reemphasize the basic actions and 
recommendations already implemented by this MAAG to assure a 
better RVNAF capability in fighting VC internal subversion by 
setting up the framework of a more responsive organization and 
command procedure. These actions included the follmdng: 

a. MAAG recommended the transfer of the Civil Guard 
(CG) from the Department of Interior to the Department of 
Defense for equipping, training and operational control with 
command vested in RVNAF. . . . 

b. MAAG recommended to the RVNAF and the GV.N that the 
overall RVNAF command structure be modified to give clear 
lines of military control for all military type operations. 

c. MAAG recommended a rotation plan which would 
re-establish tactical unity and integrity of units, give 
military commanders responsibility for pacification of a 
permanently assigned area, and allow for rotation within 
division or even possibly regimental size units - as a 
minimum. 
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d. MAAG recommended that the present unnecessary 
duplication of the high level personnel in Corps and 
Military Region Headquarters be eliminated or corrected. • 

" • • • As explained previously, this concept envisions the 
organization and detailing of specialized ARVN units as 'anti
guerrilla guerrillas' employing improved guerrilla tactics 
against the VC guerrilla. They could well dress in guerrilla 
type clothing and would take the field in their aSSigned areas 
within the divisional zones for a period of one to six months, 
operating in the swamps, mountains and jungles as does their 
quarry - the guerrilla. These hunter-killer teams must be 
strongly disciplined, well indoctrinated, highly motivated, 
and imbued with the spirit of the offensive - and they must 
be offensively trained and led. They must have the will and 
determination to close with and destroy the VC. 

"Our objective must be to find, fix, fight and finish the 
enemy! No half measures ,vill do. Time is our most precious 
commodity and the urgency of the situation requires that we use 
every second gainfully. This leaves no place for complacency 
on your part - or a business-as-usual attitude. MAAG cannot 
afford the luxury of an eight hour day or a five day week -
neither can RVNAF. History will not wait." 

General McGarr's impress was on the Counterinsurgency Plan (CIP), 
which reached Washington in January 1961, just before John F. Kennedy 
took office. 

b. Content of the CIP 

The CIP consisted of a basic directive and three 
annexes dealing with RVNAF force increases, concept of operations: and 
logistiCS, respectively. It incorporated one major point of difference 
between Ambassador Durbrow and General McGarr -- the RVNAF force 
increases (Despatch 276): 

Ambassador Durbrow: 

I maintain reservations concerning the proposal to increase 
the force level up to 20,000 additional RVNAF troops, purely to 
meet the threat in Viet-Nam and still believe more calculated 
risks should be taken by using more of the forces in being to 
meet the 5~ediate and serious guerrilla terrorist threat. 
I recognize, however, that additional well-trained forces in 
being in this area are probably now justified from purely U.S. 
interest point of view in order to meet growing bloc threat SEA 
represented by Soviet airlift in Laos. 
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MAAG Comment s : 

The military requirement for this force increase to 
accomplish the current mission had been demonstrated in 
MAAG considered opinion as early as August 1960. This 
force increase was badly needed before the beginning of the 
Soviet airlift in Laos. The recent Viet Minh overt aggression 
against Laos merely reinforces this requirement • . 

The four divisions in the North in I and II Corps Areas 
are committed in anti-guerrilla and static guard duty to the 
extent which not only cuts down on their ability to resist 
overt attack, and thus magnifies the risk to a militarily 
unacceptable degree, but also prohibits required training to 
adequately counter either external or internal aggression. 

But otherwise, the CIP represented agreement on what the problem was 
in Vietnam, and what steps were necessary to solve it: 

"I. SITUATION. . • 

Developments in South Viet-Nam over the past year 
indicate a trend that is adverse to the stability and 
effectiveness of President Diem's government. Beginning in 
December 1959 and continuing to the present, there has been 
a mounting increase throughout South Vietnam of Viet Cong 
terrorist activities and guerrilla warfare. • • • 

Politically, discontent with the Diem Government has 
been prevalent for same time among intellectuals and elite 
circles and has been rising among the peasantry and, to some 
extent, labor and urban business groups. Criticism of these 
elements focuses on Ngo family rule, especially the roles of 
the President's brother Ngo Dinh Nhu. and Madame Nhu and the , ' 
influence of the clandestine Can Lao political apparatus of 
the regime. An even more important element in the political 
situation is the criticism of the President's leadership within 
government circles, including the official bureaucracy and the 
military. In the past, such discontent and criticism had been 
centered on Diem's brothers, Ngo Dinh Nhu and Ngo Dinh Can, as 
directors of the allegedly corrupt Can Lao Party. 

Ftlrther aggravating many of the govermuent' s problems 
is the active and partly successful campaign of the Viet Cong 
to discredit President Diem and weaken the government's 
authority through political subversion, as well as through 
military action. Among other factors making this possible is 
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the void between the GVN and its people which stems from the 
failure of the GVN to communicate understandably with the 
poulation LSi~7 and, in reverse, the lack of an effective 
mechanism whereby the people can in their terms communicate 
with the GVN. Taking advantage of this lack of effective com
munication and the GVN's inability to protect the people the 
Viet Cong has had considerable success in sowing disaffection 
and disrupting effective administration of the government among 
the population. This is especially true in the Capital; 1st 
and 5th Military Regions. Viet Cong successes in these regions 
are due to the large number among the population who, whether 
out of terror or sympathy, give support to the Viet Congo 
Aided by this Situation, the Viet Cong is striving to establish 
a political apparatus parallel to the GVN. Below province level 
in the 5th Military Region, no effective GVN control exists in 
many areas. The Viet Cong are increasing the void by taxation, 
terroristic acts, attacks on Self Defense posts, assassination 
of village and provincial officials, and simultaneously a 
systematic development of the Viet Cong political apparatus 
to fill the void. In view of the above conditions the principal 
task facing the GVN is restoration of individual security. 

Military force, in the form of increased communist 
insurgency, is clearly the major immediate threat to the 
stability of Viet-Nam tOday. South Viet-Nam is unique in that 
it is the only country in the world which is forced to defend 
itself against a communist internal subversion action, while 
at the same time being subject to the militarily supportable 
threat of a conventional external attack from communist North 
Viet-Nam. The RVNAF force basis is inadequate to meet both 
these threats. 

"The problem is twofold, although at present the counter
insurgency phase is the more dangerous and immediate. In this 
counterinsurgency fight RVNAF is on the defensive. Approxi
mately 75% of ARVN is committed to pacification missions, about 
half of these being committed to static guard and security roles. 
The military chain of command has usually been violated at the 
expense of unity of effort and command. No adequate operations 
control or overall planning system presently exists, although 
significant progress has been made in the development of mili
tary plans. The President has exercised arbitrary control of 
operations, by-passing command channels of the JGS and often 
Corps and Division staff. Resources have been fragmented to 
provincial control. The above practices appear to have been 
designed to divide responsibility in order to guard against 
the possibility of a military coup through placing too much 
power in the hands of a single subordinate. The guerrilla 
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problem has become much more serious than the Civil Guard can 
manage, thereby requiring a disproportionately large RVNAF 
commitment, which has further resulted in a serious weakening 
of the RVNAF capability for defense against iRterRal/external 
LSi~ or overt attack in force. Rotation within RVNAF and Civil 
Guard cannot be accomplished regularly. Many units have been 
on operations for a year or more without relief, because RVNAF 
strength is insufficient to permit an adequate rotation policy 
and to conduct adequate border and coastal surveillance. Many 
troops are battle weary, in a state of low morale, and in need 
of recuperation and training. Notwithstanding the above 
deficiencies, GVN plans have recently been developed for the 
RVNAF Command Control and Logistic structure which upon 
implementation, possibly in the near future, should correct 
major deficiencies if adequate military strength is provided. 

"The complete divorce of command control from logist ics 
support in the field has resulted in a lethargic and cumbersome 
requisitioning and supply system. • • • 

"The current military intelligence capability of the RVNAF 
is inadequate to support the critical intelligence requirements 
of all echelons of the armed forces .••• 

The economic health of the' country, though not robust, 
has been improving rapidly. In the future, if current economic 
trends continue and the economy is not further disrupted by 
adverse security developments the economy will be able, insofar 
a s physical wealth is concern~d, to provide for the consumption 
needs of a growing population and at the same time to finance a 
steadily increasing proportion of local military costs and could 
under favorable conditions meet essentially all these costs .••• 

Assumptions: 

(1) That the greatest immediate threat to the continued 
existence of the Republic of Viet-Nam is posed by the steady 
expansion of guerrilla warfare by the Vietnamese Communists , 
with the Mekong Delta as a political and military base. 

(2) That North Viet-Nam has the capability of supporting 
guerrilla operations in SVN by infiltrating regular forces and 
cadres to strengthen locally recruited elements. (Guerrilla 
forces have increased from 3,500 to an ARVN estimate of 9,800 
during 1960.) 

(3) That at the present time the Diem Government offers 
the best hope for defeating the Viet Cong threat. 
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(4) That the Government of Viet-Nam has the basic 
potential to cope with the Viet Cong guerrilla threat if 
necessary corrective measures are taken and adequate forces 
are provided. 

(5) That the gravity of this threat will continue until 
a maximum offensive and coordinated retailatory LSi£7 effort 
is made by civil and military authorities. 

(6) That the most vital consideration of US policy 
in Viet-Nam is to create governmental stability by the 
eradication of insurgency in the Republic of Viet-Nam and to 
that end the activities of all US agencies will be coordinated. 

(7) That the Viet Cong, in coordination with the com
munist parties of Laos and Cambodia, will continue to build up 
a maximum effort against the Republic of Viet-Nam. The April 
'61 elections constitute particularly critical period. 

(8) That the DRV has a current continuing military 
capability for external aggression against SVN. 

"2. MISSION.. ff t . SVN Defeat Communist insurgency e or s In . 

"~. EXECUTION: 

a. Objectives: 

action to: 

activities 
capability 

(1) GVN must take immediate and extraordinary 

(a) Suppress and defeat disruptive Communist 
in South Viet-Nam and concurrently maintain a 
to meet overt aggression. 

(b) Establish and maintain political and 
economic control and stability . 

. (c) Interdict aid flowing to insurgents across 
Vj_etnamese borders, to include both police and military action 
in coordination vlith the adjacent nations of laos and Cambodia. 

(2) Country Team: 

(a) Induce the GVN to adopt and vigorously 
prosecute Country Team Plans designed to defeat Communist 
insurgency. 
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b. Tasks: 

(1) Political: 

(a) LAmbassador 's reports cited abov~7 •.. In 
addition to tasks relating to the GVN administration itself, 
further steps are required in the field of development of 
independent and quasi-independent political institutions and 
organizations, such as labor unions, youth movements and poli
tical parties. Possible steps in this field are under study by 
the Country Team. 

(2) Security: 

(a) Establish an Emergency Operations Control 
System to include: 

1. A national emergency council (GVN estab
lished an Internal-Security Council 7 October 1960). 

2. A director of operations (Permanent 
secretary for National Defense so designated 7 October 1960) 
with responsive regional, provincial, district, and village 
internal security councils. 

(b) Implement fully planning aspects of the 
national planning, programming, and budgeting system. 

( c) Develop and employ to optimum RVNAF capa
bilities to support emergency and related internal security 
operations on a fully coordinated schedule. 

(d) Take extraordinary action starting at highest 
levels of government and extending to the lowest political sub 
division (the village) to establish and maintain internal security . 

(e) Ass ign high priority to the development of . 
intelligence/counterintelligence staff and operational procedure 
to provide not only tjlllely and accurate knovlledge of Viet Cong 
activities and organization within Viet-Nam, but also provide 
information to enable the GVN to correct sociological and economic 
problems which the communists are exploiting. 

(f) Develop an adequate bvrder/coastal patrol system. 

(g) Develop an adequate communication capability 
within GVIIJ agencies to support emergency and related internal 
security operations. 
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(h) Employ full use of psychological and civil 
affairs programs in support of internal security actions. 

(i) Establish concurrently means for assuring 
continued security. 

(j) Retain the Civil Guard under the temporary 
control of the Department of Defense for the duration of the 
emergency. 

(k) To develop the force basis for the. RVNAF 
to COpe with the insurgency now threatening the GVN and to build 
capaCity for resistance to external aggression. 

(3) Economic: to be forwarded in supplemental sub
mission to this basic plan. 

(4) Psychological: 

(a) Improve communications between the C~vernment 
of Viet-Nam and its people. 

(b) Attract the loyalty of the population to the 
GVN and to the Diem regime. 

(c) Acquaint the people with the aims and actions 
of the GVN, and persuade them that the GVN is acting in their 
interests. 

(d) Counteract among the people and in the military 
sense within the RVNAF VC propaganda denigrating the Diem regime 
and painting it as opposed to the reunification of North and 
South Viet-Nam. 

(e) Foster a spirit of national unity and purpose 
among all elements of the Vietnamese society. 

(f) strengthen the people's confidence in and 
respect for the RVNAF as a security force vis-a-vis the VC. 

(g) Raise South Viet-Nrun's prestige among the 
peoples of other countries especially L'1 Asia and Africa as a 
means of enhancing the GVN's national security and stability. 

c. Concept of Operations: 

(1) General: 

(a) Political Operations. Refer to Embassy com
munications listed in political section under "TaSkS" above. 
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(b) Politico/Military Operations. In order to 
provide protection-which the people require, it is necessary 
to exercise more than an ordinary degree of control over the 
population. Among the more important operations required are 
those for exercising control in such manner as to isolate insur
gents and sympathizers from the support of the populace. Such 
techniques as registration and identification, food control and 
control of movement will be implemented as appropriate. 

(c) Military Operations: 

1. There are immediate actions, civil and 
military, which the GVN can and must take to halt or slow down 
the current and extremely serious adverse security trend until 
such time as the necessary increased offensive capability can 
be brought to bear. These actions include, of course, extra
ordinary action by the GVN to: 

a. Further develop a national emergency 
operations control system. 

b. Implement the National Planning System. 

c. Implement the plan for a national intel
ligence organization and system with particular emphasis on 
obtaining information at the village level, and integrating 
effort at the national level. 

d. Fully employ military capabilities 
to include strengthening and reorganizing military command and 
control channels. 

system. 
e. Establish a border/coastal surveillance 

f. 
communications system: 

Improve the civil and military 

g. Reduce attrition rate of armed forces 
and utilize the trained manpower pool." 

In the field of political tasks to achieve its stated 
objectives, the CIP cited the Embassy and other Department reports 
relating to the demarche by DurbrmT and the later discussions in 
December . A covering cable presented a discussion by Ambassador 
Durbrow of the Country Team proposals, presenting these in three 
categories: 
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(1) Measures that Diem had, in fact, requested, 
and that required U.S. action, principally the proposed 20,000-man 
increase in ARVN. 

(2) Measures which the GVN currently had "under 
study" or which would shortly be presented to the GVN, but on which 
foot-dragging and some resistance could be expectedj such as implementa
tion of a firm military chain of command (in particular, willingness 
by Diem to cease by-passing his military staff and commanders in dealing 
with province chiefs and subordinate commanders)j establishment of a 
military operational command for counterinsurgency operationsj and 
development of a national plan for counterinsurgency. 

(3) Recommendations "considered by the Country 
Team to be indispensable and in the GVN's own best interests," but 
which would "probably not be particularly palatable to the GVN"j 
this situation pertained particularly to certain political actions and 
concepts of the military-civilian relationship. (For example, 
strengthening the role of the National Assembly, and including respected 
oppositionists in the Cabinet.) 

The disagreement between the Ambassador and Chief, MAAG, evident in 
the CIP, reflected the divergences that were to persist among U.S. 
deciSion-makers through 1961. Durbrow's position, reflected in later, 
similar dispatches to the state Department, and to the President himself, 
was that the unpalatable political measures aimed at "liberalizing" 
the regime were essential to the achievement of U.S. (and GVN) goals in 
Vietnam. Therefore, in the fac~ of resistance to such measures by Diem 
it was necessary to assert some leverage to win his acceptancej and 
the most expedient means of leverage would be to postpone or threaten 
withholding of those measures of support that Diem actually i{anted, 
until Diem should have complied with our aims in the political area. 
In the case of the program represented by the CIP, this could only 
mean withholding approval of part or all of the funding for the 20,000 
man force level increase that Diem (backed by MAAG) had requested. 
Earlier, Durbrow may have turned to this tactic because of a suspicion 
that the 20,000-man increase i{aS not really essential. By January 
1961, he was evidently prepared to agree on the need for additional 
troops (referring to the increaSing threat posed by the Soviet airlift 
in Laos), but he Istill pointed to the tactical requirement that some
how Diem had to be induced to take unpalatable political actions. 
"These questions are an integral part of the overall plan and are 
essential to its Successful accomplishment. Cons.ideration should, 
therefore, be given to what actions we are prepared to take to encourage 
or, if necessary to force, acceptance of all essential elements of the 
plan." 
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A considerable part of the rationale within the CIP 
__ including one long annex __ was devoted to justifying the enlarged 
:orce level for RVNAF, emphasizing that action must be taken tQ 
~plement the increase as quickly as possible, since from one to two 
years would be required to fill the new units. It could be foreseen 
that those who saw the Viet Cong threat as most important (which "\-laS 

the basic tone of the CIP, and subsequently of the DOD), and who 
regarded military measures against this threat as most urgent, 
including measures that would require increased acceptance and coopera
tion by Diem, would be impatient with "pressure tactics" when they 
involved delays on "vital" military matters in the hope of winning 
concessions from Diem in political areas that seemed peripheral or 
trivial in the context of the communist insurgency. 

A factor tipping the scales tow'ard what might ~e . 
called the Diem/MAAG/DOD priorities in each instance was the cOlncldent, 
and increasing, need to "reassure" Diem of U.S. support for Vietnam 
and for him personally, in the light of events that had shaken that 
assu~ance (and hence, Diem's willingness to cooperate on les~ contro
versl~l measures) such as, in Diem's eyes, U.S. involvement In ~h~ 
abortlve November 1960 coup, U.S. pressures via Durbrow for PO~ltlcal 
reforms, and, above all, U.S. policy with respect to Laos. Thls need 
to reassure Diem was at cross purposes with the use of pressure 
tactics to influence him and in part conflicted with the U.S. 
desire to have Diem adopt mo~es (such' as delegating authority to a 
single military commander, or include oppositionists in hi~ cabinet) 
that he regarded as directly threatening continuation of hls rule. 

c. Presidential Action on the CIP 

Ten days after President Kennedy's inauguration, on 
30 January 1961, a memo from the President to the Secretary of State 
and Secretary of Defense noted that as a result of a meeting on 
28 January he had authorized: 

" ••• an increase of expenditure of $28.4 mi~lion to . 
expand the Viet-Nam force level by 20,000; and an lncrease In 
expenditure of $l2.7 million for a program to improve the quality 
of the Viet-Nam civil guard." * 

These figures represented the dollar costs of the increases recommended 
in the CIP. In passing on this authorization from the President in a 
Joint State-Defense-ICA message, the Department pointed out: 

* The author, Benjamin Bock of the State Department Study: Recent 
American Policy and Di lomacy Concerning Vietnam 1960~l963, Research 
Project #630, January 19 5, notes that Chalmers V. Wood, the Vietnamese 
desk officer in the 1961 period, had told him in June 1963 that President 
Kennedy had personally approved the counterinsurgency Plan. 
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" • • • U. S. would as Plan provides expect GVN absorb local 
currency costs these increases and does not contemplate further 
US-? dollar grants to generate additional local currency for 
this purpose." (Joint State-Defense-ICA Message, Deptel 1054 

to Saigon, 3 February 1961, p. 1) 

The Department suggested that the Ambassador and the Chief, MAAG, 
prepare an abridged version of the plan to present to Diem and 
emphasized: 

. "... ]mmediate purpose Plan is to enable GVN defeat 
lnsurgency, but Plan also envisages that GVN must move on 
political front towards liberalization to retain necessary 
popular cooperation; that various economic steps be taken; 
and that there be adequate cooperation with RKG on frontier 
control. It considered US view that succesS requires 
implementation entire plan." 

" . 1 " 1 • • • Future funding will require CongreSS10na approva. 
Views Congress likely be influenced by developments in political 

_ as well as security situation. FY 61 component represents large 
increase in US support Viet-Nam.' If GVN willing to accept the 
obligations involved in its implementation, the US is ready 
give full and immediate support in carrying it out.

1I 

(Ibid., pp. 1-2) 

In a passage suggesting some naivete on the part of the Department 
as to actual working procedures and the rhythm of negotiations in 
Saigon, the Department suggested: 

" d • • • proposing to Diem that members US Missions rea y 
confer with GVN opposite numbers work out agreed version Plan 
within, say two week time limit ••. II (~., p. 2) 

The guidance concluded: 

"If Ambassador considers GVN does not provide necessary 
cooperation, he should inform Washington with recommendations 
which may include suspension US contribution. II (Ibid., p. 3) 

On 2 February 1961 Walt W. Rostow shOlved the new 
President the memorandum on Vietnam' written by General Lansdale 
(reproduced above). The President read it in Rostow's presence, 
and said, "Th::'s is the worst yet . . • You y.,now Ike never briefed 
me about Vietnam . • • II It has been reported that shortly thereafter 
Lansdale was summoned unexpectedly to the White House, and was ushered 
into a meeting of principle Cabinet and National Security Council 
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members. At this meeting, the President discussed Lansdale's report, 
and apparently indicated that Lansdale would be sent to Vietnam in 
"a high capacity." If the appointment of Lansdale to replace Durbrow 
was under active consideration there is no record so indicating. , . 
In March, Frederick E. Nolting was appointed to replace Ambassador 
Durbrow. (Schlesinger, A Thousand Days, Ope cit., 320; Shaplen, 
"The Lost Revolution, II op. cit. 148-149) 

d. Implementing the CIP 

In the meantime, the Ambassador and the Chief, MAAG, 
carried out their instructions from Washington, obtaining an interview 
with Diem and Thuan, Secretary of State for the Presidency, on 
February 13, 1961. Both Diem and Thuan expressed concern as to how 
they could finance the local currency costs for the. additional 20,000 
men. The Ambassador expressed his firm conviction that by taking 
lIextraordinary measures ll the Vietnamese government could raise suf
ficient piasters. When Thuan asked what the U.S. position would be if 
the Vietnamese could not see their way to finance the plan as a 
whole, the Ambassador replied that the plan was a "comprehensive 
document ll and therefore all facets should "basically be carried out." 
The Ambassador reported that he was llriot very sanguine II that an agreed 
plan could be worked out by the end of February. (From Saigon Deptel 
1367, 13 February 1961, summarized in State Department Research 
Project No. 630, Ope cit., p. 15) 

A month later, Ambassador Durbrow discussed the 
status of GVN acceptance of the CIP with Thuan. On the political 
measures: 

" ••. He repeated question of bringing opposition members 
into cabinet would depend on whether such persons would agree 
with government policy. I replied I felt certain GVN would 
find loyal oppositionists who would be in basic agreement with 
policy and therefore urged this step be taken. Thuan expressed 
skepticism. He repeated legislative investigation of executive 
only practiced in US, therefore GVN would not accept this 
suggestion. "(Saigon 1454 to SecState, 11 March 1961, p. 1) 

On March 16, Durbrow raised the subject of the CIP 
with Diem; by this time it was clear that agreement was being reached 
on the main military CIP suggestions to a degree "which MAAG considers 
it can live with provided GVN follows through with proper implementa
tion," but the GVN position on other "fundamental" (in Durbrow's eyes) 
CIP suggestions -- i.e., in the political sphere -- vTaS not yet clear. 
(Saigon Deptel 1466, to SecState, 16 March 1961) Durbrow enumerated 
these remaining questions: 
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"(1) We believe it important to attain further national 
unity that Diem make reasonable offer take one or two non-commie 
oppositionists into cabinet. 

"(2) I stated we still receiving allegations and rumors 
about Can lao Party secret activities which, whether true or 
not, are harmful to GVN. I again urged that party come out 
in open or dissolve itself and suggested might be worthwhile 
pass law or issue decree stating against law have any secret 
parties Viet-Nam, pointing out this would help give legal basis 
act against various secret parties even covert communist-front 
organizations. 

"Diem interrupted me at this point to describe what he 
called favorable evolution among non-communist oppositionists 
which now taking place. He stated many of those who took part 
in coup see errors their ways and now realize if they had won 
they would have only assisted communist take-over. According 
Diem most oppositionists, whether those arrested because of coup 
or others, now in process changing their attitude and realize 
it in national interests they try to work more closely with GVN. 
For this reason too soon to make offer cabinet posts to . 
oppositionists but, without making firm promise, he stated that 
if some non-commies could agree basic policy GVN he might take them 
into government after election. 

"He did not directly r.eply to my Can Lao suggestion but 
stated that more and more oppositionists and public in general 
coming to realize allegations and rumors re party are not true. 
I interjected these developments all more reason why Can Lao 
Party should come into open or dissolve and why he should 
seriously make r easonable offers non-communists enter govt. 
Diem made no promises." (Saigon Deptel 1466 to SecState, 
16 March 1961, Section 1 of 2, p. 2) 

In connection with the proposed Central Intelligence 
organization, Diem stated he had finally chosen an officer to run 
this; on the issue of better relations with the Cambodian Government, 
to the end of working out border control arrangements, Diem was, as 
al.rays, very negative on the possibilities. Raising once more the 
issue of dealings with the peasants in connection with agrovilles: 

"I again urged he make modest payments to peasants called 
upon furnish labor, particularly those for instance who work 
on agrovilles but would not live there and would thus get no 
benefit from their labor. Diem replied peasants everywhere 
except those in Cochin-China area gladly contributed to 
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community development. He added if he tried to tax them 
it would cause more disgruntlement. He argued even those 
who did not get into agrovilles received considerable benefits 
from establj_shment nearby markets, schools, hospitals and 
maternity wards. I stated that while this undoubtedly true, 
corvee labor was one of principal things used by communists 
to caus e disgruntlement Delta." ( Ib id., Sect ion 2 of 2, 
pp. 2-3) ----

The Ambassador concluded with the following: 

"Comment~: Diem was most affable, exuded confidence and 
for first time expressed some gratitude our CIP efforts which 
he promised implement as best he could. Again before giving full 
green light believe we should await outcome detail discussion 
by GVN-US officials. In meantime MAAG quietly ordering some 
equipment for 20,000 increase (Embtel 1444)." (Ibid., Section 
2 of 2, p. 4) 

With the approval of- the Counterinsurgency Plan 
for Vietnam and with the appointment of Ambassador Nolting, the 
Kennedy Administration launched its efforts to stem the Viet Cong 
tide in South Vietnamo 
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